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OPENING REMARKS

Dear Readers,

Over the course of 2013, there were some significant changes in the work of the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation.

The Bank of Russia was declared a mega�regulator, started to move towards an infla�
tion targeting regime, approved a symbol for the ruble following extensive public consul�
tations, and was involved in work to improve the pension and insurance markets.

Qualitative changes are taking place across the entire financial system, affecting the
lives of the majority of Russian citizens. It is important to ensure that these changes are
not only positive, but are expected, understood and predictable for both businesses and
households alike.

It is for this very reason that the Bank of Russia adheres to the principle of transpa�
rency and develops its information policy taking into account the growing public interest
in its activities.

The notion of information transparency has been fully upheld in the Bank of Russia’s
Annual Report which follows.

Governor of the Bank of Russia Elvira S. Nabiullina
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INTRODUCTION

he Bank of Russia Annual Report for 2013
reflects the results of the Bank’s perfor�
mance conducted in accordance with the

duties assigned to it by law, and contains an analy�
sis of external and internal conditions under
which the Bank of Russia has been operating, its
annual financial statements, the auditor’s report
and a statement by the Audit Chamber of the
Russian Federation.

In 2013, the Russian economy faced a weak
foreign demand and a low investment activity.
The main factor bolstering growth in the output
of goods and services was the domestic consumer
demand, although this slowed somewhat as com�
pared with 2012.

GDP growth dropped from 3.4% in 2012 to
1.3% in 2013. The slowdown in economic growth
was structural, linked to exhausting opportuni�
ties for extensive development. For the first time
since 2010, there was a fall in the number of em�
ployed amid a stable low unemployment rate.
According to estimates, the negative output gap
remained small in 2013.

Despite the demand constraints noted, infla�
tion was 6.5%, exceeding the target range of
5—6% set for 2013 by the ‘Guidelines for the
Single State Monetary Policy in 2013 and for
2014 and 2015’. The main reason for inflation
increasing beyond the target range was the rise
in prices for foodstuffs and services.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia undertook active
steps to transition to an inflation targeting regime,
which gives precedence to price stability over all
other monetary policy objectives. Thus, in 2013,
to strengthen the effectiveness of its interest rate
policy, the Bank of Russia increased the ex�
change rate flexibility using a mechanism of a

floating operational band of the ruble value of
the dual�currency basket. Changes were made
to the monetary policy decision�making proce�
dure and measures were implemented to increase
its transparency.

From September 2013, the monetary policy
stance started to be characterised by a key rate:
the interest rate on one�week auction�based
Bank of Russia operations. The Bank of
Russia’s decisions on the key rate are based on
a comprehensive analysis of the economic situ�
ation and forecasts for its further development
and are aimed at bringing about a slowdown in
inflation in line with the targets set three years
in advance.

In 2013, inflation risks from monetary factors
remained moderate. With the continued low
growth rates of the Russian economy and a sig�
nificant impact of non�monetary factors on infla�
tion processes the Bank of Russia decided not to
tighten its monetary policy.

Measures were adopted in 2013 to improve
the interest rate policy parameters and further
expand credit institutions’ access to refinancing
operations. The Bank of Russia’s rates on over�
night standing facilities to provide and absorb li�
quidity were used to establish an interest rate
corridor with bounds set symmetrically with re�
spect to the key rate. Auctions were held on a
regular basis to provide 3�month loans secured
with non�marketable assets at a floating interest
rate linked to the key rate. The list of bonds in�
cluded in the Bank of Russia Lombard List was
expanded and measures aimed at increasing the
abilities of credit institutions to manage securi�
ties portfolios used as collateral in operations with
the Bank of Russia were also taken.

T
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The need to create conditions to support a sus�
tainable economic growth required the Bank of
Russia to undertake active steps to further inten�
sify banking supervision with a view to forming a
reliable and healthy banking sector. A decision
was made to increase oversight of credit institu�
tions, whose activities are of particular signifi�
cance to the country or a region, including sys�
temically important banks. Risk�based ap�
proaches to supervision have been developed,
aimed at a timely detection, adequate assessment
and prudent reduction of risks assumed by credit
institutions. At the same time, the Bank of Rus�
sia has improved its approaches to assessing the
stability of credit institutions and defining the
actual quality of their assets and capital, in addi�
tion to the reliability of statements that they pro�
vide. In 2013, systemic risks in the Russian bank�
ing sector were relatively low, contributing to its
financial stability.

2013 saw credit institutions continuing to
build up their loan portfolios, largely affected by
the state of the economy and demand from non�
financial organisations and households for loans.
The annual rate of growth in loans to non�finan�
cial organisations remained at the same level as
the previous year, with loans to households actu�
ally falling. In 2013, the Bank of Russia intro�
duced further regulatory requirements for con�
sumer loans, especially unsecured loans, which
had an impact on the slowing of growth in the
retail loans portfolio. Lending to small� and me�
dium�sized enterprises continued to outpace lend�
ing to corporate borrowers. Interest rates on long�
term ruble loans to non�financial organisations
and households fell significantly in 2013.

The funding base of credit institutions ex�
panded in 2013, largely thanks to internal sources
of funding, such as household savings and corpo�
rate funds. Given capital outflow from emerging
markets, including Russia, and the uneven im�

pact of budgetary flows on the banking sector li�
quidity, a strong demand from credit institutions
for Bank of Russia refinancing instruments con�
tinued over the course of the year.

The development of settlement infrastructure
has contributed to further advancement of cash�
less payments. The Bank of Russia, together with
credit institutions, has intensified its work to in�
crease public trust in cashless payment services
and new payment facilities. There have also been
further developments in the regulation of super�
vision and oversight in the national payment sys�
tem, including the payment services security and
the prevention of unauthorised use of funds in
credit institutions’ customer accounts.

In relation to the amendments introduced in
2013 to a number of federal laws, the Bank of
Russia has been granted the authority to regu�
late, control and oversee the financial markets.
The objectives of the Financial Markets Service
set up within the Bank of Russia included the
development of the financial market and the fos�
tering of a competitive environment, protecting
the rights and legal interests of shareholders, in�
vestors, insurers and insured parties, and moni�
toring compliance with the Russian Federation
legislation to counter the illegal use of insider in�
formation and market manipulation.

In 2013, changes took place to the structure
of the Bank of Russia head office and work com�
menced on the reform of its regional branches.

A decision was taken to create, on the basis
of seven out of 79 Bank of Russia regional
branches, main branches of the Bank of Russia
and transform the remaining regional branches
into divisions and national bank divisions, at
the same time liquidating main cash settlement
centres. In addition, a gradual centralisation
of the Bank of Russia inspection activities and
the Bank of Russia Chief Auditor’ Service was
completed.

I N T R O D U C T I O N
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In

I.1. THE GLOBAL ECONOMY

AND INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

2013, the global economy underwent a
period of gradual recovery. The growth
of Russia’s trading partners, which

slowed in 2012, showed some acceleration in
2013, although growth rates remained low. Ac�
cording to International Monetary Fund (IMF)
estimates, there was a negligible change in the
growth rate of the global economy, valued at
3.0% in 2013 (3.2% in 2012), with the second
half of 2013 seeing more active recovery in key
advanced economies.

Inflationary pressure in the majority of ad�
vanced countries remained low, which was one
of the factors that enabled central banks to main�
tain a loose monetary policy in 2013. At the same
time, in view of the improving situation in the
US economy, including in the labour market, the
US Federal Reserve System (Fed) decided in late
2013 to curtail the scope of its quantitative eas�
ing from January 2014.

The situation in the financial markets of ad�
vanced countries and emerging markets differed
from one another in 2013. Amid the recovery in
economic activity, stock indices in advanced coun�
tries rose significantly. Funding conditions im�
proved for many European countries, having ex�
perienced some difficulties in previous years.
Emerging market indicators were hit badly in
2013 by the uncertainty surrounding the time�

frame for initiating the curtailment of the Fed
asset acquisition programme and its after�effects,
as well as the worsening economic growth pros�
pects in certain developing countries.

The strongest global economies showed con�
trasting economic growth rates in 2013. US GDP
growth slowed from 2.8% in 2012 to 1.9% in
2013 as a result of the fall in demand for invest�
ment goods and the curtailment of government
spending. Alongside unfavourable weather con�
ditions, a temporary suspension of work by cer�
tain government institutions in October 2013 had
a negative impact on the economy towards the
end of the year, as a result of which the federal
budget for the 2014 fiscal year was not adopted
on time. Nonetheless, in the second half of 2013
the US economy showed a confident growth. In
conjunction with the improved situation in the
labour market, this allowed the Fed to begin ta�
pering its quantitative easing of the economy:
from January 2014 the value of securities pur�
chased was reduced by $10 billion a month, which
was announced at the end of the session of the
Fed Open Market Committee on 17—18 Decem�
ber 2013.

In 2013, the situation in the euro area im�
proved compared with 2012, with the slowdown
in GDP amounting to 0.4% (in 2012 it was
0.7%)1. From 2013 Q2, the euro area’s GDP

1 Figures based on Eurostat data.
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improved, but still showed significant differences
in the economic situation of various countries in the
region. Thus, 2013 saw a slump in eight euro area
countries1: Cyprus (–5.4%), Greece (–3.9%),
Spain (–1.2%), Italy (–1.9%), the Netherlands
(–0.8%), Portugal (–1.4%), Slovenia (–1.1%)
and Finland (–1.4%). The continued high rates
of unemployment were a serious problem for the
euro area (11.9% at the end of 2013), especially
among the younger population. In this regard,
Spain and Greece saw unemployment reach its
high: 25.8% and 27.5% respectively, while in
Germany, Austria and Luxembourg it was around
5—6%. Faced with a weak business activity and
a low inflation, the European Central Bank (ECB)
twice — in May and November 2013 — cut the
refinancing rate, fixing it at its low of 0.25%.

Monetary incentives also contributed to the
increase in economic activity in other major
economies. Increased growth was witnessed in
2013 in the United Kingdom (from 0.3% to
1.7%) and Japan (from 1.4% to 1.5%). The
Bank of England continued its Funding for Lend�
ing Scheme in 2013. To achieve its inflation tar�
get of 2%, in April 2013 the Bank of Japan aban�
doned its operational indicator of the money mar�
ket rate and switched to using its monetary base
in this capacity, announcing its intention to
double it by 2015 through increasing acquisitions

of Japanese government bonds and higher risk
assets.

Despite favourable export dynamics, accord�
ing to the IMF, GDP growth in emerging mar�
kets slowed from 5.0% in 2012 to 4.7% in 2013
as a result of a weakening domestic demand and
the deterioration of financial conditions in the
global market in the second half of 2013. There
was a significant slowdown in the CIS countries
(from 3.4% to 2.1%), Latin America and the
Caribbean (from 3.1% to 2.7%) and developing
countries in Asia (from 6.7% to 6.5%). Economic
growth rates in developing European countries
increased in 2013, according to the IMF, from
1.4% to 2.8%. GDP growth in China in 2013 was
unchanged at 7.7% compared with 2012.

Growth in the international trade of goods and
services was 3.0% in 2013 compared with 2.8%
in 2012, according to the IMF. In this regard,
growth in the import of goods and services by
advanced countries increased from 1.1% to 1.4%,
whereas emerging market economies and devel�
oping countries witnessed the opposite, with a fall
from 5.8% to 5.6%.

Brent, Dubai and West Texas crude oil prices
remained fairly stable in 2013 and on average
dropped by 0.9% (in 2012 they rose by 1.0%).
The annual average prices for foodstuffs in the
global markets (index published by the UN Food

Chart 1

1 Figures based on Eurostat data.
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and Agriculture Organisation, the FAO) dropped
by 1.6% in 2013 (in 2012 it fell by 7.3%) due to
the fall in prices for grain, vegetable oil and sugar
alongside increased quantities and improved pro�
duction forecasts. The fall in prices for energy
commodities and foodstuffs combined with a con�
tinued weak economic activity contributed to in�
flation reduction in many countries around the
world. As a result, differing inflation risks con�
tinued to reign in different economies. The Con�
sumer price growth slowed both in the US and in
the euro area in 2013: in the US inflation dropped
from 2.1% in 2012 to 1.5% in 2013, and in the
euro area from 2.5% to 1.4%. At the same time,
inflation rates in a number of developing coun�
tries remained relatively high. These inflation
risks gave rise to increases in key rates by central
banks in India, Indonesia and Brazil.

The situation in the financial markets of ad�
vanced countries improved in 2013. Stock indi�
ces were observed to grow during this period. The
improvement of macroeconomic forecasts and the

continued low interest rates ensured more
favourable funding conditions for the euro area
countries. The heightened trust of market par�
ticipants in the European financial system can be
attributed to measures implemented by European
regulators to establish an effective unified bank�
ing oversight mechanism, in particular through
the elaboration of a single resolution mechanism.
Over the course of the year, there has been a
marked decrease in yield spreads on the sover�
eign securities of Greece, Portugal, Spain, Ire�
land and Italy against the yields of German bonds.
December 2013 saw the official end of the Euro�
pean Union and IMF financial support program�
me for Ireland.

The stability achieved in the financial mar�
kets of advanced countries did not fully spread
to the markets of developing countries. Influ�
enced by the anticipated curtailment of the Fed
asset acquisitions from May 2013, the majority
of emerging markets witnessed large�scale capi�
tal outflows and a fall in asset prices. There was

Chart 2
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a sharp decrease in the value of currencies of
countries whose economies were dependent on
inflows of foreign capital to finance the current
account deficit. According to the BIS estimates,
in 2013 the nominal effective exchange rate of
the South African rand fell on average by 14.0%

relative to 2012, the Turkish lira by 6.5%, the
Indian rupee by 8.5%, and the Brazilian real by
7.3%. The central banks of a number of coun�
tries took measures to stabilise their national
currencies, including interventions in the foreign
exchange market.
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I.2. THE ECONOMIC SITUATION IN RUSSIA

2013, the growth in the Russian eco�
nomy slowed down. GDP growth drop�
ped from 3.4% in 2012 to 1.3% in 2013.

The economic slowdown was structural, linked
to the exhausting opportunities for recovery
growth. The impact of the majority of internal
factors shaping the upsurge of the economy in the
post�crisis period (the recovery of demand, in�
crease in production capacity utilisation, wider
employment, high growth in wages and consumer
lending) faded out. The investment activity fell.
The deterioration of the external economic situ�
ation and a weak foreign demand had a moderate
constraining impact on the development of the
Russian economy.

In 2013, the GDP growth was driven mainly
by financial activity, the wholesale and retail
trade and transactions with real estate. A good
harvest of key crops encouraged an overall in�
crease in agricultural output by 6.2%, compared
to the fall in 2012.

The contraction of investment demand con�
tributed to a fall in the construction output, as
well as a significant drop in the output of invest�
ment�oriented manufacturing industries. Over�
all, industrial production in 2013 rose by 0.4%.
Its efficiency was low, with a weak growth in
output resulting from a high production capacity
and labour force utilisation. In the course of the

year, industrial producer sentiment indicators re�
mained low, while in the manufacturing indus�
tries they showed clear downward trends (sea�
sonally adjusted).

The financial position of Russian organisations
deteriorated1. In 2013, the positive net financial
result dropped by 14.3% compared with 2012.
The share of loss�making enterprises rose from
25.9% to 26.8%. The increased growth (rela�
tive to receipts) in the cost of production of goods,
works and services has led to a marked drop in
sales profitability. Moreover, a sharp increase in
the negative balance of other incomes and expen�
ditures has had an adverse impact on the net fi�
nancial result. The cut in profits has been one of
the factors behind the continued reduction in the
share of equity capital in organisations’ financial
resources observed since 2012. The level of orga�
nisations’ equity capital remained insufficient.

The diversion of a portion of working assets
from production rose. The growth in working as�
sets was to a large extent conditioned by the in�
crease in accounts receivable, with the share of
arrears rising. Expenditures for work in progress
and inventories for resale also increased.

Despite this, the share of arrears in total li�
abilities remained low in 2013. The overdue ac�
counts payable was 5.3% of the total amount
outstanding and the overdue loans stood at 0.6%.

1 Excluding small businesses, banks, insurance companies and budget�financed organisations.

In
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In 2013, for the first time since 2010 Russia
witnessed a fall in the number of employed in
the economy. Seasonally adjusted, the rate of un�
employment in the first half of 2013 showed a
weak growth, and in the second half of the year
stabilised at 5.5—5.6%. These low levels were
formed amid a narrowing labour supply and
changes to its structure as a result of long�term
demographic factors. The labour market reaction
to the weakening economic dynamics was re�
flected through a fall in the labour force utilisation
(growth in part�time work, the number of un�
paid leaves), an increase in overdue wage arrears
and a slowing growth of wages.

The growth in household real money income
declined. The expansion of retail lending slack�
ened and the consumer sentiment worsened. To�
gether, these had an effect on the curtailed growth
in final consumption expenditures by households
in 2013 compared with 2012 (from 7.9% to
4.7%). Nonetheless, a rise in consumer demand,
as in 2012, was a key driver of economic growth.

There were no marked shifts in household
behaviour in 2013 with the structure of house�
hold income use undergoing no substantial
changes. Households’ propensity for organised

savings1 was virtually unchanged at 9.9% com�
pared with 2012.

Expenditures on final consumption of the
general government increased, whereas that of
non�profit institutions serving households fell.

The growth in exports along with the slow�
down in import growth as a result of the ruble
depreciation and the narrowing of aggregate de�
mand in the economy meant that net exports of
goods and services in 2013 made a positive con�
tribution to GDP.

The uncertainty over the economic growth
outlook and a significant deterioration of the fi�
nancial position of organisations had a negative
impact on investment activity in 2013. The gross
fixed capital formation fell compared with 2012
by 0.1% (in 2012 it increased by 6.5%). Inven�
tories contracted. Overall, the gross capital for�
mation dropped by 6.1% (in 2012 it increased by
1.5%) and its contribution to economic growth
was negative.

According to estimates, the output gap re�
mained slightly negative in 2013. Demand con�
straints had a marked impact on price dynamics
in the economy. Producer price indices in con�
struction and corporate communications services

1 Savings include growth (drop) in deposits, acquisition of securities, changes in funds in the accounts of individual

entrepreneurs, changes in overdue loans, purchasing of real estate, and purchasing of livestock and poultry by

households.
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were lower than in 2012. The producer price in�
dex of industrial goods fell, with producer price
growth in manufacturing industries1 reaching its
all�time low (1.6%). Producer prices in electric�
ity, gas and water production and distribution
rose higher than in 2012, influenced by a greater
indexation of administered prices and tariffs.

A good harvest resulted in a fall in producer
prices in the crop production. However, in the
livestock industry, the rise in expenditures (partly
resulting from a rise in prices for fodder due to
the poor harvest of 2012 and ruble depreciation)
and the reduction in production led to an accel�
eration of the producer price growth. On the
whole, the producer price index in agriculture was
significantly lower in 2013 than in 2012.

The consumer price dynamics were influ�
enced by different factors. The fall in the ruble
exchange rate largely caused by external factors
had a pro�inflationary effect, especially in the sec�
ond half of the year. Nonetheless, the constrain�
ing impact on consumer market prices as a result
of slackening demand and slowing growth in pro�
ducer prices prevailed over the effect of ruble de�
preciation, which is testified by a downward trend
in annual growth rates of non�food prices (from
5.2% in December 2012 to 4.5% in December
2013) observed since late 2011. Growth rates of

prices for non�food goods, excluding petrol, which
are least exposed to administrative and event�trig�
gered factors, also fell.

Throughout 2013, temporary factors in the
food market substantially affected inflation. At the
start of the year and again in autumn, a rise in
livestock prices in the domestic market; increased
prices for foodstuffs and agricultural commodi�
ties in certain global markets; and unfavourable
weather conditions for fruit and vegetable har�
vesting, all gave rise to an accelerated growth in
consumer prices for foodstuffs. Overall, in the
course of the year the most marked price increases
were seen for milk, dairy products, cheese and
eggs. By the end of the year, food prices had in�
creased by 7.3%, or 0.2 percentage points less
than in 2012.

Prices and tariffs for housing and utility ser�
vices, passenger transport, alcohol and tobacco
rose more than in 2012, partly due to higher ad�
ministered tariffs and excise duties.

Overall, inflation was 6.5% in December 2013
as compared with December of the previous year,
which was only 0.1 percentage point lower than
the same indicator a year earlier. It exceeded the
target range set out for 2013 in the ‘Guidelines
of the Single State Monetary Policy in 2013 and
for 2014 and 2015’ at 5—6%. Core inflation

1 For goods to be sold in the domestic market.
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slowed over the year by 0.1 percentage points to
5.6%.

The price situation in global commodity
markets in 2013 was less favourable for Russian
exporters compared with the previous year. To�
gether with the continued positive dynamics of
import prices, this caused a deterioration in ex�
ternal trade conditions for the Russian Federa�
tion in 2013 compared with 2010—2012. A fall
in contract prices was observed in the majority of
large�scale Russian export positions, in particu�
lar for mineral products and metals, including
goods thereof, which accounted for about 80% of
total exports. The annual average price for Urals
crude in the global market was 2.2% lower than
in 2012: $108.3 per barrel. The price of natural
gas in the European market rose by 2.7%, accord�
ing to the World Bank. Over the course of 2013,
there were quarterly falls in prices for exported
metals and metal�working products. The global
market saw significant drops in prices for nickel
(by 14.3%), aluminium (by 8.7%) and copper
(by 7.9%). The cumulative fall in export prices
for chemical industry products was the most
marked at the end of the year. Global prices for
food products, including agricultural raw mate�
rials, were somewhat lower on average in 2013
than in the previous year. Goods accounting for

Chart 5
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an insignificant proportion of Russian exports,
such as hides, furs and articles thereof, enjoyed
positive price dynamics.

Exports of Russian goods, defined according
to the balance of payments methodology, con�
tracted by 0.8% in 2013 largely due to pricing
factors. With the gradual recovery of external
demand, export quantities of certain Russian
goods increased. The share of three main fuel and
energy goods as a percentage of total exports rose
which, with the negative dynamics of the value
of Russian oil supplied abroad, was a consequence
of the increase in exports of natural gas and oil
products. Exports of timber and pulp�and�paper
goods rose. At the same time, 2013 saw a conti�
nued reduction in exports of chemicals as a result
of the fall in prices for this group of products,
while export quantities rose. After a significant
increase in 2012, exports of food products and
agricultural raw materials dropped.

In 2013, the downward trend in goods import
growth persisted, which was linked to a decline
in consumer and investment demand growth. The
value of imported products, according to balance
of payments data, rose by 2.1% (by 5.4% a year
earlier). Imports of chemicals and food products,
including agricultural raw materials, increased.
At the same time, the value of imports of machin�
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ery, equipment and transport vehicles fell com�
pared with 2012, with the share of these items in
total imports not exceeding 50%. Amid moder�

ate growth in prices for this group of products the
negative dynamics of this indicator were condi�
tioned by a reduction in import quantities.
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I.3. THE FINANCIAL SECTOR

I.3.1. CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

T he slowing growth in the Russian economy
in 2013 did not have a significant impact
on the development of the banking sector

with its main indicators remaining stable. Rus�
sian banks built up their resource base, primarily
through household savings and corporate funds,
with banks maintaining a high level of demand
for Bank of Russia refinancing instruments over
the course of the year. Lending in 2013 was
shaped by the demand for business loans and, in
many respects, regulatory factors. Banks’ capi�
tal adequacy levels stabilised. The role of the
banking sector in the Russian economy increased
considerably in 2013.

Banking sector assets rose over 2013 by 16.0%
(18.9% in 2012) to 57.4 trillion rubles with the

ratio to GDP increasing from 79.6% to 86.0%.
The banking sector equity capital increased by
15.6% (16.6% in 2012) to 7.1 trillion rubles. As
a result of the more intensive growth in bank capi�
tal compared with nominal GDP, the ratio of
banking sector capital to GDP increased over
2013 from 9.8% to 10.6%.

In view of the objective advantages of major
organisations, including economies of scale and
access to work with government programmes,
credit institutions continued to build up their capi�
tal. The number of credit institutions with capi�
tal exceeding 1 billion rubles rose in 2013 from
346 to 367.

The number of operating credit institutions
was 923, a decline of 33 in 2013.
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1 Corporate account balances (including funds of budgets of all levels and government extra�budgetary funds),

household funds, as well as customer float, for factoring and forfaiting transactions, and funds written off from

customers’ accounts but not accounted for in the correspondent account of a credit institution.
2 Including savings certificates.

CREDIT INSTITUTION LIABILITY STRUCTURE

As before, customer funds took pride of place
among the resource base of banks1: the balances
in their accounts over 2013 rose by 16.0% to
34.9 trillion rubles, while the share of these funds
as a percentage of banking sector liabilities re�
mained unchanged over the course of the year
(60.8% as of 1 January 2014).

The amount of corporate sector resources
in bank liabilities dropped somewhat, whereas
the share of the household sector rose. None�
theless, the total amount of funds taken from
organisations (excluding banks) rose by 13.7%
over 2013 (11.8% in 2012) to 17.8 trillion
rubles, with the share of these funds amount�
ing to 30.9% of the banking sector liabilities at
the start of 2014.

Household deposits2 increased by 19.0% over
2013 (20.0% in 2012) to 17.0 trillion rubles, and
their share of banking sector liabilities rose from
28.8% to 29.5%. The share of foreign currency

deposits rose from 17.5% at the start of the year
to 18.6% at the end of November, however, De�
cember saw a rapid growth in ruble deposits, re�
sulting in the share of foreign currency deposits
falling to 17.4% as of 1 January 2014.

In December 2013, amid an overall growth in
household deposits by 4.3%, there was a cross�
flow of deposits within the banking sector, and
with the general continuation of a recent trend
towards OJSC Sberbank of Russia’s shrinking
share in the deposit market, in December 2013
this share rose again to 46.7% as of 1 January
2014. The number of banks with deposits exceed�
ing 1 billion rubles increased by two over the year
to 439.

In 2013, interest rates on ruble deposits by
non�financial organisations with terms over one
year saw some fluctuation: the lowest rate was
in June 2013 — 7.4% p.a. However, in Decem�
ber the rate increased to 8.1% p.a. (in January
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2013 it was 9.4% p.a.). Interest rates on house�
hold ruble deposits for terms over one year fell
on the whole: from 8.5% p.a. in January to
7.4% p.a. in December 2013. OJSC Sberbank of
Russia had a considerable downward impact on
interest rates on household deposits. Overall, the
cost of funding in 2013 fell, in part due to the
slowdown in inflationary processes.

Against the backdrop of a structural liquidity
deficit in 2013, banks showed a high demand for
Bank of Russia’s refinancing instruments. The
total funds taken out from the Bank of Russia
over 2013 rose 1.7�fold due to a significant
(1.9�fold) growth in the second half of the year,
with their share in the banking sector liabilities
rising from 5.4% to 7.7%.

CREDIT INSTITUTION ASSET STRUCTURE

Russian banks’ growth indicators were shaped by
lending dynamics, primarily in consumer lending.
The total volume of loans to non�financial
organisations and households went up in 2013 by
17.1% to 32.5 trillion rubles, coupled with an
increase in their share in the banking sector as�
sets by 0.5 percentage points to 56.5%. Relative
to GDP, growth in the aggregate lending portfo�
lio was quite noticeable (from 44.5% to 48.6%).

Over 2013, the volume of loans and other
funds provided by banks to non�financial orga�
nisations increased, as in 2012, by 12.7%. The
lending portfolio value reached 22.5 trillion
rubles, while its share in the banking sector as�
sets amounted to 39.2% as of 1 January 2014 (at
the start of 2013 it was 40.3%). Overall, bank
lending to small and medium�sized businesses in
2013 grew faster than lending to non�financial
organisations, rising by 14.8% to 5.2 trillion
rubles as of 1 January 2014 (by 16.9% a year
earlier).

In 2013, high growth rates in household lend�
ing continued, with the value increasing by 28.7%
(39.4% in 2012) to 10 trillion rubles. One fac�
tor behind the slowdown in household lending
was the introduction by the Bank of Russia in
2013 of additional regulatory requirements1 in re�
lation to consumer lending, primarily with regard
to unsecured lending. The goal of the measures

introduced was to keep the consumer lending
growth in line with changes in the household in�
come and to increase the quality of banks’ retail
lending portfolios.

The improvement in the structure of retail
transactions was reflected in the continuing
growth in mortgage lending: the number of hous�
ing mortgage loans increased to 825,000, a rise
of 19% over the course of 2013. The total amount
outstanding on such loans in 2013 increased by
32.6% to 2.6 trillion rubles (35.0% in 2012).

In 2013, there was a significant fall in ruble
lending interest rates: household lending rates for
terms over one year dropped from 20.8% p.a. in
January to 17.3% p.a. in December 2013, with
mortgage lending rates falling from 12.7% to
12.1% p.a. and lending to non�financial organi�
sations with terms over one year falling from
12.2% to 10.6% p.a.

The securities portfolio increased in 2013 by
11.2% (13.3% in 2012) to 7.8 trillion rubles.
Investment in debt rose in 2013 by 17.1%, while
investment in equity and discounted promissory
notes actually fell (by 0.2% and 31.3% respec�
tively).

The assets of credit institutions in foreign cur�
rency increased by 13.2% over 2013 in dollar
terms, and their share in total assets went up from
21.0% to 22.1%.

1 Risk�to�benefit ratios were increased for consumer loans with a high effective interest rate taking into account

capital adequacy, and reserve requirements were raised for portfolios of unsecured homogenous consumer loans.
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CLAIMS AND OBLIGATIONS ON INTERBANK LOANS

For the majority of 2013, the interbank market1

showed higher growth rates than in 2012, prima�
rily due to increased transaction activity with non�
residents. Interbank lending increased over 2013
by 21.3% (6.9% in 2012) to 5.1 trillion rubles,
with their share in banking sector assets rising from
8.5% to 8.9%. Lending to resident banks in�
creased by 3.7%, and to non�resident banks by
37.3%. At the same time, the volume of interbank
lending increased by 1.4% (3.9% in 2012) to

4.8 trillion rubles, with their share in the banking
sector liabilities falling from 9.6% to 8.4%.

At the start of 2013 the Russian banking sec�
tor acted as a net borrower from non�resident
banks, with net outstanding loans of 23 billion
rubles. From February 2013, the banking sector
became a net creditor in operations with non�resi�
dent banks; at the start of 2014 net claims to non�
residents in the interbank market amounted to
792 billion rubles (1.4% of assets).

THE FINANCIAL STANDING OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

In 2013, the net profit of operating credit insti�
tutions was 994 billion rubles (1,012 billion
rubles in 2012). The main factor behind this fall
in profits compared with 2012 was the more con�
servative assessment of the risks assumed by
banks and the creation of additional loan loss pro�
visions: the annual growth in provisions over
2013 was 315 billion rubles (99 billion rubles in
2012).

The share of profit�making credit institutions
over the course of the year fell from 94.2% to
90.4%. As many as 88 credit institutions incurred
a combined total of 19 billion rubles in losses.

The most significant item influencing the fi�
nancial result of banks in 2013 continued to be
the net interest income. Its share in the profit
growth factors was 67.3% (67.8% in 2012). In
2013, this income rose by 395 billion rubles, or
by 21.6% (21.3% in 2012). The net interest in�
come in 2013 was shaped by its growth on opera�
tions with individuals, accounting for 58.9% of
the factors of growth in the net interest income.
As for other operations, including investment in
debt and interbank lending, there was a reduc�
tion in the net interest income.

A key source of profit was the net fee income,
which also saw a highly dynamic growth. Over
2013, the increase in the fee income compared
with the previous year was 89 billion rubles, or

15.7% (13.4% in 2012). The share of the net
fee income in the structure of profit growth fac�
tors fell slightly over 2013 from 20.9% to 19.8%.

In contrast with previous years, in 2013 credit
institutions suffered a net loss from securities op�
erations amounting to 3.5 billion rubles, caused
by an unfavourable revaluation in the second half
of 2013.

The share of net income from foreign currency
operations, including revaluation, in the bank�
ing sector profit growth factors rose in 2013 by
1.1 percentage points year on year to 3.3%. In
addition, in 2013 banks witnessed an increase in
the share of net other income in profit growth
factors from 7.4% to 9.6%, largely due to the
growth in income from derivatives.

Expenses related to the support of credit in�
stitutions’ operations increased in 2013 by 14.7%
year on year, which is largely in line with the
growth rate for banking operations.

In connection with the growth in the banking
sector assets and the fall in profits compared with
2012, the return on assets dropped from 2.3% to
1.9%. The return on equity as of 1 January 2014
was 15.2% (18.2% as of 1 January 2013).

Profit and funds formed from this profit ac�
counted for about a half of the equity increase in
2013 (growth was 519 billion rubles). The next
most significant sources of equity increase were

1 Loans, deposits and other funds placed (raised) in the interbank market.
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subordinated loans, authorised capital and share
premiums, the growth of which was identical,
with each gaining 246 billion rubles, or 23.4%
of the total sources of growth.

Nevertheless, 145 credit institutions saw a fall
in their equity capital by a total of 45 billion

rubles, or 11.3% of the capital of these credit in�
stitutions.

The capital adequacy ratio, a key indicator of
the banking activity, stabilised, reaching 13.5%
as of 1 January 2014 (at the start of 2013 it was
13.7%).
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FOREIGN�CONTROLLED BANKS

In 2013, the number of foreign�controlled banks1

grew from 117 to 122 (17 of them rank among
Russia’s top 50 credit institutions in terms of as�
sets). However, due to a more modest growth in
their business, the share of foreign�controlled
banks in the banking sector assets fell from 17.8%
to 15.3%, and in equity capital from 19.3% to
17.3%. A number of foreign�controlled banks

(18) are part of global systemically important
banking groups, which has a positive impact on
the sustainability of the Russian banking sector.
Among the aforementioned 122 banks, 27 are sig�
nificantly influenced by residents of the Rus�
sian Federation.

The volume of loans provided by foreign�con�
trolled banks to non�financial organisations fell

1 Credit institutions with foreign stakes in authorised capital exceeding 50%.
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by 5.2% over 2013, while loans to households
rose by 19.9%. The share of loans provided by
foreign�controlled banks to non�financial organi�
sations in the total banking sector loans to non�
financial organisations fell over the year from
14.2% to 12.0%, and in the household lending
portfolio from 22.6% to 21.0%.

The share of foreign�controlled banks in the
household deposit market also fell over the year
from 13.5% to 12.5%.

The unstable situation in the global financial
markets, and the decrease in financial leverage
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by European banks in connection with the intro�
duction of Basel III, led to a substantial reduc�
tion in the share of non�resident banks’ funds in
the liabilities of Russian foreign�controlled credit
institutions (from 8.3% to 6.9% in 2013). At the
same time, there was a shift in the role of this
group of banks in interbank transactions with
non�residents: from net borrowers (the total net
borrowing from non�resident banks as of 1 Janua�
ry 2013 was 51 billion rubles) they turned into
net creditors (the total net claims to non�resident
banks as of 1 January 2014 was 42 billion rubles).
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I.3.2. OTHER FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

I

1 The new licences were issued to implement Federal Law No. 67�FZ, dated 14 June 2012, ‘On Compulsory Third�

Party Liability Carrier Insurance for Causing Harm to Life, Health and the Property of Passengers and on the

Procedure for Compensating Such Harm Caused when Carrying Passengers by the Underground’.
2 According to data from the Single State Register of Insurance Entities.
3 Starting from statements as of 1 October 2013, the amended reporting form No. 1�FS (SK) was brought into effect,

as approved by Rosstat (the Federal State Statistics Service) Order No. 179, dated 13 May 2013, ‘On the Approval

of Statistical Tools for Organising Statistical Surveillance by the Bank of Russia of Borrowings and Placements

Made by Insurers’. The changes make it possible to further break down the data by economic sector and to reduce

the number of unclassified items.
4 Statements submitted in accordance with Rosstat Order No. 308, dated 10 December 2008, ‘On the Approval of

Statistical Tools for Organising Statistical Surveillance by the Bank of Russia of Borrowings and Placements Made

by Insurance Companies, and the Financial Operations of Non�Governmental Pension Funds’ with regard to NPF

transactions.

NSURANCE COMPANIES. The number of reg�
istered insurance entities (insurance compa�
nies, mutual insurance and insurance broker

companies) decreased from 641 to 597 in 2013.
Operating insurance companies were issued 186
licences in 2013 to carry out additional types of
insurance activities (51 licences in 2012). Of
these, 65 licences were issued to provide compul�
sory third�party liability carrier insurance for
causing harm to life, health and the property of
passengers during carriage, brought about by
changes in federal legislation1.

Key insurance market indicators rose more
slowly than in 2012. The total authorised capital of
insurance companies2 rose by 1.2% in 2013 (12.2%
in 2012) to 210.6 billion rubles as of 1 January
2014. There were only minor changes to the struc�
ture of insurance premiums and indemnities in 2013.
The share of life insurance premiums rose from 7%
to 9% through the active use of the banking chan�
nel to promote insurance products. The share of
compulsory types of insurance rose from 21% to
23% in the structure of insurance indemnities.

According to data set out in statements sub�
mitted to the Bank of Russia3, between January
and September 2013 the rate of growth in insur�
ance reserves, the main source of financial invest�
ment for insurers, was 23.0%.

Insurers’ total assets over the first nine months
of 2013 rose by 11.6%. As of 1 October 2013,
investment in securities and bank deposits ac�
counted for 31.7% and 27.7% of total assets re�
spectively.

As of 1 October 2013, investments in the
banking system dominated insurers’ assets

(37.4%). The share of insurers’ investments in
the non�financial sector was 20.8% of total as�
sets as of 1 October 2013 (investment in the se�
curities of non�financial organisations accounted
for 10.9% of assets), while the proportion of in�
surers’ investments in financial instruments of the
other financial organisations sector was 12.0%
(of which 4.3% of assets were invested in the se�
curities of these organisations). Insurers invested
7.8% of their total assets in the general govern�
ment instruments (of which government securi�
ties accounted for 6.3% of assets) and 10.7% in
foreign assets (of which 7.7% of assets in non�
residents’ debt securities).

NON�GOVERNMENTAL PENSION FUNDS (NPFs).
Despite the fall in the number of operating NPFs
in 2013 from 134 to 120, the rates of growth in
NPFs’ own property and its components in the
reporting period exceeded the indicators of 2012.

The increase in the values of NPFs’ pension
reserves and pension savings came to be a key
source of growth for their financial investments.
According to reports on NPF financial opera�
tions4, NPF assets from January to September
2013 rose by 22.4%. As of 1 October 2013, secu�
rities investments dominated in the structure of
NPF assets (65.2%).

As of 1 October 2013, investments in the
banking system accounted for the biggest share
of NPF assets: 35.6% (of which deposits ac�
counted for 27.4% of assets, debt portfolios 6.6%,
and equity portfolios 1.6%). Investments in other
financial organisations sector accounted for
32.3% of NPFs’ total assets as of 1 October 2013
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(of which 8.3% of assets were invested in debt
portfolios and 19.8% in equity portfolios) and
investments in the non�financial organisations
sector accounted for 22.1% (of which 15.4% of
assets were invested in debt portfolios and 6.7%
in equity portfolios). As of 1 October 2013, the
share of NPF investments in financial instruments
of the general government sector was 6.2% of
NPF assets (these investments were entirely
made up of investments in government securi�
ties). Foreign assets did not exceed 1% of NPFs’
total assets and were represented by non�resident
debt portfolios.

UNIT INVESTMENT FUNDS (PIFs). According to
the Bank of Russia data, in 2013 the number of
operating1 PIFs increased by 24, largely due to
the funds for qualified investors. At the end of
2013, there were 1,571 PIFs in the Russian Fed�
eration, of which 1,491 funds had completed their
formation. The number of operating funds for
qualified investors rose by 22 and, by the end of
2013, had reached 676 (of which 633 had com�
pleted their formation).

The total net asset value (NAV) of PIFs in�
creased by 16.8% in 2013 to 1,865.9 billion
rubles as of 31 December 2013. The NAV of funds
for qualified investors rose by 20.4%, reaching
1,274.3 billion rubles as of 31 December 2013.

The total number of individual accounts in the
registers of PIF unit holders as of 31 December
2013 was 2,033,841 (of which 888,370 were in
the registers of open�end funds, 1,135,743 of in�
terval funds2, and 9,728 closed�end funds). In
2013, the total number of individual accounts fell
by 752, or by 0.04%.

JOINT�STOCK INVESTMENT FUNDS (AIFs). The
number of AIFs has remained unchanged over the
past 10 years, at seven as of 31 December 2013.
Of these, only five AIFs were actually operating
(three mixed investment funds, one real estate
fund and one direct investment fund). There were
no funds for qualified investors among these AIFs.

The total NAV of AIFs contracted over 2013 by
4.3% to 5.8 billion rubles as of 31 December 2013.

The number of microfinance organisations
(MFOs) in the state register of MFOs rose by
1,356 in 2013, to 3,860 as of 1 January 2014.
The largest growth was witnessed over Janua�
ry—October 2013. The ensuing fall in growth
rates in the number of MFOs was due to the with�
drawal of the option for MFOs to use a simplified
taxation system, as well as simplified accounting
methods, including simplified accounting (finan�
cial) statements3. In 2013, two self�regulatory
MFOs started to operate.

The number of consumer credit cooperatives
(CCCs) rose in 2013 by 11.7% to 3,602 as of
1 January 2014 (of which 325 were in the stages
of liquidation or reorganisation). As of 1 Janua�
ry 2014, there were 10 self�regulatory CCCs in
operation.

The register of housing savings cooperatives
(HSCs) contained 88 HSCs as of 1 January
2014, or six less than as of 1 January 2013. A fall
in the number of HSCs has been observed since
2011.

In 2013, the total number of professional se�
curities market participants conducting broker,
dealer, and depositary activities and securities
management fell compared with 2012 to 1,149 or�
ganisations. In 2013, the number of clearing
houses remained unchanged, whereas the num�
ber of management companies and specialised
depositories changed only slightly. At the end of
2013, 401 organisations had licences of a mana�
gement company of investment funds, PIFs, and
NPFs and 44 had licences of a specialised deposi�
tory of investment funds, PIFs, and NPFs.

In 2013, eight operating stock exchanges re�
ceived new licences to implement Federal Law
No. 325�FZ, dated 21 November 2011, ‘On
Organised Trading’, which sets out the require�
ment to obtain a trading system or stock ex�
change licence to engage in offering organised
trading services in the commodity and (or) fi�
nancial markets.

1 Operating PIFs are understood to mean those listed in the register net of terminated funds.
2 Of these, more than 1 billion individual accounts were registered in one interval PIF converted from a voucher

investment fund.
3 Federal Law No. 301�FZ, dated 2 November 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ and

Federal Law No. 292�FZ, dated 2 November 2013, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Accounting’’ were re�

pealed.
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I.3.3. FINANCIAL MARKETS

2013, the Russian money market oper�
ated amid growth in the structural li�
quidity deficit, which had an effect on

the dynamics of its turnover and interest rates.
The interdealer repo market remained one of the
key mechanisms of liquidity distribution in the
banking sector. The average daily volume of over�
night repo transactions with bonds (MICEX
BORR sample) in 2013 was 100 billion rubles,
while the volume of overnight repo transactions
with equities (MICEX EQRR sample) was 86 bil�
lion rubles.

The situation in the money market was pri�
marily shaped by banks’ demand for liquidity, as
well as the interest rates on Bank of Russia refi�
nancing operations. The average MIACR on over�
night ruble�denominated interbank loans was
6.1% p.a. in 2013 (5.5% p.a. in 2012). Repo
rates over a large part of the reporting year
changed directly in line with interbank rates. The
average spread between the rate on overnight
repos with bonds (the MICEX BORR index) and
the overnight ruble�denominated MIACR was less
than 0.1 percentage point in 2013, compared with
0.3 percentage points in 2012. The volatility of
the money market rates remained moderate in
2013.

In 2013, the money market was largely domi�
nated by short�term operations (mostly overnight
or one�week). There was also a marked change
in the structure of collateral on interdealer repos:
a sharp fall in the proportion of interdealer repos
secured by federal government bonds (OFZs),
sub�federal and municipal bonds, while the pro�
portion of deals secured by stocks and corporate
bonds increased as a result of the growth in credit
institutions’ borrowing from the Bank of Russia,
where securities with the least discount (govern�
ment and regional bonds) are mostly used.

In 2013, there was a prevailing trend towards
ruble depreciation against key global currencies
in the Russian foreign exchange market. As of
31 December 2013, the official US dollar/ruble
exchange rate was 32.7292 rubles, the euro/rub�
le exchange rate was 44.9699 rubles, and
the value of the dual currency basket was
38.2375 rubles, representing increases of 7.8%,
11.8% and 9.9% respectively, compared with fig�
ures as of 31 December 2012.

The average daily turnover in the interbank
exchange and OTC spot FX market in 2013
amounted to $63.6 billion, having increased by
12% compared with 2012. The average daily
turnover in forward foreign exchange transac�
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* As each transaction involves two currencies, the sum of the shares of all currencies equals 200%.
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tions rose by 88% to $3.3 billion. The share of
forward transactions in the total volume of inter�
bank foreign exchange transactions increased to
4.9% over the reporting period.

Ruble/US dollar transactions prevailed in the
currency structure of the interbank FX market.
Their share grew from 70.9% in 2012 to 71.7%
in 2013 for spot operations and fell from 65.5%
to 63.6% for forward operations. The share of
exchange transactions in the total turnover of the
interbank FX market increased somewhat to
29.3%.

In January—March 2013, the debt securi�
ties market yield dynamics were mostly deter�
mined by the money market conditions. Large

amounts of ruble liquidity in the banking sector
in January—February and the policy of primary
market issuers contributed to a certain reduction
in OFZ and corporate bond yields. From March
2013, amid the outflow of non�residents’ funds
from the secondary market, OFZ yields predomi�
nantly increased, while corporate bond yields
fluctuated within a horizontal band. As of the end
of 2013, OFZ yields (the RGBEY index1) in�
creased to 7.15% from 6.58% p.a. as of the end
of 2012, and corporate bond yields (the IFX�
Cbonds index2) fell to 8.39% from 8.56% p.a.
Nominal volumes of OFZ issues3 and corporate
bond issues4 in circulation rose by 14% and 25%
at the end of 2013, reaching 3.6 trillion rubles

1 An indicator of the effective yield of government bonds calculated by the Moscow Exchange.
2 An indicator of the effective yield of corporate bonds calculated by the news agencies Interfax and Cbonds.ru.
3 According to Bank of Russia data.
4 According to data of the news agency Cbonds.ru.
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1 Including operations with Russian depository receipts (RDR) for stocks of foreign issuers.
2 Of which, the nominal value of equity issues linked to increases in the authorised capital of credit institutions was

222.4 billion rubles, with 187 issues; two equity issues for less than 0.1 billion rubles were registered with a view to

reducing the nominal value of stocks; and the nominal value of equity issues not governing a change in the size of

the authorised capital of credit institutions amounted to 1.9 billion rubles, with 10 issues (in 2012, 159 issues total�

ling 113.6 billion rubles, 4 issues totalling 0.5 billion rubles and 7 issues totalling 2.7 billion rubles).

and 5.2 trillion rubles respectively. Secondary
trading volumes in OFZs and corporate bonds at
the Moscow Exchange increased by 31.3% and
16.7% compared with 2012 to 6.0 trillion rubles
and 6.2 trillion rubles respectively.

In 2013, a slowdown in the Russian economic
growth and the worsening financial position of a
number of domestic real sector enterprises, com�
bined with increased volatility in the global stock
market and the increase in global investors’ risk
aversion, had a negative impact on stock market
price dynamics. Alongside this, high oil prices in
the global commodity market contributed to a
continued stability in the Russian stock market.
By the end of 2013, the MICEX index had risen
by 2.0% compared with the end of 2012 to
1,504.08 points. The stock market capitalisation
at the Moscow Exchange increased by 0.4% to
25.3 trillion rubles. The turnover of secondary
trading in stocks and Russian depository receipts
at the Moscow Exchange dropped by 26.4% com�
pared with 2012 to 8.5 trillion rubles.

2013 saw an outflow of non�residents’ capi�
tal from all segments of the Russian secondary

securities market. The balance of operations by
non�residents (total purchases minus total
sales) in the secondary trading at the Moscow
Exchange was negative, with figures for OFZs,
corporate bonds and stocks transactions1 at
114.6, 183.9 and 18.5 billion rubles respec�
tively.

Securities issued by credit institutions. In
2013, the Bank of Russia registered 250 issues of
credit institutions’ securities. The nominal value
of equity issues amounted to 224.4 billion rubles
with 199 issues2 (in 2012, 170 issues with a value
of 116.7 billion rubles) and the nominal value of
bond issues amounted to 189.6 billion rubles with
51 issues (in 2012, 54 issues with a value of
200.0 billion rubles).

Reports on 229 issues of securities were reg�
istered (in 2012, 217 issues), resulting in the
nominal value of floated equities amounting to
198.0 billion rubles (in 2012, 118.1 billion
rubles) and bonds to 108.9 billion rubles (in
2012, 158.4 billion rubles).

In 2013, 28 securities issues (amounting to a
total of 48.8 billion rubles) were cancelled as a

RUSSIAN SECURITIES MARKET INDICATORS
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result of no securities being placed during the is�
sue or due to infringement of Russian Federation
laws on securities (in 2012, 32 issues totalling
59.7 billion rubles).

The share of credit institutions’ equities in the
total volume of secondary equity trading at the
Moscow Exchange in 2013 remained at the level
of 2012, at about 40%. In 2013, credit institu�
tions’ bonds accounted for 37% of all secondary

trades in corporate bonds at the Moscow Ex�
change (in 2012, 35%).

In 2013, the Bank of Russia registered
11 terms of issue and trade for certificates of
deposit and 33 terms of issue for savings certifi�
cates. As in 2012, most of the certificates of de�
posit and savings certificates (678.7 billion
rubles) were issued by credit institutions based
in Moscow and the Moscow region.
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I.4. GOVERNMENT FINANCE AND DOMESTIC

GOVERNMENT DEBT

A ccording to the Federal Treasury’s re�
port, Russia’s general government rev�
enues in 2013 was 24,082.4 billion

rubles, or 36.1% of GDP. This figure was 1.6 per�
centage points lower than the corresponding value
for 2012, which can be explained by a falling
share, relative to GDP, of both non�oil and gas
revenues (by 1.0 percentage point) as a result of
a slowdown in economic activity growth and oil
and gas revenues (by 0.6 percentage points),
mainly due to a decrease in the average price of
Urals crude over the corresponding period from
$110.8 to $108.3 per barrel. Russia’s general
government expenditures in 2013 were 0.1 per�
centage point higher than in 2012 at 24,931.1 bil�
lion rubles, or 37.3% of GDP. As a result, the
general government deficit in 2013 totalled
848.7 billion rubles, or 1.3% of GDP, compared
with a surplus of 260.4 billion rubles, or 0.4% of
GDP, in 2012.

Federal budget revenues in 2013 totalled
13,019.9 billion rubles, or 19.5% of GDP,
which is 1.2 percentage points lower than a simi�
lar figure for 2012. Federal budget expenditures
in 2013 totalled 13,342.9 billion rubles, or
20.0% of GDP, which is 0.7 percentage points
lower than the corresponding figure for 2012.
Federal budget deficit in 2013 was 323.0 billion
rubles, or 0.5% of GDP, compared with a defi�
cit of 39.4 billion rubles, or 0.1% of GDP, in
2012.

The revenues and expenditures of the consoli�
dated budgets of the constituent territories of the
Russian Federation in 2013 stood at 8,164.7 bil�
lion rubles and 8,806.7 billion rubles respectively,
and the deficit amounted to 642.0 billion rubles
(12.2%, 13.2% and 1.0% of GDP). The revenues
of the Russian Federation Pension Fund in 2013
totalled 6,388.4 billion rubles and its expendi�
tures 6,378.5 billion rubles, giving a surplus of
9.8 billion rubles. The corresponding figures for
the Federal Compulsory Medical Insurance Fund
were 1,101.4, 1,048.7 and 52.6 billion rubles,
and, for the Social Insurance Fund of the Rus�
sian Federation, 603.5, 566.2 and 37.3 billion
rubles respectively.

According to the Ministry of Finance, Russia’s
total domestic government and municipal debt as
of 1 January 2014 was 7,730.3 billion rubles, or
11.6% of GDP, an increase over the year by
17.8% in absolute terms, or 1.0 percentage point.
The share of domestic debt in the total govern�
ment and municipal debt was 80.7%, which is
0.1 percentage point lower than a corresponding
value as of 1 January 2013.

The amount of the Russian government do�
mestic debt as of 1 January 2014 was 5,722.2 bil�
lion rubles, or 8.6% of GDP, which is 0.6 per�
centage points higher than as of 1 January 2013.
Government securities of the Russian Federation
accounted for 4,432.4 billion rubles, or 77.5%
of the Russian government domestic debt, an in�
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crease of 368.1 billion rubles, or 9.1%, while gov�
ernment guarantees accounted for 1,289.9 billion
rubles, or 22.5%, an increase of 383.2 billion
rubles, or 42.3%. The volume of outstanding gov�
ernment securities in the domestic securities mar�
ket increased over the year by 13.6% and, as of
1 January 2014, totalled 3,631.0 billion rubles,
or 81.9% of government securities.

The Ministry of Finance’s ruble�denominated
liabilities to the Bank of Russia measured at the
nominal value of government securities, includ�
ing government securities purchased by the Bank
of Russia under repo transactions, grew by 24.3%

over 2013 and stood at 1,604.1 billion rubles,
while excluding repos, it fell by 0.2 billion rubles
to 259.0 billion rubles.

The Ministry of Finance’s foreign currency
denominated liabilities to the Bank of Russia in
ruble terms, including repo transactions, as of
1 January 2014, increased 2.3 times and ac�
counted for 221.8 billion rubles at the nominal
value of government securities, while excluding
repos, it increased by 7.8% to 103.2 billion
rubles.

Federal budget funds held in the currency of
the Russian Federation in accounts with the Bank
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of Russia amounted to 678.4 billion rubles as of
1 January 2014, a reduction over the year by
199.4 billion rubles, or 22.7%. Federal budget
funds held in foreign currencies in ruble terms
totalled 5,170.3 billion rubles as of 1 January
2014, an increase over the year by 1,134.4 bil�

lion rubles, or 1.3 times, of which the funds of
the Reserve Fund and the National Wealth Fund
(excluding accrued interest) totalled 2,859.7 bil�
lion rubles and 2,123.7 billion rubles (increas�
ing by 974.0 billion rubles and 97.1 billion rubles
respectively).
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I.5. THE NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM

In

1 Including ruble�denominated payments from the accounts of Bank of Russia customers and credit institutions

(households, credit institutions, legal entities other than credit institutions, including FSUE Russian Post), own

payments of the Bank of Russia and credit institutions, and transfers conducted by households without opening a

bank account. Payments involving the use of payment cards and the transactions of credit institutions’ customers in

financial markets are not included.

2013, the Russian Federation saw a con�
tinuing formation of the structure of na�
tional payment system (NPS) agents in

response to a growing consumer demand for mod�
ern payment services and technological solutions
guaranteeing a high level of access and security
for payment services. This was also supported by
the activities of the Bank of Russia to regulate
and develop the NPS in line with the provisions
set out in Federal Law No. 161�FZ, dated 27 June
2011, ‘On the National Payment System’.

As of 1 January 2014, there were 922 money
transfer operators, 30 payment system opera�
tors, 34 operations offices, 31 payment clearing
centres, 26 settlement centres, 82 electronic
money operators, the Federal State Unitary
Enterprise Russian Post (FSUE Russian Post),
payment agents and bank payment agents oper�
ating as NPS entities (as of 1 January 2014, they
opened 32,100 accounts with credit institu�
tions).

The development of the NPS institutional and
payment infrastructure and the increase in NPS
entities’ supply of high�tech payment services to
retail and corporate customers have contributed
to the growth in cashless payment turnover. In

2013, 4.2 billion payments1 were made in the
NPS, totalling 1,929.5 trillion rubles (in 2012,
3.8 billion payments totalling 1,591.0 trillion
rubles). On average, 17.0 million payments were
made daily, amounting to 7.8 trillion rubles. The
average payment amount rose from 421,900 to
459,400 rubles.

Thirty one payment systems were in opera�
tion in the Russian Federation, of which two were
systemically important (the Bank of Russia pay�
ment system and the National Settlement Deposi�
tory (NKO ZAO National Settlement Deposi�
tory)) and four were socially important (CON�
TACT, Visa, Golden Crown, MasterCard).

Over the course of the year, the Bank of Rus�
sia payment system processed 1.3 billion money
transfers for a total of 1,224.9 trillion rubles (the
number and value of which increased by 6.5%).
The ratio of money transfers made through the
Bank of Russia’s payment system to GDP was
18.3 (in 2012, 18.5). On average, 5.4 million
transfers for a total of 5.0 trillion rubles were
made daily (in 2012, 5.1 million totalling 4.6 tril�
lion rubles).

The number of customers serviced by the Bank
of Russia over the year fell by more than a quar�
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ter, dropping to 6,495 as of 1 January 2014. The
fall in customer numbers is linked to the transfer
of accounts intended for cash deposits and with�
drawals for organisations with accounts held with
Federal Treasury bodies and financial bodies of
constituent territories of the Russian Federation
and municipalities from Bank of Russia branches
to be serviced at credit institutions.

The credit institutions’ transfers accounted for
most of the total number and value of money
transfers through the Bank of Russia payment
system (85.5% in terms of number and 78.0% in
terms of value). Transfers made by Bank of Rus�
sia customers other than credit institutions ac�
counted for 14.4% and 8.8% respectively. Of
these, the overwhelming number were transfers
by Federal Treasury bodies which are involved
in electronic message exchanges with the Bank
of Russia. In 2013, they made 195.5 million
transfers totalling 74.6 trillion rubles through the
Bank of Russia payment system (an increase of
6.3% in number and 19.2% in value).

The use of the banking electronic speedy pay�
ment (BESP) system continued to grow, with the
number of participants amounting to 2,776 as of
1 January 2014, of which 412 were direct settle�
ment participants, 2,280 were associated settle�
ment participants, and 84 were special settlement
participants. In 2013, 2.1 million transfers were
made through the BESP system, totalling
504.1 trillion rubles (growing 1.8�fold in num�
ber and by 12% in value). The BESP system was
used actively by the Federal Treasury: 44% of the
total transfers by the organisation were made
using this system.

In 2013, money transfers through the inter�
regional electronic settlement (MER) system
were characterised by high growth rates, both in
terms of number (up by 21.1% to 404.3 million
transfers) and value (up by 12.4% to 116.3 tril�
lion rubles). This was largely down to credit in�
stitutions switching to the use of the MER sys�
tem when making payments between internal di�

visions, the network of which grew in part due to
the transformation of credit institutions’ branches
into them. The number and value of money trans�
fers through the intraregional electronic settle�
ment (VER) system remained virtually un�
changed at 934.6 million transfers and 604.4 tril�
lion rubles.

The accessibility ratio of the Bank of Russia
payment system1 ranged from 99.80% to 99.99%
in 2013 (in 2012, from 99.85% to 99.99%) and
the accessibility ratio of BESP system services2

changed from 99.53% to 100%.
The NKO ZAO National Settlement Deposi�

tory payment system mainly provided for money
settlements in the stock market in 2013. The
turnover of funds in bank clearing accounts held
with NKO ZAO National Settlement Depository
used to make settlements after clearing liabilities
in the stock market stood at 328 trillion rubles3.

Credit institutions effecting money transfers
expanded the supply of payment services. In
2013, they executed 2.9 billion payments for
704.6 trillion rubles (in 2012, 2.5 billion pay�
ments for 440.5 trillion rubles). Own payments
of credit institutions and payments of their cus�
tomers other than credit institutions, the num�
ber and value of which increased over the year
by 9.4% and 15.3% respectively, continued to be
dominated by credit transfers (about 60% of the
total number and over 97% of the total value).
Payments in the form of direct debits accounted
for only a small proportion (less than 2%). At
the same time, their share in total payments in�
creased more than fivefold compared with 2012
(from 0.3% to 1.6%), which was the result of
expanded opportunities for using electronic
document exchanges within direct debits: in
terms of number, almost 65% of customer pay�
ments based on payment orders were made elec�
tronically.

The development of credit institution payment
infrastructure contributed to further growth in
the supply of remote banking services. The num�

1 The readiness to execute money transfer orders from Bank of Russia customers making intraregional and interre�

gional electronic settlements.
2 The ability of Bank of Russia regional branches to offer services defined by Bank of Russia regulations to BESP

system participants on any working day at any given time, as set by the operational regulations of the BESP system.
3 According to NKO ZAO National Settlement Depository data. The methodology for calculating the indicator changed

in 2013 due to the coming into effect of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 385�P, dated 16 July 2012, ‘On Rules of

Accounting in Credit Institutions Located on the Territory of the Russian Federation’.
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TRANSACTIONS INVOLVING PAYMENT CARDS ISSUED BY CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

(by number and volume of transactions)
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ber and value of money transfers based on orders
sent electronically (including using payment
cards) to credit institutions by individuals and
legal entities other than credit institutions in�
creased 1.7�fold and by 23.0% respectively, with
6.8 billion transactions and 392.7 trillion rubles.
Of these, 25.5% of the number and 73.5% of the
value of payments were made using the Internet
and mobile telephones.

During 2013, the number of payment cards
issued by Russian credit institutions increased by
13.6% to 217.5 million. These were primarily
dominated by settlement (debit) cards (86.6%),
with the remaining 13.4% made up of credit
cards; though credit card growth rates were
higher (29.8% compared with 11.4%).

In 2013, the trend towards an increased use
of payment cards issued by Russian credit insti�
tutions continued: the number of transactions us�
ing such cards within the Russian Federation and
abroad increased by 35.4% (to 7.7 billion trans�
actions) and the value increased by 26.3% (to
29.6 trillion rubles). The dynamics of transac�
tions using cards were characterised by a faster
growth compared with cash withdrawal transac�
tions (1.6 times higher in terms of both number
and value; or up by 10.3% and 18.0% respec�
tively). This resulted in a further increase in the

share of cashless transactions (from 49.9% to
59.2% in the total number and from 22.3% to
27.5% in the total value) and a corresponding
fall in the share of cash withdrawal transactions.

In 2013, there were 63.3 million transactions
using cards issued outside of the Russian Federa�
tion amounting to a total of 244.3 billion rubles.
Out of every 100 such transactions 72 were pay�
ments for goods (work and services), accounting
for 56.6% of the total value.

The growth in card transactions was sup�
ported by the active adoption of the associated
infrastructure by trade and services organisations.
Over the course of the year, the number of point�
of�sale terminals and imprinters increased by one�
third (to 986,300 devices). The number of
ATMs, the majority of which are also intended to
be used for cashless transactions, grew by almost
10% (to 188,800 devices).

With the development of remote technologies,
electronic money was the most popular method
of payment. In 2013, the number of credit insti�
tutions notifying the Bank of Russia of their adop�
tion of electronic money transfer operations more
than doubled (to 82 organisations). During the
course of the year, there were 304.1 million elec�
tronic payment facilities (EPFs), including pre�
paid cards, of which 95.5% were non�persona�

Chart 14
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1 According to FSUE Russian Post data.
2 Including transfers by individuals without opening a bank account made through the infrastructure of credit insti�

tutions, FSUE Russian Post, as well as payment agents and bank payment agents.

lised EPFs. Over the year these were used to make
338.2 million transactions totalling 428.6 billion
rubles, with non�personalised EPFs being most
actively used (78.2% in terms of number and
50.3% in terms of value). The share of transac�
tions using personalised EPFs was 21.8% and
48.6% respectively, while the share of corporate
EPFs was negligible.

One of the most important NPS agents is
FSUE Russian Post, which has a large and geo�
graphically well�distributed network of post of�
fices (41,400 offices as of 1 January 2014)1. In
2013, the number and value of postal transfers
and payments by individuals through FSUE Rus�
sian Post divisions and payment terminals, both
in Russia and abroad, amounted to 651.0 million
transactions totalling 582.2 billion rubles (a fall

by 8.5% and 7.1% respectively). The majority of
these were household payments taken by FSUE
Russian Post in its capacity as a payment agent
(89.6% and 64.2% respectively).

In 2013, payment agents and bank payment
agents continued to expand their operations as
intermediaries for household payments. The value
of household payments sent to legal entities
through intermediaries increased by 23.5% (to
1.2 trillion rubles), of which 88.2% were through
payment agents and 11.8% through bank pay�
ment agents. The increase in the value of funds
transferred through intermediaries by individu�
als to pay for services, as a percentage of total
transfers by individuals without opening a bank
account2 (up to 21.2% in 2013), indicates that
such services are in great demand.
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I.6. BALANCE OF PAYMENTS

AND EXTERNAL DEBT

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS1

In

1 The balance of payments of the Russian Federation is developed using the methodology of the sixth edition of the

IMF’s Balance of Payments and International Investment Position Manual (BPM6); the use of symbols corre�

sponds to BPM5.

2013, the balance of payments developed
amid a deterioration of the foreign eco�
nomic situation, reflected in part through

the reduction in the trade and current account
surplus. Amid an increased private capital out�
flow, the Bank of Russia took a more active part
in shaping the foreign exchange market situation,
preventing any sharp fluctuations in the ruble ex�
change rate.

CURRENT ACCOUNT AND CAPITAL ACCOUNT

The current account surplus declined from
$71.3 billion in 2012 to $32.8 billion in 2013 with
a simultaneous reduction in trade surplus by
$11.3 billion to $180.3 billion and a growing defi�
cit of the balance of services and primary and sec�
ondary income.

The export of goods fell from $527.4 billion
in 2012 to $523.3 billion in 2013 because of a
decline in contract prices, which was not offset
by an increase in the quantity of shipments.

Exports of the main fuel and energy goods rose
by 1.0% due to a 9.9% increase in the supply of

natural gas and a 9.7% growth in the supply of
petroleum products. However, the export of
crude oil in kind decreased by 1.4%. The share of
crude oil, petroleum products and natural gas
supplied abroad in the export structure increased
from 65.8% to 66.9%.

The further deterioration of the situation in
the global metal market caused a fall in exports
of ferrous and non�ferrous metals, as well as their
corresponding products, by 8.0%, while their
share in exports fell from 8.5% to 7.8%.

The share of chemical industry products fell
from 6.1% to 5.8% as a result of a fall in external
supplies of mineral fertilisers, while the share of
foodstuffs and raw materials for their production
also dropped from 3.2% to 3.1% mostly as a result
of falling grain exports. The share of machinery,
equipment and transportation vehicles in total ex�
ports increased from 5.1% to 5.5%.

Geographically, the export share of EU coun�
tries increased by 0.9 percentage points to 53.7%
and the share of APEC countries increased by
1.5 percentage points to 18.9%, while the share
of Customs Union countries fell to 7.2%. The larg�
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est volumes went to the Netherlands (13.3%),
Italy (7.5%), Germany (7.0%) and China
(6.8%).

The import of goods amounted to $343.0 bil�
lion ($335.8 billion in 2012). The 2.1% growth
was due to an increase in import prices; import
quantities remained unchanged.

The positive import dynamics were largely
down to increased imports of consumer goods.

Revenues from foodstuffs, including raw ma�
terials for their production, rose by 6.1% to reach
$43.1 billion, with their share accounting for
13.6% of total revenues. The import of chemical
and related industries’ products increased by
4.6% to $50.1 billion amid an accelerated
growth in imports of pharmaceutical products and
perfumes. The share of chemical industry goods
increased from 15.3% to 15.8%. The import of
light industry products amounted to $18.7 billion
(an increase of 3.6%) with the share of this com�
modity group reaching 5.9% of total imports.

Amid a slump in investment demand, imports
of the most significant commodity group — ma�
chinery and equipment — fell by 2.5%, leading
to a reduction in its share of imports from 49.9%
in 2012 to 48.6% in 2013.

In terms of geographical distribution of im�
ports, in 2013 the share of the European Union

countries increased to 42.2%, that of APEC coun�
tries remained the same at 34.3%, while the share
of Customs Union countries fell to 7.2%. Russia’s
most important trading partners were China
(16.7%), Germany (11.9%), the USA (5.2%)
and Ukraine (5.0%).

The deficit in the balance of external trade
in services increased from $46.6 billion in 2012
to $58.6 billion in 2013. The stable high rates of
growth in provided and acquired services were
maintained amid accelerated import dynamics.

The export of services increased from
$62.3 billion in 2012 to $69.9 billion. The bulk
of this — $37.1 billion — was made up of other
services (construction services, operational leas�
ing and others). Exports of these services accel�
erated, while their share reached 53.1%. The cost
of transportation services increased in 2013 by
8.3% year on year to $20.7 billion, and their
share accounted for 29.7%. The increase in ser�
vices provided under the export item ‘Trips’ was
11.4% with their share reaching 17.2%.

The import of services totalled $128.5 billion
($108.9 billion in 2012). Over half of the growth
came from services under the ‘Trips’ item, the
cost of which reached $53.5 billion. The share of
this category in services rendered to residents in�
creased to 41.6% (39.3% a year earlier). Other

Chart 15
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business services continued to play the key role,
totalling $57.5 billion or 44.8% of services im�
ports. Transportation services, totalling
$17.5 billion, accounted for 13.6% of total ser�
vices imports.

The deficit in the compensation of employ�
ees’ balance in 2013 stood at $13.2 billion
($11.8 billion in 2012). Payments to non�resi�
dents working in Russia for less than one year
increased to $17.4 billion ($15.7 billion in 2012),
reflecting growth in the average compensation of
migrants in dollar terms with a 1% decrease in
the number of non�residents brought into the
economy. The amount payable to Russian citi�
zens working abroad increased to $4.3 billion
($3.9 billion a year earlier).

The deficit in the balance of investment in�
come increased to $66.7 billion ($56.8 billion in
2012). Increased payouts of dividends to foreign
investors and payments to service external liabili�
ties of credit institutions made the largest contri�
bution (41%). The deficit in the balance of in�
come of other sectors1 registered an increase from
$54.8 billion to $58.5 billion. The deficit of gen�
eral government income, including constituent
territories of the Russian Federation, exceeded
$2.7 billion. The net income of the Bank of Rus�
sia as a result of the fall in the yields on key re�
serve asset management instruments decreased
to $1.9 billion (from $2.7 billion).

The deficit in the balance of secondary in�
come increased to $9.2 billion in 2013 (from
$6.1 billion a year earlier). This was mostly as a
result of growing remittances by households to
non�residents.

In 2013, in the absence of any major deals on
government external debt forgiveness, the capi�
tal account was reconciled with a deficit of
$0.4 billion.

The cumulative balance from the current
and capital account in 2013 stood at $32.3 bil�
lion (or 1.5% of GDP). At the end of the year,
Russia’s net lending to the rest of the world
halved.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNT

The negative financial account balance
(excluding reserve assets) at the end of 2013

increased to $42.5 billion ($25.7 billion in
2012).

The net incurrence of liabilities by the Rus�
sian economy in 2013 amounted to $132.4 bil�
lion ($92.4 billion in 2012).

The growth in the government’s foreign li�
abilities slowed to $9.3 billion ($15.8 billion in
2012). The placement of $7.0 billion worth of
Eurobonds in foreign markets by the Russian
Ministry of Finance (of which foreign investors
acquired securities for a total of $6.5 billion) was
accompanied by a reduction in the amount of pur�
chases by non�residents of financial instruments
in the secondary market.

Payments related to the repayment and ser�
vicing of external government debt increased from
$5.2 billion in 2012 to $5.8 billion in 2013. The
debt burden on the economy increased somewhat:
the coefficient that characterises the ratio of pay�
ments on external government debt to the export
of goods and services was 1.0%, and the ratio of
payments on external government debt to the in�
come of the consolidated budget was 0.8%.

The net incurrence of liabilities by the private
sector was $122.6 billion.

In 2013, the banking sector’s foreign liabili�
ties increased by $20.5 billion ($33.3 billion in
2012). The main instrument used to attract for�
eign capital was the placement of Eurobonds, car�
ried out on behalf of major Russian credit insti�
tutions. At the end of the year, the value of Euro�
bond loans was $18.1 billion ($31.5 billion in
2012).

Other sectors expanded their external borrow�
ing in 2013 to $102.1 billion ($39.8 billion in
2012). A substantial proportion of borrowing was
in the form of direct investments in the amount
of $70.1 billion, the inflow of which was largely
provided by the funds from Eurobond placement
by associated foreign corporations.

An unstable situation in the financial markets
caused a continued outflow of institutional inves�
tor funds from Russian corporate instruments: net
sales of securities issued by domestic non�finan�
cial organisations by non�residents amounted to
$11.5 billion ($8.1 billion in 2012).

The growth in outstanding loans of other sec�
tors in net terms exceeded $44.2 billion ($6.7 bil�
lion in 2012). The dynamics of this indicator were

1 Other sectors include other financial institutions (other than banks), non�financial organisations, households and

non�profit organisations providing services to households.
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shaped by the demand for funding resident trans�
actions in the mergers and acquisitions market.

The net acquisition of financial assets, ex�
cluding reserve assets, reached $174.9 billion in
2013 ($118.1 billion a year earlier).

The operations of government authorities with
foreign assets in 2013 amounted to $4.2 billion
(the fall in claims by $0.4 billion in 2012 was
predominantly a result of Russia’s debt forgive�
ness of loans issued by the former USSR to emerg�
ing market countries, which, in terms of amount,
prevailed over the granting of new government
loans). In 2013, the amount of new government
loans granted totalled $1.8 billion. Besides,
Ukrainian sovereign bonds were acquired for
$3.0 billion.

In 2013, the private sector increased its for�
eign assets by $170.3 billion ($116.6 billion in
2012).

The growth in external claims of banks rose
in 2013 to $28.1 billion ($14.8 billion in 2012).
A distinctive feature of 2013 was the lack of any
clear trend in bank operations: from significant
capital exports in the first half of the year
($38.2 billion) to a fall in foreign assets in Q3
and a moderate recovery of investments in for�
eign, predominantly long�term, financial instru�
ments in Q4.

Other sectors increased their external claims
by $142.3 billion ($101.8 billion in 2012). This
growth consisted of direct investments abroad in
the amount of $93.6 billion ($42.5 billion in
2012), raised mostly during a large one�off trans�
action in the mergers and acquisitions market in
2013 Q1. Russian residents’ investments in for�
eign real estate continued to be significant.

The small reduction in foreign currency cash
balances of residents (non�banks) by $0.3 billion
in 2013 resulted from the rising household de�
mand for cash currency at the end of the second
half of the year, which compensated for exten�

sive reductions in savings in the first half of the
year.

The value of suspicious operations1 dropped to
$26.1 billion ($38.8 billion in 2012), predomi�
nantly as a result of a fall in the amount of sham
transactions under foreign trade contracts.

Net outflow of private capital in 2013 in�
creased to $59.7 billion (from $53.9 billion a year
earlier) as a result of a more intensive incurrence
of foreign liabilities by banks and other sectors.

INTERNATIONAL RESERVES

The international reserves of the Russian Fed�
eration as of 1 January 2014 amounted to
$509.6 billion. From the beginning of the year,
they fell by $28.0 billion, in part attributable to
operations recognised in the balance of payments,
and the reduction in reserve assets stood at
$22.1 billion. The rise in spending on foreign ex�
change interventions was partially offset by sub�
stantial revenues dominated by the receipt of
funds from the placement of Eurobonds by the
Russian Ministry of Finance, as well as a transfer
of customs duties within the Customs Union.
About one�third of the changes in reserves were
caused by a negative revaluation, resulting mainly
from a fall in gold prices.

The value of monetary gold as of 1 January
2014 was $40.0 billion. At the end of the year,
despite the continued acquisition of this metal by
the Bank of Russia in the domestic market, gold
stocks in terms of value fell by $11.0 billion due to
the negative revaluation. As a result, since the start
of the year, the share of gold in the international
reserves fell by 1.6 percentage points to 7.8%,
while the share of foreign currency rose to 92.2%.

As of 1 January 2014, the international re�
serves were sufficient to finance the import of
goods and services for 13 months (as of 1 Janua�
ry 2013 it was 15 months).

1 Suspicious operations include those showing signs of being forged and those related to trading in goods and ser�

vices, the sale/purchase of securities, the issuance of loans and the transfer of funds to own accounts outside

Russia with the purpose of cross�border money transferring.
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EXTERNAL DEBT

The external debt of the Russian Federation (to
non�residents) increased over 2013 by $90.6 bil�
lion and reached $727.1 billion as of 1 January
2014. As a result of operations recorded in the
balance of payments, outstanding loans increased
by $106.7 billion, but due to other changes, in�
cluding exchange rate and monetary revaluations,
it decreased by $16.0 billion.

The external debt obligations of the private
sector rose to $649.2 billion (89.3% of the total
external debt of the Russian Federation), while
the external debt of the general government and
the Bank of Russia amounted to $77.8 billion
(10.7%). The external debt of the extended
government1 increased to $376.0 billion and its
share stood at 51.7%.

The liabilities of the federal government reached
$61.0 billion. The share of the debt accepted by the

Russian Federation as the successor of the former
USSR continued to fall. In the new Russian debt
structure, the share of the most significant compo�
nent — securities — rose to 92.0% ($56.8 billion),
of which the share of instruments denominated in a
foreign currency fell to 45.0% and the share of
ruble�denominated liabilities increased to 47.0%.

The external debt of the Russian Federation’s
constituent territories fell as of 1 January 2014
to $0.8 billion due to the scheduled redemption
of regional and municipal securities issues.

The Bank of Russia’s liabilities to the IMF2,
on SDR distributed to the Russian Federation,
accounted for 54.4% of its liabilities totalling
$16.1 billion, cash rubles held by non�residents
as well as accounts and deposits accounted for
34.2%, and liabilities on repo transactions with
non�residents stood at 11.4%.

1 The extended government embraces, apart from the general government and the central bank, banks and non�

bank corporations in which the general government and the central bank hold, directly or indirectly, 50% or more

of the capital or control them otherwise.
2 Previously, the sums were recorded as the debt of monetary authorities: before 2010, in the liabilities of the Rus�

sian Ministry of Finance, and from 2011, in the operations of the Bank of Russia, as it had been assigned with the

functions of performing operations and transactions with the IMF.
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The external debt of banks grew in 2013 by
$12.8 billion and, as of 1 January 2014 reached
$214.4 billion. The markedly lower growth in this
category compared with other components of pri�
vate debt was a consequence of falling growth
rates in the main category — non�resident cur�
rent accounts and deposits with Russian credit
institutions. The share of Russian banking sector
debt in the structure of foreign borrowing fell from
31.7% to 29.5%.

The external debt of other sectors increased
by $70.0 billion to $434.8 billion. The most ac�
tive growth was demonstrated by outstanding
foreign loans, increasing by $37.6 billion to
$268.1 billion. Debt to direct investors and di�
rect investment companies reached $151.3 bil�

lion. The share of other sectors’ debt increased
to 59.8% of the total external debt.

In terms of maturity, long�term liabilities pre�
vailed with 88.4% ($643.1 billion); short�term
liabilities accounted for 11.5% ($84.0 billion).
Ruble�denominated external debt constituted
25.6% of the total debt ($186.0 billion), while
foreign currency�denominated debt accounted for
74.4% ($541.1 billion).

As of 1 January 2014, the Russian Federa�
tion’s debt sustainability indicators remained
moderate, according to international standards:
the ratio of external debt to GDP was 35% (32%
at the beginning of 2013), and the ratio of exter�
nal debt of the general government to GDP re�
mained at the level of 2012 — 3%.

Chart 17
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II.1. MONETARY POLICY

II.1.1. MONETARY POLICY OBJECTIVES AND RESULTS

In

1 In April—June 2013, the Bank of Russia consecutively reduced the interest rates on certain operations for longer

terms (by 0.50—0.75 percentage points in general). Data on interest rate changes on all Bank of Russia operations

are shown in Section IV.1 ‘Principal measures taken by the Bank of Russia to implement the single state monetary

policy in 2013’.

the medium term, the main objective of
the Bank of Russia’s monetary policy is
to ensure price stability. Price stability

is understood to mean achieving and maintaining
stable, low rates of inflation, which is essential
to guarantee a balanced and sustainable economic
growth. In accordance with the Guidelines for the
Single State Monetary Policy in 2013 and for
2014 and 2015, the target range for consumer
price growth in 2013 was set at 5—6%.

Since the impact of monetary policy on the
economy is distributed over time, the Bank of Rus�
sia made decisions on interest rates on its operations
based on a macroeconomic forecast and an assess�
ment of the risks of inflation deviating from the tar�
get. In 2013, amid low rates of growth in the Rus�
sian economy, and taking into account the short�
term nature of factors causing an acceleration of
consumer price growth, the Bank of Russia left the
interest rates on its main operations unchanged.

KEY MONETARY POLICY DECISIONS

In the first half of 2013, the Bank of Russia
kept the interest rates on its main operations
intact1, noting that the observed acceleration
in inflation was caused by non�monetary fac�
tors — the food price growth and the dynamics
of certain administered prices and tariffs. Given
the lack of any pronounced inflationary pres�
sure from the aggregate demand, the Bank of
Russia forecast that inflation would return to

the target range if there are no negative shocks
in the food market.

In June—September 2013, the consumer
price growth slowed down. At the same time, in
the last few months of 2013 inflation began to
accelerate again, predominantly as a result of the
increased food price growth. According to Bank
of Russia estimates, the impact of the factors caus�
ing the acceleration in inflation was only short�
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term. A renewed fall in the annual consumer price
growth rates was anticipated. Under these con�
ditions, in the second half of 2013, the Bank of
Russia did not change interest rates on its main
operations. At the end of 2013, inflation was
6.5%, exceeding the set target range.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia implemented a
number of measures aimed at improving the sys�
tem of monetary policy instruments and broad�
ening the access of credit institutions to refinanc�
ing operations.

In September 2013, the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors decided to equal the maxi�
mum interest rate on auction�based one�week
deposit operations and the minimum interest
rate on auction�based one�week liquidity provi�
sion operations. The Bank of Russia declared a
single interest rate on these operations as its key
rate — an indicator of the monetary policy
stance. The Bank of Russia plans to align the
refinancing rate with the key rate by 1 January
2016. Prior to this date, the refinancing rate will
be for reference only.

The Bank of Russia also decided to reduce in�
terest rates on overnight loans and one�day loans
secured with non�marketable assets or guaran�

tees to the level of the interest rate on other one�
day standing liquidity provision facilities.

These changes resulted in the creation of an
interest rate corridor, whose borders are symmet�
ric with respect to the Bank of Russia’s key rate
and are determined by the rates on Bank of Rus�
sia one�day standing facilities to provide and ab�
sorb liquidity. The width of the interest rate cor�
ridor — 2 percentage points — is optimal to limit
interest rate volatility while maintaining incen�
tives for the redistribution of funds in the inter�
bank money market.

Taking into account the forecast increase in
demand for refinancing operations in the me�
dium term, in 2013 the Bank of Russia added
floating�rate loan auctions to its instruments.
In July, it took the decision to commence auc�
tions to provide 12�month loans secured with
non�marketable assets or guarantees at a float�
ing interest rate. These auctions are held ir�
regularly. In September, regular auctions were
introduced to provide three�month loans se�
cured with non�marketable assets at a floating
interest rate. In December 2013, the decision
was made to hold these auctions on a monthly
basis (until this time the auctions were only

Chart 18
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1 The required reserves averaging ratio for non�bank settlement credit institutions and non�bank credit institutions with

the right to transfer funds without opening bank accounts and carry out associated banking operations is set at 1.0.

proposed to be held quarterly). The minimum
spread on the Bank of Russia key rate for three�
month and 12�month floating�rate loan auc�
tions was set at 0.25 percentage points. These
floating�rate auctions are aimed at boosting the
efficiency of the monetary policy transmission
mechanism due to the fact that a change in the
Bank of Russia key rate translates into a change
in the cost of funds provided previously to credit
institutions. The use of such operations by
credit institutions contributes to the release of
market collaterals received by the Bank of Rus�
sia through liquidity provision operations, the
improved functioning of the interbank lending
market and increased manageability of money
market rates.

In September 2013, the Bank of Russia Board
of Directors also announced a number of changes
to the system of monetary policy instruments for
2014. In particular, it decided to terminate from
1 February 2014 one�day repo auctions held daily
and to use one� to six�day auction�based repo op�
erations as ‘fine�tuning’ instruments. These op�
erations are conducted by the Bank of Russia in
the event of a need to offset any significant
changes in the level of banking sector liquidity
resulting from the impact of autonomous factors
or changes in the demand from credit institutions
for liquidity.

The decision to terminate daily repo auctions
was taken with a view to establishing conditions
for credit institutions to actively redistribute funds
in the interbank market and to increase the effi�
ciency of management of their own liquidity. In
order to adapt to liquidity fluctuations in the pe�
riod between key one�week auction�based opera�
tions, credit institutions can also use the required
reserves averaging mechanism. To expand the
opportunities for credit institutions to use this
mechanism, in November 2013 the Bank of Rus�
sia decided to increase the required reserves av�
eraging ratio used by credit institutions1 from 0.6
to 0.7 effective from 10 December 2013.

In September 2013, the Bank of Russia de�
cided to suspend Lombard auctions for all terms
and three�month and 12�month repo auctions ef�
fective from 1 February 2014. In addition, in De�
cember 2013 the decision was made to set inter�
est rates on loans secured with non�marketable
assets or guarantees and loans secured with gold
with terms ranging from two to 365 days at
7.25% and 7.00% p.a. respectively effective from
1 February 2014. The retention of these instru�
ments is linked to the need of certain credit insti�
tutions to use them in the event of impossibility
to obtain funds in the interbank market or at Bank
of Russia repo auctions amid the uneven distri�
bution of market collateral in the banking sector.

MONEY SUPPLY

For most of 2013, money supply growth rates in�
creased on an annualised basis, which was caused
by a sharp slowdown in the annual growth of bal�
ances of general government accounts with the
Bank of Russia in January—August 2013. As the
inflow of funds to general government accounts
with the Bank of Russia recovered, the annual
growth of the M2 monetary aggregate dropped
slightly. As a result, the M2 monetary aggregate
increased by 14.6% over 2013 (11.9% over 2012).

In 2013, household deposits continued to be
the fastest growing component of the M2 mon�

etary aggregate. Despite a fall in interest rates
on household deposits for most of the year (the
average interest rate on household ruble deposits
with terms over one year in 2013 Q4 was
7.4% p.a., compared with 8.2% p.a. in the same
period of 2012), the annual rates of growth in
household ruble deposits during 2013 ranged from
18% to 22%, persistently exceeding the growth
rates of other components. Over 2013, the vol�
ume of household ruble deposits increased by
18.2% and that of ruble deposits by non�finan�
cial and financial organisations (excluding credit
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1 Hereinafter, organisations.
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institutions)1 rose by 14.2%. The volume of cash
outside the banking system (the M0 monetary
aggregate) over the same period increased by

8.6%. Household deposits tended to dominate the
ruble money supply, with their share increasing
from 33.4% to 34.5% over 2013. At the same

Chart 19
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LOANS TO NON�FINANCIAL ORGANISATIONS AND HOUSEHOLDS IN RUBLES
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time, the share of cash in circulation dropped from
23.5% to 22.2%.

Foreign currency�denominated deposits by
households and organisations (in ruble terms)
increased by 21.7% over 2013, with the volume
of deposits in dollar terms increasing by 12.9%.
As of 1 January 2014, the share of foreign cur�
rency deposits in the total volume of banking sec�
tor deposits (deposit dollarisation) was 19.4%
compared with 18.7% at the start of 2013. An�
nual growth rates in broad money during most of
2013 were close to the dynamics of the M2 mon�
etary aggregate. In the last few months of 2013,
the growth in broad money persistently out�
stripped the growth in the M2 monetary aggre�
gate due to the revaluation of foreign currency
deposits. Over 2013, broad money increased by
15.7% (12.1% in 2012).

Growth in lending to the economy continued
to be the major source of broad money growth in
2013. The importance of other sources to money
supply dynamics was limited: changes in the net
foreign assets of the Russian banking sector and
the banking sector’s net claims to the general gov�
ernment in 2013 were not considerable.

For most of 2013, credit institutions reduced
rates on loans to the main categories of bor�
rowers. The average rate on ruble loans to non�
financial organisations with terms over one
year dropped from 11.4% p.a. in 2012 Q4 to

11.0% p.a. in 2013 Q4 and on household loans,
from 19.7% to 17.7% p.a. respectively. There
was no marked decrease in rates in the short�term
lending segment in 2013. Along with reducing
rates credit institutions tightened their non�price
lending conditions. First of all, they introduced
tougher requirements for the financial standing
of borrowers and loan collateral, which held back
the expansion of banks’ loan portfolios. The re�
quirements for non�financial organisations were
tightened the most, while at the end of 2013 the
requirements for households were almost un�
changed.

The differing requirements for these catego�
ries of borrowers could be one of the causes for
the growth in household loans continuing to ex�
ceed the growth in loans to non�financial orga�
nisations in 2013. At the same time, the gap
between the growth rates in loans to these cat�
egories of borrowers gradually fell in 2013. The
slowdown in the annual rates of growth in loans
to non�financial organisations witnessed in 2012
came to a halt. At the close of 2013, the annual
growth in the volume of loans to non�financial
organisations stood at 12.7%, showing no change
compared with the same indicator as of 1 Janua�
ry 2013. At the same time, the annual growth
in the volume of household loans continued to
fall. Over 2013, the volume of outstanding loans
to households grew by 28.7% (39.4% in 2012).

Chart 21
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As a result, the growth in the total volume of out�
standing loans issued to non�financial organi�
sations and households for 2013 was 17.1% com�
pared with 19.1% for 2012.

In terms of the industry structure of the cor�
porate loan portfolio in 2013, loans to manufac�
turing industries continued to dominate (20.0%
at the end of 2013 compared with 19.8% at the
start of the year), as well as loans to the whole�
sale and retail trades (19.8% at the end of 2013
compared with 20.2% at the start of the year).

In 2013, the volume of loans issued by credit
institutions to small and medium�sized enterprises
continued to increase. At the end of 2013, the
total volume of loans provided to this category of

borrowers exceeded a similar indicator at the end
of 2012 by 14.8%. The average rate on ruble loans
to small and medium�sized enterprises for terms
over one year was 12.9% p.a. in 2013 Q4.

Consumer lending still dominated retail lend�
ing in 2013. In the last few months of 2013, banks
showed increased interest in mortgage lending,
which became apparent from the loosening of
price and non�price mortgage lending conditions.
The average interest rate on housing mortgage
loans in 2013 Q4 was 12.1% p.a. compared with
12.6% p.a. in 2012 Q4. As a result, in the last
few months of 2013, the rates of growth in mort�
gage lending increased slightly amid a slowdown
in growth in other aspects of household lending.

Chart 22
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II.1.2. MONETARY INDICATORS

AND MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS

A key element of the implementation of
the Bank of Russia’s monetary policy
is operations to manage the banking

sector liquidity. As a precaution, the Bank of Rus�
sia keeps the total amount of banking sector liquid�
ity at a level ensuring that the reserve requirements
are fulfilled, credit institutions’ settlement and

LIQUIDITY FACTORS AND GROWTH IN OUTSTANDING AMOUNT

ON BANK OF RUSSIA OPERATIONS (billions of rubles)
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Bank of Russia interventions
in domestic foreign exchange market
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OFZ operations balance

Balance of Federal Treasury deposits

Change in balances of general government
accounts with the Bank of Russia*

payment needs are met and their demand for li�
quidity is satisfied. Banking sector liquidity man�
agement, in addition to ensuring the normal op�
eration of the money market and smooth settle�
ments and payments, is aimed at maintaining one�
day money market rates at a level consistent with
achieving the inflation target.

BANKING SECTOR LIQUIDITY INDICATORS

The change in banking sector liquidity indicators
in 2013 was shaped by the dynamics of autono�
mous liquidity factors and by increased demand
of credit institutions for bank reserves, causing a
rise in the banking sector’s outstanding amount
due to the Bank of Russia.

In 2013, the outflow of liquidity from the
banking sector as a result of the change in bal�
ances of the extended government’s accounts with
the Bank of Russia amounted to 383.5 billion
rubles (846.0 billion rubles in 2012). As a result,
the impact of fiscal flows on banking sector liquid�

ity continued to be erratic throughout the year.
Thus, from January to November 2013, the ex�
cess of federal budget revenue over expenditure
(excluding Federal Treasury deposits and OFZ
operations) led to an outflow of funds from the
banking sector, however, in the second half of No�
vember and in December, as a result of the rise
in federal budget expenditure, there was a sig�
nificant inflow of funds to the banking sector. The
additional outflow of liquidity, amounting to
243.0 billion rubles over the year, was linked to
operations conducted by the Russian Ministry of

Chart 23
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Finance with OFZs. The intrayear withdrawal
of funds through the fiscal channel was offset by
an active policy to place temporarily free funds of
the federal budget, the Pension Fund of the Rus�
sian Federation and local authorities in deposits
with credit institutions.

The dynamics of cash in circulation in 2013
were generally in line with the seasonal trends of
previous years. The slowdown in the growth of
cash in circulation amid a gradual increase in
cashless payments led to a reduction in the out�
flow of funds from the banking sector to 467.0 bil�
lion rubles (628.2 billion rubles in 2012).

Starting from summer 2013, the intensified
expectations of the tapering of the Fed’s quanti�
tative easing programme contributed to the de�
preciation of emerging market currencies, includ�
ing the Russian ruble, which, under the current
exchange rate policy mechanism, led to the Bank
of Russia’s sales of foreign currency in the do�
mestic foreign exchange market. As a result, the

total outflow of liquidity from the banking sector
in 2013 was 884.8 billion rubles (the previous
year saw an inflow of 204.1 billion rubles).

In 2013, the average balance of credit insti�
tutions’ correspondent accounts with the Bank
of Russia, characterising their demand for liquid�
ity, was 887.4 billion rubles, a rise of 146.4 bil�
lion rubles on the previous year, which was
largely caused by an increase in the averaged
value of required reserves.

The increase in the required reserves averag�
ing ratio from 0.6 to 0.7 in December 2013 con�
tributed to a release of reserves deposited by credit
institutions in their required reserve accounts in
the amount of 101.3 billion rubles, as well as
growth in the averaged value of required reserves
by a comparable amount. In this regard, in 2013
the required reserves deposited with the Bank of
Russia fell by 16.8 billion rubles, while the aver�
aged value of the required reserves increased by
224.6 billion rubles.

MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS

The Bank of Russia’s gross credit to the banking
sector increased over the year by 1.8 trillion
rubles, totalling 5.0 trillion rubles as of 1 Janua�
ry 2014. The amount of operations to absorb li�
quidity remained negligible.

The intrayear dynamics of credit institutions’
demand for Bank of Russia refinancing operations
in 2013 were similar to those of 2012. At the start
of 2013, there was a seasonal reduction in struc�
tural liquidity deficit and a fall in the demand for
Bank of Russia refinancing operations. Then, in�
fluenced by autonomous liquidity factors, banks
exhibited a high demand for refinancing instru�
ments.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia supplied liquid�
ity to credit institutions predominantly through
auctions. The Bank of Russia set limits on the
amount of liquidity provided through auctions
based on the comparison of the liquidity demand
and supply estimates according to the overall li�
quidity forecast.

The Bank of Russia continued to use repo
auctions as the main instrument of providing

funds to credit institutions. In 2013, the Bank
of Russia’s claims to credit institutions on these
operations increased by 1.1 trillion rubles to
2.9 trillion rubles as of 1 January 2014. On
some days in December 2013, the total claims
on the auction�based repo operations reached
3.1 trillion rubles — the highest value over the
entire operational period of the instrument.
The bulk of the claims came from one�week
repo auctions. In 2013, the average amount of
liquidity provided using this instrument was
1.6 trillion rubles. The corresponding figure for
one�day auctions was 0.3 trillion rubles. The
amount of auction�based repo operations with
longer terms (three months, one year) re�
mained low in 2013.

As the overall demand of credit institutions for
liquidity increased, together with the uneven dis�
tribution of eligible marketable collateral accepted
by the Bank of Russia for repo operations, and
the insufficiently active redistribution of funds in
the Russian money market, credit institutions
showed sustained demand for operations where
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non�marketable assets or guarantees could be
used as collateral, as well as for FX swaps.

Credit institutions’ outstanding amount to
the Bank of Russia on loans secured with non�
marketable assets or guarantees increased over
2013 by 642.3 billion rubles and as of 1 Janua�
ry 2014 totalled 1,292.3 billion rubles. At the
start of 2013, the entire outstanding amount was
composed of fixed�rate loans. In July 2013, the
Bank of Russia held its first auction to provide
12�month loans secured with non�marketable
assets or guarantees at a floating rate. In Octo�
ber 2013, an auction was held to provide three�
month loans secured with non�marketable as�
sets at a floating rate. The amount of funds pro�
vided through these auctions was 307 billion
rubles and 500 billion rubles respectively. Loans
provided at a floating interest rate, as a percent�
age of the outstanding amount on loans secured
with non�marketable assets or guarantees, ac�
counted for 45.7% at the end of 2013, or
590.2 billion rubles.

Credit institutions’ demand for FX swaps was
mostly irregular though peaked in periods of in�
creased demand for liquidity from certain money
market participants, in particular on the days
when tax payments were made. The share of FX
swaps concluded during the last ten days of each
month in 2013 was 60.6% of the total volume of

such operations. The average value of FX swaps
on the days when transactions were concluded in
2013 amounted to 94.9 billion rubles.

The amount of other fixed�rate refinancing
operations (overnight loans, Lombard loans,
loans secured with gold, as well as repo opera�
tions) remained negligible in the period under
review.

Amid a persistently high demand of credit in�
stitutions for liquidity provision operations in
2013, the Bank of Russia continued to expand
the list of assets eligible as collateral for opera�
tions. Thus, in 2013, the Bank of Russia put on
its Lombard List 232 new issues of securities with
a total nominal value of about 1.6 trillion rubles
(excluding bonds issued on behalf of the Russian
Federation). The potential amount of collateral
on Bank of Russia operations in the form of
Lombard List securities increased by 662.0 bil�
lion rubles in 2013 to 4.7 trillion rubles, and in
the form of non�marketable assets by 126.2 bil�
lion rubles to 1.4 trillion rubles.

In addition, to expand credit institutions’ op�
portunities to manage their portfolio of securities
eligible as collateral on Bank of Russia operations,
from 15 April 2013 the Bank of Russia started to
conduct OTC repo operations with a basket of
securities from its Lombard List with a possible
substitution of collateral. In 2013 Q2, repo auc�

Chart 24
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tions started to be held using a partial bid satis�
faction mechanism, which enabled the Bank of
Russia to provide credit institutions with funds
in full within the established limit by the end of
the first (morning) auction (if there is sufficient
demand). From 1 July 2013, the second (daily)
one�day repo auction was cancelled.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia continued to use
reserve requirements as an instrument to man�
age the banking sector liquidity. The increased
exchange rate flexibility, as well as the develop�
ing external and internal macroeconomic trends
led to a reduction in the use of required reserve
ratios for the purpose of restricting the inflow of
speculative capital. In this regard, in February
2013 the Bank of Russia set the required reserve
ratios for all categories of credit institution liabili�
ties at 4.25%. This decision had a neutral impact

on the monetary policy stance or on banking sec�
tor liquidity.

As of 1 January 2014, the amount of required
reserves deposited by credit institutions in their
required reserve accounts with the Bank of Rus�
sia amounted to 408.8 billion rubles, decreasing
by 3.9% over the year. The decrease in the
amount of required reserves deposited in these
accounts was caused by an increase in the aver�
aging ratio and the active use of this mechanism
by credit institutions. The averaged value of re�
quired reserves during the averaging period from
10 December 2013 to 10 January 2014 was
794.1 billion rubles, an increase of 39.4% since
the start of 2013. During this period, 594 credit
institutions, or 64.1% of the total number of op�
erating credit institutions, exercised the right to
average their required reserves.
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II.1.3. EXCHANGE RATE POLICY

In

* ‘+’ — foreign currency purchases by the Bank of Russia, ‘–’ — foreign currency sales by the Bank of Russia.
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2013, the Bank of Russia continued to
implement its exchange rate policy un�
der the managed floating exchange rate

regime. The Bank of Russia smoothed the fluc�
tuations of the ruble exchange rate without hin�
dering the trends in the ruble exchange rate dy�
namics that resulted from fundamental macroeco�
nomic factors. No target values or limitations
were set on the exchange rate or on its rate of
change. The ruble value of the dual�currency bas�
ket (0.55 US dollars and 0.45 euros) continued
to be used as an operational indicator for the ex�
change rate policy. The permissible range of the
dual�currency basket values was determined by
the floating operational band, whose borders were
automatically adjusted by 5 kopeks when a cer�
tain level of cumulative volume of Bank of Russia
interventions was reached, net of the amount of
daily target interventions.

The Bank of Russia carried out foreign ex�
change interventions aimed at smoothing the fluc�
tuations of the ruble exchange rate when the value
of the dual�currency basket was outside the ‘neu�
tral’ range situated in the middle of the opera�
tional band. As the value of the basket moved fur�
ther away from this ‘neutral’ range, the volume
of interventions increased. When the value of the

dual�currency basket hit the border of the opera�
tional band, the Bank of Russia performed FX
interventions without quantitative limitations
until the value of the dual�currency basket re�
turned to the operational band or was within the
new borders of the operational band after their
automatic shift.

From 1 October 2013, the volumes of foreign
currency purchases and sales aimed at smoothing
the fluctuations of the ruble exchange rate were
increased or decreased by the amount of the Fed�
eral Treasury operations related to the accumu�
lation or spending of the sovereign funds in for�
eign currencies. In 2013, the Federal Treasury
conducted operations related to the Reserve Fund
accumulation in October in the total amount of
$308 million.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia continued to in�
crease the flexibility of the ruble exchange rate
in order to create conditions to raise the efficiency
of the interest rate policy and to prepare for the
transition to the inflation targeting regime in
2015. From 7 October 2013, the Bank of Russia
expanded from 1.0 to 3.1 rubles the range of its
operational band within which foreign exchange
interventions aimed at smoothing the fluctuations
of the ruble exchange rate were not held. To in�
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Chart 25

crease the sensitivity of the operational band bor�
ders to the volume of foreign exchange interven�
tions, the Bank of Russia reduced the cumulative
volume of interventions triggering a shift in its
borders on two occasions: on 9 September 2013
(from $450 million to $400 million) and on
10 December 2013 (to $350 million). In addi�
tion, from 21 October 2013, the Bank of Russia
decreased the volume of its target FX interven�
tions to $60 million per day.

The value of the dual�currency basket stayed
within the operational band of the exchange rate
policy in 2013 and did not reach its borders. With
the depreciation of the ruble against major global
currencies, the Bank of Russia predominantly sold
foreign currency in the domestic foreign exchange
market, with net sales totalling $27 billion by
the end of 2013 (in 2012, the Bank of Russia
reported net purchases of foreign currency total�
ling $7.6 billion).
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II.2. RESERVES MANAGEMENT
1

1 All the distributions and indicators provided in this section are based on management accounting data.
2 In previous reports the Bank of Russia’s claims have been provided net of the claims of foreign counterparties on

the Bank of Russia (including foreign counterparties’ claims for the repayment of money obtained by the Bank of

Russia through repo transactions). This report does not make such an adjustment.
3 Excluding foreign issuers’ securities denominated in eligible currencies obtained by the Bank of Russia through

reverse repo transactions.
4 Mostly Bank of Russia investments in Eurobonds issued by the Russian Federation.
5 Balances of customers’ accounts, mostly of the accounts of the Federal Treasury with the Bank of Russia.

he Bank of Russia’s reserves comprise for�
eign exchange reserve assets and gold re�
serves. The Bank of Russia’s foreign ex�

change reserve assets are net claims on foreign
counterparties2 and the securities of foreign is�
suers3 denominated in US dollars, euros, pounds
sterling, Canadian dollars, Australian dollars,
yen, Swiss francs and special drawing rights
(SDR) (hereinafter, eligible currencies).

The Bank of Russia’s objective for foreign ex�
change reserves management is to ensure an opti�
mal trade�off between safety, liquidity and return.

While managing foreign exchange reserve as�
sets, the Bank of Russia takes into account other
assets which are denominated in eligible curren�
cies but not belonging to the reserve category4

(non�reserve assets); it also takes foreign cur�
rency liabilities5 into account. The gold assets of
the Bank of Russia are managed separately from
its foreign exchange reserve assets.

In 2013, the safety of foreign exchange re�
serve assets was ensured through the use of an

integrated risk management framework based
on using high�quality financial instruments,
making high demands on the reliability of
counterparties and reducing risks associated
with each of them depending on the assessment
of their solvency, as well as conducting opera�
tions in accordance with agreements concluded
with foreign counterparties to protect Bank of
Russia interests.

An optimal trade�off between liquidity and
return of foreign exchange reserve assets was
achieved by combining short�term instruments
(deposits, repo transactions, short�term securi�
ties) and long�term securities of foreign issuers.
Investment decisions were based on the current
conditions in the global financial market and fore�
cast market conditions.

Over 2013, Bank of Russia foreign exchange
reserve assets decreased by $14.5 billion,
largely as a result of the Bank of Russia selling
foreign currency in the domestic foreign ex�
change market.
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FACTORS BEHIND CHANGES IN BANK OF RUSSIA FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS IN 2013

(billions of US dollars)

10–30 –10–20–25 0–5–15 5

Total change in foreign exchange reserve assets

Other transfers**

Transfers to Bank of Russia customer accounts

Currency revaluation

Investment income

Currency sales in the domestic FX market*

* The figure includes transactions settled over the reporting period; the amounts in currencies other than the US dollar were converted in the US dollars

at the exchange rate, as of the settlement date.

** ‘Other transfers’ include transfers from other operations, including operations with precious metals.
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Chart 26

RISK MANAGEMENT FOR BANK OF RUSSIA FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS

Foreign exchange reserve asset management is
linked to the Bank of Russia taking on certain fi�
nancial risks, the main types of which are foreign
exchange, credit and interest rate risks. The risk
management of the Bank of Russia’s foreign ex�
change reserve assets includes the identification
of risks, risk assessment, the setting of risk lim�
its, as well as compliance monitoring.

Since the US dollar is the base currency for
the calculation of the total amount and composi�
tion of the Bank of Russia’s foreign exchange as�
sets and liabilities, the foreign exchange risk is
the probability of a decrease in the value of for�
eign exchange assets resulting from changes in
foreign currencies’ exchange rates against the US
dollar. The exposure to the foreign exchange risk
is equal to net foreign exchange assets, which is
the sum of the foreign exchange reserve and non�
reserve assets of the Bank of Russia, net of its
liabilities in eligible currencies. The Bank of Rus�
sia sets limits on the level of foreign exchange risk
by specifying a benchmark currency structure of
net foreign exchange assets with target weights

of eligible currencies and the limits of their de�
viations.

As of 1 January 2014, 44.8% of the Bank of
Russia’s foreign exchange reserve assets were de�
nominated in US dollars (45.4% as of 1 January
2013); 41.5% were in euros (40.6%); 9.3%
were in pounds sterling (9.4%); 3.3% were in
Canadian dollars (2.5%); and 1.1% were in Aus�
tralian dollars (1.1%)1. Reserve assets in Japa�
nese yen and Swiss francs were negligible at the
end of 2013. To calculate the currency structure,
the Russian Federation’s position with the IMF,
denominated in SDR, is considered as assets in
eligible foreign currencies in the proportions de�
fined by the IMF to calculate the SDR value
(0.66 US dollars, 0.423 euros, 0.111 pounds
sterling, and 12.1 Japanese yen).

In order to manage credit risk during the re�
porting period, the Bank of Russia limited expo�
sure on counterparties and set requirements for
the credit quality of issuers and securities eligible
for the Bank of Russia’s foreign exchange reserve
assets. The minimum required long�term credit

1 The data on the distribution of foreign exchange reserve assets for 2012 were re�calculated taking into account the

change in the calculation methodology for the total amount of foreign exchange reserve assets (excluding the ad�

justment for the amount of claims by foreign counterparties against the Bank of Russia).
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BANK OF RUSSIA

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS

BY ELIGIBLE CURRENCY*

AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014

(as a percentage of their market value)

Australian dollar

Canadian dollar

Pound sterling

Euro

US dollar

44.8

1.1

9.3

41.5

* The distribution of Bank of Russia foreign exchange reserve assets

by eligible currency includes conversion transactions not settled

as of 1 January 2014.

3.3

BANK OF RUSSIA

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS

BY CREDIT RATING

AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014

(percent)*

23.8

3.1

72.1

Without rating**

AAA

А

АА

* The total amount exceeds 100% due to the rounding to decimal values.

** Assets without rating are mostly the Russian Federation’s position

with the IMF.

1.1

rating1 of the Bank of Russia’s counterparties for
operations involving the Bank of Russia’s foreign
exchange reserve assets was ‘A’ (Fitch Ratings
and Standard & Poor’s), or ‘A2’ (Moody’s In�
vestors Service). The minimum rating of securi�
ties (or the long�term credit rating of the issuer,
if a securities issue has no rating) was ‘AA–’
(Fitch Ratings and Standard & Poor’s), and
‘Aa3’ (Moody’s Investors Service).

As of 1 January 2014, ‘AAA’�rated assets ac�
counted for 23.8% of all of the Bank of Russia’s

foreign exchange reserve assets, followed by
‘AA’�rated assets, which accounted for 72.1%, and
‘A’�rated assets, which accounted for 3.1%2. The
share of assets without any rating was 1.1%. The
reduction in the share of ‘AAA’�rated assets in
2013 (32.2% as of 1 January 2013) and the
growth in the share of ‘AA’�rated assets (64.0%
as of 1 January 2013) largely resulted from the
downgrading of the United Kingdom’s long�term
credit rating in the first half of 20133.

The interest rate risk is the probability of a
decrease in the value of foreign exchange assets
due to an unfavourable change in interest rates
(and, correspondingly, the prices of financial as�

1 The long�term credit ratings of the relevant countries were used as the credit ratings of counterparties that are

central banks without any assigned credit ratings.
2 The distribution of Bank of Russia foreign exchange reserve assets by credit risk is based on the long�term credit

ratings by Fitch Ratings, Standard & Poor’s and Moody’s Investors Service of foreign counterparties and foreign

issuers’ securities. The ratings are used in the main rating categories, ‘AAA’, ‘AA’, and ‘A’, without further specifi�

cation. If the ratings of a counterparty or an issuer by the above�mentioned rating agencies differed, the lowest

rating was applied.
3 Moody’s Investors Service cut the United Kingdom’s rating from ‘Aaa’ to ‘Aa1’ on 22 February 2013. Fitch Rat�

ings cut the United Kingdom’s rating from ‘AAA’ to ‘AA+’ on 19 April 2013.

Charts 27, 28
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BANK OF RUSSIA

FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS

BY INSTRUMENT

AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014

(percent)*

Non�government securities**

Net position with the IMF

Reverse REPO transactions

Foreign currency deposits and balances of accounts

Government securities

83.3

0.8

13.7

* The total amount exceeds 100% due to the rounding to decimal values.

** Non�government debt securities guaranteed by the government

have been categorised as government securities.

1.3

1.0

BANK OF RUSSIA FOREIGN EXCHANGE RESERVE ASSETS BY COUNTRY

AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014 (percent)
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sets). The benchmark portfolios of each of the
eligible currencies reflect the target distribution
of the Bank of Russia’s assets and are used to com�
pare the risk and rate of return on the Bank of
Russia’s assets.

The level of interest rate risk for the assets
and corresponding benchmark portfolios was
measured by duration1. The Bank of Russia in�
terest rate risk exposure was limited by setting
the minimum and maximum durations allowed
in each of the eligible currency portfolios.

The rate of return on the Bank of Russia’s for�
eign exchange assets was calculated as the total
(realised and unrealised) return on investment
as a percentage p.a. for each of the eligible cur�
rencies. The cumulative rates of return on the
Bank of Russia’s foreign exchange reserve assets
over 2013 are given in Chapter IV ‘Addenda’
(Section IV.5 ‘Statistical tables’).

As of 1 January 2014, the Bank of Russia’s
foreign exchange reserve assets were invested in
the following instruments: the government secu�
rities of foreign issuers (83.3%), the non�gov�
ernment securities of foreign issuers (0.8%), de�
posits and cash balances of correspondent ac�
counts with foreign banks (13.7%), reverse repo
transactions (1.3%), and net position with the
IMF (1.0%).

1 Duration is a measure of the relative sensitivity of the value of an instrument or a class of instruments to changes in

the corresponding interest rates by 1 percentage point.

Chart 29

Chart 30
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1 The distribution is based on the country of domicile (registration) of Bank of Russia counterparties or issuers of

securities included in the foreign exchange reserve assets of the Bank of Russia.

Foreign issuers’ securities mostly consisted of
US treasuries, government bonds and bills of
France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada,
Australia, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark,
Sweden and Austria, non�government bonds guar�
anteed by the aforementioned governments, and
the bonds of international financial institutions.

The geographical distribution of foreign ex�
change reserve assets1 as of 1 January 2014 was
as follows. France accounted for 31.4% of assets,

the USA accounted for 30.9%, Germany ac�
counted for 19.2%, the United Kingdom ac�
counted for 9.4%, and other countries accounted
for 9.1%.

Over 2013, the Bank of Russia’s gold reserves
grew by 80.0 tonnes and amounted to 1,091.1 ton�
nes as of 1 January 2014. Reflecting the purchase
of gold in the domestic market, the amount of
monetary gold increased in 2013 by 79.8 tonnes
to 1,012.6 tonnes as of 1 January 2014.
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2013

II.3.1. GLOBAL RISKS AND THEIR IMPACT

ON THE RUSSIAN FINANCIAL SECTOR

was characterised by re�
duced risks and acceler�
ated economic growth in

advanced countries amid a slowdown in growth
and increase in vulnerability in emerging market
economies. The publication of the US Federal
Reserve’s plans to taper its quantitative easing
programme in mid�2013 led to a sharp change in
investor sentiment and a reconsideration of the
outlook of investing capital in emerging market
instruments. The prospects of this programme’s
tapering were, in essence, the main factor of ris�
ing volatility in capital flows and the global finan�
cial market situation in 2013.

Market participants’ expectations of mon�
etary conditions tightening in 2013 were re�
flected in increased interest rates. Continuing
growth in interest rates will mostly have a nega�
tive influence on the debt burden of sovereign
borrowers with large amounts of accumulated
debt. In this regard, the most vulnerable are
problem countries in the euro area, which,
though they have achieved a notable success in
reducing their budget deficits and government
debt, currently have the most limited opportu�
nities for further budgetary consolidation due to
high unemployment.

After the 2008 crisis, there was a significant
increase in the debt burden in many emerging
economies, not only in the public sector, but also
in the private one. Some of these countries (Bra�
zil, Argentina, Mexico, and South Africa) will
have to refinance large amounts of debt in the
coming years, and so they could face significant
increases in the cost of borrowing. The private
sector debt burden, which in a number of coun�
tries (China, India, and South Africa) is a sub�
stantial amount relative to GDP, could pose a
threat to the solvency of borrowers if the cost of
borrowing rises.

The greatest uncertainty lies with the state of
the financial system in China amid excessive
growth in the shadow banking sector and the start
of large�scale economic reforms by the authori�
ties. The uncertainty over the future economic
and financial prospects of China was one of the
main threats to the global economy in 2013.

The Russian financial sector was affected by
these global risks in 2013. The tightening of mon�
etary conditions in the global markets and growth
in interest rates from May 2013 caused a fall in
the value of Russian financial assets, partly due
to the fall in demand for them from non�residents.
Thus, from May to the end of 2013 the Russian

II.3. ENSURING FINANCIAL STABILITY
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ruble exchange rate dropped by 4.5% against the
US dollar and by 9.2% against the euro, while
the yields on 10�year OFZs increased by 113 ba�
sis points during this period. However, the state
of the balance of payments and government fi�
nances in Russia was comparatively better than
in a number of other emerging market economies,
which was reflected in the increased stability of

the Russian financial market. In addition, sup�
port for the OFZ market came from its liberali�
sation at the start of 2013, as a result of which
non�residents were able to operate in the Russian
market through the global settlement and clearing
systems Euroclear and Clearstream (custody ac�
counts were opened at NKO ZAO National Settle�
ment Depository for foreign nominee holders).
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In
II.3.2. FINANCIAL STABILITY OF THE NON�FINANCIAL SECTOR

2013, the non�financial sector developed
amid a slowdown in the Russian eco�
nomic growth and a deterioration of the

situation in the global commodity market.
A growing debt burden and a falling profit�

ability of many companies posed the main risks
to the stability of the non�financial sector in 2013.
To carry out a more thorough analysis of the sys�
temic risks of non�financial organisations, in 2013
the Bank of Russia set about monitoring the fi�
nancial state of nearly 50 companies on a group
basis, all operating in various economic fields and
all of systemic importance to the economy1. The
consolidated revenue of these companies ac�
counted for over 40% of GDP, and their assets
almost 60% of GDP.

According to banks’ statements at the end of
2013, the quality of the loans provided to non�
financial organisations improved slightly. The
share of overdue loans in total loans provided to
non�financial organisations decreased over 2013
from 4.6% to 4.2%. The growth in the share of
overdue loans was only observed in certain types
of economic activity in agriculture and the manu�
facturing industry. Nonetheless, amid the slow�
down in economic growth, a number of Russian
non�financial organisations could find themselves
in a vulnerable position as a result of their high
debt burden and a low profitability of their activ�
ity which, in turn, could affect the quality of
banks’ loan portfolios.

During the course of 2013, there was a slow�
down in the growth in the majority of basic types
of economic activity, in particular in the manu�
facturing and construction industries, lending to
which accounted for more than 40% of banks’
loan portfolios. According to Rosstat data, growth
rates in the manufacturing industry dropped by
4.6 percentage points to 0.5% in 2013 and
growth rates in the hydrocarbon production and

mining remained virtually unchanged from 2012.
The volume of construction decreased by 1.5%,
while in 2012 the growth was 2.4%.

Hydrocarbon production and mining. Ac�
cording to Rosstat data, oil production increased
by 0.8% in 2013 and gas production by 2.3%.
The deterioration of the market situation, namely
a fall in the prices for oil and export petroleum
products in the global market, had a negative
impact on the financial results of Russian oil com�
panies.

Gas consumption in the domestic market fell,
caused mainly by a fall in business activity in the
metallurgy industry, one of the main consumers of
gas, as well as a fall in electricity production at ther�
mal power plants. As a result, exports and income
from exports of gas from Russia increased. Despite
the deterioration of external conditions, Russian
oil and gas companies maintained a low level of
debt burden and a sufficiently high profitability
(the average level of debt burden among the six
largest companies, measured as the ratio of debt
to operating result, was 0.7, while the average
level of return on sales was about 18.8%2), i.e.
they maintained a certain margin of safety in the
event of a deterioration in the situation.

Metallurgy industry. One of the manufactur�
ing industries showing the greatest slowdown in
growth rates was the metallurgy industry. The
fall in its growth rates (at the end of 2013 growth
was zero, while the year before it was 4.8%) is
largely linked to the deterioration of the situa�
tion in the global metal market, which witnessed
a falling demand for metal products and growing
supply. The excess supply was largely caused by
over�production of aluminium and steel in China
and the stepping�up of metal exports from China.
As a result, the excess supply in the global mar�
ket led to a significant fall in prices for most met�
als in 2013. Since Russian metallurgical compa�

1 The financial state of organisations is assessed on the basis of consolidated statements compiled in accordance

with International Financial Reporting Standards and Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (USA).
2 Here and below calculations of indices for the largest companies are based on consolidated statements. The debt

burden indicator is calculated as a ratio of loans, net of monetary funds and their equivalents, to operating result.

The operating result is calculated as the companies’ EBITDA. The profitability indicator represents the ratio of sales

profit to revenue.
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nies export a substantial share of their metal prod�
ucts, this had a direct impact on their financial
results. The average debt burden indicator among
the seven largest metallurgy companies rose from
4.2 to 5.8, while the average return on sales re�
mained low at about 6.9%.

The slump in metal prices mainly affected
companies with high debt burdens: the operat�
ing cash flows of these companies fell, and these
turned out to be insufficient to service their out�
standing debts. Amid these unfavourable condi�
tions, metallurgical companies sought to increase
the efficiency of their business to maintain their
stability by selling non�core and loss�making as�
sets, as well as by reducing the amount of capi�
tal expenditure planned through investment
programmes.

The chemical industry was one of the few ar�
eas of the manufacturing industry where in�
creased growth rates were characteristic of 2013
(its growth in 2013 was 5.4% compared with
4.1% a year earlier). In this respect, growth in
production was also seen in the fertiliser segment,
which forms a significant proportion of Russian
chemical industry exports.

Also, for a large part of 2013 (excluding Q4),
conditions in the fertiliser market remained
unfavourable and witnessed a fall in prices for
companies’ core products, in part due to an in�
creased supply from China as a result of low ex�
port duties. Despite a growth in production in the
majority of large Russian producers of fertilisers,
the fall in prices had a negative impact on the fi�
nancial results of these companies at the end of
2013. In particular, the average debt burden of
the three largest fertiliser producers rose from 1.2
to 1.7, while the average return on sales fell from
33.3% to 28.3%.

Construction. Despite an overall fall in con�
struction, in 2013 residential construction saw a
continuing positive growth (new homes increased
by 5.5% compared with 2012). Prices for core
construction materials increased slower than in�
flation which, together with increased sales vol�

umes, contributed to an increase in the operating
profits of the largest construction companies and
a fall in their debt burden. Thus, the average debt
burden, calculated for three public companies in
the residential construction sector, fell from 3.1
to 1.9, while the average return on sales increased
from 18.6% to 26.9%.

Equally, the Russian residential construction
market is highly fragmented and has a relatively
low transparency (up�to�date consolidated state�
ments are only published by a small number of
construction companies). The debt burden of the
non�public companies could be more than an av�
erage calculated for a limited number of public
companies, and this factor could make companies
vulnerable if the market situation worsens.

The exposure of non�financial organisations
to foreign exchange and interest rate risks re�
mained at an acceptable level on the whole. Over
the course of 2013, growth rates for outstanding
corporate sector loans owed to foreign creditors
increased considerably — by 9.4 percentage
points, to 20.0%1. Nonetheless, the majority of
companies with a substantial proportion of debt
owed to foreign creditors are export�oriented and
have a high proportion of revenue in foreign cur�
rencies. Consequently, the foreign exchange risk
can be minimised by balancing revenue and debt
in the corresponding currency. At the same time,
amid the growing debt burden of some organisa�
tions, there is a continued exposure to the risk of
not complying with financial covenants — loan
parameters limiting the amount of debt, which
could lead to demands from foreign creditors for
an early settlement of outstanding loans and the
need for Russian banks to refinance the debt.

The impact of the interest rate risk on com�
pany activities was limited by the fact that the
share of instruments with floating interest rates
in the debt portfolios of the largest non�financial
organisations was relatively low. Moreover, a
large share of external debt (about 75%) is long�
term (over one year), which lowers the risk of
refinancing at higher rates in the short term.

1 To determine growth rates, assessment data on the Russian Federation’s external debt as of 1 January 2014 were

used — see the heading ‘Other sectors’.
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1 The twofold increase in the minimum amount of loss provisions on unsecured consumer loans issued after 1 Ja�

nuary 2013 (on loans without overdue payments and loans with amounts outstanding overdue by no more than

30 days) and the increase in the risk ratios when calculating capital adequacy in relation to unsecured consumer

loans.
2 Here and below ‘unsecured loans’ are understood to mean bank claims to households referred to ‘Other con�

sumer loans’ in accordance with bank reporting form 0409115 (Section 3, amounts outstanding on other consumer

loans, grouped into a portfolio of homogeneous loans).

In
II.3.3. FINANCIAL STABILITY AND BANKING SECTOR RISKS

2013, the systemic risks of the banking
sector were low as a whole, enabling the
banking sector to maintain its financial

stability.
Capital adequacy. Capital adequacy dynam�

ics stabilised: the average value of the N1 ratio
for the banking sector during the reporting pe�
riod exceeded 13%, reaching 13.5% by the end
of the year. At the same time, the potential in�
crease in capital held back the continuing fall in
the banking sector profitability (over the year the
asset profitability fell by 0.4 percentage points to
1.9%) as a result of growing bank expenditure
on establishing loan loss provisions, linked in part
to the deterioration in the quality of household
loans.

Credit risk. Credit risk still dominated bank�
ing sector risks. The share of the loan portfolio in
banking sector assets was over 70%; credit risk
at the start of 2014 accounted for 87% of the to�
tal amount of risks taken into account when cal�
culating capital adequacy.

As a result of Bank of Russia macroprudential
measures implemented in 20131, the dynamics of
household loans gradually returned to normal.
The rates of growth in unsecured consumer
loans2, forming the majority of banks’ retail loan
portfolios and characterised by higher risks, fell
from 53.0% in 2012 to 31.3% in 2013.

At the same time, the quality of household
loans gradually decreased. Over 2013, overdue
household loans increased by 40.7%, signifi�
cantly surpassing the growth rate of such loans
(28.7%). As a result, the share of overdue loans
in this portfolio increased from 4.0% to 4.4%.
The quality of unsecured consumer loans is wor�
thy of special attention: 8.0% of this portfolio is
made up of loans with payments which are over�
due by more than 90 days. Nevertheless, prob�

lem consumer loans were more than adequately
covered by loan loss provisions.

A deterioration in the loan quality of the re�
tail portfolio occurred mainly in banks with a
higher concentration of activities in the consumer
lending market. This situation was largely the
result of a high risk policy by banks when provid�
ing unsecured consumer loans.

The Bank of Russia’s measures in relation to
loans issued by banks from 1 January 2014, such as
a further increase in the minimum amount of provi�
sions (1.5 times for loan portfolios without any pay�
ments overdue and for loan portfolios with payments
overdue by one to 30 days) and the risk ratio on
unsecured loans with a higher full value when cal�
culating capital adequacy, will contribute to re�
ducing risks in the consumer lending market. In
addition, the setting of limits on the maximum
full value of loans in accordance with Federal Law
No. 353�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Con�
sumer Loans’, which will enter into force from 1 July
2014, will make it possible to reduce loans being
issued to borrowers with a high risk profile.

On the other hand, according to bank state�
ments, the quality of loans issued to non�finan�
cial organisations improved somewhat. In 2013,
amid a 12.7% growth in lending to non�financial
organisations, the growth rate of overdue loans
was 1.0%. Nonetheless, amid the slowdown in
economic growth, the expected outlook for the
loan portfolio quality worsened.

Liquidity risk. A structural liquidity deficit
caused an increase in outstanding debt owed by
banks to the Bank of Russia, amounting to 7.7%
of banks’ liabilities at the end of 2013. The growth
in outstanding debt owed by credit institutions to
the Bank of Russia outstripped the growth in the
value of assets deemed eligible by the Bank of
Russia for use as collateral in banks’ portfolios,
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which resulted in an increase in the encumbrance
on banks’ assets. The value of encumbered mar�
ketable assets rose the most in 2013 (from
1.8 trillion rubles to 2.9 trillion rubles), since the
largest amount of refinancing came through repo
operations with the Bank of Russia; the share of
pledged banking sector marketable assets was
62% by the end of 2013.

In 2013, systemic risks in the money market re�
mained at acceptable levels. The activation of the
Bank of Russia’s policy to reinvigorate the banking
sector at the end of the year did not have a major
impact on money market stability: there were hardly
any unfulfilled transactions and rates were mainly
situated within the Bank of Russia’s interest rate
corridor. The growing tension only really had an
impact on small and medium�sized banks whose
market shares were small from the outset.

Counterparty risks in the repo market in 2013
fell as a result of the increase in the share of repos
with a central counterparty (CC). In such trans�
actions, the CC guarantees that the parties will
fulfil their obligations under the transaction, as a
result of which counterparty risks are significantly
reduced. The possibility to complete repo trans�
actions with the CC at the Moscow Exchange oc�
curred in February 2013; by December 2013 the
share of repos with the CC in open positions in
the interdealer repo stock market had already
reached 11%. Despite this, counterparty risks still
remained significant due to the high share of bor�
rowing by customers of banks and non�bank fi�
nancial institutions, in particular non�resident
customers, and the relatively high leverage (the
ratio of open positions in the market to the value
of their equity capital) held by non�bank finan�
cial organisations.

Market risk. Over 2013, the level of market
risks grew by 17.2% (11.3% in 2012). The share
of market risks in total banking sector risks was
virtually unchanged compared with the start of
the year, amounting to 5.9%. Traditionally, the
greatest share of market risk tended to come from
the interest rate risk: its share increased from
76.0% as of 1 January 2013 to 82.9% as of 1 Ja�
nuary 2014. In terms of structure of the banking
sector market risks, as of 1 January 2014, equity
risk accounted for 7.3% and foreign exchange
risk accounted for 9.8%.

In 2013, market risks in the repo market fell
slightly due to an increase in discounts on trans�
actions where corporate and exchange bonds
served as collateral. On average, market discounts
exceeded the daily depreciation of securities wit�
nessed during the 2008 crisis.

Overall, in 2013 the banking system was rela�
tively stable to the effects of any potential shock
in the securities market. Stress tests have shown
that, as of 1 January 2014, a significant shock in
the stock market (a fall in equity value by 20%
and growth in bond yields by 200 basis points,
accompanied by a ruble depreciation by 15%)
could lead to losses of about 0.3 trillion rubles and
a fall in the N1 capital adequacy ratio for the bank�
ing sector as a whole by 0.4 percentage points.
A negative revaluation of securities portfolios on
such a scale does not pose any systemic risk to the
banking sector.

Assessments of the banking sector resilience
to external shocks using stress testing show that
banking sector capital adequacy as a whole does
not fall below 10% in any of the stress scenarios.
This suggests that the Russian banking sector is
reasonably resilient.
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II.4.1. REGULATION OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS’ ACTIVITIES

II.4. BANKING REGULATION AND SUPERVISION

In 2013, work continued to incorporate the
international principles and standards
set out by the Basel Committee on Bank�

ing Supervision (BCBS) into the Russian legisla�
tive framework to improve the financial stability
of credit institutions and the financial market as
a whole.

Taking into account the powers granted to the
Bank of Russia under Federal Law No. 146�FZ,
dated 2 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’, the following regula�
tions were enacted:

On the regulation of the activities of banking

groups, setting out:

— a methodology to calculate the amount of eq�
uity capital, required ratios and sizes (limits)
for open currency positions, as well as numeri�
cal values for required ratios and sizes (lim�
its) for open currency position;

— the formats, content, procedure and time�
frame for information disclosures by the par�
ent credit institutions of banking groups, in�
cluding information on risks assumed, risk as�
sessment procedures, and risk and capital
management procedures;

— the procedure for mandatory disclosure by
credit institutions of their interim consolidated
financial statements, compiled in accordance

with the International Financial Reporting
Standards (IFRS), to a wide range of users;

— the procedure for the Bank of Russia to su�
pervise the activities of banking groups, in�
cluding the procedure for setting up and
organising work of supervision groups, the
procedure for quarterly appraisals of banking
groups’ (members of banking groups’)
fulfilment of their required ratios, compliance
with open currency position limits and due
claims, and the procedure for collecting and
storing information on the activities of bank�
ing groups and major members of banking
groups;
on the regulation of the activities of bank hold�

ing companies, including:

— a methodology to determine the amount of
assets and income of credit institutions, which
are members of bank holding companies, and
of bank holding companies. This methodology
helps determine whether to include associa�
tions of legal entities with at least one credit
institution into a bank holding company;

— the procedure and timeframe for parent
organisations (management companies) of
bank holding companies to disclose their con�
solidated financial statements and to submit
them to the Bank of Russia, as well as the
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form, procedure and timeframe for parent
organisations (management companies) of
bank holding companies to compile and pro�
vide the Bank of Russia with the informa�
tion required to assess the risks of bank hold�
ing companies and supervise credit institu�
tions, which are members of bank holding
companies.
The Bank of Russia also enacted the follow�

ing regulations in 2013:
On the prudential regulation of credit institu�

tions’ activities, taking into account the interna�

tional approaches stipulated in Basel II and

Basel III, setting out:

— the replacement of the equity capital adequacy
ratio for banks with three new capital ad�
equacy ratios: common equity adequacy ratio
(minimum permissible value of 5.0%), core
capital adequacy ratio (minimum permissible
value of 5.5% (6.0% from 1 January 2015)),
and equity capital adequacy ratio. The level
of the requirements for the total capital ad�
equacy of credit institutions, set at 10%, re�
mains a minimum ratio value; the factor ap�
plied in relation to operational risk has been
changed from 10 to 12.5;

— the methodology for determining the amount
of equity capital of credit institutions has been
complied with the principles of Basel III (in
this respect, the methodology for determining
the amount of capital which was in effect un�
til 1 January 2014 can be used temporarily if
there are grounds to revoke a banking licence,
as well as to determine a credit institution’s
compliance with the requirements for partici�
pation in a deposit insurance system (DIS)
and to assess its economic position);

— the record of risks of changes in the value of a
credit claim as a result of a deterioration in
the credit quality of a counterparty in OTC
transactions with derivatives concluded with�
out the involvement of a qualified central
counterparty, for use for prudential purposes
with effect from 1 October 2014, and for ana�
lytical purposes with effect for reporting from
1 February 2014;

— certain changes to the procedure for calculat�
ing equity and interest rate risks, including

establishing a requirement to calculate the
specific equity risk on derivatives (the base
assets for which are equity indices), as well
as specifying the list of agreements (trans�
actions) affected by the requirement to cal�
culate market risk, in relation to a change
in the procedure for accounting forward
transactions;

— clarification of the requirements to cover op�
erational risk with equity capital in order to
calculate banks’ capital adequacy ratios;

— changes to the procedure for calculating the
amount of market risk in terms of the proce�
dure for including investment in shares in re�
lation to changes to the calculation of the
amount of equity capital and capital adequacy
ratios;

— approaches to determine the financial lever�
age ratio (capital adequacy to assets and off�
balance�sheet not risk�weighted instru�
ments — ‘leverage’) and the corresponding
methodology for calculating this indicator, the
form of information disclosure on its compo�
nents and the procedure for completing this
form by credit institutions adopting such a
decision before 1 January 20151. With effect
from statements as of 1 August 2013, the Bank
of Russia started to collect data on the results
of calculations of this ratio;
on improving the disclosure by credit institu�

tions of information on their activities to a wide

range of users by establishing requirements for

credit institutions to disclose information about

risks assumed, risk assessment procedures, and

risk and capital management procedures, set�

ting out, inter alia:

— the content of information disclosed by credit
institutions in their annual and interim ac�
counting (financial) statements in compliance
with IFRS provisions, and Pillar 3 ‘Market
Discipline’ of Basel II and Basel III;

— the disclosure by credit institutions of their
activities in the media and (or) on the offi�
cial websites of credit institutions on the
Internet.
The Bank of Russia continued to introduce the

standards set out in Pillar 1 of Basel II, with re�
gard to the approach to measure credit risk on

1 Bank of Russia Letter No. 142�T, dated 30 July 2013, ‘On Calculating the Financial Leverage Ratio’.
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the basis of internal ratings (IRB approach) to
be used by Russian banks to calculate capital ad�
equacy ratios. With a view to assessing the readi�
ness of banks for the transition to the IRB ap�
proach, the Bank of Russia analysed data pro�
vided by the interested credit institutions in the
form of a voluntary report in accordance with
the published in 2013 Bank of Russia Letter
No. 192�T, dated 29 December 2012, ‘On Meth�
odological Recommendations for the Implemen�
tation of the IRB Approach to Calculate Credit
Risk’.

Significant attention was paid in 2013 to im�
proving the current regulation to guarantee a
more accurate assessment of risks taking into ac�
count the lessons of the crisis and the specifics of
the Russian banking system:
— to tighten requirements relating to the qual�

ity of banking risk assessment (including risks
arising in the unsecured consumer lending
market) and to suppress the practice of con�
cealing outstanding problem loans and non�
core assets, provisions have been made to
tighten requirements1 to ensure that unse�
cured consumer loans with high full values
issued after 1 January 2014 are covered by
capital;

— the procedure for calculating the ratios was
supplemented by a procedure for assessing the
risk of claims against counterparties under
transactions where the fulfilment of obliga�
tions to a bank (excluding claims on syndicated
loans, letters of credit, mortgage securities,
securitisation transactions) is dependent on
the fulfilment of obligations by a third party —
the end recipient of the funds.
To improve the supervisory assessment of

credit institutions’ activities, regulations were
enacted in 2013 setting out:

— the tightening of approaches to the assessment
of the economic position of banks (assessment
of their financial stability). Provisions have
been made so that the economic position of a
bank cannot be recognised as satisfactory (the
financial stability of a bank is sufficient for par�
ticipation in the deposit insurance system) if
the bank’s internal control regulations to
counter the legalisation (laundering) of crimi�
nally obtained incomes and the financing of
terrorism (hereinafter, AML/CFT) do not
meet the Bank of Russia’s requirements or if
these regulations, according to the Bank of
Russia, are not observed, or the internal
AML/CFT control system does not allow to
pay increased attention to the operations of
customers with a high degree (level) of risk;

— the compliance of the methodology for assess�
ing the transparency indicators of ownership
structure and the procedure for calculating the
capital�inclusive indicators with the regulatory
framework;

— a change in the threshold values used when
assigning a numerical score to an equity capi�
tal adequacy ratio.
To improve the institution of authorised

representatives of the Bank of Russia, taking
into account the amendments to Federal Law
No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Rus�
sia)’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 86�FZ), a
procedure has been established to appoint
authorised representatives not only to credit in�
stitutions that have received government fund�
ing, but also to credit institutions whose assets
are valued at 50 billion rubles or more and (or)
whose funds attracted from households based on
bank deposit agreements and bank account agree�
ments total 10 billion rubles or more.

1 Bank of Russia Instruction No. 139�I, dated 3 December 2012, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’.
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In
II.4.2. REGISTRATION AND LICENSING OF BANKING ACTIVITIES

order to fulfil the objectives of the Rus�
sian Banking Sector Development Strat�
egy until 2015 in terms of increasing its

stability and reinforcing protection of the inter�
ests of creditors (primarily depositors) of credit
institutions, in 2013 practical and methodologi�
cal work to register and license banking activity
continued. The main changes were aimed at clear�
ing the banking services market of financially
weak, poorly managed credit institutions and at
increasing banking sector capitalisation.

In 2013, the number of operating credit insti�
tutions with banking licences declined (in part
due to reorganisation procedures) by 33, or by
3.5%, to 923 as of 1 January 2014 (by 22, or by
2.2%, to 956 in 2012). The number of registered
credit institutions fell by 23 in 2013, or by 2.1%,
to 1,071 as of 1 January 2014 (by 18, or by 1.6%,
to 1,094 in 2012).

In 2013, 10 newly�established credit institu�
tions were registered, including seven non�bank
credit institutions (in 2012, nine and six respec�

tively). Thus, in 2013 the process of establishing
non�bank credit institutions continued, primarily
in connection with the entry into force of Federal
Law No. 161�FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On the
National Payment System’ and Federal Law
No. 162�FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On Amend�
ing Certain Laws of the Russian Federation in
Connection with the Adoption of the Federal Law
‘On the National Payment System’’ allowing for
the creation of non�bank settlement credit insti�
tutions.

Over the reporting period, the Bank of Russia
decided to refuse state registration to the founders
of seven newly�established credit institutions, in�
cluding the founders of five non�bank credit insti�
tutions (two of which twice), in connection with
the non�conformity of candidates for the position
of the head of a credit institution with the qualifi�
cation criteria set by federal laws and Bank of Rus�
sia regulations adopted in accordance with these
laws, the unsatisfactory financial standing of the
founders, as well as non�compliance of the docu�
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1 Excluding banks with revoked licences, restructured banks and banks managed by the state corporation Deposit

Insurance Agency.
2 From 1 January 2013, data relate to paid�up authorised capital (including registered issues).
3 The stake of non�residents in 2012 was calculated on the basis of registered authorised capital.

ments submitted to the Bank of Russia for state
registration of credit institutions and obtaining
banking licences with the requirements set by fed�
eral laws and Bank of Russia regulations adopted
in accordance with these laws.

In 2013, 11 banks ceased their operations as
a result of a merger, while four banks changed
their form of incorporation as a result of reor�
ganisation (in 2012, seven and six banks respec�
tively).

In 2013, 26 credit institutions, or 2.8% of the
total number of operating credit institutions, ex�
panded their business by obtaining banking li�
cences (27 institutions, or 2.8% in 2012).

In 2013, three credit institutions were refused
expansion of their business through licences to
take precious metals on deposit and licences to
take ruble� and foreign currency�denominated
household deposits due to non�compliance with
regulations set out by the Bank of Russia.

Federal Law No. 391�FZ, dated 3 December
2011, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Banks

and Banking Activities’’ provided for an increase
of the operating banks’ minimum equity capital
to 300 million rubles from 1 January 2015.

As of 1 January 2014, 175 banks1 had their
equity capital below 300 million rubles; their
recapitalisation required about 11 billion rubles,
or 27.4% of these banks’ equity capital (as of
1 January 2013, the corresponding figures were
246 banks, 17 billion rubles, and 29.9% respec�
tively).

In 2013, the operating credit institutions
increased their total authorised capital from
1,341 billion rubles to 1,464 billion rubles (an
increase of 122.5 billion rubles, or 9.1%). The
share of credit institutions with authorised
capital exceeding 300 million rubles was 45%
of the total number of operating credit insti�
tutions.

The total stake of non�residents in the
authorised capital of operating credit institutions
increased from 366 billion rubles to 405 billion
rubles over 20132, or by 10.6% (over 20123, their
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stake increased by 26 billion rubles, or 7.8%).
The stake of non�residents in the banking system
of the Russian Federation increased from 26.1%
to 26.4% (in 2012, it fell by 0.7%).

In 2013, the number of branches of operating
credit institutions decreased by 344, or by 14.6%,
to 2,005 as of 1 January 2014 (2,349 as of 1 Ja�
nuary 2013).

In 2013, the total number of internal divisions
of credit institutions (branches) increased by 618
to 43,376 as of 1 January 2014, of which: the
number of mobile cash offices increased by 23.7%
from 118 to 146; the number of credit and cash

offices increased by 14% from 2,161 to 2,463;
the number of operations offices increased by
13.3% from 7,447 to 8,436; and the number of
additional offices increased by 4.9% from 23,347
to 24,486.

The coverage of households with internal di�
visions per 100,000 people increased from 29.9
at the end of 2012 to 30.3 at the end of 2013.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia accredited seven
representative offices of foreign credit institutions
on the territory of the Russian Federation and
extended the validity of operations permits pre�
viously issued to 29 representative offices.
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In
II.4.3. OFF�SITE SUPERVISION

2013, as part of its policy to reinvigorate
and strengthen the banking sector, the
Bank of Russia adopted measures to in�

tensify banking supervision with a view to ensur�
ing the stability of the banking system and increas�
ing the level of protection in the interests of lend�
ers, depositors and bank customers, in part
through increasing the degree of bank compliance
with legislation.

The primary focus was placed on the stability
of credit institutions, the actual quality of credit
institutions’ assets and capital, and reliability of
statements provided by credit institutions. In or�
der to supervise credit institutions’ activities, risk�
based approaches were developed aimed at the
timely exposure, adequate assessment and pru�
dent limitation of the risks assumed by credit in�
stitutions and banking groups.

Increased supervisory attention was paid to:
— banks whose activity is significant to the coun�

try or the region, including systemically im�
portant banks;

— banks experiencing financial straits;
— banks involved in large�scale suspicious trans�

actions.
To effectively expose situations posing a

threat to the interests of creditors and deposi�
tors of banks — DIS participants, in 2013 the
Bank of Russia set up a system to respond to
changes observed in credit institutions and
linked to a sharp fluctuation in assets (liabili�
ties) or a change in persons having a signifi�
cant influence on bank activities. To ensure
that effective preventive supervisory response
measures can be adopted, banks saw the intro�
duction of a daily reporting regime. Legislative
measures were used to reduce the risks faced
by creditors and depositors and to prevent
banks from taking on further risks until the
situation was resolved, including: informing
executives and owners of credit institutions of
their responsibility for guaranteeing the finan�
cial stability of the credit institution; and un�
scheduled inspections. Where there was a le�
gal justification for doing so, restrictions (bans)
were imposed on certain banking operations,

and non�viable banks were forced to cease their
operations (their banking licences were re�
voked).

Where justified, the owners and management
of credit institutions were required to develop
plans to effectively increase the stability of credit
institutions, under which the owners were to
immediately resolve the most acute problems.

In 2013, the main problems focused on dur�
ing the supervision of the activities of credit in�
stitutions were:
— errors in the business policy of credit institu�

tions (unjustifiably aggressive policy, exces�
sively optimistic assessments of borrowers’
solvencies);

— increased risk concentration, including on the
business of owners, on the industry or on the
region; concentration of investments in non�
core assets;

— deliberate actions by owners (management)
leading to a deterioration in assets, as well as
involvement in servicing the shadow economy.
One of the most acute problems continues to

be unreliable reporting.
In 2013, issues related to exposing the accu�

racy of valuations of a number of assets remained
at the centre of attention of banking supervision,
notably: securities, including units of closed�end
unit investment funds (hereinafter, ZPIFs), and
real estate which is both a separate asset on a
bank’s balance sheet and a part of ZPIF property
or acting as collateral. In the course of supervi�
sion additional attention was paid to banks’ op�
erations with ZPIF units, the structure of ZPIFs
was scrutinised, and the adequacy of the provi�
sions established for these investments by credit
institutions was also assessed. In 2013, collabo�
ration between banking supervision and the Bank
of Russia’s Financial Markets Service contributed
to the effectiveness of the work to assess the mar�
ket value of securities, in part with a view to re�
vealing price manipulation facts.

Taking into account the possibility of transac�
tions carried out to cover up problem assets, cam�
ouflage the real concentration of risks on the busi�
ness of owners, or engage in fictitious capital in�
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crease schemes, in the course of supervision credit
institutions’ operations with non�resident com�
panies and banks were analysed, primarily those
registered in off�shore zones: lending to privately
held companies; investment of bank funds in
nostro accounts or in the form of interbank loans;
operations involving securities registered with
non�resident depositories; and claims to non�resi�
dents linked to asset trust management.

Cases of banks taking household funds on de�
posit and unsecured consumer lending were un�
der special scrutiny, while interest rates on house�
hold deposits and retail loans were subject to on�
going monitoring. If household funds were at�
tracted under non�market conditions and where
there was sufficient justification, measures such
as restricting interest rates on bank deposits were
adopted. A large number of consumer complaints
to the Bank of Russia suggests the inadequate
quality of services provided to households and the
incomplete disclosure of relevant information by
credit institutions.

Under financial regulation reforms ap�
proved by the G20, in 2013 the Bank of Russia
continued to introduce a set of measures aimed
at increasing the stability of those credit insti�
tutions which are important to a stable func�
tioning of the economy and the financial sys�
tem as a whole.

The Bank of Russia issued Ordinance
No. 3174�U, dated 16 January 2014, ‘ On De�
fining the List of Systemically Important Credit
Institutions’, drafted taking into account the
specific functioning of the Russian banking ser�
vices market, the recommendations of the
BCBS and the Financial Stability Board, and
foreign practices implementing these recom�
mendations.

To concentrate the Bank of Russia’s supervi�
sory resources on systemically important credit
institutions and intensify supervision of such in�
stitutions, on 1 October 2013, the Bank of Rus�
sia set up the Systemically Important Banks Su�
pervision Department. Corresponding divisions
are also being set up in some Bank of Russia re�
gional branches.

To ensure the transparency of international
banking operations and establish a supervision
regime for credit institutions forming banking
groups, in 2013 Bank of Russia representatives

participated in international supervisory college
meetings held by the supervisory authorities of
the Netherlands, Hungary, Italy and Austria.

Within the framework of its efforts to increase
the transparency of the banking sector, the Bank
of Russia continued to work with banks on infor�
mation disclosure. As of 1 January 2014, 878
credit institutions (or 95% of the total number
of credit institutions) gave their consent to dis�
closing information on the structure of their eq�
uity capital and compliance with the required ra�
tios. Reports in the form of a trial balance of fi�
nancial accounts and income statements were also
disclosed by 888 credit institutions (96%).

As part of its efforts to maintain banking sec�
tor stability, the Bank of Russia launched mea�
sures to suppress unfair competition. Taking into
account the current restrictions set out in legisla�
tion, the Bank of Russia put into practice mea�
sures to refute false negative information on cer�
tain credit institutions. The Bank of Russia in�
formed law�enforcement agencies of any instances
of negative and destabilising information being
disseminated.

To increase the transparency of the Bank of
Russia’s activities, changes to banking regula�
tion were prepared in close cooperation with the
banking community. Consultations with the
banking community, including banking associa�
tions, were held in the form of working meet�
ings and through the uploading of draft regula�
tions to the Bank of Russia’s official website to
collect suggestions and comments. The final ver�
sions of the documents were prepared based on
a summary of the responses received and were
uploaded to the Bank of Russia’s official website
for formal anti�corruption appraisal. To reflect
the specifics of individual segments of the finan�
cial market, the changes were also developed
with the involvement of members of working
groups created by the Bank of Russia and bank�
ing associations, for instance, on issues of man�
aging mortgage, consumer and syndicated lend�
ing risks.

The section ‘Answers to the Standard Que�
ries of Credit Institutions and Bank of Russia
Regional Branches on Banking Sector Regulation
and Supervision’ is kept up�to�date on the Bank
of Russia’s official website, and a new sub�sec�
tion ‘Information on Credit Institutions Meeting
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the Requirements Set out by the Housing Code of
the Russian Federation and the Federal Law ‘On
the Support Fund for Housing and Utilities Re�
form’’ has also been created.

In order to improve the quality of supervision
activity, in 2013 the information on the non�fi�
nancial organisations, which borrow from credit
institutions, was assessed.
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In
II.4.4. INSPECTION OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

1 Stage four of this centralisation involved the creation of an Interregional Inspectorate for Moscow and the Moscow

Region comprising five inspectorates.
2 Of which:

— 798 inspections (77.6%) were conducted in credit institutions having no branches and in the head offices of

credit institutions having branches;

— 231 inspections (22.4%) were conducted in branches.
3 Some credit institutions were subject to several inspections, including head offices and (or) branches and internal

divisions.
4 Started in 2013 and are to be completed in 2014.
5 Borrowers used loans provided by credit institutions to acquire third�party promissory notes, and the debt was

paid off in turn through the sale of these promissory notes.
6 Including in connection with the vendor bank not providing a full set of documents to the buyer bank in relation to

the assigned receivables.
7 For example, by issuing additional loans to bank card holders to pay off interest, and through paying insurance

premiums by borrowers using the loans received.

2013, the organisational part of work to
centralise the Bank of Russia’s inspec�
tion activity was completed1.

Authorised representatives of the Bank of
Russia conducted 1,029 inspections2 of 648 credit
institutions3 in 2013, of which 976 were com�
pleted (53 inspections are reported as ‘carried
over’4). Out of the total number of inspections,
688 were conducted in accordance with the Con�
solidated Plan, while 341 were unscheduled.
Based on the results of the inspection activities,
infringements mainly related to credit risk under�
estimation (40.2% of all infringements) as well
as AML/CFT (14.2%) were registered. Certain
infringements were linked to accounting (7.7%).

To make an assessment of risks faced by multi�
branch banks on a consolidated basis, 40% of
scheduled inspections of branches were conducted
simultaneously with inspections of the head of�
fices of credit institutions. Simultaneous inspec�
tions were carried out at credit institutions par�
ticipating in banking groups, including non�
formalised institutions, those exhibiting some fi�
nancial dependence and (or) those engaging in
counter trading operations. This approach made
it possible to reveal systemic shortcomings in the
management of banking risks and problem areas
in the activities of a number of credit institutions.

The largest number of infringements was re�
vealed when investigating the quality of credit in�
stitutions’ assets. There were cases of lending to
legal entities (including entities affiliated with

credit institutions) not exercising any real activ�
ity and submitting unreliable statements to credit
institutions, as well as cases of accepting pledges
of collateral which did not meet the set require�
ments or at an excessive cost. In order to conceal
the real level of risk, credit institutions replaced
devalued debt with investment in ZPIF units, for
which they used artificial current (fair) value
formation mechanisms; they also allowed for loan
and promissory note settlements between custom�
ers5; the organisation of work to assess the risks
of acquired receivables was also opaque6.

During the course of inspections of consumer
lending, cases of camouflaging the real duration
of overdue loans were uncovered, as well as cases
where the financial standing of individual borrow�
ers was not assessed.

During the inspections, working groups un�
covered cases of banks raising income using un�
suitable assets7, as well as certain credit institu�
tions not fulfilling customers’ payment requests
on time due to the insufficiency of funds in corre�
spondent accounts. In a number of cases these
facts were not reflected in reports, with so�called
‘concealed records’ being kept.

The compliance of credit institutions with
AML/CFT legislative requirements was examined
in 419 inspections. Some infringements of legis�
lation and circumstances indicating improper
management by credit institutions of the risk of
legalising (laundering) criminally obtained in�
comes were uncovered, including numerous in�
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stances where banks’ internal control rules on
AML/CFT did not comply with legislative re�
quirements and a number of credit institutions
were found to be involved in various forms of
doubtful transactions.

To improve the quality of inspections, their
organisation and performance monitoring prac�
tices underwent further development. Informa�
tion on the current results of the inspections was
sent to Bank of Russia regional branches for un�
dertaking the necessary supervisory decisions. In
relation to 349 inspections, involving 191 banks
subject to the ‘second line’ of supervision and
158 inspections of branches of these banks, as well
as 56 banks involved in doubtful transactions, the

1 In the Central, North�Western, North Caucasus, Urals, Siberian and Far Eastern Federal Districts.

Bank of Russia’s head office exercised additional
controls with regard to the quality of the moni�
toring of on�site inspections.

Measures carried out as part of an internal
control system were an important factor in ex�
erting influence on the quality of the work of
inspectorates, especially in remote regions. On�
site visits to 23 inspectorates situated in six fed�
eral districts1 were made. Issues related to the
drawing up of risk�based inspection programmes,
the quality of pre�audit preparations, and asset
quality assessment approaches were considered
within the context of regional branches’ reports.

Information was shared with supervisory,
controlling and law�enforcement authorities.
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II.4.5. FINANCIAL RECOVERY AND LIQUIDATION

OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

2013, the Bank of Russia took steps to
prevent the insolvency (bankruptcy) of
credit institutions under Federal Law

No. 175�FZ, dated 27 October 2008, ‘On Addi�
tional Measures to Strengthen the Stability of the
Banking System in the Period until 31 December
2014’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 175�FZ)
and Federal Law No. 40�FZ, dated 25 Februa�
ry 1999, ‘On the Insolvency (Bankruptcy) of
Credit Institutions’ (hereinafter, Federal Law
No. 40�FZ).

As part of the implementation of the measures
set out in Federal Law No. 175�FZ, in 2013 the
Bank of Russia, together with the state corpora�
tion Deposit Insurance Agency (hereinafter, DIA),
carried out measures to prevent the bankruptcy of
seven banks, for two of which the Bank of Russia
proposed that the DIA take part in preventing their
bankruptcy in 2013; the bankruptcy prevention
measures at two banks were completed, with one
of the banks being merged with another bank,
while the other is operating in accordance with the
established procedure. As of 1 January 2014, five
banks continued to carry out planned measures as
part of the approved plans involving the DIA in
the prevention of their bankruptcy.

The financial recovery measures under Fed�
eral Law No. 175�FZ were funded with the Rus�
sian Federation’s property contribution to the
DIA or with Bank of Russia loans that were ex�
tended to the DIA. In 2013, the volume of funds
repaid to the Bank of Russia by the DIA was
46 billion rubles. As of 1 January 2014, the DIA’s
debt to the Bank of Russia on loans provided un�
der Federal Law No. 175�FZ totalled 300 billion
rubles.

In 2013, 70 credit institutions had grounds for
the implementation of the bankruptcy prevention
measures provided for in Article 4 of Federal Law
No. 40�FZ, of which 19 credit institutions had
their banking licences revoked, one had its licence
cancelled, and 28 credit institutions indepen�
dently eliminated the causes of these grounds
(without any corresponding claims from the Bank

of Russia). As for the remaining credit institu�
tions, the Bank of Russia initiated measures stipu�
lated by the insolvency (bankruptcy) prevention
laws, including for three credit institutions, in
accordance with Federal Law No. 175�FZ.

As of 1 January 2014, 16 credit institutions
had grounds for the implementation of insol�
vency (bankruptcy) prevention measures, in�
cluding two banks which implemented bank�
ruptcy prevention measures under Federal Law
No. 175�FZ.

With a view to protecting the legitimate in�
terests of credit institutions’ creditors (deposi�
tors), during the course of 2013, the Bank of
Russia appointed 32 provisional administrations
to manage credit institutions (hereinafter, pro�
visional administration) with regard to the revo�
cation of their licences. Overall, in 2013, there
were 38 provisional administrations appointed on
this basis, of which 29 administrations included
DIA employees among their members, in accor�
dance with Clause 2 of Article 19 of Federal Law
No. 40�FZ. As of 1 January 2014, there were 17
provisional administrations appointed with regard
to the revocation of credit institutions’ licences.
In addition, in 2013 in accordance with Federal
Law No. 175�FZ, in line with the approved plans
for DIA participation in the prevention of banks’
bankruptcy, the Bank of Russia entrusted the DIA
with the duty of provisional administration at two
banks.

As of 1 January 2014, 148 credit institutions
were subject to liquidation, all of which had their
licences revoked (cancelled), and the Bank of
Russia did not receive any certificates of their
state registration from the authorised registration
body in relation to their liquidation. In this re�
gard, liquidation procedures were carried out at
135 credit institutions. As of 1 January 2014, no
court rulings had been handed down in relation
to the remaining 13 credit institutions following
the revocation of their licences.

The majority of credit institutions undergo�
ing liquidation (123) were declared insolvent
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(bankrupt) and bankruptcy proceedings had been
initiated against them (in 2013, 17 credit insti�
tutions were declared bankrupt). Based on the
rulings of arbitration courts, 10 credit institutions
were undergoing forced liquidation (in 2013,
court rulings on forced liquidation were handed
down in relation to 10 credit institutions, of which
one credit institution was declared bankrupt in
2013). In addition, two credit institutions are
undergoing voluntary liquidation based on the
decision of their founders (participants) (in
2013, the founders of one credit institution de�
cided to enter into voluntary liquidation).

At the majority of credit institutions under�
going liquidation as of 1 January 2014 (128), liq�
uidation proceedings were conducted by the DIA,
of which at 119 credit institutions the DIA acted
as a receiver and at nine as liquidator pursuant
to Clause 2 of Article 50.11 of Federal Law
No. 40�FZ and Article 23.2 of Federal Law
No. 395�1, dated 2 December 1990, ‘On Banks
and Banking Activities’ (hereinafter, Federal
Law No. 395�1).

As of 1 January 2014, 1,616 records of state
registration had been made in the Single State
Register of Legal Entities in relation to the liqui�
dation of credit institutions. According to report�
ing data, the average percentage of satisfied credi�
tor claims at these credit institutions was 10.9%.
For those liquidated credit institutions where the
DIA acted as a receiver (liquidator), the average
percentage of satisfied creditor claims was 27.8%.

In order to exercise the powers granted to the
Bank of Russia under Article 50.22 of Federal
Law No. 40�FZ to control the activity of credit
institutions’ receivers (liquidators), the Bank of
Russia conducted 17 inspections of their activity
in 2013.

In 2013, 17 receivers were accredited with the
Bank of Russia as receivers in bankruptcy proceed�
ings in credit institutions, 26 receivers had their
accreditation extended, and six receivers were
denied accreditation or refused an extension of
their accreditation due to a failure to meet the ac�
creditation criteria. As of 1 January 2014, 43 re�
ceivers were accredited with the Bank of Russia.
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II.4.6. HOUSEHOLD DEPOSIT INSURANCE

2013, the Bank of Russia supervised
banks to make sure they complied
with the deposit insurance system’s

(DIS) requirements, pursuant to Federal Law
No. 177�FZ, dated 23 December 2003, ‘On In�
surance of Household Deposits with Russian
Banks’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 177�FZ)
and took measures envisaged by Federal Law
No. 177�FZ for non�compliance with these re�
quirements.

In 2013, the ban on taking household funds
on deposit and opening household bank accounts
pursuant to Article 48 of Federal Law No. 177�FZ
was imposed on two DIS participant banks: one
was subject to the measures stipulated by Clause 4
of Part 2 of Article 74 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ
for three consecutive months; and the other did
not comply with the requirements for participa�
tion in the DIS in terms of indicators for assess�
ing the quality of bank management, and its op�
erations and risks for three consecutive months.
The banking licences of these banks were subse�
quently revoked.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 177�FZ and pre�
vious agreements, in 2013 the Bank of Russia in�
teracted, coordinated its activities, and exchanged
information with the DIA on issues related to the
functioning of the DIS; banks’ participation in the
system and the payment of insurance premiums and
deposit compensations; inspections of DIS partici�
pant banks by the Bank of Russia and the enforce�

ment of sanctions against such banks; as well as
other issues related to the functioning of the DIS.

As of 1 January 2014, there were 873 banks
participating in the DIS (as of 1 January 2013,
891 banks), including 111 banks whose banking
licences had previously been revoked (cancelled),
and six operating banks which officially remained
in the DIS, but lost their right to take household
funds on deposit and to open household accounts
due to the introduction by the Bank of Russia of
a respective ban pursuant to Article 48 of Fed�
eral Law No. 177�FZ (four banks); in connec�
tion with a voluntary renunciation of operations
with households (one bank); or in connection
with a change in the bank’s status to that of a
non�bank credit institution (one non�bank credit
institution).

In 2013, five banks were included in the DIS
and 23 were excluded (of which nine due to re�
structuring, and 14 due to liquidation ending).

Throughout the period after the launch of the
DIS (as of 1 January 2014) insured events oc�
curred at 157 DIS participant banks, while in
2013 such events occurred at 27 DIS participant
banks (26 banks had their banking licences re�
voked and one bank had its licence cancelled in
connection with a decision to enter into volun�
tary liquidation). All banks began paying indem�
nities to their depositors in the time established
by the law, i.e. no later than 14 days after the
date of revocation of their licences.
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In
II.4.7. SUPERVISORY RESPONSE

cases where credit institutions undertook
measures to conceal the true level of risk
assumed or falsify the statements submit�

ted to the Bank of Russia, the Bank of Russia’s
supervisory divisions carried out work to more
clearly define the profile and level of risks assumed
by banks and took preventive and, where neces�
sary, punitive supervisory response measures.

In 2013, it was predominantly preventive mea�
sures that were enforced against credit institutions:
written notifications were sent to the management
of 896 banks and Bank of Russia regional branches
held meetings on various matters with 524 banks.
Punitive measures, in the form of demands to elimi�
nate violations, were enforced against 575 banks,
while fines were imposed on 171 banks. As many
as 194 banks had certain operations restricted, 45
banks were prohibited from conducting certain
banking operations, and 51 banks were prohibited
from opening branches.

In 2013, under the Bank of Russia’s policy to
prevent credit institutions from conducting dubi�
ous transactions linked to converting funds to cash
and withdrawing funds abroad, 115 credit insti�
tutions saw the imposition of tough restrictive
(prohibitive) supervisory response measures with
a view to complete cessation of such operations.

In 2013, pursuant to Article 74 of Federal Law
No. 86�FZ and Article 20 of Federal Law
No. 395�1, the Bank of Russia revoked the bank�
ing licences from 32 credit institutions (in 2012,
22 credit institutions).

The grounds for banking licence revocation
were as follows:
— failure to comply with federal banking laws and

Bank of Russia regulations, if, within one year,
the measures set forth in Federal Law No. 86�FZ
have repeatedly been enforced against a credit
institution: 30 cases (in 2012, 21);

— repeated violations, within one year, of the
requirements set out in Articles 6 and 7 (ex�
cluding Clause 3 of Article 7) of Federal Law
No. 115�FZ, dated 7 August 2001, ‘On
Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of
Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financ�
ing of Terrorism’ (hereinafter, Federal Law
No. 115�FZ): eight cases (2012, one);

— evidence of significant misreporting of data:
seven cases (in 2012, seven);

— fall in the size of equity capital of a credit in�
stitution below the minimum authorised capi�
tal amount set by the Bank of Russia on the
date of state registration of the credit institu�
tion: six cases (in 2012, six);

— capital adequacy below 2%: five cases (in
2012, seven);

— inability to satisfy creditors’ liability claims
within 14 days of the due date: two cases (in
2012, 10);

— failure to bring the amount of authorised capi�
tal and equity capital in line with the Bank of
Russia requirements within the timeframe set
by Federal Law No. 40�FZ: one case (in 2012,
no such cases);

— delay of more than 15 days in submitting a
monthly report: one case (in 2012, no such
cases);

— conducting banking operations, including one�
time, not covered by the licence issued: one
case (in 2012, no such cases).
In addition, in 2013, one credit institution had

its licence cancelled after its shareholders decided
to place it in voluntary liquidation (as in 2012).

In 2013, the use of extreme enforcement mea�
sures in virtually half of cases (14 out of 32) was
down to credit institutions submitting unreliable
reporting data concealing a loss of capital, as well
as actual bankruptcy.
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II.4.8. BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITIES AIMED AT PREVENTING

MONEY LAUNDERING AND TERRORISM FINANCING

1 The Financial Action Task Force.
2 This law entered into force from 30 June 2013.
3 As set out by Article 15.27 of the Russian Federation Code of Administrative Offences.

2013, the Bank of Russia took further
steps to implement its mandate envisaged
by Federal Law No. 115�FZ, paying spe�

cial attention to increasing the effectiveness of the
AML/CFT system. This work implied integrat�
ing a risk�based approach into credit institutions’
and the Bank of Russia’s activities in accordance
with the principles enshrined in the International
Standards on Combating Money Laundering and
the Financing of Terrorism and the Financing of
Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction
(adopted by FATF1 in February 2012).

The adoption of Federal Law No. 134�FZ,
dated 28 June 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation with Regard to Coun�
tering Illegal Financial Operations’ (hereinafter,
Federal Law No. 134�FZ)2, drafted in part by
taking into account Bank of Russia proposals, was
an important event in 2013. The law substantially
added to and improved the quality of both the
tools used by credit institutions for AML/CFT
purposes and the scope of Bank of Russia powers
in terms of establishing procedural measures for
credit institutions.

In particular, the list of grounds for refusing
to enter into a bank account (deposit) agreement
with an individual or legal entity was extended,
together with the list of grounds for refusing to
execute a customer’s instructions to carry out a
certain operation. Moreover, credit institutions
were granted the right to terminate a bank ac�
count (deposit) agreement with a customer at
their own initiative if two or more decisions on
the refusal to execute a customer’s instructions
to carry out a certain operation were made within
the space of one calendar year.

One of the Bank of Russia’s most important
tasks in 2013 was monitoring and exercising con�
trol over the effectiveness of new AML/CFT tools
used by credit institutions. The focus was placed

on the adequacy of the new tools to the tasks of
combating illegal incomes and managing the risk
of legalising (laundering) criminally obtained in�
comes and financing terrorism with a view to its
minimising, rather than on assessment of formal
measures taken by credit institutions.

An analysis of the results of this work shows
that the banking system as a whole has accepted
the new tools and actively applied them in prac�
tice. About 90% of cases where credit institutions
used these powers were linked to suspicions that
the operations were being carried out to launder
illegal incomes or finance terrorism. This is sug�
gestive of the high preventive potential of these
legislative standards.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia continued to ex�
ercise its powers to institute proceedings and
consider cases on administrative offences related
to the non�compliance of credit institutions and
their officers with legislative requirements on
AML/CFT3. In 2013, 1,233 administrative of�
fence cases were initiated against 415 credit in�
stitutions, of which 457 cases were initiated
against officers. 81 administrative offence cases
were discontinued at the inquiry stage. During
the course of the year, the consideration of 1,146
administrative offence cases was completed, with
290 resolutions imposing a fine (of which 57 reso�
lutions were against credit institution officers),
482 resolutions issuing a warning (of which 239
were against officers), and 374 resolutions termi�
nating the proceedings on the administrative cases
(of which 144 decisions were against officers).

The Bank of Russia also continued to develop
a methodical framework for credit institutions to
implement ‘counter�legalisation’ legislation.
Based on the analysis of information obtained in
the course of its supervisory activities, the Bank
of Russia prepared recommendations for credit
institutions, designed to assist in the identifica�
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tion of individual transactions that require atten�
tion and to take measures to limit the risks when
carrying out such transactions1.

In addition, from September 2013, the Bank
of Russia started to inform credit institutions elec�
tronically on participants in foreign economic ac�
tivity systematically involved in doubtful trans�
actions2. This information allows credit institu�
tions to exercise the right granted to them by Fed�
eral Law No. 115�FZ to refuse to sign a bank ac�
count agreement, to refuse to execute a resident’s
instructions to carry out an operation, as well as
to terminate a bank account agreement, thereby
reducing the risk of being involved in illegal op�
erations.

In order to prevent situations posing a threat
not only to the interests of creditors and deposi�
tors, but to the banking system as a whole, the
Bank of Russia worked actively within the frame�
work of its letter No. 172�T, dated 4 September
2013, ‘On Priority Measures when Exercising
Banking Supervision’.

When assessing the risk of involvement in
doubtful transactions, the Bank of Russia used a
complex multi�factor analysis. Credit institutions

1 Bank of Russia Letters No. 73�T, dated 17 April 2013, No. 104�T, dated 10 June 2013, No. 110�T, dated 19 June

2013, and No. 150�T, dated 7 August 2013, on increasing credit institutions’ attention to individual customer trans�

actions.
2 Bank of Russia Letter No. 193�T, dated 30 September 2013, ‘On Reducing the Risk of Losing Goodwill and

Involving Authorised Banks in the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and the Financing of

Terrorism’.
3 Pursuant to Federal Law No. 251�FZ, dated 23 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federa�

tion Due to the Delegation to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation of the Authority to Regulate, Control and

Supervise Financial Markets’.

were able to further analyse the activities of an
individual customer and provide the Bank of Rus�
sia with substantiated evidence that transactions
which technically show signs of being doubtful are
in fact being carried out by customers in accor�
dance with the principles of honesty and logic and
are economically justified and legal.

The monitoring work conducted by the Bank
of Russia has shown that the majority of credit
institutions responded appropriately to the super�
visory response measures taken and used the ad�
ditional opportunities provided for by law to
minimise the risk of involvement in doubtful
transactions.

Since the Bank of Russia has been entrusted
with regulating, controlling and supervising the
activities of non�bank financial institutions (here�
inafter, NFIs)3, in 2013 one of the Bank of
Russia’s priorities was the incorporation of
‘counter�legalisation’ mechanisms into the activi�
ties of NFIs and smoothing out the effectiveness
of regulation and supervision of credit institu�
tions’ and NFIs’ activities to minimise the risks
linked to a spillover of shadow financial flows from
the banking system into this sector.
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As

II.5. DEVELOPMENT

OF THE FINANCIAL MARKETS

of 31 December 2013, there were
120 non�governmental pension
funds (hereinafter, NPFs) operat�

ing in the pension market, of which 93 offered
compulsory pension insurance. During the course
of 2013, 14 NPFs ceased their activities, of
which seven — as a result of restructuring
through a merger with another NPF due to
stricter requirements for assets to secure the
statutory activities of NPFs, and one — at the
request of the NPF to cease its activities. The
remaining six NPFs had their licences cancelled
for infringements of legislative requirements, ex�
posed during scheduled on�site inspections and
when analysing the data provided within their
financial statements.

The change in the number of NPFs operating
in the market in 2013 was primarily down to pre�
paring funds for conversion into joint�stock com�
panies, as well as changes to legislation, placing
higher requirements for NPFs (these changes
entered into force from 1 January 2014).

The volume of pension savings held by NPFs
as of 31 December 2013 was 1,088.78 billion
rubles, showing growth of 62.7% over the course
of the year, while the number of insured individu�
als at the end of 2013 reached 22.17 million, in�
creasing by 33.8% over the year. The main causes

of the growth in pension savings over this period
were increased consumer confidence in NPFs as
qualified investors, capable of increasing house�
hold pension savings; changes in the legislation
relating to the guarantee of pension savings; work
by NPFs to increase financial literacy of the popu�
lation; and, the end of the deadline on 1 October
2013 for insured individuals to join the State Co�
financing Programme.

The amount of pension reserves held by NPFs
as of 31 December 2013 was 831.64 billion
rubles, an increase of 9.7% compared with the
level reached at the end of 2012, largely through
investment. The number of NPF members over
this period fell by 12,322 to 6,769,148 people.

The low growth in pension reserves and the
fall in the number of private pension system mem�
bers suggest that a private pension cover, being a
predominantly an internal tool to motivate em�
ployees of large industrial corporations, is not
called for by small and medium�sized companies,
or individuals. Thus, with the stagnation of pri�
vate pension cover, a compulsory pension insur�
ance secured its position as the dominant segment
of the NPF market in 2013.

At the same time, in 2013 the pension system
reform was one of the key objectives aimed at
stabilising the socio�economic situation.

II.5.1. DEVELOPMENT OF THE PENSION SYSTEM
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NPFs offering compulsory pension insurance
must convert from non�profit organisations into
joint�stock companies and, before 1 January
2016, undergo inspection by the Bank of Russia
and join the insured party rights guarantee sys�
tem with the Deposit Insurance Agency.

In this respect, before NPFs join the insur�
ance system, new insurance premiums are not
transferred to NPFs, but are invested by the Pen�
sion Fund of the Russian Federation, and non�
governmental pension cover activity will be the
only source of new funds arriving into the indus�
try between 1 January 2014 and the date of join�
ing the insurance system.

Moreover, the increase in the requirements
for the minimum amount of NPF equity capital
to 150 million rubles (and from 1 January 2020
to 200 million rubles1), and the channelling of
2014 insurance premiums into the distribution
system with the freezing of insurance premiums
for 2015 until the date of joining the insurance
system, will lead to a consolidation of the NPF
market and the strengthening of those NPFs re�
maining in the market. Thus, it is highly likely
that there will be a further expansion of the gap
between large NPFs and small and medium�sized
NPFs in terms of the amount of pension savings
and pension reserves.

1 Prior to these changes the minimum monetary value of assets to cover NPFs’ statutory activities was 50 million

rubles for NPFs not offering compulsory pension insurance, and 100 million rubles for those offering compulsory

pension insurance.
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II.5.2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE INSURANCE MARKET

of 31 December 2013, there were
432 insurance companies listed in
the Single State Register of Insur�

ers, of which 420 were insurance companies (a
fall by 38 compared with 31 December 2012) and
12 were mutual insurance companies (an increase
by one compared with 31 December 2012).

The total volume of insurance premiums and
indemnities across all insurance types during 2013
was 904.8 billion rubles and 420.8 billion rubles
respectively (representing a growth of 11% and
13% respectively compared with 2012).

As of 31 December 2013, insurance premiums
on property insurance accounted for 53% of the
total volume of insurance premiums for all vol�
untary forms of insurance. Over the year this in�
dicator increased by 5%, reaching 393.8 billion
rubles. Indemnities for this type of insurance also
rose, by 11% to 201.7 billion rubles.

The premiums collected by insurers in 2013
for agricultural insurance rose by 7% to 14.3 bil�
lion rubles, while indemnities in this segment
dropped by 25% compared with the same figure
for 2012, reaching 5.7 billion rubles.

Insurance premiums for surface transport in�
surance, excluding railway transport, the bulk of
which is motor hull insurance, increased by 8%
reaching 212.3 billion rubles. Insurance indem�
nities for this type of insurance also increased, by
24% to 155.8 billion rubles.

Under personal insurance agreements (ex�
cluding life insurance), insurance premiums
showed positive growth, up by 13% to 208.7 bil�
lion rubles. Indemnities for this type of insurance
were 103.1 billion rubles, 11% higher than a simi�
lar indicator for 2012. There was also a substan�

tial growth in premiums to insure against acci�
dents and illness — up by 24% (93.7 billion
rubles) and indemnities — up by 24% (13.2 bil�
lion rubles).

Contributions in the life insurance sector con�
tinued to rise, and in 2013 the total amount of
insurance premiums in this segment increased by
61% to 84.9 billion rubles, while indemnities con�
versely fell by 8% compared with the similar in�
dicator for 2012 to 12.3 billion rubles.

In 2013, premiums for compulsory third�party
liability car insurance increased from 121.4 bil�
lion rubles to 134.2 billion rubles (an increase of
10%). Indemnities on compulsory third�party li�
ability car insurance totalled 77.4 billion rubles,
up 19%.

In 2013, the total value of insurance premi�
ums for voluntary third�party liability insurance
remained virtually the same as in 2012, showing
only a minor fall (by 1%) to 29.7 billion rubles,
while insurance indemnities conversely increased
significantly (by 33%) to 7.1 billion rubles.

Growth rates of around 10% were registered
in the business and financial risks insurance sec�
tor, with the insurance premiums totalling
21.9 billion rubles and indemnities for this type
of insurance continuing to fall. In 2013, indem�
nities fell by 21% compared with the similar in�
dicator for 2012 to 1.7 billion rubles.

All federal districts are showing positive dy�
namics in the total value of insurance premiums.
The largest growth in insurance premiums was
registered in the Central Federal District (13%),
as well as in the Far Eastern (12%) and Volga
(11%) Federal Districts, while the lowest growth
was witnessed in the Urals Federal District (5%).
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C urrently, various concepts of self�regula�
tion have been implemented in the Rus�
sian financial market: membership of a

self�regulatory organisation (hereinafter, SRO)
is mandatory for non�bank financial institutions
in certain segments, while for other segments it
is not. In some financial market segments, legis�
lation governing the activities of SROs is entirely
lacking. The requirements regarding the function�
ing of SROs also differ depending on the segment
of the financial market.

The reform of the self�regulation system in the
financial market was identified as one of the key
objectives of creating a single regulator within the
Bank of Russia in 2013. The Bank of Russia con�
siders the increased role of self�regulation as an
integral part of its overall strategy to develop the
financial market in the non�bank financial insti�
tution segment.

In this regard, the Russian Ministry of Finance
and the Bank of Russia jointly developed a draft
federal law ‘On Self�regulatory Organisations in
the Financial Markets’ (hereinafter, the draft
law), which defines general approaches to build�
ing a system for professional associations from
various segments of the financial market to col�
laborate with the regulator, as well as principles
for the involvement of professional associations
in regulation, control and supervision in the fi�
nancial market.

The scope of the draft law extends to SROs in
the following segments of the financial market:
— professional participants in the securities mar�

ket (brokers, dealers, trust managers, deposi�
tories, registrars);

— management companies and specialised de�
positories of investment funds, unit invest�
ment funds and non�governmental pension
funds;

— joint�stock investment funds;
— non�governmental pension funds;
— insurance agents and actuaries;
— microfinance organisations;
— consumer credit cooperatives, housing savings

cooperatives, agricultural consumer credit
cooperatives;

— credit history bureaus;
— credit rating agencies.

The draft law stipulates obligatory participa�
tion of financial organisations in SROs if there is
a SRO for the corresponding market segment.
Though the draft law does not establish the ex�
clusivity of a certain type of SROs.

A SRO status is awarded by the Bank of Rus�
sia in relation to a certain type of activity. The
draft law does not impose a ban for financial mar�
ket participants to combine duties in various types
of activities within a SRO in order to reduce mar�
ket participants’ costs and based on SRO operat�
ing practices in Russia.

Under the draft law, an SRO is obliged to de�
velop basic standards, a list of which is established
by the Bank of Russia. If there are several SROs
in a particular segment, the basic standards must
be coordinated between the SROs, making it pos�
sible to establish a single set of rules to govern
the most important aspects of regulation. The
basic standards must be adhered to by all partici�
pants in the corresponding segment of the finan�
cial market and must be approved by the Bank of
Russia. Aside from the obligation to develop these
basic standards, SROs also have the right to ap�
prove certain internal standards (rules, codes)
establishing additional requirements for the cor�
responding type of activity.

The draft law grants SROs powers to carry
out pre�considerations of documents submitted by
a financial market participant to obtain a relevant
licence (permit) to establish whether the docu�
ments meet the licensing criteria. This measure
increases SRO responsibility for functional sta�
bility of the corresponding financial market seg�
ment and allowing only reputable market partici�
pants to access the relevant segment.

Moreover, the draft law allows the Bank of
Russia to transfer the following powers to SROs,
at their initiative:
— supervision of compliance with legislation and

regulations;
— collecting mandatory reports from market par�

ticipants for initial processing and later sub�
mission to the Bank of Russia;

II.5.3. DEVELOPMENT OF FINANCIAL MARKET SELF�REGULATION
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— certification of directors and personnel of mar�
ket participants.
The draft law empowers the Bank of Russia

to supervise SRO activities (off�site and on�site
supervision), allowing it to enforce sanctions in
the form of fines and demands to replace SRO
management team, or termination of the SRO
status.

Improving the institution of SROs in Russia
should lead to increased competition in the Rus�
sian financial market, as well as the formation of
an integrated regulatory system meeting the in�
terests of professionals in various sectors of the
financial market and ensuring an appropriate con�
trol over their activity, in addition to protecting
the rights of consumers of financial services.
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In
II.5.4. CENTRAL COUNTERPARTY ACCREDITATION

2013, the Bank of Russia continued its
work to develop the central counterparty
institution.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia assessed the
management quality of ZAO AKB National
Clearing Centre (hereinafter, NCC) operating
as a central counterparty, in accordance with
the methodology defined by Bank of Russia Or�
dinance No. 2919�U, dated 3 December 2012,
‘On the Assessment of the Management Qual�
ity of a Credit Institution Acting as a Central
Counterparty’. Based on the results of the as�

sessment carried out by the Bank of Russia on
18 October 2013, a decision was made to
recognise NCC’s management quality as satis�
factory, which allows credit institutions to use
a special prudential risk assessment regime of
reduced risk coefficients on transactions with
NCC (including OTC transactions concluded
through NCC) in relation to their claims against
NCC when calculating required ratios pursu�
ant to Bank of Russia Instruction No. 139�I,
dated 3 December 2012, ‘On Banks’ Required
Ratios’.
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II.5.5. REPOSITORY CREATION

law1, financial market participants
are to provide a self�regulatory
organisation of professional securi�
ties market participants, a clearing

organisation or a stock exchange (hereinafter,
repository) with information on OTC repo agree�
ments, derivative agreements, and other types of
agreements concluded under the general agree�
ment covering securities or foreign currency, while
repositories are to maintain registers of such agree�
ments and present them to the Bank of Russia.

From February 2013, the non�bank credit in�
stitution, closed joint�stock company, National
Settlement Depository (hereinafter, NKO ZAO
NSD) took on the role of a repository. At the ini�
tial stage (from 6 February to 30 September
2013) NKO ZAO NSD only kept a register of repo
and FX swap agreements; from 1 October 2013,
NKO ZAO NSD started to keep a register of all
agreements requiring information to be sent to
the repository by law.

From April 2013, OAO Saint Petersburg Ex�
change (hereinafter, OAO SPE) started to op�
erate as a repository for repo agreements along�
side NKO ZAO NSD. From August 2013, finan�
cial market participants were able to submit in�
formation on FX swap operations to OAO SPE,
and from 1 October 2013 they could submit in�
formation on other types of agreements. There
were 725 participants in the OTC derivatives
and repo market which were customers of the
NKO ZAO NSD repository in 2013, while the
OAO SPE repository had 37 participants as cus�
tomers.

Over the course of 2013, the Bank of Russia
worked to improve legislation on the regulation
of repository activities, focusing in particular on
ensuring that the obligations taken on by the
Russian Federation under the G20 were fulfilled,
as well as on incorporating into the Russian regu�

By lation of repository activities provisions of the
report ‘Principles for Financial Market Infra�
structures’ (hereinafter, the Report) developed
by the Committee on Payment and Settlement
Systems of the Bank for International Settlements
and the Technical Committee of the International
Organisation of Securities Commissions2.

The outcome of this work was a draft federal
law ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Se�
curities Market’ and Certain Laws of the Rus�
sian Federation’ (with regard to defining the ac�
tivities of repositories) (hereinafter, the draft
law).

The purpose of this draft law is to allocate
repository activities as a separate type of activ�
ity, to establish requirements for this activity and
for risk management system of repositories, and
to specify the list of transactions, information
on which should be sent to repositories, and the
list of persons responsible for provision of such
information.

The draft law defines the entity carrying out
repository duties as a legal entity receiving an
accreditation at the Bank of Russia to carry out
such activities. The draft law sets restrictions
on combining repository activities with other
types of activity, excluding the activities carried
out by a stock exchange, a clearing organisation
not operating as a central counterparty, a cen�
tral depository or a settlement depository, or the
repository activities must be the exclusive form
of activity.

Based on the key function of a repository —
collecting information from financial market par�
ticipants to allow the financial market regulator
to have a reliable amount of data for decision
making on financial stability — the draft law pro�
poses a change in the range of transactions to be
reported to repositories. Taking into account the
systemic importance of the derivatives and repo

1 Clause 6 of Article 51.5 of Federal Law No. 39�FZ, dated 22 April 1996, ‘On the Securities Market’, Order of the

Russian FFMS No. 11�68/pz�n, dated 28 December 2011, ‘On Approving the Procedure for Keeping a Register of

Agreements Concluded under the General Agreement (Master Agreement), Providing the Information Required for

the Said Register and Information from the Said Register, as well as Presenting the Register of Agreements Con�

cluded under the General Agreement (Master Agreement) to the Federal Executive Body for the Securities Market’.
2 Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures, CPSS-IOSCO, April 2012.
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markets to the stability of the Russian financial
market, the draft law requires market partici�
pants to provide repositories with information on
all repo and derivative transactions concluded not
through organised trading (concluded both in
accordance with a general agreement (master
agreement) and without one). The draft law also
provides for the Bank of Russia to establish,
through regulations, a list of other sale and pur�
chase agreements concluded not through orga�
nised trading and covering securities, foreign cur�
rency or precious metals, information on which
should be sent to repositories.

One further duty of a repository set out in the
Report and reflected in the draft law is the dis�
closure of information on transactions in aggre�
gate form for all parties concerned. Under the
draft law, the Bank of Russia establishes the pro�
cedure for disclosing information by the reposi�
tory and the content of such information.

Unlike the current regulations, the draft law
does not require information to be submitted to
repositories on transactions concluded on behalf
of individuals, excluding instances where the other
party to the agreement is a credit institution or a
professional securities market participant.
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II.6. REGULATION, CONTROL

AND SUPERVISION OF THE ACTIVITIES

OF NON�BANK FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS

As

1 The Federal Financial Markets Service (Russian FFMS). From September 2013, the Bank of Russia’s Financial

Markets Service (FMS).

part of its control and supervisory
measures towards financial market
participants (excluding insurance

agents, microfinance organisations and con�
sumer credit cooperatives) in 2013, the Russian
FFMS/FMS1 completed 223 on�site inspections
(166 inspections of professional securities mar�
ket participants, 57 inspections of collective in�
vestment market participants). Based on the re�
sults of these inspections, 59 organisations had
their licences revoked.

In total, 151 professional securities market
participants’ and nine collective investment mar�
ket participants’ licences were revoked; eight pro�
fessional securities market participants’ licences
were suspended; and six previously suspended li�
cences were restored. During this period, 11 fi�
nancial market specialists had their qualification
certificates cancelled. Based on the results of con�
siderations of household appeals (in total, 2,047
appeals were considered), as well as within the
context of supervisory measures, 2,110 orders
were issued, of which: 1,728 were to provide
documents; 319 were to eliminate infringements
of Russian Federation legislation and adopt mea�

sures to prevent further infringements in subse�
quent activity; and 67 were to ban all or some
operations in the financial market. 384 records
of administrative offences were drawn up.

In 2013, the FMS sent 2,747 orders to insur�
ance agents; drew up 1,505 records of adminis�
trative offences; carried out 73 on�site inspec�
tions; received and processed 14,668 appeals
from legal entities and individuals (including com�
plaints); suspended 43 insurance agents’ licences;
restored 8 insurance agents’ licences, and revoked
58 insurance agents’ licences. The FMS made no
decisions to restrict any insurance agents’ li�
cences.

Pursuant to Decree of the President of the
Russian Federation No. 693, dated 31 August
2013, ‘On Measures to Eliminate the Aftermath
of a Large�scale Flood in the Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia), Primorsky and Khabarovsk Territo�
ries, Amur and Magadan Regions, and the Jew�
ish Autonomous Region’, the FMS drew up a let�
ter for insurers on the need to speed up monetary
indemnities under insurance agreements. The let�
ter contained specific recommendations on the
procedure for insurers to follow in distressed re�
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gions. The FMS continuously monitored the situ�
ation in these regions, including inspecting each
case of refused insurance indemnities and moni�
toring compliance with the timeframe to consider
applications from insured parties (beneficiaries).

As part of supervision over microfinance
organisations (hereinafter, MFOs) in 2013, the
Russian FFMS/FMS removed entries on 109
MFOs from the state MFO register. 72 on�site
inspections of MFOs, 21 on�site inspections of
consumer credit cooperatives (hereinafter, CCC),
and 10 on�site inspections of self�regulatory CCC
organisations were carried out.

In 2013, the Russian FFMS/FMS sent 5,552
orders to MFOs, 109 orders to CCCs and 10 or�
ders to self�regulatory CCC organisations. 369
statements of claim relating to the liquidation of
CCCs were submitted pursuant to Article 35 of
Federal Law No. 190�FZ, dated 18 July 2009,
‘On Credit Cooperation’.

As part of supervision over the activities of
non�governmental pension funds, the FMS
worked to monitor and classify the offences com�
mitted by non�governmental pension funds and
their management companies when investing pen�
sion savings and allocating pension reserve funds.

In 2013, 1,618 notices were received in relation
to the discovery, elimination or non�elimination
of offences. Following the consideration of these
notices, 645 orders to submit documents and
78 orders to eliminate or prohibit offences were
issued.

In 2013, as part of off�site supervision, the
FMS received and processed 14,084 sets of finan�
cial statements from non�governmental pen�
sion funds, their management companies and
specialised depositories.

Work was carried out to input, classify and
analyse the information of specialised deposito�
ries and management companies.

In 2013, under measures to supervise the ac�
tivities of unit and joint�stock investment funds,
the FMS collected, checked, classified and
analysed over 27,240 sets of financial statements
on the activities of PIFs and AIFs and 7,491 no�
tices from specialised depositories on the discov�
ery and elimination or non�elimination of of�
fences by management companies in relation to
the activities of PIFs and AIFs. Following the
analysis of these documents, the FMS sent
247 orders to financial market participants and
drew up 47 records of administrative offences.
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II.7. REGULATION, CONTROL

AND SUPERVISION OF CORPORATE RELATIONS

IN JOINT�STOCK COMPANIES

ithin the context of regulation, con�
trol and supervision of corporate re�
lations in joint�stock companies, a

new version of the Corporate Governance Code
(hereinafter, the Code) was drawn up on the
basis of international practices in the field of
corporate governance and corporate gover�
nance principles devised by the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development. The
Code is a set of best practices in corporate gov�
ernance and is advisory in nature. Its main ob�
jective is to establish the appropriate conduct
of Russian joint�stock companies in relation to
shareholders and investors, in line with inter�
national standards.

The Bank of Russia’s Financial Markets Ser�
vice carried out work to prepare some explana�
tory notes on how to practically apply the provi�
sions of Russian Federation legislation on corpo�
rate relations with regard to claims from individu�
als and legal entities, government authorities and
other organisations, to examine complaints about
infringements of Russian Federation legislation
by issuers in the corresponding field and, in the
event of infringements being exposed, to draw up
records of administrative offences, institute legal

proceedings and take part in consideration of such
cases. As part of government controls over the
acquisition of shares of open joint�stock compa�
nies, the documents submitted in accordance with
Chapter XI.1 of Federal Law No. 208�FZ, dated
26 December 1995, ‘On Joint�Stock Companies’
were examined, together with documents and
decisions on discharging (refusing to discharge)
issuers of their duty to disclose information.

The FMS also examined 985 appeals from in�
dividuals and legal entities and other applicants1

relating to state registration of securities issues
(reports on the outcome of issues) and registra�
tion of securities prospectuses; the development
of a corporate governance system in joint�stock
companies; compulsory disclosure of information
on issued securities by issuers; and government
controls over the acquisition of shares of open
joint�stock companies. 548 complaints from in�
dividuals and 181 complaints from legal entities
were considered with regard to the actions of is�
suers and regional authorities in relation to the
protection of the rights of investors and minority
shareholders, as well as the issuers’ compliance
with Russian Federation legislation on the secu�
rities market and joint�stock companies. 56 sets

W

1 Here and below, from 1 September to 31 December 2013.
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of documents were considered as part of govern�
ment controls over the acquisition of shares of
open joint�stock companies. The Bank of Russia’s
Financial Markets Service examined 13 sets of
documents submitted for making a decision on
discharging issuers of their duty to disclose infor�

mation. During the course of the work, 142 vari�
ous orders were issued (orders to submit docu�
ments and information, to eliminate legislative
infringements, etc.) and 31 records of adminis�
trative offences were drawn up in relation to the
securities market.
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II.8. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION

AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL

In

1 As amended by Federal Law No. 406�FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Foreign

Exchange Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’ with Respect to Simplifying the Foreign Exchange Control

Procedures’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 406�FZ).
2 In accordance with Bank of Russia Instruction No. 138�I, dated 4 June 2012, ‘On the Procedure for Submitting

Documents and Information Related to Foreign Exchange Transactions to Authorised Banks by Residents and

Non�Residents, the Procedure for Executing Operation Specifications, and the Procedure for Registering and

Monitoring Foreign Exchange Transactions by Authorised Banks’ (hereinafter, Bank of Russia Instruction

No. 138�I).
3 Bank of Russia Regulation No. 402�P, dated 21 June 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Transferring Electronic Infor�

mation on Operation Specifications to the Tax Authorities to Perform Their Functions as Foreign Exchange Control

Agents’ (hereinafter, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 402�P).

2013, pursuant to the provisions of Fed�
eral Law No. 173�FZ, dated 10 Decem�
ber 2003, ‘On Foreign Exchange Regu�

lation and Foreign Exchange Control’ (hereinaf�
ter, Federal Law No. 173�FZ)1, the Bank of Rus�
sia continued its work to develop new regulations
and amend and supplement applicable Bank of
Russia rules on foreign exchange regulation and
foreign exchange control, as well as work to im�
prove foreign exchange control technology to im�
prove its effectiveness.

Thus, the Bank of Russia established a proce�
dure for transferring executed (re�executed, com�
missioned, closed) operation specifications2 un�
der foreign trade agreements (contracts) and loan
agreements electronically to the tax authorities3

to perform their functions as foreign exchange
control agents.

Information on operation specifications is
transferred electronically on a daily basis to the
FTS of Russia by authorised banks (authorised

bank branches), as well as Bank of Russia re�
gional branches which, in line with Bank of Rus�
sia Instruction No. 138�I, carry out the duties of
an authorised bank, including the duties of an
operation specification bank.

To reduce the workload of credit institutions,
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 402�P provided
authorised banks with an opportunity of one�off
execution and submission of information on op�
eration specifications under foreign trade agree�
ments (contracts) to several foreign exchange
control agents (the FCS of Russia and the FTS of
Russia) within the framework of the powers set
out by Federal Law No. 173�FZ.

To monitor the implementation of the du�
ties imposed on those subject to Federal Law
No. 406�FZ, as well as in relation to the Russian
Government Decree No. 1125�r, dated 29 June
2012, which approved an Action Plan (a ‘road�
map’) ‘To Improve Customs Administration’, the
Bank of Russia repealed the requirement that
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1 Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3016�U, dated 14 June 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 138�I,

Dated 4 June 2012, ‘On the Procedure for Submitting Documents and Information Related to Foreign Exchange

Transactions to Authorised Banks by Residents and Non�Residents, the Procedure for Executing Operation Speci�

fications, and the Procedure for Registering and Monitoring Foreign Exchange Transactions by Authorised Banks’’

(hereinafter, Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3016�U).
2 This procedure was approved by the Russian Government Resolution No. 1459, dated 28 December 2012, ‘On

the Procedure for Transferring by Customs Authorities Electronic Information on Goods Declarations Registered by

Customs Authorities to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and Authorised Banks’.

residents should submit goods declarations to
authorised banks on paper when carrying out for�
eign exchange operations1.

The removal of this requirement became pos�
sible after the entry into force from 1 January
2013 of the procedure for transferring by customs
authorities electronic information on goods dec�
larations registered by customs authorities to the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation and
authorised banks2. On the one hand, this made it
possible to reduce the workload of honest for�
eign economic participants and, on the other
hand, to minimise the risks arising in relation to
fictitious goods declarations being submitted as
supporting documents to authorised banks by
dishonest operators.

The introduction of a system for customs au�
thorities to electronically transfer information on
goods declarations registered by them to autho�
rised banks, as well as the removal of the require�
ment for residents to provide authorised banks
with goods declarations on paper made it possible
to reduce the number of cases where fictitious
goods declarations were provided in 2013 eight�
fold compared with 2012.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3016�U also
defined the procedure for including information
on goods declarations received electronically by
authorised banks from customs authorities in the
automated banking control sheet for accounting
the liabilities under a foreign trade agreement and
monitoring the repatriation of foreign currency
earnings.

In order for authorised banks to monitor resi�
dents’ compliance with the requirements of Fed�
eral Law No. 173�FZ and Bank of Russia Instruc�
tion No. 138�I, Bank of Russia Letter No. 266�T,
dated 31 December 2013, ‘On the Procedure for
Closing Operation Specifications’ (hereinafter,

Bank of Russia Letter No. 266�T) was drafted
and circulated among credit institutions.

Bank of Russia Letter No. 266�T recom�
mended that authorised banks, when closing op�
eration specifications where a non�resident has
amounts outstanding to a resident and provided
that the resident has not closed settlement ac�
counts at the authorised bank, should request
documents from the resident in relation to the
non�resident’s obligations under the agreement,
according to which the operation specification
was closed, and reflect the information in the
banking control sheet when closing the operation
specification.

In 2013, there was a slight fall in consumer
activity in the FX cash market.

The net demand for FX cash (the difference
between the amount of FX cash sold to house�
holds and issued from their currency accounts and
the amount of FX cash purchased from households
and credited to their accounts) fell by 7% com�
pared with 2012 to $16.7 billion in dollar terms.

In 2013, the amount of FX cash purchased by
households from authorised banks fell by 4% com�
pared with 2012, to an equivalent of $59.5 bil�
lion, with the amount of FX cash sold to autho�
rised banks increasing by 8%, to an equivalent of
$35.9 billion.

Overall, in 2013, authorised banks imported
FX cash in the amount of $18.1 billion in dollar
terms, or 7% more than in 2012. The share of
US dollars in the import structure decreased to
38% (58% in 2012), while the share of euros
increased to 59% (38% in 2012). The volume of
FX cash exported by authorised banks increased
1.6 times compared with 2012, to an equivalent
of $9.5 billion. The share of US dollars in the to�
tal volume of exported currency was about 90%
in 2013.
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II.9. CASH CIRCULATION MANAGEMENT

2013, the Bank of Russia carried out
work to guarantee a continuous supply
of banknotes and coins for payment turn�

over and increase the efficiency of cash circula�
tion, including minimising risks when processing,
storing and transporting cash.

Economic demand for cash was met in full and
on time.

In 2013, cash issues1 were 17.2% lower than
in 2012, at 639.7 billion rubles, of which
banknotes accounted for 630.4 billion rubles and
coins — 9.3 billion rubles.

In the period under review, the trend to�
wards growth in the amount of cash in circu�
lation continued (taking into account cash in
the cash offices of Bank of Russia establish�
ments). The growth rate for this indicator was
8.3% in 2013 (11.2% in 2012). As of 1 Ja�
nuary 2014, 8,315.3 billion rubles in Bank of
Russia banknotes and coins were in circula�
tion, including coins made of precious met�
als, of which 8,246.6 billion rubles were
banknotes (6.4 billion pieces), 68.4 billion
rubles were coins (57.2 billion pieces), and
0.3 billion rubles were coins made of precious
metals. Banknotes accounted for 99.2% of the
total value of cash in circulation and coins —
0.8%, while in the total number of cash in cir�

culation banknotes accounted for 10.1% and
coins — 89.9%.

In 2013, the number of banknotes fell by
0.06 billion, while the number of coins (exclud�
ing coins made of precious metals) increased by
3.1 billion.

As for the note structure of cash in circula�
tion, the share of 5,000�ruble banknotes ex�
panded from 62.9% to 67.0% in the period un�
der review. At the same time, the shares of
1,000�ruble banknotes, 500�ruble banknotes and
100�ruble banknotes contracted (from 29.3% to
26.2%, from 5.8% to 4.9%, and from 1.5% to
1.4% respectively). The shares of 50�ruble
banknotes (0.4%), as well as 10�ruble and
5�ruble banknotes (0.1%) remained virtually
unchanged at their 2012 level.

In 2013, 10�ruble banknotes were actively re�
placed with coins with the same face value, and
the number of such coins increased by a factor of
1.2.

The Bank of Russia monitored cash turnover
and examined its structure, analysing the note
structure of cash in circulation and in the reserves
of the Bank of Russia’s establishments to make sure
that it matched the needs of payment turnover.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia improved its regu�
lations related to the organisation of cash circu�

1 An increase in the amount of Bank of Russia banknotes and coins, including coins made of precious metals, based

on balance�sheet data.

In
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lation, cash issuance and other cash operations,
as well as the storage, collection and transporta�
tion of cash, considering the changes in the eco�
nomic conditions and in federal legislation.

As of 1 January 2014, Bank of Russia estab�
lishments provided cash services to 8,780 credit
institutions and their divisions and 76,860 non�
credit institutions. In 2013, the number of credit
institutions and their divisions that used the cash
services of Bank of Russia establishments in�
creased by 419. The number of non�credit insti�
tutions using cash services of Bank of Russia es�
tablishments decreased by 21,098 due to the clos�
ing of budget organisations’ accounts with Bank
of Russia establishments.

The Bank of Russia continued its efforts to
optimise the number of cash centres and reduce
the cost of cash processing, storage and transpor�
tation, as well as to increase the productivity of
cash clerks. In the reporting year, there were no
interruptions in customer cash services at Bank
of Russia establishments.

In 2013, work was carried out to draw up
materials for public consultations on the ruble
symbol on the Bank of Russia’s official website.
This was accompanied by measures to officially
approve and promote the use of the graphical
designation of the ruble in the form of a sym�
bol. On 11 December 2013, the Bank of Rus�
sia approved the graphical designation of the
ruble (the ruble symbol) in the form of the
standard letter “P” in the Cyrillic alphabet with

the addition of a horizontal line towards the
bottom.

For the first time ever, in 2013, the Bank of
Russia released a commemorative 100�ruble
banknote. The note was issued in honour of
the 22nd Winter Olympics and 11th Winter
Paralympics held in Sochi in 2014. Information
on the design and security features of the Bank
of Russia’s commemorative banknote has been
made available on the Bank of Russia’s official
website.

In 2013, Bank of Russia establishments car�
ried out 1.15 million expert assessments of Bank
of Russia notes and coins, including 0.57 million
assessments of suspect notes and coins and
0.58 million control assessments of the accuracy
with which banknotes and coins were exchanged.
According to data reported by Bank of Russia re�
gional branches, 71,433 counterfeit Bank of Rus�
sia notes and coins were detected in the Russian
banking system, withdrawn from circulation and
handed over to law�enforcement authorities in the
period under review, which is 18.9% less than in
2012.

The share of counterfeit 1,000�ruble bank�
notes in the total number of forged banknotes
reached 38.8% in 2013 (in 2012, this figure was
60.2%). The share of counterfeit 5,000�ruble
banknotes increased by 12.4 percentage points to
49.8%.

As in previous years, the largest number of
counterfeit banknotes and coins was detected in
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the Central, North�Western and Volga Federal
Districts.

The share of counterfeit Bank of Russia
banknotes and coins identified by credit institu�
tions decreased by 0.7 percentage points com�
pared with 2012 to 38.9% of the total volume of
detected forgeries.

In 2013, Bank of Russia establishments and
credit institutions identified 2,107 counterfeit
banknotes of foreign countries (or a group of for�

Charts 34, 35
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II.10. STABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT

OF THE NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM

2013, the Bank of Russia adopted the
National Payment System Development
Strategy, defining the key directions

for its development in the long term, and ap�
proved the Action Plan to implement the Na�
tional Payment System Development Strategy,
specifying the measures within the scope of the
adopted directions and the timeframes for their
implementation.

To develop the national payment system
(NPS) and its structural elements, work contin�
ued to further improve legislation on the NPS.
The Bank of Russia took part in preparing con�
clusions and revising draft amendments to Fed�
eral Law No. 161�FZ, dated 27 June 2011, ‘On
the National Payment System’ (hereinafter, Fed�
eral Law No. 161�FZ), including in relation to
the use of electronic payment facilities and elec�
tronic money transfers.

NPS regulation was improved in terms of en�
suring that Russian legislative provisions are ad�
hered to and settlements are improved, including

for government payments, and in particular in
terms of:
— credit institutions fulfilling the requirements

set out in Article 9 of Federal Law No. 161�FZ
requiring money transfer operators to in�
form customers of every operation being
completed using electronic payment facili�
ties;

— establishing conditions for comprehensive au�
tomated processing and administration of gov�
ernment and municipal payments using a
unique payer and payment identifier, includ�
ing in the information on government and
municipal payments sent by banks to the State
Information System;

— allowing credit institutions to use the details
of payment messages applied in accordance
with ISO 200221;

— credit institutions disclosing information on
their lending conditions when customers
use debit cards with overdrafts and credit
cards;

II.10.1. BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITIES TO ENSURE THE STABILITY

AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM

In

1 ISO 20022 is an open standard containing a methodology for the formalised description of business processes

involving the exchange of electronic financial messages and for designing the schemes and formats of such mes�

sages.
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1 The analytical report on the results of the study has been published on the Bank of Russia’s official website

(http://os.cbr.ru/publ/PRS/prs42.pdf).

— informing customers on the specifics of elec�
tronic money transfer services with a view to
reducing risks when using them.
To improve approaches in the regulation and

development of the retail payment services mar�
ket, the Bank of Russia and the National Agency
for Financial Studies carried out a joint sociologi�
cal study on ‘The Retail Payment Services Mar�
ket: Consumer Conduct’1. From the all�Russia sur�
vey of the population, information was obtained
on the most widespread forms of payment services,
current consumer expectations, and the level of
confidence and financial literacy of consumers.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia implemented a
series of measures to regulate the activities of
payment agents. Proposals were submitted to the
Russian Federation Government on vesting the
Bank of Russia with the duties of regulating and
monitoring the activities of payment operators,
as well as on the procedure for carrying out these
duties.

In carrying out its supervisory and control
powers within the NPS, the Bank of Russia
monitored the payment services market to re�
veal schemes involving electronic fund transfers
that violated Federal Law No. 161�FZ. Based on
the results of this work, 27 organisations were
identified which showed signs of infringing leg�
islative requirements through their activities.
The Bank of Russia worked together with these
organisations as they were exposed in order to
bring their activities into line with the estab�
lished requirements.

During the course of its work to ensure com�
pliance with the provisions of Federal Law
No. 161�FZ, the Bank of Russia identified 169
organisations which were not registered in the
payment system operator register, but yet still
used the words ‘payment system’ in the name of
their company. Based on the results of the mea�
sures carried out by the Bank of Russia, the ma�
jority of these organisations brought their activi�
ties in line with legislative requirements. Infor�
mation on those organisations whose activity was
not brought in line with legislative requirements
was sent to the General Prosecutor’s Office of the
Russian Federation.

The Bank of Russia and credit institutions
worked together to prepare credit institutions for
the entry into force of Article 9 of Federal Law
No. 161�FZ from 1 January 2014, establishing
the procedure for using electronic payment facili�
ties, which allowed 97% of credit institutions to
be fully ready for the implementation of the pro�
visions set out in this article.

As part of its activities to register payment
system operators, during the reporting year the
Bank of Russia entered information into the reg�
ister on 11 payment system operators, of which
three were non�credit institutions.

Work was done to recognise the payment sys�
tems as systemically important and/or socially im�
portant with a view to setting out the NPS struc�
ture and agents whose functioning would have a
significant impact on stability in the NPS. By the
end of this work, over the year four payment sys�
tems were recognised as socially important.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia set about exer�
cising its NPS supervisory powers in practice by
carrying out inspections. Scheduled thematic in�
spections of three supervised organisations were
carried out, resulting in letters on the need to
eliminate certain exposed shortcomings and in�
fringements related to ensuring the continuous
functioning of payment systems, information se�
curity during money transfers and revising pay�
ment system rules and other internal documents.

The Bank of Russia’s international coopera�
tion with central banks and other supervisory and
oversight bodies operating within the national
payment systems of foreign states received fur�
ther development. A Memorandum of Under�
standing was signed with the National Bank of
Belgium to exchange information when carrying
out the oversight of the MasterCard Europe pay�
ment system.

As part of its collaboration with the central
(national) banks of member states of the Eurasian
Economic Community and the Commonwealth of
Independent States, a Memorandum of Recom�
mendations for credit institutions carrying out
money transfers to foreign countries on the basis
of orders from consumers without opening a bank
account was signed with a view to ensuring the
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transparency of the money transfer services mar�
ket and consumer protection.

In order to implement the provisions set out
in the CPSS — IOSCO1 ‘Principles for Financial
Market Infrastructures’ (hereinafter, Prin�
ciples), aimed at increasing the efficiency of key
infrastructural organisations’ operations to main�
tain monetary and financial stability, the first stage
of monitoring the implementation of the Principles
was carried out in countries whose central banks
are members of the CPSS. The Bank of Russia and
other bodies regulating the activities of financial
market infrastructures carried out a comprehen�
sive analysis of Russian legislation for the purpose
of incorporating the provisions set out in the Prin�
ciples, the results of which have been published in
the CPSS — IOSCO report ‘Implementation Moni�
toring of the Principles for Financial Market In�
frastructures — Level 1 Assessment’.

The activities of the Technical Committee for
Standardisation, ‘Financial Transaction Stan�

dards’ (TC 122), operating under the coordinat�
ing role of the Bank of Russia and with its direct
involvement, are aimed at further developing the
NPS. As part of TC 122, the public discussions of
the draft national standard GOST R ‘Financial
Transactions. Payment and Settlement Systems.
Terms and Definitions’ were completed. The na�
tional standard GOST R ‘Financial Transactions.
Universal Scheme of Financial Messages. Part 1.
Metamodel’ was submitted for registration to the
Federal Agency for Technical Regulation and
Metrology.

To secure the Bank of Russia’s coordinating
role in the NPS, 2013 saw the creation of an Ad�
visory Council on the Development of the National
Payment System under the Bank of Russia Gov�
ernor. This Council comprised members of execu�
tive authorities of the Russian Federation, pro�
fessional payment services market participants,
banking associations, and other professional as�
sociations.

1 CPSS is the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems of the Bank for International Settlements; IOSCO is

the International Organisation of Securities Commissions.
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II.10.2. DEVELOPMENT AND UPGRADING OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA

PAYMENT SYSTEM

2013, the Bank of Russia payment sys�
tem was developed in line with the Con�
cept of the Bank of Russia Payment

System’s Development until 2015, whereby a
regulatory framework was established for the fed�
eral component of the Bank of Russia payment
system, and work was carried out to unify the
non�speedy money transfer service across all re�
gional components of the Bank of Russia payment
system.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 161�FZ, regu�
latory requirements were established for the Bank
of Russia’s activities as a payment infrastructure
services operator.

In order to centralise managing functions in
the Bank of Russia payment system, certain nec�
essary changes were introduced to the Bank of
Russia payment system rules and regulations gov�
erning collaboration between the Bank of Russia’s
structural divisions.

Work continued to optimise the Bank of
Russia’s cash settlement centre network (Bank
of Russia CSCs). In 2013, 65 Bank of Russia CSCs
were liquidated together with Division No. 5 of
the Bank of Russia Moscow Branch.

Recommendations were drawn up for Bank
of Russia regional branches regarding the terms
and conditions of correspondent account agree�
ments concluded with credit institutions (their
branches) and electronic message exchange
agreements between the Bank of Russia and its
customers, making it possible to reduce risks for
the parties when transferring money through the
Bank of Russia payment system.

The regulatory framework of the Bank of
Russia payment system underwent further de�
velopment in terms of collaboration with fed�
eral executive bodies. In particular, in relation
to the transition of the Pension Fund and the
Social Insurance Fund of the Russian Federa�
tion to cash servicing of budget execution of
government extra�budgetary funds by Federal
Treasury bodies, the Bank of Russia changed
the procedure for inspecting authorities to send

an electronic order to a credit institution to pay
insurance premiums.

To assist the Federal Treasury in adhering
to the requirements set out in Federal Law
No. 104�FZ, dated 7 May 2013, ‘On Amending
the Budgetary Code of the Russian Federation and
Certain Laws of the Russian Federation in Rela�
tion to the Improvement of the Budgetary Pro�
cess’ and to ensure that the monetary funds of
government extra�budgetary funds are safely and
fully deposited in Federal Treasury accounts, in
2013 the Bank of Russia granted the right to its
customers (government extra�budgetary funds
and regional government extra�budgetary funds),
when filing an application with a Bank of Russia
division, to transfer the funds at the end of the
banking day from accounts held by the customer
with the Bank of Russia to similar accounts
opened for Federal Treasury bodies.

Changes were made to the Bank of Russia’s
regulations to assist Federal Treasury bodies,
budget revenue administrators and government
(municipal) institutions in improving automated
processing procedures for information contained
in money transfer orders to make payments to the
Russian Federation budget system, as well as pay�
ments for government and municipal services and
notices of charges (annulment/adjustment) on
monetary sanctions (fines).

For more efficient management of funds in a
single federal budget account, in 2013 the Bank
of Russia, in consultation with the Federal Trea�
sury, increased the number of regional Federal
Treasury accounts from which Bank of Russia
establishments transfer unused balances to the
single Federal Treasury account, and the num�
ber of Federal Treasury bodies to which this pro�
vision applies.

To further improve the Bank of Russia’s pro�
cedure for managing receipts of various types of
federal budget revenue, as well as due to the vest�
ing of the Bank of Russia with the duties of the
Federal Financial Markets Service, changes were
introduced to establish the procedure for the Bank

In
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of Russia to manage the receipt of various types
of budget revenue into the Russian Federation
budget system.

In relation to the Bank of Russia’s work to
include the Russian ruble among the curren�
cies of the CLS system, a solution was found to
the issue of transferring money along conver�
sion transactions with the national currency be�
tween Russian and foreign credit institutions
through the Bank of Russia payment system.
In particular, the duration of BESP system op�
eration will be increased by two hours from
30 June 2014, provisions have been made for the
use of S.W.I.F.T.�compatible interbank orders
(MT202), the involvement of external organisa�
tions as payment infrastructure services opera�
tors in the Bank of Russia payment system has
been regulated, and provisions have been made
to assign a foreign credit institution a banking
identification code (BIC) in line with Russia’s
BIC directory.

To expand the use of electronic settlements in
the Bank of Russia payment system, certain nec�
essary measures have been carried out to intro�
duce a speedy transfer service to all Bank of Rus�
sia regional branches. Some divisions of Bank of
Russia regional branches in the North Caucasus
Federal District have been included among the
BESP system participants as special settlement
parties, which has made it possible to include
credit institutions from the said region among the
BESP system participants as direct or associated
parties.

Postal and telegraph advising has been im�
proved in terms of incorporating elements previ�
ously only used in electronic settlements.

Work has been carried out to comprehen�
sively transform the existing Bank of Russia pay�
ment system in terms of centralising its archi�
tecture and increasing the specialisation of its
money transfer services, as well as increasing its
reliability and security. To this end, a set of func�
tional requirements entitled ‘The Prospective
Bank of Russia Payment System’ was developed
and approved to define the aims of creating and
setting basic principles for the formation and

functioning of the prospective Bank of Russia
payment system.

To improve the stability of the Bank of Russia
payment system, it developed the systems and
technological infrastructure of collective data pro�
cessing centres CDPC�1 (Nizhny Novgorod) and
CDPC�MR (Moscow). The computing power of
the systems and technological infrastructure of the
collective data processing centres was increased
in view of the growth in the amount of documents
being circulated within the Bank of Russia pay�
ment system, as well as to protect and develop
the redundancy and fault�tolerance of CDPCs’
technological infrastructure. To increase the
level of control over the actions of IT staff from
the viewpoint of security divisions and the au�
tomation of information security processes at
collective data processing centres, work was
carried out to develop Information Security
Systems of CDPCs (ISS CDPC�1, ISS CDPC�2,
ISS CDPC MR).

With regard to guaranteeing information se�
curity of the Bank of Russia payment system,
work continued to establish a set of protection
methods and measures (information security sub�
systems).

In 2013, the modernisation of the existing
standard software package (SSP) RABIS�NP was
completed with a view to ensuring that CDPC�1
and CDPC�MR were provided with a single struc�
ture of services offered to all Bank of Russia cus�
tomers.

To guarantee a stable functioning of applied
transportation systems, components of the Bank of
Russia Electronic Settlement Transportation Sys�
tem were upgraded at seven Bank of Russia regional
branches. To ensure the continuous operation of
payment processing using the BESP — SWIFT
gateway as a federal component of the Bank of
Russia payment infrastructure and the continu�
ous provision of services from the Bank of Russia
to credit institutions, as well as to meet the re�
quirements of connecting CLS Bank International
as a direct settlement agent to the BESP system,
work started to create a BESP — SWIFT gate�
way at a reserve site (Nudol Technical Centre).
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II.11. IMPROVING THE ACCOUNTING

AND REPORTING OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

T he Bank of Russia’s priority objectives for
2013 were to develop industry account�
ing standards for credit institutions based

on IFRS and to consolidate practices in terms of
applying these standards, including drafting ac�
counting recommendations, as provided for by
Federal Law No. 402�FZ, dated 6 December
2011, ‘On Accounting’, which entered into force
from 1 January 2013. For credit institutions, a
procedure was established for recording deferred
tax liabilities and deferred tax assets; the proce�
dure for recording equity securities, for which a
fair value cannot be determined reliably, and units
of unit investment funds was clarified; forward
transactions are to be recorded in line with IFRS;
a change was made to the procedure for record�
ing items in accounts under Heading G ‘Accounts
for claims and liabilities on derivatives and other
agreements (transactions), where settlements
and delivery are executed no sooner than the day
after the agreement (transaction) was concluded’
of the Chart of Accounts of credit institutions.

To ensure correct application of industry stan�
dards for the banking system, methodological rec�

ommendations were released for credit institu�
tions to test assets subject to impairment checks,
as well as on the procedure for recording deferred
tax liabilities and deferred tax assets.

A procedure was defined for credit institutions
to submit and publish their annual financial state�
ments (excluding annual consolidated financial
statements) in line with IFRS. In connection with
the introduction of the new IFRS and the cur�
rent practice of applying the existing IFRS, the
methodological recommendations for credit insti�
tutions to compile and submit financial statements
in line with IFRS were re�issued.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 251�FZ, dated
23 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the
Russian Federation Due to the Delegation to the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation of the
Authority to Regulate, Control and Supervise Fi�
nancial Markets’, the Bank of Russia was vested
with the duties of approving industry account�
ing standards for non�bank financial institutions,
in relation to which in 2013 the Bank of Russia
started developing the said standards for these
organisations.
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II.12. IMPROVING LEGISLATION

2013, a number of important laws aimed
at the improvement of the legal frame�
work of banking activity and financial

market regulation were approved.
The most important for the Bank of Russia

was Federal Law No. 251�FZ, dated 23 July 2013
‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Fed�
eration Due to the Delegation to the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation of the Authority to
Regulate, Control and Supervise Financial Mar�
kets’, which set out the delegation of powers from
the FFMS of Russia to the Bank of Russia, as a
result of which the Bank of Russia’s activities
were expanded to include new objectives: devel�
oping the financial market of the Russian Fed�
eration and ensuring its stability. With the adop�
tion of this law, the Bank of Russia came to have
control over a significant number of new finan�
cial market participants, as well as credit institu�
tions, referred to in Article 761 of the new
Chapter X1 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated
10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Rus�
sian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (hereinafter,
Federal Law No. 86�FZ) as non�bank financial
institutions (hereinafter, NFIs). Aside from a
group of supervised NFIs, Chapter X1 also defines
the objectives of regulating, controlling and su�
pervising the activities of these NFIs. The changes
to the Bank of Russia’s functions brought about
a change in the Bank of Russia’s governing bod�
ies. Thus, the National Banking Board was re�

named the National Financial Board, the author�
ity of which was extended to cover the develop�
ment and improvement of the Russian financial
market.

The Financial Supervision Committee was a
new body comprising the directors of Bank of
Russia structural offices and performing the regu�
latory, control and supervisory duties of the Bank
of Russia in the financial markets.

The delegation of regulatory, control and su�
pervisory powers over the financial markets re�
quired amendments to 47 federal laws.

Federal Law No. 184�FZ, dated 2 July 2013
‘On Amending Articles 13 and 76 of the Federal
Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Fed�
eration (Bank of Russia)’’ expanded the Bank
of Russia’s ability to appoint authorised repre�
sentatives to credit institutions. The law defined
cases where the amount of assets of a credit in�
stitution is 50 billion rubles or more and (or)
the amount of funds attracted from households
based on bank deposit agreements and bank ac�
count agreements totals 10 billion rubles or more
as new grounds for appointing authorised rep�
resentatives.

The changes provided for by Federal Law
No. 29�FZ, dated 14 March 2013, ‘On Amend�
ing Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ were
aimed at ensuring that the necessary conditions
were in place to comply with the national inter�
ests and priorities of the banking sector and the
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financial market as a whole, as well as increasing
the competitiveness of Russian banks amid inte�
gration into the global financial system. This law
removed from the Federal Law ‘On Banks and
Banking Activities’, Federal Law No. 86�FZ and
the Federal Law ‘On Foreign Exchange Regula�
tion and Foreign Exchange Control’ provisions
allowing foreign banks to open branches in the
Russian Federation.

Federal Law No. 146�FZ, dated 2 July 2013,
‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Fed�
eration’ made amendments to the Federal Law
‘On Banks and Banking Activities’, Federal Law
No. 86�FZ, the federal laws ‘On the Insolvency
(Bankruptcy) of Credit Institutions’ and ‘On In�
surance of Household Deposits in Russian Banks’
by specifying the procedure for consolidated su�
pervision and information disclosure by credit
institutions, banking groups and bank holding
companies.

The changes made to certain laws by Federal
Law No. 134�FZ, dated 28 June 2013, ‘On
Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federa�
tion with Regard to Countering Illegal Financial
Operations’ are particularly important to the
banking and financial market. These changes
granted banks the right to terminate bank account
agreements should a customer be repeatedly re�
fused certain transactions due to his/her failure
to provide the required documents or due to at�
tempts to carry out suspicious transactions.

The Federal Law No. 335�FZ, dated 2 De�
cember 2013 ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On
Insurance of Household Deposits in Russian
Banks’, the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and
Recognising as Null and Void Certain Provisions
of Laws of the Russian Federation’ standardised
the supervisory requirements regarding assess�
ments of the financial stability of credit institu�
tions and the requirements regarding participa�
tion in the deposit insurance system.

Federal Law No. 353�FZ, dated 21 December
2013, ‘On Consumer Loans’, which entered into
force from 1 July 2014, set out regulations for
relations arising when offering consumer loans to
households for purposes not connected with en�
trepreneurial activity, based on a credit agree�
ment, loan agreement and performance of the
corresponding agreement.

The Bank of Russia is responsible for super�
vising the compliance of credit institutions and
non�bank financial institutions with the require�
ments set out in this law.

To enact the provisions of the Federal Law ‘On
Consumer Loans’, Federal Law No. 363�FZ,
dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain
Laws of the Russian Federation and Recognising
as Null and Void Certain Provisions of Laws of
the Russian Federation Due to the Adoption of
the Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’’ was
adopted, introducing changes to 11 federal laws.
The amendments made to the federal laws ‘On
Agricultural Cooperatives’, ‘On Pawnbrokers’,
‘On Credit Cooperatives’, and ‘On Microfinance
Activities and Microfinance Organisations’ meant
that credit cooperatives, pawnbrokers and
microfinance organisations would carry out their
professional activities — providing consumer
loans — according to the procedure set out in the
Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’.

The objective behind the adoption of Federal
Law No. 422�FZ, dated 28 December 2013, ‘On
Guaranteeing the Rights of Insured Entities in the
Compulsory Pension Insurance System of the
Russian Federation when Forming and Investing
Pension Savings Funds and Determining and Pay�
ing Indemnities Using Pension Savings Funds’ is
to protect the rights and legal interests of insured
persons in the compulsory pension insurance sys�
tem of the Russian Federation when forming and
investing pension savings funds and determining
and paying indemnities using pension savings
funds. The law set up a system to guarantee the
rights of insured persons (actually similar to the
deposit insurance system), the key principles of
which are as follows: protecting the rights and
legal interests of insured persons if an insured
event occurs; requiring insurers to participate in
the system to guarantee the rights of insured per�
sons; and the cumulative nature of the pension
savings guarantee fund’s formation.

This law also set up the organisational and
financial framework for the insured persons’
rights guarantee system, the framework for co�
operation between participants in the insured
persons’ rights guarantee system, and the pro�
cedure for non�governmental pension funds to
participate in the insured persons’ rights gua�
rantee system.
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To further develop the activities of NPFs,
Federal Law No. 410�FZ, dated 28 December
2013, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Non�
governmental Pension Funds’ and Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’ set out the legal op�
portunities to create new NPFs in the form of
joint�stock companies, as well as to convert ex�
isting non�profit NPF organisations into joint�
stock companies. In particular, this law stipu�
lates that any NPFs which are non�profit
organisations and operate as insurers of compul�
sory pension insurance must be converted into
joint�stock NPF companies or liquidated before
1 January 2016. Any NPFs which are non�profit
organisations and do not operate as insurers of
compulsory pension insurance must be converted
into joint�stock NPF companies or liquidated
before 1 January 2019. From 1 January 2016,
non�profit pension funds are forbidden to carry

out any activities involving compulsory pension
insurance.

Along with the work on the preparation and
consideration of the aforementioned federal laws
and the consideration of other draft federal laws,
the Bank of Russia issued 235 regulatory docu�
ments during the period from 1 January to 31 De�
cember 2013: nine Bank of Russia instructions,
16 Bank of Russia regulations, and 210 Bank of
Russia ordinances.

Of those issued, 111 Bank of Russia regula�
tory documents, including four instructions, nine
regulations and 98 ordinances, were submitted
to the Ministry of Justice of the Russian Federa�
tion and formally registered.

The Bank of Russia prepared and sent out
270 letters to its regional branches for informa�
tive, methodological, organisational and instruc�
tive purposes.
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II.13. INTERNAL AUDITING

2013, in line with the Concept for the
Improvement of Activities of the Bank of
Russia Chief Auditor’s Service (herein�

after, the service), as approved by the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors in January 2011, seven
internal auditing centres were set up at cer�
tain Bank of Russia regional branches (in
St Petersburg, Vladivostok, Yekaterinburg,
Novosibirsk, Saratov, Krasnodar, and Voro�
nezh), which made it possible to ensure internal
audit independence through centralising the
management and changing the structure of the
service and implement a risk�based approach fo�
cusing internal audits on those activities carried
out by the Bank of Russia with heightened risks.
Steps were taken to improve the internal audit�
ing system for Bank of Russia field institutions.
After these steps have been completed, the
service’s structure will comprise an Internal Au�
diting Department and seven internal auditing
centres.

These improvements to the internal audit
organisational structure and approaches have
made it possible to increase its efficiency. The
main focus was on Bank of Russia activities in�
volving inherent reputational, financial, opera�
tional or other risks.

The internal auditing was conducted through
audit inspections of Bank of Russia divisions and
monitoring certain Bank of Russia transactions
and functions.

In 2013, the service conducted 808 audit in�
spections of Bank of Russia divisions, including
121 comprehensive inspections and 687 thematic
inspections.

The service continued its independent daily
control (monitoring) of transactions conducted
by the Bank of Russia involving assets in foreign
currency and precious metals within the context
of managing Bank of Russia gold and foreign ex�
change reserves. Emergencies in the Bank of
Russia’s information and telecommunications
system were also monitored.

The audit of monetary policy functions was
geared towards inspecting credit institution refi�
nancing operations, including domestic market
repo operations and FX swaps by the Bank of
Russia, as well as deposit operations and opera�
tions to buy and sell foreign currency in the do�
mestic FX market. Special attention was paid to
organising the management of risks inherent in
such operations, including credit and operational
risks.

The main objective during audit inspections
of banking regulation and supervision, in view of
the legal, reputational and operational risks, was
to assess the effectiveness and quality of off�site
supervision, the efficiency of the supervisory re�
sponse measures adopted, and the efficiency of
cooperation between supervisory divisions.

The audit of money transfers and customer
service was aimed at inspecting the validity of
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account operations, the fulfilment of the Bank of
Russia’s obligations to customers, and the conti�
nuity of operations.

With regard to cash circulation, the audit’s
priority was to inspect the integrity of the Bank
of Russia’s banknotes. Amid the increased auto�
mation of cash processes, inspections were fo�
cused on the functioning of the automated sys�
tems used in cash operations in relation to the
associated operational risks.

The internal audit addressed such issues as
ensuring the functioning of the Bank of Russia’s
system, including the efficiency of Bank of Rus�
sia asset management and spending, business
and tax accounting reliability, the smooth op�
eration of the Bank of Russia’s information and
telecommunications system, and data and inter�
nal security.

The results of these audit inspections show
that audited Bank of Russia divisions have been
carrying out the functions entrusted to them and
complied with Russian Federation legislation and
Bank of Russia regulatory and other documents.
The internal control and risk management sys�

tem was in line with the nature and scale of the
operations carried out.

Taking into account the results of the audit
inspections and the recommendations of the in�
ternal audit, in order to minimise risks in the Bank
of Russia’s activities, changes were made to Bank
of Russia regulatory documents, software was
improved and the organisation of the work of
structural divisions was optimised, together with
the internal control and risk management system.
The service monitored the implementation of the
management decisions adopted based on the re�
sults of the audit inspections and also monitored
the elimination of any identified infringements
and shortcomings.

The service ensured cooperation between the
Bank of Russia and the Audit Chamber of the
Russian Federation in the course of its control and
expert assessment measures at the Bank of Rus�
sia. Together with the Accounting and Reporting
Department, steps were taken to ensure the
involvement in any collaboration with the audit
organisation, which audits the Bank of Russia’s
annual financial statements.
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Chart 36
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II.14. OTHER BANK OF RUSSIA ACTIVITIES

II.14.1. CHANGES IN THE BANK OF RUSSIA’S

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
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2013, the organisational structure of the
Bank of Russia underwent some signifi�
cant changes. Steps were taken to re�

structure the head office and information and tele�
communications system divisions. New divisions
were formed: the Systemically Important Banks
Supervision Department; the Monetary Policy
Department; the National Payment System De�
partment; the IT and Telecommunications De�
partment; the Bank of Russia Press Service, and
others. Work also began to reform the network
of Bank of Russia regional branches.

The measures put in place in 2013 allowed
the Bank of Russia to strengthen its supervi�
sory unit and divisions carrying out its mon�
etary policy duties and involved in the national
payment system; to improve the Bank of
Russia’s information transparency and the ef�
ficiency of its information systems; and to cut
back the number of Bank of Russia divisions
by closing the Bank of Russia’s Main Commu�
nications Centre.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia completed the
phased centralisation of its inspection activities,
in the course of which work was carried out in
the reporting period to set up an Interregional
Inspectorate for Moscow and the Moscow Region
from 1 January 2014, together with the simulta�
neous closure of the inspection divisions of the
Bank of Russia’s Moscow Branch.

In relation to the delegation to the Bank of
Russia of the authority to regulate, control and
supervise the financial markets, the Bank of
Russia’s Financial Markets Service was set up as
a separate division from 1 September 2013. Work
was carried out to further integrate it into the
Bank of Russia’s structure. Following its closure,
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from March 2014 its duties were entrusted to nine
divisions set up within the head office and regional
branches.

In 2013, the decision was taken to create, on
the basis of seven out of the 79 Bank of Russia
regional branches, main branches of the Bank of
Russia and transform the remaining regional
branches into divisions and national bank divi�
sions, with the simultaneous liquidation of the
main cash settlement centres. In 2013, the Bank
of Russia worked to establish the Main Branch
for the Central Federal District, to begin opera�
tions on 23 January 2014.

According to the schedule of the liquidation of
cash settlement centres in 2011—2015 (which
had been approved by the Bank of Russia Board
of Directors), 65 cash settlement centres were
closed during the reporting period. In addition,
Division No. 5 of the Bank of Russia Moscow

Branch and one Bank of Russia field institution
were closed.

As of 1 January 2014, the Bank of Russia’s
structure comprised 832 divisions, including: the
head office, the First Operations Department, 79
regional branches, 78 main cash settlement cen�
tres and 355 cash settlement centres, four out�
lets and the Operations Department of the Bank
of Russia Moscow Branch, 10 divisions of the
Bank of Russia’s Financial Markets Service, seven
internal auditing centres, the Interregional Se�
curity Centre, three Central Depository divisions,
94 field institutions, three IT divisions and other
auxiliary divisions.

In general, as a result of the organisational and
staffing optimisation measures in 2013, the staff
of the Bank of Russia decreased by 600 employ�
ees or by 1.0% to 65,300 employees as of the be�
ginning of 2014.
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Chart 38

In
II.14.2. STAFFING AND PERSONNEL TRAINING
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2013, the Bank of Russia’s human re�
sources policy was aimed at improving
staff performance and motivation for

quality work amid the reform of the Bank of
Russia’s functions and the optimisation of its
structure.

In 2013, the number of executive and special�
ist positions at the Bank of Russia remained un�
changed, while the staffing level at those positions
fell by 1.7 percentage points to 96.9% as of 1 Ja�
nuary 2014. The number of employees under

30 years of age increased by 0.7 percentage points
to reach 10.4%, while the share of employees of
pensionable age decreased by 2.2 percentage
points to 11.3%. More than half of the Bank of
Russia’s personnel are between 30 and 50 years
old (55.9%).

The share of employees with 3 to 15 years’
experience of work at the Bank of Russia de�
creased from 32.4% to 31.7% during the re�
porting period. The number of staff with more
than 15 years’ experience of work at the Bank

Chart 37
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Chart 39

of Russia decreased by 1 percentage point to
59.4%.

In the last few years, the number of execu�
tives and specialists with a higher professional
education continued to increase.

Monitoring and the creation of a motivating
environment played a significant role in person�
nel management. In the reporting period, 79 re�
gional branches and five other divisions of the
Bank of Russia conducted regular staff apprais�
als. Overall, 98.4% of the executives and special�
ists at regional branches were involved in ap�
praisal procedures and their results were taken
into account in more than 32,000 management
decisions. The results of a comprehensive ap�
praisal as one of the forms of monitoring, involv�
ing 1,661 employees, showed that the professional
competence of virtually all employees complied
with the qualifying standards and they were
characterised by stable efficiency, emotional sta�
bility, commitment and loyalty towards the
organisation. Over 63% of employees expressed
satisfaction with their working conditions.

To increase employee efficiency at the Bank
of Russia, in November 2013 a decision was made
to certify employees working at Bank of Russia
regional branches. Preparatory work was carried
out in November and December before the certi�
fication of executives at regional branches in the
Central Federal District began, with the process
finishing in January 2014.

An important component of the work car�
ried out at the human resources department in
2013 was the professional development of the
Bank of Russia employees to ensure that per�
sonnel are of the required professional level.
Over the reporting year, about 37,500 Bank
of Russia specialists and executives attended
more than 4,000 training events.

Training priorities included specialist training
programmes on monetary policy, international
financial reporting standards, banking supervi�
sion, foreign exchange control and anti�money
laundering and combating the financing of ter�
rorism, the development and functioning of pay�
ment systems, and programmes to improve mana�
gerial competence.

Moreover, to integrate the Federal Financial
Markets Service into the Bank of Russia,
32 specialised training events were organised for

employees of the head and regional offices of the
Bank of Russia Financial Markets Service on le�
gal, documentation, financial, human resources,
social and software issues relating to the Bank of
Russia’s functioning. Training was conducted by
representatives of the Bank of Russia head office
divisions, as well as the best qualified specialists
of Bank of Russia regional branches.

To establish a modern team of banking sector
analysts and regulators, for already 10 years the
Bank of Russia has been implementing a large�scale
professional retraining programme for its execu�

BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL TRAINING

IN 2013

(as a percentage of total trainees)

Seminars and training courses on managerial topics
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Information security and protection
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Language training
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1.2
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11.3
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33.7
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Documentary support of management
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of cash equipment
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2.2
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tives and specialists, including Master of Business
Administration programmes. In 2013, 152 Bank
of Russia employees completed their training un�
der these programmes, including curators, inspec�
tors, provisional administration executives and
credit institution financial recovery consultants, as
well as monetary policy, payment systems and
settlement specialists and security service employ�
ees. In addition, 13 employees working at Bank of
Russia head office divisions completed MBA ‘Bank�
ing’ training programmes, receiving Master of
Business Administration degrees.

In collaboration with leading audit companies,
Bank of Russia employees continued to receive
training on international financial reporting stan�
dards. In 2013, about 1,000 people attended 43
specialised IFRS events. Specialised in�depth
training programmes on the application of se�
lected standards were of particular practical im�
portance.

To develop and consolidate professional skills
and exchange professional experience, the prac�
tice of holding internships for regional branch
executives and specialists at core departments
continued in 2013 (173 regional branch employ�
ees took part).

As in previous years, technical assistance
through international channels to train special�
ists and learn from foreign experience to adapt
and apply it to the Bank of Russia’s activities was
used. About 900 Bank of Russia employees at�
tended 215 international training events, of
which 118 were held abroad. In this respect, the
Bank of Russia expanded the geography of its col�
laboration with foreign central banks in 2013.

According to the Programme of Professional
Training of the Personnel of Central (National)
Banks of the EurAsEC Member States, 23 inter�
national seminars were held in 2013, 10 of which
were hosted by the Bank of Russia. Fourteen in�
ternships were organised for members of EurAsEC
banks at various Bank of Russia divisions. More
than 260 representatives of foreign central (na�
tional) banks participated in international semi�
nars. About 80 Bank of Russia executives and
specialists attended training sessions, and repre�
sentatives of the Bundesbank, National Bank of
Poland, Austrian National Bank, Bank of Japan,
Hungarian National Bank, National Bank of Bul�
garia, Bank of Spain, Bank of Finland, National
Bank of Serbia and European Central Bank par�
ticipated in certain seminars.
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II.14.3. BANK OF RUSSIA INFORMATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS

SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

In 2013, the Bank of Russia carried out
work to develop its Corporate Data De�
pository used to supply information on

government and municipal payments to the State
Information System and to the analytical sub�sys�
tem of the automated banking electronic speedy
payment system.

To guarantee the continuity of operations at
the Bank of Russia’s structural divisions, a Re�
serve Operations Office of the Market Operations
Department, Market Services Department, Gen�
eral Economic Department, and the Bank of
Russia’s First Operations Department was
brought into operation.

During the period under review, an Informa�
tion Support System for the activities of the Bank
of Russia’s chief auditor was developed and put
into trial operation. Work continued to develop
the internal control system of IT support of Bank
of Russia activities and the project activities man�
agement system.

The hardware and software architecture of
the regional integrated telecommunications and
information resources management system at
Bank of Russia regional branches was upgraded.
Work was undertaken to create an operational
management system for the Bank of Russia’s in�
formation and telecommunications system (ITS)
in 25 regional branches.

Within the framework of developing the Single
Information Support System for Bank of Russia
Banking Sector Regulation and Development, ap�
plied software suites were prepared for installa�
tion, offering analytical data on the activities of
credit institutions, foreign exchange operations,
affiliated persons, founders, participants and en�
forcement measures.

In 2013, as part of the work to automate in�
house activities, 43 Bank of Russia divisions were
switched over to using the ‘In�house Activities’
automated system (IHA AS) implemented on the
‘1C:Enterprise Version 8’ platform. Work con�
tinued to convert Bank of Russia organisations
to using IHA AS.

In 2013, an organisational and technical
system was developed to manage collective in�
formation processing, allowing joint operation
of its facilities. A centralised model of the Bank
of Russia’s information support continued be�
ing developed, together with the creation of the
corporate automated system ‘Planning Bank of
Russia Capital Expenditure’. Work was done
to develop functional capabilities of the ‘Esti�
mated Planning and Financing’ automated sys�
tem developed for the Finance Department and
used at 102 structural divisions and core Bank
of Russia departments. Further efforts were
made to improve the Bank of Russia’s ITS op�
erating system. Work to create 73 IT division
control centres at regional branches was also
completed.

In 2013, work continued on the development
of centralised information and analytical systems
to automate the activities of Bank of Russia op�
erations departments, including: a publication
system for credit institutions and branches; the
‘Central Catalogue of Credit Histories’ automated
system; the data collection, control and storage
system developed to monitor enterprises; the ana�
lytical data processing system developed for the
Bank of Russia to monitor enterprises; the ‘Bank
Financial Standing Analysis’ system; and the sys�
tem of ‘Analysis of Aggregate Indicators of the
Activities of Credit Institutions and Banking Ser�
vices Development in the Region’.

A range of measures were carried out to con�
nect Bank of Russia divisions set up as successors
to the Federal Financial Markets Service to the
Bank of Russia’s information and telecommuni�
cations infrastructure. Work continued on the
creation and modernisation of departmental tele�
phone communications networks, satellite links,
local computer networks, cross�linked cable sys�
tems, and basic primary networks at Bank of
Russia regional branches and the head office,
which allows for the exchange of integrated in�
formation over high�speed telecommunications
channels with dynamic resource allocation.
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Work was also done to create consolidated
data server systems and terminal access systems
at Bank of Russia organisations, as well as work

to improve the regulatory and procedural guide�
lines for the Bank of Russia’s ITS operating sys�
tem and the emergency response of IT divisions.
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II.14.4. INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

T he Bank of Russia’s cooperation with in�
ternational financial and economic orga�
nisations in 2013 was shaped around the

priorities of Russia’s presidency of the G20. The
Bank of Russia was involved in the drafting of
the Leaders’ Declaration on the results of the
summit in St Petersburg, as well as a G20 com�
munique and discussion materials. The G20 meet�
ing communique in July 2013 took into account
and incorporated the Bank of Russia’s proposals
regarding the need to assess the impact of the fi�
nancial regulation reform on economic growth
and the effect of structural measures in the bank�
ing sectors of individual countries on financial
stability.

One of the most important areas of the G20’s
work was reforming the international financial
architecture, including the International Mon�
etary Fund (IMF). The development of this is�
sue was entrusted to the G20 Working Group
(with the involvement of representatives from the
Bank of Russia).

It was not possible to achieve the expected
results in reforming the IMF during the report�
ing year due to the failure to complete the re�
form of the management system and quotas
blocked by the US Congress. This prevented the
G20 from moving on to the preparation and ap�
proval of a new formula to calculate IMF quo�
tas, which would have taken into account the
growing role of emerging market economies in
the global economy and increase their quotas and
their number of votes at the IMF. The Bank of
Russia will continue to push for the quota re�
view to be completed.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia and the IMF
signed a bilateral credit agreement to supply the
IMF with $10 billion under an arrangement
reached by the leaders of the G20 nations on the
replenishment of the IMF’s funds.

The Bank of Russia took part in IMF sessions
addressing such issues as changes to monetary
policy in advanced countries, budgetary uncer�
tainty in the USA, international financial regula�
tory reform and the reform of the IMF. Follow�
ing a number of meetings with the IMF’s Statis�

tical Department, certain work priorities were
formulated in order to improve statistical data.

Bank of Russia representatives took part in
working groups at the BRICS forum on the cre�
ation of the Pool of Foreign Exchange Reserves
and the BRICS Development Bank. Significant
progress was made during the reporting year on
agreeing the practical aspects of these initiatives.

The Bank of Russia participated in central
bank governor meetings at the Bank for Inter�
national Settlements (BIS), where capital flow
dynamics and foreign exchange interventions
were discussed, together with risks to the global
economy and emerging market economies, cen�
tral bank policies on collateral provision, the
structure of the financial system, and other is�
sues. The Bank of Russia took part in a number
of BIS studies into microprudential supervision
and financial risk management at central banks.

Representatives of the Bank of Russia partici�
pated in the work of the Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision (BCBS) and its working
groups on developing and introducing standards,
macroprudential supervision, capital, liquidity,
the activities of supervisory colleges, as well as
assessing the quantitative impact of the new
BCBS regulatory standards.

Over the reporting year, the Bank of Russia
continued to collaborate actively with the Finan�
cial Stability Board (FSB). As the successor of
the Russian Federal Financial Markets Service in
terms of involvement (membership) with inter�
national organisations, from 1 September 2013,
the Bank of Russia became a member of the FSB’s
Standing Committee on Regulatory and Supervi�
sory Cooperation, a direct member of the Regu�
latory Oversight Committee for the Global Legal
Entity Identifier System (GLEIS), as well as a
member of the International Organisation of Se�
curities Commissions and the International Asso�
ciation of Insurance Supervisors.

Over 2013, the Bank of Russia prepared sum�
mary reports from the Russian Federation within
the framework of the FSB’s thematic surveys on
reducing dependency on rating agency assess�
ments and the implementation of OTC derivatives
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market reform, as well as the annual report on
the scale of the shadow banking system. Within
the context of implementing the FSB’s Principles
on reducing dependency on rating agency assess�
ments, the Bank of Russia prepared and published
a relevant action plan for the period up to 2015.

Representatives of the Bank of Russia took
part in all of the key measures through the Ple�
nary Meeting and other FSB working bodies.
In November 2013, under Russia’s presidency of
the G20, the Plenary Meeting was held at the
Bank of Russia.

In December 2013, following examination of
an application from the Bank of Russia and the
necessary documents from the non�bank credit
institution National Settlement Depository (a
closed joint�stock company) (NKO ZAO NSD),
the Regulatory Oversight Committee for GLEIS
decided to integrate NKO ZAO NSD into the
GLEI system as a globally recognised preliminary
Local Operations Division.

In 2013, within the framework of the three
year Memorandum of Understanding between
the European Central Bank and the Central
Bank of the Russian Federation, over ten mea�
sures were implemented in the spheres of finan�
cial stability, monetary policy and banking su�
pervision.

Through the Russia — EU Dialogue on Fi�
nancial and Macroeconomic Policy, sessions of
the Working Group on Banking and Securities
were held (co�chaired by the Bank of Russia) as
well as the VIII Plenary Session of the Dialogue.

The Bank of Russia took part in the Asia�Pa�
cific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum,
which resulted in decisions to intensify efforts to
establish a system of market�oriented foreign ex�
change rates and to guarantee their flexibility,
as well as the need to refrain from competitive
devaluation and the use of foreign exchange rates
to increase the competitiveness of national
economies.

During the reporting year, Bank of Russia
representatives continued to participate within
the Russian delegation in negotiations on Russia’s
accession to the Organisation for Economic Co�
operation and Development (OECD). Its main
efforts were concentrated on bringing Russia’s
banking legislation in line with the OECD’s re�
quirements and reviewing its negotiating position.

The Bank of Russia continued to participate
in the work of the WTO’s standing authorities
(its Council for Trade in Services and its Com�
mittee on Trade in Financial Services). The Doha
round of multilateral trade negotiations were also
monitored to identify approaches for participa�
tion in terms of financial services.

One of the Bank of Russia’s priorities re�
mained the development of integration pro�
cesses in the banking and financial spheres within
the Customs Union and the Single Economic
Space.

During 2013, active work was carried out on
the ‘financial’ sections of the draft Eurasian Eco�
nomic Union Agreement, which is due to be signed
in May 2014 to enter into force from 1 January
2015.

With the Bank of Russia’s involvement, two
draft agreements were also drawn up, aimed at
improving the financial market integration of
three countries (Republic of Belarus, Republic
of Kazakhstan and the Russian Federation): the
Agreement on the Implementation of Activities
in the Financial Markets and the Agreement on
the Exchange of Information, including confiden�
tial information, between the signatories to the
Agreement on Coordinated Principles of Currency
Policy dated 9 December 2010.

Based on earlier arrangements enshrined in
the Agreement on the Creation of an Integrated
Foreign Exchange Market (drafted with the par�
ticipation of the Bank of Russia), in 2013 the in�
tegrated foreign exchange market of EurAsEC
member states began operation. From February
2013, to further develop the integrated foreign
exchange market, resident banks of EurAsEC
states were granted access to the foreign exchange
market at the Moscow Exchange.

During 2013, the Bank of Russia took part in
bilateral intergovernmental committees (IGC)
and their core structures on financial and bank�
ing cooperation. It collaborated actively with the
national banks of Armenia, Brazil, Vietnam,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, China, Tajikistan, Tur�
key, India, and Iran. Attention was focused on
an increase in mutual settlements in national cur�
rencies, the expansion of the correspondent net�
work of commercial banks, and collaboration in
the set�up of direct links between partner�state
banks.
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Through interbank collaboration in super�
visory activities, work continued to approve draft
memoranda (agreements) with supervisory bod�
ies in a number of countries, including in relation
to the changes in Russian banking legislation gov�
erning the disclosure of information constituting
bank secrecy, the guarantees to ensure the confi�
dentiality of information provided to the Bank of
Russia, and inspections of corresponding subsid�
iary Russian banks by foreign supervisory bod�
ies. At present, the Bank of Russia has signed

37 cooperation agreements (memoranda of un�
derstanding) with banking supervisory bodies in
foreign countries.

In 2013, bilateral meetings on pressing issues
in the field of banking regulation and supervision
were held with representatives of Austrian, Chi�
nese and Dutch supervisory authorities. Bank of
Russia representatives also participated in the
work of supervisory colleges organised by the su�
pervisory authorities of Austria, Hungary, the
Netherlands and Italy.
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II.14.5. BANK OF RUSSIA STAKEHOLDINGS IN THE CAPITAL

OF RUSSIAN AND FOREIGN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS

AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

P ursuant to Article 8 of Federal Law
No. 86�FZ, the Bank of Russia partici�
pated in the capital of Sberbank of Rus�

sia, an open joint�stock company (Sberbank of
Russia) and in the capital of resident organisa�
tions that supported the operations of the Bank
of Russia. These included the MICEX�RTS Mos�
cow Exchange, an open joint�stock company
(Moscow Exchange), and the St Petersburg
Currency Exchange, a closed joint�stock com�
pany (SPCEX). The Bank of Russia was in�
volved in these resident organisations through
its representatives in their management and con�
trolling bodies for the purpose of implementing
the strategic objectives of the economic policy
of the state and consistently upgrading the fi�
nancial market’s infrastructure for successful
open market operations.

The Bank of Russia’s stake in Sberbank of
Russia’s authorised capital remained unchanged
at 50% plus one voting share in 2013. The Bank
of Russia’s dividends received in the reporting
year from Sberbank of Russia increased, to more
than 29.0 billion rubles (27.0 billion rubles in
2011), due to the growth in the net profit of
Sberbank of Russia in 2012.

In 2013, the Supervisory Board of Sberbank
of Russia summarised the results of its Develop�
ment Strategy up to 2014 and approved the De�
velopment Strategy for 2014—2018. The success�
ful fulfilment of its strategic objectives in 2013
resulted in the overfulfilment of the set profit and
return�on�equity targets, consolidation of its
market positions, setting up a customer�oriented
service company, introduction of a leading risk�
management system, modernisation of its human
resource management system, expansion of its
international presence by acquiring banks in Tur�
key and Eastern Europe (DenizBank A.S. and
Sberbank Europe AG), and the development of
its banking network in 22 countries around the
world. In 2013, foreign assets accounted for more

than 12% of total assets of the Sberbank Group.
The main targets in terms of the bank’s moder�
nisation during the new strategic period were re�
taining its positions in the household deposits
market in Russia, effective spending manage�
ment, and improving the reliability of IT and
management systems and processes.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia’s stake in the
authorised capital of the Moscow Exchange de�
creased from 24.33% to 22.47% due to the in�
crease in the authorised capital of the Moscow
Exchange following the initial public offering of
shares, in which the Bank of Russia did not par�
ticipate. The successful public offering allowed the
Moscow Exchange to attract funds from major
international investment institutions (currently
over 150 major international investors from the
USA, UK, Germany, France, Luxembourg,
China, Japan, the Republic of Korea, Cyprus and
other countries around the world are among its
shareholders).

In November 2013, an extraordinary general
shareholders’ meeting of the Moscow Exchange
decided to reduce the authorised capital of the
exchange by buying and retiring Moscow Ex�
change shares to cut their total number. A re�
port on the results of the acquisition of Mos�
cow Exchange shares, in the total number of
99,852,660, was approved by the Exchange’s
Supervisory Board in March 2014. After the in�
troduction and registration of corresponding
changes to the Moscow Exchange’s charter, the
exchange registrar (the closed joint�stock com�
pany Status) retired the Moscow Exchange
shares, resulting in the Bank of Russia’s stake in
the authorised capital of the Moscow Exchange
increasing from 22.47% to 23.46% as of 1 Ja�
nuary 2014.

Over the reporting year, the Moscow Ex�
change’s collegial bodies focused their efforts on
improving the image of the Moscow Exchange as
a major international financial instruments trad�
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ing floor by expanding the range of competitive
products and services on offer, improving and
minimising spending on post�trading services on
the basis of a consolidated modern IT platform,
and complying with high corporate governance
standards. In 2013, non�residents and a number
of securities from foreign issuers were listed on
the stock exchange, the plan for leading global
banks to provide customers with direct access to
the stock market was implemented, precious
metal trading was launched and the Code of Cor�
porate Conduct started to be observed.

The dividends paid to the Bank of Russia by
the Moscow Exchange for 2012 amounted to
594 million rubles (151 million rubles for 2011).
The dividend policy of the Moscow Exchange for
the coming three years, adopted in February
2013, provides for dividend payments of at least
40% for 2013 and of at least 50% for 2014 of
the net profit of the Moscow Exchange Group
according to International Financial Reporting
Standards.

The Bank of Russia’s stake in the capital of
the SPCEX did not change in 2013 and stood at
8.9%. The Bank of Russia holds a stake in the
SPCEX because St Petersburg is the country’s

second largest financial centre and the SPCEX
may be used as a reserve trading floor.

Pursuant to Article 9 of Federal Law
No. 86�FZ, in 2013 the Bank of Russia partici�
pated in the capital and activities of international
organisations such as the Basel�based Bank for
International Settlements (0.57% of the autho�
rised capital), the Moscow�based Interstate Bank
(50.0% of the authorised capital), and the Bel�
gium�based Society for Worldwide Interbank Fi�
nancial Telecommunications, or S.W.I.F.T.
(0.006% of the authorised capital).

Moreover, in accordance with Article 4 of Fed�
eral Law No. 86�FZ, the Bank of Russia is the
depository of the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) in the Russian currency and performs op�
erations and transactions according to the provi�
sions of the IMF Articles of Agreement and agree�
ments with the IMF. That is why the Russian
Federation’s quota with the IMF, which amounts
to 5,945.4 million SDRs, has been included in the
Bank of Russia’s balance sheet from 2011. The
Bank of Russia’s stake in the IMF’s aggregate
quotas (capital) did not change in 2013 and
amounted to 2.5%, representing 2.39% of the
total number of its member countries’ votes.
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In
II.14.6. MANAGING LAWSUITS AND CLAIMS

2013, the Bank of Russia’s regional
branches received 161 property�related
lawsuits and claims for a total amount of

52.74 million rubles, of which 42 lawsuits and
claims (for a total amount of 1.90 million rubles)
were satisfied, indicating that most of the law�
suits and claims were unfounded.

In 2013, 13 labour relations lawsuits were
initiated against the Bank of Russia.

Some credit institutions disputed the sanctions
used against them by the Bank of Russia. Twenty�
five out of the 110 claims filed were satisfied.

The Bank of Russia’s regional branches made
claims and brought lawsuits as part of their su�
pervision of credit institutions. 1,564 claims and
41 lawsuits were initiated against credit institu�
tions, for an amount totalling 27.37 million
rubles, of which 1,492 claims and lawsuits, for a
total amount of 24.83 million rubles, were satis�
fied by the end of the reporting period.

In 2013, together with the Bank of Russia
Financial Markets Service (prior to 1 September
2013, FFMS of Russia) courts of law examined
2,362 administrative offence cases, of which 180
cases were found against the Bank of Russia Fi�
nancial Markets Service and 554 administrative
offence cases were declared minor by the court.

Disputes were filed against non�regulatory
documents of the Bank of Russia Financial Mar�
kets Service with only 96 out of 672 claims sub�
mitted being satisfied.

The Bank of Russia Financial Markets Service
initiated 743 administrative offence cases within the
context of exercising control and supervision over
the activities of non�bank financial institutions, with
636 of these resulting in resolutions finding the in�
stitutions liable under administrative law.

The Bank of Russia Financial Markets Service
filed 10 bankruptcy cases against financial insti�
tutions and three cases to protect investor rights.
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INTRODUCTION

T he Annual Financial Statements include op�
erations conducted by the Bank of Russia to
fulfil its principal purposes and functions, as

stipulated by Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July
2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federa�
tion (Bank of Russia)’, as amended (hereinaf�
ter, the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’).

The Annual Financial Statements presented
below (hereinafter, the financial statements) as
of 1 January 2014 are comprised of:
● Annual Balance Sheet;
● Profit and Loss Account;
● Statement of Profit and its Allocation;
● Statement of Bank of Russia Reserves and

Funds;
● Statement of Bank of Russia Management of

Securities and Stakeholdings in the Capital of

Organisations Constituting Bank of Russia
Property;

● Statement of the Volume of Bank of Russia
Securities Trading on Organised Trading
Venues;

● Statement of Bank of Russia Personnel Costs;
● Statement of Capital Investment Budget Per�

formance.
The principal objectives of the Bank of Russia

are:
● to protect the ruble and ensure its stability;
● to upgrade and strengthen the Russian ban�

king system;
● to ensure the stability and development of the

national payment system;
● to develop the Russian financial market;
● to ensure the stability of the Russian financial

market.
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ANNUAL BALANCE SHEET AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014

(millions of rubles)

Note 2013 2012

ASSETS

1. Precious metals 3 1,394,150 1,646,187

2. Funds placed with non�residents
and foreign securities 4 15,091,147 14,525,911

3. Loans and deposits 5 4,881,376 3,164,226

4. Securities, of which: 6 450,306 456,314

4.1. Federal government debt obligations 364,063 370,182

5. Claims on the IMF 7 645,964 592,948

6. Other assets, of which: 8 99,468 245,158

6.1. Fixed assets 76,252 76,276

6.2. Profit tax advanced payments 153 159

Total assets 22,562,411 20,630,744

LIABILITIES

1. Cash in circulation 9 8,307,755 7,667,950

2. Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia, 10 10,358,984 9,433,035
of which:

2.1. Federal government funds 5,848,761 4,941,658

2.2. Funds of resident credit institutions 2,196,821 2,185,475

3. Float 11 5,680 158

4. Securities issued 12 0 0

5. Obligations to the IMF 13 500,028 447,716

6. Other liabilities 14 108,785 110,102

7. Capital, of which: 3,151,918 2,724,457

7.1. Authorised capital 3,000 3,000

7.2. Reserves and funds 3,148,918 2,721,457

8. Reporting year profit 15 129,261 247,326

Total liabilities 22,562,411 20,630,744

Governor of the Bank of Russia E.S. Nabiullina

Bank of Russia Chief Accountant A.V. Kruzhalov

25 April 2014
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT

(millions of rubles)

Note 2013 2012

INCOME

Interest income 16 251,947 238,494

Income from securities trading 17 12,579 33,341

Net income from the sale
of OJSC Sberbank of Russia shares 0 149,657

Income from stakeholdings in credit institutions
and other organisations 18 29,668 27,253

Net income from the recovery of provisions 19 3,376 0

Other income 20 18,943 18,060

Total income 316,513 466,805

EXPENSES

Interest expenses 21 11,326 34,820

Expenses on securities trading 22 9,704 4,320

Cash turnover management expenses 23 11,354 19,797

Expenses on negative revaluation
of securities available for sale 24 7,826 473

Net expenses from the creation of provisions 19 0 14,239

Other operating expenses 25 51,235 55,412

Bank of Russia personnel costs 26 95,807 90,418

Total expenses 187,252 219,479

Financial result: profit 129,261 247,326
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CAPITAL, FUNDS AND PROFIT ALLOCATION

(millions of rubles)

desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA

latipac latipac latipac latipac latipac sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS

deurccA deurccA deurccA deurccA deurccA

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver

suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo

slatem slatem slatem slatem slatem

ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA

ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc

etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe

secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid

evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver

seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo

elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava

htworG htworG htworG htworG htworG

ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni

oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT

tiforP tiforP tiforP tiforP tiforP

raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof

noitacolladnanoitaxatretfa,1102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
1102ni0102roftiforpfo

000,3 630,652 454,7 890,200,1 194,560,1 758,76 569,7 109,904,2 0

1102roftiforP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 309,12

1102nisdnufotderrefsnarT 0 0 2 907,791 010,395 555,96 1 772,068 0

1102nisdnufmorfdiaP 0 0 )917,2( 0 0 )670,23( 0 )597,43( 0

noitacolladnanoitaxaterofeb,2102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
1102roftiforpfo

000,3 630,652 737,4 708,991,1 105,856,1 633,501 669,7 383,532,3 309,12

1102roftiforpaissuRfoknaBmorfdiapseituddnasexaT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )861(

tegdublaredefehtotderrefsnarT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )103,61(

aissuRfoknaBehtybdeniater1102roftiforpfonoitacollA 0 712,5 712 0 0 0 0 434,5 )434,5(

noitacolladnanoitaxatretfa,2102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
2102ni1102roftiforpfo

000,3 352,162 459,4 708,991,1 105,856,1 633,501 669,7 718,042,3 0

2102roftiforP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 623.742

2102nisdnufotderrefsnarT 0 0 4 0 0 143,83 0 543,83 0

2102nisdnufmorfdiaP 0 0 )057( )385,2( )754,894( )519,25( 0 )507,455( 0

noitacolladnanoitaxatretfa,3102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
2102roftiforpfo

000,3 352,162 802,4 422,791,1 440,061,1 267,09 669,7 754,427,2 623.742

2102roftiforpaissuRfoknaBmorfdiapseituddnasexaT 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )261(

sdeecorpehtmorf2102nitegdublaredefehtotderrefsnartsdnuF
1.trAotgnidroccaserahsaissuRfoknabrebSCSJOfoelasfo

2102rebmeceD3detad,ZF�742.oNwaLlaredeFfo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )756,941(

8esualCotgnidroccategdublaredefehtotderrefsnartsdnuF
2102rebmeceD3detad,ZF�612.oNwaLlaredeFfo42.trA 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )031,37(

aissuRfoknaBehtybdeniater2102roftiforpfonoitacollA 0 204,32 579 0 0 0 0 773,42 )773,42(
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(millions of rubles)

desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA desirohtuA

latipac latipac latipac latipac latipac sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR sevreseR dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS dnuflaicoS

deurccA deurccA deurccA deurccA deurccA

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver

suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo suoicerpfo

slatem slatem slatem slatem slatem

ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA ngierofdeurccA

ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc ycnerruc

etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe etaregnahcxe

secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid secnereffid

evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP evitisoP

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver

seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo seitirucesfo

elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava elasrofelbaliava

htworG htworG htworG htworG htworG

ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni ytreporpni

oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav oteudeulav

noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver noitaulaver latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT latipaclatoT

tiforP tiforP tiforP tiforP tiforP

raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof raeyehtrof

noitacolladnanoitaxatretfa,3102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
3102ni2102roftiforpfo

000,3 556,482 381,5 422,791,1 440,061,1 267,09 669,7 438,847,2 0

3102roftiforP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 162,921

3102nisdnufotderrefsnarT 0 0 24 0 707,828 520,4 0 477,238 0

3102nisdnufmorfdiaP 0 0 )733,3( )337,583( 0 )026,04( 0 )096,924( 0

noitacolladnanoitaxaterofeb,4102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
3102roftiforpfo

000,3 556,482 888,1 194,118 157,889,1 761,45 669,7 819,151,3 162,921

aissuRfoknaBmorf3102niecnavdanidiapseituddnasexaT
3102roftiforp 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )351(

tnemeltteslanifretfa4102niyllanoitiddadeivelseituddnasexaT
3102roftiforpaissuRfoknaBmorf 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )7(

edoCxaTehtrednudetceffestnemyapytuddnaxatretfatiforP
noitaredeFnaissuRehtfo 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 101,921

dnufecnarusnitisopedyroslupmocehtotnoitubirtnoC
,)AID(ycnegAecnarusnItisopeDehtotderrefsnart

,ZF�04.oNwaLlaredeFotgnidrocca,noitaroprocdenwo�etatsa
4102lirpA2detad 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )000,06(

tegdublaredefehtotderrefsnartebotsdnuF 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 )628,15(

aissuRfoknaBehtybdeniater3102roftiforpfonoitacollA 0 485,61 196 0 0 0 0 572,71 )572,71(

noitacolladnanoitaxatretfa,4102yraunaJ1fosaecnalaB
4102ni3102roftiforpfo

000,3 932,103 975,2 194,118 157,889,1 761,45 669,7 391,961,3 0
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The negative unrealised differences resulting from the revaluation of precious metal balances in
2013 due to the change in the book price of precious metals, totalling 385,733 million rubles (2012:
2,583 million rubles) are written off against a previously accrued revaluation recorded to the bal�
ance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals as part of capital which, as of 1 January
2014, totalled 811,491 million rubles (2012: 1,197,224 million rubles) (Note 1 (c) and Statement
of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds).

In 2013, there was an excess of positive unrealised foreign currency exchange rate differences
over negative unrealised foreign currency exchange rate differences. This excess, totalling 828,707 mil�
lion rubles (2012: the excess negative unrealised foreign currency exchange rate differences over
positive ones was 498,457 million rubles) is recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued foreign

currency exchange rate differences as part of capital. As of 1 January 2014, accrued foreign cur�
rency exchange rate differences as part of capital amounted to 1,988,751 million rubles (2012:
1,160,044 million rubles) (Note 1 (d) and Statement of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds).

In 2013, there was a 36,595 million ruble decrease in the accrued revaluation of securities avail�
able for sale (due to writing off the excess of the negative revaluation of available for sale securities of
the corresponding issue) over the positive revaluation not exceeding the previously accrued revalua�
tion, recorded as capital, of the issue and previously accrued revaluation, recorded as capital, for
securities sold in 2013, to the total amount of 40,620 million rubles (2012: 52,915 million rubles).
It was also due to the recording of the excess of the surplus revaluation of available for sale securities
of the corresponding issue over the negative revaluation of the issue, including the one recorded as
expenses in previous years, to the total amount of 4,025 million rubles (2012: 38,341 million rubles).
As of 1 January 2014, the accrued revaluation of securities available for sale and accounted for as
capital totalled 54,167 million rubles (2012: 90,762 million rubles) (Note 1 (e) and Statement of
Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds).

In 2013, the Bank of Russia paid 160 million rubles in profit taxes, including 153 million rubles in
advance payments for 2013 (Note 8 and Statement of Profit and Its Allocation).
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NOTES TO ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AS OF 1 JANUARY 2014

1. ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL REPORTING PRINCIPLES

The Bank of Russia’s accounting and financial reporting practices conform to the Federal Law
‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the Federal Law ‘On Accoun�
ting’, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 66�P, dated 1 January 2006, ‘On Accounting Rules in the Cen�
tral Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (hereinafter, Regulation No. 66�P) and other
Bank of Russia regulations issued pursuant to these federal laws.

(a) Accounting principles

Accounting is based on the principle of recording balance sheet items at their initial value at the
time assets are acquired, and when obligations arise, under contractual terms and conditions. The
principles used for revaluing individual asset and liability items are described below.

(b) Financial reporting principles

These financial statements have been compiled on the basis of the balance sheet data provided by
the Bank of Russia, its regional branches, and other divisions incorporated in the Bank of Russia as a
legal entity.

These financial statements have been compiled exclusive of the financial statements of credit insti�
tutions and other organisations within and outside Russia in which the Bank of Russia holds a stake,
and/or which it controls. Under Russian law, the Bank of Russia is not required to compile a consoli�
dated financial statement that includes financial statements of credit institutions and other
organisations in which it holds a stake, and/or which it controls.

These financial statements have been compiled in the currency of the Russian Federation, the
Russian ruble (hereinafter, the ruble), in millions of rubles.

Figures shown in the Tables in brackets denote negative values.
For the purposes of these financial statements, Bank of Russia operations with credit institutions

and the Bank for Development and Foreign Economic Affairs (Vnesheconombank), a state corpora�
tion, are referred to as operations with resident banks.

(c) Precious metals

Precious metals are recorded at their book price and revalued as the book prices of precious metals
are set in accordance with Bank of Russia regulations.

The Bank of Russia calculates book prices on the basis of the current fixed prices of precious
metals on the London Metal Exchange. The fixed prices of precious metals, denominated in US
dollars, are recalculated into rubles at the official US dollar/ruble exchange rate, effective as of the
day following the day the book prices are fixed, which in turn also become effective as of the follo�
wing day.

The excess of positive unrealised differences that arise from the revaluation of precious metal
balances, due to the change in the book prices of precious metals, over negative unrealised differences
is recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals as part of capital and
is not included in the profit and loss account.

In cases where the negative unrealised difference exceeds the positive unrealised difference in the
results of the full�year performance, the excess is compensated for from previously accrued unrealised
differences recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals as part of
capital, in accordance with a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors. If there are no funds
in the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals (or the funds are insufficient),
the negative unrealised differences are entirely (or in the amount of the excess of the credit balance of
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the aforementioned balance sheet account) booked to Bank of Russia operating expenses for the
corresponding reporting year, by a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.

The realised differences (income or expenses) that arise when trade operations with precious
metals are conducted at a price different from the book price of such precious metals, are calculated
individually for each operation. The realised difference is the difference between the actual value
of a transaction and the value based on the book price of a corresponding precious metal. The
realised differences in operations with precious metals are calculated as of the transfer date of the
title to the precious metal to which the transaction relates. Net positive realised differences are
recorded as other income, while net negative realised differences are recorded as other operating
expenses.

From 1 July 2013, by a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, precious metals in
commemorative and investment coins in the currency of the Russian Federation, old coins, samples of
commemorative and investment coins in the currency of the Russian Federation and sample old coins
are revalued and recorded to the Bank of Bank of Russia balance sheet daily at their book prices.

Over the year, any unrealised revaluation of precious metals in coins is recorded to separate sub�
accounts of the balance sheet accounts: Revaluation of precious metals — positive differences and
Revaluation of precious metals — negative differences.

At the end of the year, the accrued revaluation of precious metals in coins is transferred to the
balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals.

In accordance with a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, any funds recorded to a
separate sub�account of balance sheet account Accrued revaluation of precious metals may be used at
the end of the year to offset a negative unrealised revaluation of precious metals in coins formed
through the negative unrealised revaluation of precious metals in coins exceeding the positive unrealised
revaluation of precious metals in coins.

If there are no funds in the separate sub�account of the balance sheet account Accrued revaluation

of precious metals (or the funds are insufficient), the negative unrealised revaluation of precious
metals in coins may be booked to Bank of Russia operating expenses, in accordance with a decision of
the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.

The value of any precious metals in coins used to conclude a purchase and sale transaction and
their nominal value on the date of the specification are entered to the balance sheet account for the
retirement (sale) of assets without any further revaluation of the precious metals being carried out.

Precious metals placed on deposits or unallocated metal accounts in non�resident credit institu�
tions are accounted for at their book price, revalued under Bank of Russia regulations, and posted to
Funds placed with non�residents and foreign securities together with accrued interest.

Bank of Russia claims and obligations with respect to the delivery of precious metals in forward
transactions under signed contracts are recorded to off�balance sheet accounts from the transaction
date to the settlement date, and revalued as the book prices of precious metals are set.

Book prices used to recalculate assets and liabilities in precious metals as of 1 January 2014, were
as follows: 1,264.3000 rubles per gram of gold (2012: 1,618.5600 rubles per gram of gold);
20.9600 rubles per gram of silver (2012: 29.4400 rubles per gram of silver); 1,434.2400 rubles per
gram of platinum (2012: 1,491.1200 rubles per gram of platinum); 745.0100 rubles per gram of
palladium (2012: 687.4600 rubles per gram of palladium).

(d) Foreign currency assets and liabilities

Foreign currency assets and liabilities are accounted for in rubles at the official rates of exchange
of the ruble against foreign currencies set by the Bank of Russia (hereinafter, official exchange rates)
as of the balance sheet compilation date. Foreign currency assets and liabilities are revalued daily at
the official exchange rates. Income and expenditure relating to Bank of Russia foreign currency op�
erations are accounted for on the balance sheet in rubles at the official exchange rates, as of the day
income is received or expenses are incurred.
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The excess of positive unrealised exchange rate differences that arise in the course of revaluing the
balances in debit and credit balance sheet accounts, where funds in foreign currency are recognised,
over negative unrealised exchange rate differences due to changes in the official exchange rates, is
recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued foreign currency exchange rate differences as part of
capital and is not included in the profit and loss account.

Should the negative unrealised exchange rate differences exceed the positive unrealised exchange
rate differences accrued over the year, such excess is offset by previously accrued exchange rate dif�
ferences accounted for in the balance sheet account as Accrued foreign currency exchange rate dif�

ferences as part of capital in accordance with a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors. If
there are no funds in the balance sheet account Accrued foreign currency exchange rate differences

or if the funds are insufficient, the negative unrealised exchange rate differences are entirely (or in
the amount that exceeds the credit balance of the above balance sheet account) posted to Bank of
Russia expenses for the corresponding reporting year in accordance with the decision of the Bank of
Russia Board of Directors.

Realised exchange rate differences that arise in foreign exchange transactions conducted at a rate
that differs from the official exchange rates are calculated individually for each transaction, and are
posted to Bank of Russia income or expenses. The total excess of the positive realised exchange rate
differences from foreign exchange operations over the negative realised exchange rate differences is
recorded as part of other income to Net positive foreign currency exchange rate differences, whereas
the total excess of the negative realised exchange rate differences from foreign exchange operations
over the positive realised exchange rate differences is recorded as part of other operating expenses to
Net negative realised foreign currency exchange rate differences.

Bank of Russia claims and obligations under foreign currency purchase and sale forward contracts
are recorded to off�balance sheet accounts from the transaction date to the settlement date and are
revalued at the official exchange rates.

The official exchange rates used in recalculating foreign currency assets and liabilities as of 1 January
2014, were as follows: 32.7292 rubles to the US dollar (2012: 30.3727 rubles to the US dollar);
44.9699 rubles to the euro (2012: 40.2286 rubles to the euro); 53.9574 rubles to the pound ster�
ling (2012: 48.9638 rubles to the pound sterling); 30.5452 rubles to the Canadian dollar (2012:
30.5407 rubles to the Canadian dollar); 31.0568 rubles to 100 Japanese yen (2012: 35.1516 rubles
to 100 Japanese yen); 50.5735 rubles to the SDR (special drawing rights) (2012: 46.8189 rubles
to the SDR); and 28.9555 rubles to the Australian dollar (2012: 31.5481 rubles to the Australian
dollar).

(e) Securities

Securities are accounted for at the purchase price, inclusive of coupon income paid, increased by
material additional expenses (costs) directly related to their purchase. Expenses exceeding 5% of the
transaction value are recognised as material.

Securities are accounted for in the currency in which they are issued.
The price of securities purchased in a currency other than that in which they were issued is calcu�

lated at the Bank of Russia’s official exchange rate as of the purchase date, or at a cross rate set for
corresponding currencies.

Investments in securities other than promissory notes are categorised as follows, depending on the
purpose of the purchase:

Debt obligations valued at fair value through profit or loss. These include securities purchased for
a short�term sale (up to one year), whose current (fair) value can be determined;

Debt held until redemption. This includes securities that the Bank of Russia intends to hold to
redemption, regardless of the period between the purchase date and the redemption date;

Debt obligations available for sale. This includes securities that are not categorised when pur�
chased as ‘valued at fair value through profit or loss’ or ‘held to redemption’.
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The balance sheet value of securities after their initial recognition is altered by the amount of the
discount (premium) and coupon (interest) income accrued and received from their initial recogni�
tion until retirement.

The amount of the discount (premium) and coupon (interest) income on securities is recognised
as interest income accrued in the period to maturity.

Interest income on securities is recognised as income on the last working day of the month in
which the securities are retired (sold) or when interest income is paid by the issuer.

Securities categorised as securities valued at fair value through profit or loss and securities
categorised as available for sale are revalued at current (fair) value.

Market prices from the latest organised trades are used to evaluate the current (fair) value of
securities traded in the domestic financial market (excluding eurobonds). Alternatively, the latest
available representative purchase prices quoted by Bloomberg are used if the securities are traded in
a foreign financial market (including eurobonds traded in the domestic financial market). Valuations
based on market data are used if it is impossible to determine the market price of securities from
independent external sources.

The securities revaluation amount is the difference between the fair price of securities and their
balance sheet price, inclusive of accrued interest income. Revaluation amounts that arise during the
year due to a change in the current (fair) value are recorded to the accounts, reflecting a positive or
negative revaluation of securities.

The revaluation of securities categorised as securities valuated at fair value through profit or loss
is recorded for the year to the accounts reflecting the income from securities trading (positive differ�
ences) or to the accounts reflecting expenses incurred in securities trading (negative differences).

At year end, the excess of the positive revaluation over the negative revaluation of securities avail�
able for sale is written down to the account recording income on securities within the limits of the
negative revaluation of the corresponding issue (issuer), recorded to the account showing the ex�
penses on securities trading in previous years, and in the absence of the negative revaluation of the
corresponding issue (issuer), it is recorded to the expenses incurred in previous years or, in the amount
exceeding it, — to the account Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of capital.
With respect to securities available for sale that are acquired in the reporting year, the positive re�
valuation of such securities of the corresponding issue (issuer) is recorded to the balance sheet ac�
count Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of capital.

At year end, the excess of the negative revaluation over the positive revaluation of securities avail�
able for sale of the corresponding issue (issuer) is written down against the positive revaluation of
securities available for sale, and accounted for as capital within the limits of the previously accrued
positive revaluations of this issue (issuer). In the absence (or shortage) of previously accrued posi�
tive revaluations of this issue (issuer) accounted for as capital, it is recorded to the account showing
expenses on securities trading. With respect to securities available for sale and acquired in the report�
ing year, the negative revaluation of such securities of the corresponding issue (issuer) is written
down to the account reflecting expenses on the negative revaluation of securities available for sale in
the profit and loss account.

The financial result of the retirement of securities available for sale is calculated as the difference
between the balance sheet price of the security as of the retirement date (inclusive of accrued interest
income and accrued revaluation as of the retirement date) and the retirement (selling) price set by
the contract.

Realised income and expenses on the sale of securities are recorded as income and expenses on
securities trading to the profit and loss account.

Securities received by the Bank of Russia in repo transactions with resident or non�resident credit
institutions are recorded to off�balance sheet accounts as securities received as collateral in repos,
and revalued at their current (fair) value. The funds provided through repos with resident or non�
resident credit institutions are recorded to the Bank of Russia balance sheet as operations to provide
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funds against collateral in the form of securities, including the accrued interest. Income from these
placements is recorded as interest income.

Securities transferred by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions, including securities trans�
ferred as collateral in repo transactions with resident or non�resident credit institutions, continue to
be recognised on the Bank of Russia balance sheet in the same category of securities as they were
recognised before the transaction, in separate balance sheet accounts. The raising of funds through
repos with resident or non�resident credit institutions is accounted for on the Bank of Russia balance
sheet as fund�raising operations against collateral in the form of securities, including the accrued
interest. The cost of raising funds through repos is recorded as interest expenses.

Securities received by the Bank of Russia as dividends paid with property (in a cashless form) are
recognised as of the date of transfer of title to the relevant securities.

Promissory notes issued by credit institutions are accounted for at their purchase price net of
depreciation provisions.

(f) Bank of Russia bonds

Bank of Russia bonds (OBRs), when placed and sold, are accounted for at a nominal value net of
the discount (the difference between their nominal value and the actual placement or selling price)
inclusive of accrued interest.

The amount of the discount is recognised as interest expenses accrued during the OBR’s period to
maturity and recorded to the expense accounts on the last working day of the month when the bonds
are bought back or redeemed.

When OBRs are bought back by the Bank of Russia, securities that were placed first are written
off the Bank of Russia balance sheet, while the difference between the balance sheet price of the
securities (inclusive of accrued interest expenses) and the amount paid is recorded to the profit and
loss account as expenses (income) relating to securities trading.

OBR repos are accounted for in the same way as securities repos. OBRs received by the Bank of
Russia in repos with resident credit institutions are recorded to off�balance sheet accounts as securi�
ties received as collateral in repos. Funds received in repos with resident credit institutions are re�
corded to the Bank of Russia balance sheet as placements made against collateral in the form of secu�
rities. Income from these placements is recorded as interest income.

(g) Investments

Bank of Russia investments in the authorised capital of credit institutions and other organisations
inside and outside Russia are accounted for at their purchase price.

(h) Loans and deposits

Loans and deposits extended to credit institutions and state corporations, including those extended
pursuant to federal laws and decisions made by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, are recorded
to the principal debt, net of depreciation provisions and inclusive of accrued interest whose receipt is
regarded as certain.

The Bank of Russia extends loans against gold, a collateral (blocking) of securities, and assets or
guarantees of credit institutions.

The Bank of Russia placed deposits and extended subordinated and unsecured loans in rubles and
foreign currency in accordance with certain federal laws and decisions of the Bank of Russia Board of
Directors.

Foreign currency�denominated deposits placed with non�resident banks are recorded to the prin�
cipal debt, net of depreciation provisions and inclusive of accrued interest.
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(i) Bank of Russia loss provisions

To cover the risks (probable losses) to which it may be exposed when conducting its operations or
fulfilling its obligations, the Bank of Russia, pursuant to the applicable laws of the Russian Federa�
tion, makes provisions for: probable losses on credit and other similar exposure; claims on interest
income related to loans and other similar exposure; securities held to redemption; the Ministry of
Finance’s debt to the Bank of Russia (except debt in the form of government securities); Bank of
Russia compensation payments to household depositors of bankrupt banks not covered by the com�
pulsory household deposit insurance system; other Bank of Russia operations in rubles and foreign
currency; deferred expenditure involved in guaranteeing obligations to the participants in the Bank
of Russia’s pension programme; deferred expenses related to streamlining the Bank of Russia’s struc�
ture and the need to cover losses due to the shortage of its reserves and funds; and for the contingent
credit obligations of the Bank of Russia. The Bank of Russia may make provisions for other assets and
probable losses if there is any reason to believe that losses may occur.

Provisions for credit and other similar exposures of the Bank of Russia in rubles and foreign cur�
rency are made according to a uniform scale for measuring credit risk on an individual basis and/or
for homogenous loan portfolios with similar credit exposure characteristics.

Loss provisions for the homogeneous credit portfolio consisting of similar credit claims are made
for the portfolio as a whole and reflect the amount of probable losses that may result from the overall
depreciation of homogeneous credit claims pooled (grouped) in the portfolio. When determining which
credit exposure characteristics are similar, the Bank of Russia may take into account types of credit
claims; claims emerging from transactions under a single agreement; placements of funds in compli�
ance with certain federal laws; the net settlement of debt obligations in several transactions; and
other transaction characteristics.

Provisions are made in rubles. Bank of Russia provisions are made on the basis of decisions of the
Bank of Russia Board of Directors and recorded as Bank of Russia expenses. When the amount of the
provisions made decreases as a result of: a full or partial redemption of loans and repayment of depos�
its, settlement of interest claims, repayment of promissory notes and other debts, retirement of other
assets, reduction of obligations and/or expenses, termination of contingency obligations, return of
funds that remain unclaimed by the depositors of a bankrupt bank and are transferred to the Bank of
Russia by the agent bank after the completion of Bank of Russia payments, or the settlement by the
receiver of a bankrupt bank of the Bank of Russia’s claims, change of the official rate of exchange of
foreign currencies to the ruble, improvement of asset quality and mitigation of the risk of probable
losses for Bank of Russia assets (contingency obligations), the corresponding part of provisions is to
be recovered to Bank of Russia income.

Provisions are used to write off assets the Bank of Russia cannot recover after it has undertaken
necessary and adequate legal and actual measures to recover them and to exercise the rights arising
from the availability of collateral for Bank of Russia assets and to cover other losses and guarantee
pension obligations and/or expenses.

The risk of probable losses on the Bank of Russia’s assets (for which provisions are made) is
assessed by determining the probability of losing funds placed by the Bank of Russia, and the amount
of probable losses according to its approved provisioning procedure.

Provisions for credit and similar exposure, and for exposure to credit interest income and other
similar exposure are made by the Bank of Russia when the risk of probable losses (credit risk)
arises in ruble� and foreign currency�denominated operations with credit institutions and other
borrowers. Such risks are due to the non�fulfilment or inappropriate fulfilment (if there is a threat
of such non�fulfilment or inappropriate fulfilment) by borrowers of their obligations with respect
to Bank of Russia loans (deposits) and other placements, under the terms and conditions of agree�
ments or other relevant documents that confirm the provision of loans (placement of deposits) and
the placement of other funds by the Bank of Russia, its other claims, and non�payment of the
promissory note.
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The Bank of Russia assesses credit risk associated with the following credit and similar exposures:
loans extended (deposits placed) by the Bank of Russia; promissory notes; and other claims exposed
to credit risks. When assessing credit risk, the Bank of Russia evaluates the financial condition of a
borrower and the quality of its debt servicing. The amount of provisions is determined, taking into
account the cost (value) of collateral provided under concluded agreements, and calculated using
adjustment ratios (discounts), unless the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decides otherwise. The
debt on credit exposures is not adjusted for the value of collateral provided for a loan if the Bank of
Russia has neither possibility of recourse nor the right to recover the corresponding collateral.

Provisions for Bank of Russia compensation payments for household deposits in bankrupt banks,
not covered by the compulsory deposit insurance system (hereinafter, Bank of Russia compensation
payments), are made in the amount of the funds the Bank of Russia actually transferred to the agent
bank to effect Bank of Russia compensation payments, and also in the amount of debt the bankrupt
bank owes to the Bank of Russia on obligations that arose in connection with the transfer of funds to
the bankrupt bank’s depositors by the Bank of Russia.

Provisions to guarantee Bank of Russia obligations to participants in its pension programme are
made for the purpose of ensuring the fulfilment of the supplementary pension obligations to Bank of
Russia employees, under the terms and conditions of the pension plan. The amount of provision to be
made is determined by the excess of the forecast value of pension obligations over the forecast balance
of funds in the pension account as of the year end following the reporting year.

Loss provision for the funds deposited by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution to compen�
sate for part of the losses (expenses) sustained by the credit institution in transactions with other
credit institutions that had their banking licenses revoked (pursuant to Federal Law No. 173, dated
13 October 2008, ‘On Additional Measures to Support the Financial System of the Russian Federa�
tion’) are made when the credit institution writes off the compensation deposit in whole or in part.

Bank of Russia assets for which provisions are made are accounted for on the balance sheet net of
the amount of the provisions made.

(j) Fixed assets

The Bank of Russia’s fixed assets are defined as its property with a service life in excess of 12 months
and a value in excess of the limit set by the Bank of Russia for the recognition of property as fixed
assets. As of 1 January 2012, this limit was set at 40,000 rubles.

Fixed assets are recognised at their residual value, i.e. at the purchase price inclusive of revalua�
tion and exclusive of accrued depreciation.

Bank of Russia fixed assets have been revalued in compliance with Russian Federation Govern�
ment resolutions. The latest revaluation was made as of 1 January 1997.

Depreciation allowances are made each month, on the first day of the month following the month the
fixed assets were put into operation, at the rate of one�twelfth of the annual amount, and are continued
throughout their entire service life (except in cases when the asset is in the process of reconstruction or
modernisation lasting longer than 12 months or has been deactivated for more than three months fol�
lowing a decision of the Bank of Russia), and discontinued from the first day of the month following the
month during which the cost of the asset was completely repaid or written off the books.

The maximum amount of accrued depreciation should equal the balance sheet value of the fixed
asset.

Fixed assets acquired and put into operation prior to 1 January 2002 are depreciated at the offi�
cial rates of depreciation set by USSR Council of Ministers Resolution No. 1072, dated 22 October
1990, ‘On Standard Rates of Depreciation Allowances for the Complete Restoration of Fixed Assets
of the National Economy of the USSR’:

%

Buildings and other facilities 1—7

Equipment (including computers, furniture, transport vehicles, etc.) 1—8
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The fall in the maximum annual depreciation rate occurred due to the retirement of fully depreci�
ated fixed assets during the reporting year.

Fixed assets put into operation after 1 January 2002, are depreciated according to Bank of Russia
Order No. OD�715, dated 28 September 2011, ‘On Approving the List of Bank of Russia Depreci�
ated Fixed Assets, Categorised by Depreciation Group and Having their Service Life Indicated, and
the Procedure for Using the List of Bank of Russia Depreciated Fixed Assets Categorised by Deprecia�
tion Group and Having their Service Life Indicated’, issued pursuant to Russian Federation Govern�
ment Resolution No. 1, dated 1 January 2002, ‘On the Classification of Fixed Assets Included in
Depreciation Groups’ (revised by Russian Federation Government Resolutions No. 415, dated 9 July
2003; No. 476, dated 8 August 2003; No. 697, dated 18 November 2006; No. 676, dated 12 Sep�
tember 2008; No. 165, dated 24 February 2009; and No. 1011, dated 10 December 2010):

%

Buildings and other facilities 1—39

Equipment (including computers, furniture, transport vehicles, etc.) 2—80

The increase in the maximum annual depreciation rate mostly occurred as a result of modernisation
of fixed assets, increasing their value without changing their life service span or increasing it only
slightly.

Fixed assets’ repair and maintenance expenses are recorded to the profit and loss account as other
operating expenses.

Profit and loss due to the retirement of fixed assets are calculated as the difference between their
balance sheet value and retirement value, including accrued depreciation, and recorded to the profit
and loss account as other income or other operating expenses.

(k) Intangible assets

Intangible assets are identifiable objects which do not possess physical form, are intended for long�
term use, and which the Bank of Russia has the exclusive right to use.

Intangible assets are accounted for at their residual value, that is, at the purchase price net of
accrued depreciation.

A change in the value of an intangible asset is possible if it is revalued. Intangible assets are reval�
ued by recalculating their residual value.

Intangible assets have not been revalued before.
Depreciation allowances are made each month, on the first day of the month following the month

the intangible assets were put into operation, at the rate of one�twelfth of the annual sum, and are
continued throughout their entire service life. They are discontinued from the first day of the month
following the month during which the cost of the asset was completely repaid or written off the books.

The maximum amount of accrued depreciation should equal the balance sheet value of the intan�
gible asset.

The following rates of depreciation are used for intangible assets put into operation from 1 Janu�
ary 2002:

%

Intangible assets 10—50

The annual depreciation rate increased due to the retirement of intangible assets that were sub�
ject to the minimum depreciation rates in the preceding reporting year.

The Bank of Russia establishes the service life of its intangible assets in compliance with Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 2581�U, dated 22 February 2011, ‘On the Service Life of Software Products
and/or Databases Used by the Bank of Russia, and on Procedures for Recording the Acquisition of
Software Licenses to Bank of Russia Expenses’.
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Profit and losses arising from the retirement of intangible assets are calculated as the difference
between their balance sheet value and retirement value, inclusive of accrued depreciation, and re�
corded to the profit and loss account as other income or other operating expenses.

(l) Cash in circulation

The Bank of Russia is the sole issuer of cash and organiser of cash circulation. The banknotes and
coins put into circulation are accounted for on the balance sheet at their nominal value, exclusive of
ruble cash at Bank of Russia cash desks and cash in transit.

(m) Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia

Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia are comprised of federal government funds, credit
institutions’ correspondent accounts and required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia, credit
institutions’ and other organisations’ deposits taken by the Bank of Russia, as well as regional and
local government budget funds and government extra�budgetary funds. Funds in accounts with the
Bank of Russia are accounted for on the balance sheet at their nominal value, inclusive of interest
accrued.

(n) Float

As of the year end, float includes the balances of funds connected with the completion of settle�
ment operations across electronic and letter of advice settlement accounts, and balances of funds
resulting from operations between Bank of Russia establishments connected with the transfer of pay�
ments of Bank of Russia establishments and their customers. Float is accounted for on the balance
sheet at its nominal value.

(o) Capital

Bank of Russia capital consists of:
— authorised capital. Under Article 10 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian

Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia has authorised capital of 3 billion rubles;
— various reserves and funds created to enable the Bank of Russia to fulfil the functions assigned to

it by the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’. Infor�
mation about the sources and use of Bank of Russia reserves and funds is contained in the State�
ment of Bank of Russia Reserves and Funds, which is part of these Annual Financial Statements
as of 1 January 2014.

(p) Reporting year profit

Bank of Russia profit is calculated as a difference between total income from the transactions
stipulated by Article 46 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia)’ and income from stakeholdings in the capital of credit institutions, and expenses involved in
the Bank of Russia’s fulfilment of the functions assigned to it by Article 4 of this Federal Law.

A reporting year profit, accounted for on the Bank of Russia’s balance sheet, is a financial result of
its performance during the reporting year.

Financial result, i.e. profit or loss, is defined as a difference between total income and total ex�
penses relating to the core and non�core activities of the Bank of Russia, recognised in the books for
the reporting year.

(q) Recognition of Bank of Russia income and expenses

Income and expenses are recorded to the profit and loss account on an accrual basis, if the amounts
of income or expenses can be established, and there is no uncertainty concerning their receipt or
payment; that is, they are recorded as soon as they occur rather than after the funds (or their equiva�
lents) have been actually received or paid.
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Income from stakeholdings in credit institutions or other organisations’ capital is recorded to the
profit and loss account after the funds have been actually received.

Expenses on the replenishment of supplementary pension funds for Bank of Russia employees are
recorded to the profit and loss account, after they have been actually made based on the actuarial
appraisal of pension obligations of the Bank of Russia.

Income (expenses) received (incurred) and accrued in previous reporting periods is recorded to
the corresponding items of the profit and loss account for the reporting period.

The receipt of interest income on all credit and other similar claims with regard to borrowers,
which depending on the risk and according to the provisioning procedure are assigned to substandard
loan groups, or the receipt of interest income on operations that are pooled to homogeneous loan
portfolios, is recognised as uncertain from the date of assignment. Interest on such loans and other
similar claims is recorded to off�balance sheet accounts.

Income and expenses are recorded in the period to which they relate.

(r) Taxation of the Bank of Russia

The Bank of Russia pays taxes and duties in compliance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federa�
tion. It has drawn up and approved its accounting policy for the purposes of taxation, which sets out
the tax accounting principles, together with the methods and rules on and the procedure for creating
a tax base for the calculation of taxes and duties paid by the Bank of Russia.

(s) Transfer of profit to the federal budget

Pursuant to Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’, once the Annual Financial Statements have been approved by the Board of Directors, the
Bank of Russia transfers 50% of the actual annual profit retained after the payment of taxes and
duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation to the federal budget.

Article 5 of Federal Law No. 245�FZ, dated 30 September 2010, ‘On Amending the Budget Code
and Other Laws of the Russian Federation’ (as amended), suspended Part 1 of Article 26 of the
Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ until 1 January
2016. The suspended portion relates to the percentage of actual profit received for the year and re�
maining after the payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, which
the Bank of Russia must transfer to the federal budget.

Article 6 of Federal Law No. 245�FZ, dated 30 September 2010, ‘On Amending the Budget Code
and Other Laws of the Russian Federation’ (as amended), stipulated that 75% of actual profit re�
ceived by the Bank of Russia for 2010, 2011, 2013 and 2014 and remaining after the payment of
taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation should be transferred to the federal
budget, after the approval of the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements by its Board of Di�
rectors.

In compliance with Clause 12 (c) Article 1 of Federal Law No. 247�FZ, dated 3 December 2012,
‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On the Federal Budget for 2012 and the Plan Period of 2013 and
2014’, part of funds received by the Bank of Russia in 2012 from the sale of its Sberbank shares,
defined as the difference between sales proceeds and the balance sheet value of the above�mentioned
shares net of transaction costs, was transferred by the Bank of Russia to the federal budget.

In compliance with Clause 8 Article 24 of Federal Law No. 216�FZ, dated 3 December 2012, ‘On
the Federal Budget for 2013 and the Plan Period of 2014 and 2015’, in 2013 the Bank of Russia
transferred to the federal budget a part of the profit, in the amount of 73,130,300,200 rubles, from
the 2012 year�end profit received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation after paying taxes
and duties in accordance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federation.

In accordance with Federal Law No. 40�FZ, dated 2 April 2014, ‘On the Specifics for Transfer�
ring the Profit for 2013 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation in 2014’, funds
totalling 60,000,000,000 rubles are to be transferred by the Bank of Russia to the ‘Deposit Insur�
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ance Agency’, a state�owned corporation (hereinafter, the DIA), as property contribution to the
compulsory deposit insurance fund, from its actual profit received for 2013 and retained after the
payment of taxes and duties in accordance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federation. Once the
Annual Financial Statements for 2013 have been approved by the Board of Directors, the Bank of
Russia must transfer to the federal budget 75% of the actual annual profit for 2013 retained after the
payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation and after the transfer of
the funds serving as a property contribution to the DIA.

(t) Claims on the IMF and obligations to the IMF

Pursuant to the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’,
the Bank of Russia serves as a depository for the Russian ruble funds of the IMF and performs opera�
tions and transactions stipulated by the IMF’s Articles of Agreement and in line with agreements with
the IMF.

The Bank of Russia keeps records of the Russian Federation’s claims on the IMF (including the
Russian Federation’s quota in the Fund) and the Russian Federation’s debt to the IMF.

Claims on the IMF include the Russian Federation’s quota in the Fund; funds in the Russian
Federation account with the IMF’s Special Drawing Rights Department (hereinafter, the SDR De�
partment); loans extended by the Bank of Russia to the IMF according to the New Arrangements to
Borrow; and funds in the Russian Federation provisional administered account with the IMF, inclu�
sive of accrued interest.

The IMF quotas are subscriptions of all member states, which are paid in national and foreign
currencies. The part of the quota paid in foreign currency constitutes a position on the IMF reserve
tranche. Quotas are denominated in Special Drawing Rights (SDRs).

SDRs are reserve assets created by the IMF. The SDR value is posted daily based on a basket of
four currencies, consisting of the US dollar, euro, Japanese yen, and pound sterling.

The New Arrangements to Borrow (NAB) are a lending facility to provide funds to the IMF,
based on credit arrangements between the IMF and a group of member countries with sustainable
balances of payments and sufficient international reserves. In 2012, upon agreement with member
countries, the maximum maturity of NAB claims, including previously issued loans, was extended
from five to 10 years, while other terms and conditions remained unchanged. The Bank of Russia can
recall its committed funds at any time, if necessary.

Obligations to the IMF are represented by ruble balances in the IMF’s Number 1 and 2 Accounts
with the Bank of Russia; by the promissory note issued by the Bank of Russia in rubles to the IMF;
and by the amount of obligations on SDRs received by the Russian Federation during previous issues
of SDRs by the IMF, inclusive of accrued interest.

The IMF’s Number 1 Account is used for financial operations and trading. The IMF’s Number 2
Account is used to pay for administrative expenses of the IMF representative office in the Russian
Federation and is replenished by withdrawing funds from the IMF’s Number 1 Account.

The recording of claims on the IMF and obligations to the IMF, as well as interest accrual, is
performed in line with IMF recommendations. In order to maintain the total of the Russian Federa�
tion ruble�denominated obligations to the IMF in SDR terms at the ruble exchange rate set by the
IMF, the Bank of Russia promissory note and the balance in the IMF’s Number 1 and 2 Accounts are
revalued on a regular basis. Total exchange rate differences accrued on the mentioned promissory
note and on the Number 1 Account, are recognised in correspondence with the account for the part of
the quota paid in rubles. Total exchange rate differences accrued to the Number 2 Account are re�
corded to the Bank of Russia’s income or expenses. Revaluation at the rate of exchange of the SDR to
the ruble, as set by the IMF, is accrued by the Bank of Russia monthly on the first working day of the
month following the reporting month. At the end of the IMF fiscal year (30 April), at the request of
the IMF or the Bank of Russia, the amount of the accrued revaluation rate differences (related to
Bank of Russia promissory note and the Number 1 Account) is recorded to the increase (decrease) of
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obligations on the promissory note and/or Number 1 Account balance; the revaluation of the Num�
ber 2 Account is recorded to the increase (decrease) of this account balance.

SDR�denominated claims on the IMF and obligations to the IMF are revalued at the official rate of
exchange of the SDR to the ruble set by the Bank of Russia.

(u) Changes to comparative data

To implement the provisions stipulated by Federal Law No. 402�FZ, dated 6 December 2011,
‘On Accounting’, which set the use of international accounting standards to be one of the principles
regulating accounting and to serve as a basis for the development of federal and industry�specific
accounting and (financial) reporting standards, and pursuant to a decision of the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors the following changes are introduced. All claims (obligations) to receive (pay)
interest are included in respective items under which interest accrued on respective Bank of Russia
balance sheet assets (liabilities) are recorded. Under the Agreement between the Bank of Russia and
the Russian Ministry of Finance on returning remaining balances of funds, used for payments on
bonds in circulation and not transferred to bond�holders, and subject to be transferred to the Minis�
try of Finance on maturity dates of each corresponding bond issue, these funds are moved from the
Other liabilities item to the Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia item. And finally, in connec�
tion with the opening of a new off�balance sheet account for unused limits set to provide funds in the
form of ‘overdraft’ and ‘against the debt limit’ loans in the Chart of Accounts of the Bank of Russia,
the total unused credit lines in the Table Other claims and obligations recorded to off�balance sheet

accounts are moved from the Unused lines of credit facilities item to the Unused limits on credit

facilities in the form of ‘overdrafts’ and ‘against the debt limit’ loans item.
(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Balance sheet itemsBalance sheet itemsBalance sheet itemsBalance sheet itemsBalance sheet items NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

ASSETS

2. Funds placed with non�residents
and foreign securities 4 14,525,436 475 14,525,911

3. Loans and deposits 5 3,158,355 5,871 3,164,226

5. Claims on the IMF 7 592,903 45 592,948

6. Other assets, of which: 8 251,549 (6,391) 245,158

LIABILITIES

2. Funds in accounts with
the Bank of Russia, of which: 10 9,404,984 28,051 9,433,035

2.1. Federal government funds 4,913,764 27,894 4,941,658

2.2. Funds of resident credit institutions 2,185,349 126 2,185,475

5. Obligations to the IMF 13 447,686 30 447,716

6. Other liabilities 14 138,183 (28,081) 110,102
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(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012

Items on Note 4 Items on Note 4 Items on Note 4 Items on Note 4 Items on Note 4 Funds placed withFunds placed withFunds placed withFunds placed withFunds placed with recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

non�residents and foreign securitiesnon�residents and foreign securitiesnon�residents and foreign securitiesnon�residents and foreign securitiesnon�residents and foreign securities NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Balances in correspondent accounts and
deposits placed with non�resident banks A 1,709,390 451 1,709,841

Funds placed with non�residents
in repo transactions A 74,915 24 74,939

Total 14,525,436 475 14,525,911

(A) The item Funds placed with non�residents and foreign securities of the balance sheet assets
includes interest claims on deposits placed by the Bank of Russia with non�resident banks, totalling
451 million rubles, of which: 263 million rubles are in foreign currency and 188 million rubles are
precious metals, recorded under sub�item Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed

with non�resident banks, and 24 million rubles are interest claims on other funds placed with non�
resident banks, recorded under sub�item Funds placed with non�residents in repo transactions.

(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Items on Note 5 Items on Note 5 Items on Note 5 Items on Note 5 Items on Note 5 Loans and depositsLoans and depositsLoans and depositsLoans and depositsLoans and deposits NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Other funds placed with credit institutions
(in repo transactions) B 1,784,610 1,948 1,786,558

Loans and deposits with resident banks
(in rubles), of which: B 1,201,892 3,943 1,205,835

— extended and placed under certain
federal laws B 300,000 3,330 303,330

Provisions B (176,679) (20) (176,699)

Total 3,158,355 5,871 3,164,226

(B) The item Loans and deposits of the balance sheet assets includes: interest claims on other
funds placed with credit institutions (repo transactions) totalling 1,948 million rubles; interest claims
on loans and deposits totalling 3,943 million rubles, of which 613 million rubles are on loans and
deposits with resident banks and 3,330 million rubles are on a subordinated loan to Sberbank; and
provisions for interest income claims on loan and other similar funds totalling 20 million rubles in�
cluded in this item.
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(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Items on Note 7 Items on Note 7 Items on Note 7 Items on Note 7 Items on Note 7 Claims on the IMFClaims on the IMFClaims on the IMFClaims on the IMFClaims on the IMF NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Remuneration on the reserve
tranche position C 0 10 10

Funds in the Russian Federation account
with the SDR Department C 266,252 30 266,282

Loans to the IMF extended by
the Bank of Russia under the NAB C 48,294 5 48,299

Total 592,903 45 592,948

(C) The item Claims on the IMF of the balance sheet assets includes interest claims on the IMF
reserve tranche position totalling 10 million rubles, on funds in the Russian Federation account with
the SDR Department totalling 30 million rubles, and on loans to the IMF extended by the Bank of
Russia under the NAB totalling 5 million rubles.

(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Items on Note 8 Items on Note 8 Items on Note 8 Items on Note 8 Items on Note 8 Other assetsOther assetsOther assetsOther assetsOther assets NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Bank of Russia interest claims D 6,414 (6,414) 0

Other D 5,995 3 5,998

Provisions D (1,222) 20 (1,202)

Total 251,549 (6,391) 245,158

(D) The item Other assets of the balance sheet assets excludes Bank of Russia interest claims
totalling 6,414 million rubles due to the inclusion of interest claims in the respective Bank of Russia
balance sheet asset items under which accrued interest is recorded. Interest claims on reverse trans�
actions to provide securities, carried out with non�resident banks, totalling 3 million rubles were
moved from the sub�item Bank of Russia interest claims to the sub�item Other. Provisions for inter�
est income claims on loans and other similar funds totalling 20 million rubles were moved to the item
Loans and deposits due to the fact that these claims are included in this item.
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(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012

Items on Note 10 Items on Note 10 Items on Note 10 Items on Note 10 Items on Note 10 Funds in accountsFunds in accountsFunds in accountsFunds in accountsFunds in accounts recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

with the Bank of Russiawith the Bank of Russiawith the Bank of Russiawith the Bank of Russiawith the Bank of Russia NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Federal government funds, of which: E 4,913,764 27,894 4,941,658

— National Wealth Fund E 2,026,657 14,924 2,041,581

— Reserve Fund E 1,885,676 12,969 1,898,645

Non�resident banks’ funds raised
in repo transactions E 128,984 19 129,003

Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia
from credit institutions E 403,142 126 403,268

Other E 595,688 12 595,700

Total 9,404,984 28,051 9,433,035

(E) The item Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia of the balance sheet liabilities includes:
funds not transferred to bond�holders, used for payments on bonds in circulation, subject to be trans�
ferred to the Russian Ministry of Finance on maturity dates of each corresponding bond issue, total�
ling 1 million rubles; interest obligations for the use of funds in Reserve Fund and National Wealth
Fund accounts, totalling 27,893 million rubles; interest obligations on non�resident banks’ funds
raised in repo transactions, totalling 19 million rubles; interest obligations on deposits taken by the
Bank of Russia from credit institutions, totalling 126 million rubles; and interest obligations on de�
posits taken by the Bank of Russia from the DIA, a state�owned corporation, totalling 12 million
rubles.

(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Items on Note 13 Items on Note 13 Items on Note 13 Items on Note 13 Items on Note 13 Obligations to the IMFObligations to the IMFObligations to the IMFObligations to the IMFObligations to the IMF NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Liabilities on the funds provided
to the Russian Federation as a result
of the SDR allocation by the IMF F 265,547 30 265,577

Total 447,686 30 447,716

(F) The item Obligations to the IMF of the balance sheet liabilities includes interest obligations on
liabilities on the funds provided to the Russian Federation as a result of the SDR allocation by the
IMF, totalling 30 million rubles.

(millions of rubles)

2012
(previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

Items on Note 14 Items on Note 14 Items on Note 14 Items on Note 14 Items on Note 14 Other liabilitiesOther liabilitiesOther liabilitiesOther liabilitiesOther liabilities NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Interest obligations G 28,080 (28,080) 0

Other H 1,083 (1) 1,082

Total 138,183 (28,081) 110,102
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(G) The sub�item Interest obligations of the item Other liabilities of the balance sheet liabilities
excludes interest obligations totalling 28,080 million rubles due to the inclusion of interest obliga�
tions in the respective Bank of Russia balance sheet liabilities items under which the accrued interest
is recorded.

(H) The sub�item Other of the item Other liabilities of the balance sheet liabilities excludes funds
not transferred to bond�holders, used for payments on bonds in circulation, subject to transferring to
the Russian Ministry of Finance on maturity dates of each corresponding bond issue, totalling 1 mil�
lion rubles, which are moved to the item Funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia.

(millions of rubles)

Item of the Table Item of the Table Item of the Table Item of the Table Item of the Table Other Claims and obligationsOther Claims and obligationsOther Claims and obligationsOther Claims and obligationsOther Claims and obligations 2012
recorded to the off�balance sheeе accountsrecorded to the off�balance sheeе accountsrecorded to the off�balance sheeе accountsrecorded to the off�balance sheeе accountsrecorded to the off�balance sheeе accounts of of of of of (previously(previously(previously(previously(previously 2012
Note 27 Note 27 Note 27 Note 27 Note 27 Off�balance sheet claimsOff�balance sheet claimsOff�balance sheet claimsOff�balance sheet claimsOff�balance sheet claims recordedrecordedrecordedrecordedrecorded (recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated(recalculated

and obligations accountsand obligations accountsand obligations accountsand obligations accountsand obligations accounts NoteNoteNoteNoteNote amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts) ChangesChangesChangesChangesChanges amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)amounts)

Unused lines of credit facilities I 363,459 (360,942) 2,517

Unused limits to provide funds
in the form of ‘overdraft’ and
‘against the debt limit’ loans I 0 360,942 360,942

Total 363,459 0 363,459

(I) The total unused limits to provide loans to the IMF under the New Arrangements to Borrow
were moved from the item Unused lines of credit facilities to the item Unused limits to provide funds

in the form of ‘overdraft’ and ‘against the debt limit’ loans, in relation to the issue of Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 389�P, dated 12 November 2012, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to Carry
Out Operations and Transactions with the International Monetary Fund’ and the opening, from
1 January 2013, of a new off�balance sheet account in the Bank of Russia Chart of Accounts for
unused limits to provide funds to customers if their settlement (current) account is empty (‘over�
drafts’) or has insufficient funds (‘against the debt limit’ loans).

(v) Influence of changes to accounting policy on the Bank of Russia’s annual balance sheet

as of 1 January 2014

From 1 July 2013, precious metals in commemorative and investment coins in the currency of the
Russian Federation, old coins, and samples of commemorative and investment coins in the currency
of the Russian Federation, are revalued daily at their book prices (Note 1 (c).

The effect of these changes on the Bank of Russia’s annual balance sheet as of 1 January 2014 is
shown in the table below:

(millions of rubles)

Balance sheet itemBalance sheet itemBalance sheet itemBalance sheet itemBalance sheet item 2013

(Decrease) in the item Precious metals (3,087)
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2. IMPACT OF ECONOMIC CONDITIONS ON BANK OF RUSSIA FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

In the year under review, the annual balance sheet of the Bank of Russia and its financial perfor�
mance were affected by internal and external economic conditions and by the actions and decisions of
the Russian Federation Government and the Bank of Russia.

2013 saw a slowdown in economic growth rates, with GDP growth at 1.3% at year�end compared
with 3.4% the year before. The downturn in production dynamics in domestic industries was mainly
due to restrictions posed by production factors, with employment and production capacity utilisation
rates remaining high. The main factor shaping economic growth continued to be domestic household
consumption. As in 2012, foreign economic conditions were not conducive to economic growth. The
dynamics of foreign demand for Russian exports and export prices remained moderate amid a rela�
tively low economic activity of Russia’s trading partners (in particular, in the euro area), while
heightened uncertainty continued to reign in the global financial markets.

For most of the year, inflation tended to slow against the backdrop of moderate domestic demand
dynamics and the lack of pressure from monetary factors. At the same time, in the last few months of
2013 inflation began to accelerate slightly, coupled with a short�term increase in prices for food. In
December 2013, annual inflation was 6.5%, down slightly on the previous year.

Taking into account the balance of inflation risks and economic growth prospects, in 2013 the
Bank of Russia kept its interest rates unchanged for key short�term liquidity providing operations, at
the same time continuing its efforts to improve the system of interest rate refinancing instruments.

Demand among economic agents for settlement funds increased in line with economic activity and
price dynamics. Growth in cash in circulation over the year was 8.3% (2012: 11.2%), while the
share of cash in circulation in the liabilities structure fell slightly to 36.8%. Balances of credit institu�
tions’ funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia were almost unchanged (growth was 0.5%), and
their share in the annual balance sheet liabilities decreased from 10.6% to 9.7%.

In 2013, the consolidated budget of the Russian Federation and the budgets of government extra�
budgetary funds showed a deficit of 1.3% of GDP. However, the balance in the Federal government

funds item increased over the reporting year by 907,103 million rubles, with National Wealth Fund
and Reserve Fund balances increasing by an equivalent of 1,049,829 million rubles. The share of the
Federal government funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia item in the consolidated annual
balance sheet liabilities grew from 24.0% to 25.9%.

In 2013, current account surplus of Russia’s balance of payments continued to fall, together with
financial account capital outflows and the depreciation of the ruble. The Bank of Russia continued to
execute its exchange rate policy within a managed floating exchange rate regime, selling foreign cur�
rency for most of the year in order to smooth out fluctuations in the ruble exchange rate.

In 2013, Russia’s international reserves decreased by 5.2% to 509.6 billion US dollars, whereas
the nominal effective exchange rate of the ruble against foreign currencies dropped by 6.4%, or 6.5%
against the US dollar. Due to this, the balance in the Funds placed with non�residents and foreign

securities item increased (by 3.9%) alongside a fall in the balance in the Precious metals item (by
15.3%). Overall, the decrease in these accounts amounted to 313,199 million rubles, causing their
share in the Bank of Russia’s consolidated annual balance sheet assets to fall from 78.4% to 73.1%.

In 2013, amid a continued structural liquidity deficit in the banking sector, credit institutions’
demand for Bank of Russia refinancing demonstrated a steady growth. As a result, the balance in the
Loans and deposits item increased by more than half, with the item’s share in the consolidated an�
nual balance sheet assets growing from 15.3% to 21.6%.

All of the internal and external conditions outlined above also had an impact on the Bank of Russia’s
income and expenses in 2013. As interest rates continued to be low in the global financial markets,
income from the placement of reserve assets was below 2012 levels, and the interest expenses on federal
budget funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia decreased. At the same time, the Bank of Russia’s
interest income from standard refinancing operations (primarily, repo operations) grew due to the ever
mounting demand for liquidity in the banking sector, especially in the second half of the year.
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3. PRECIOUS METALS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Precious metals in physical form 1,384,289 1,629,114

Precious metals in coins and commemorative medals 9,861 17,073

Total 1,394,150 1,646,187

The decrease in the Precious metals in physical form item was due to the revaluation of precious
metals at the Bank of Russia’s book prices. There was an increase in terms of quantitative accounting
units, due to the acquisition of gold through purchase and sale transactions with Russian credit insti�
tutions under master agreements.

The decrease in the Precious metals in coins and commemorative medals item was mainly due to
the sale of coins in the Russian Federation currency made from precious metals in the domestic and
foreign financial markets and the revaluation of precious metals at the Bank of Russia’s book prices.

4. FUNDS PLACED WITH NON�RESIDENTS AND FOREIGN SECURITIES

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Foreign securities 12,711,640 12,741,131

Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits
placed with non�resident banks 2,189,690 1,709,841

Funds placed with non�residents in repo transactions 189,817 74,939

Total 15,091,147 14,525,911

Foreign securities are categorised as securities available for sale. Foreign securities are mostly US
Treasuries and government debt obligations of France, Germany, the United Kingdom, Canada, Aus�
tralia, Sweden, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, and Austria, as well as debt obligations issued
by supranational financial organisations, and non�government debt securities guaranteed by the gov�
ernments of the above countries.

As of 1 January 2014, foreign securities had maturities ranging from 2014 to 2023 and were
either coupon�free or had coupon income rates between 0% and 11.25% p.a.

As of 1 January 2013, foreign securities had maturities ranging from 2013 to 2022 and were
either coupon�free or had coupon income rates between 0% and 11.25% p.a.

The current (fair) value of foreign securities in the Bank of Russia’s portfolio as of 1 January
2014, totalled 12,711,640 million rubles (2012: 12,741,131 million rubles) (Statement of Bank of
Russia Management of Securities and Stakeholdings in the Capital of Organisations Constituting Bank
of Russia Property).

The change in the item was mostly due to decreased Bank of Russia investments in foreign securi�
ties during the reporting period and a growth in the exchange rates of foreign currencies in which the
securities were denominated.

This item includes securities passed by the Bank of Russia in reverse transactions in international
markets, with a total current (fair) value of 359,391 million rubles (2012: 234,856 million rubles),
including those passed in repos, with a total current (fair) value of 136,842 million rubles (2012:
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128,962 million rubles) (Note 10), those passed as additional collateral (margin) in repos, with a
total current (fair) value of 47 million rubles (2012: 4 million rubles), and those passed as a loan,
with a total current (fair) value of 222,502 million rubles (2012: 105,890 million rubles).

The latest representative purchase quotations provided in the Bloomberg system were used to
determine the current (fair) value of foreign securities.

The increase in the Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed with non�resident

banks item is mostly due to the increase in the amount of foreign currency deposits placed with non�
resident banks and the revaluation of funds in foreign currencies linked to the growth in foreign
currency exchange rates against the ruble.

As of 1 January 2014, the Balances in correspondent accounts and deposits placed with non�

resident banks item includes interest claims amounting to 677 million rubles (2012: 451 million
rubles).

In accordance with Customs Union agreements between the Republic of Belarus, the Republic of
Kazakhstan and the Russian Federation, the central (national) banks of one party are to sell US
dollars to the central (national) banks of another party for a sum in the national currency equal to
the amount of allocated customs duties in the national currency in favour of the other party. Settle�
ments between the parties are made by offsetting a sum equal to the difference between the parties’
counter obligations in US dollars.

According to the bilateral agreements signed by the Bank of Russia with the National Bank of the
Republic of Belarus and the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan, correspondent accounts
were opened in the national currencies of the member states of the Customs Union.

As of 1 January 2014, a total of 286 million rubles (2012: 699 million rubles) were accounted for
in the correspondent accounts of the Bank of Russia with the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus
and the National Bank of the Republic of Kazakhstan within the framework of the Customs Union.

The item Funds placed with non�residents in repo transactions shows the funds placed with non�
resident banks in transactions to purchase foreign securities with an obligation to resell (reverse
repos) and interest claims on these transactions, totalling 16 million rubles (2012: 24 million rubles).
These funds also include funds placed totalling 77,036 million rubles (2012: 38,297 million rubles)
which were received in transactions to sell securities with an obligation to repurchase (repo transac�
tions) concluded with the same counterparty (Note 10).

Securities received by the Bank of Russia in reverse repos with non�residents are recorded to off�
balance sheet accounts at the current (fair) value and total 190,076 million rubles (2012: 74,986 mil�
lion rubles) (Note 27), of which, securities received in reverse repos concluded for the purpose of
placing funds received in repo transactions have a current (fair) value of 77,199 million rubles (2012:
38,313 million rubles) (Notes 10 and 27).

The increase in the item Funds placed with non�residents in repo transactions is due to the growth
in the total amount of funds provided by the Bank of Russia in repos as of the year end, as well as
growth in foreign exchange rates against the ruble.
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5. LOANS AND DEPOSITS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles), 1,848,914 1,205,835
of which:
— extended and placed under certain federal laws 303,366 303,330
— unsecured loans 2,559 2,559

Other funds placed with credit institutions (in repo transactions) 2,891,194 1,786,558

Other, 314,523 348,532
of which:
— extended and placed under certain federal laws 302,623 337,747

Provisions (173,255) (176,699)

Total 4,881,376 3,164,226

The item Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles) shows the debt on the Bank of
Russia’s loans secured with pledges of gold, promissory notes, credit claims under loan agreements or
guarantees of credit institutions, as well as pledges of securities from the Bank of Russia Lombard
List. The item also reflects the debt on an unsecured loan extended to a credit institution, on the
subordinated loans extended to Sberbank in 2008 as part of the legislative measures implemented by
the Russian Federation to support Russia’s financial system, and deposits placed in 2008—2009
with Vnesheconombank in accordance with decisions by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, as
well as interest claims, totalling 4,016 million rubles (2012: 3,943 million rubles).

The debt on loans and deposits (in rubles) with resident banks with a 50% to 100% government
stake in their authorised capital amounts to 1,545,958 million rubles (2012: 1,013,210 million
rubles), including interest claims of 3,841 million rubles (2012: 3,694 million rubles).

In 2013, the increase in the Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles) item was caused
by a substantial demand among credit institutions for Bank of Russia loans that were secured by
pledges of credit claims under loan agreements or guarantees of credit institutions.

Additionally, the item Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles) includes restructured
loans originally extended to credit institutions as unsecured loans in the context of measures taken in
compliance with the federal laws of the Russian Federation to support the Russian financial system
pursuant to Article 46 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of
Russia)’, as amended by Federal Law No. 171�FZ, dated 13 October 2008, ‘On Amending Article 46
of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, and by Fed�
eral Law No. 317�FZ, dated 30 December 2008, ‘On Amending Articles 46 and 76 of the Federal
Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’.

The debt on restructured loans amounts to 30,384 million rubles (2012: 30,384 million rubles).
All borrowers who have defaulted on restructured loans are currently subject to bankruptcy proceed�
ings due to the revocation of their banking licences.

The item Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles), of which: extended and placed

under certain federal laws lists operations to provide 303,366 million rubles in subordinated loans to
Sberbank (2012: 303,330 million rubles), including interest claims of 3,366 million rubles (2012:
3,330 million rubles), in the authorised capital of which the Bank of Russia owns a 50% stake plus
one voting share.

The item Loans to and deposits with resident banks (in rubles), of which: unsecured loans re�
flects the overdue debt on the unsecured loan to a credit institution, totalling 2,559 million rubles
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(2012: 2,559 million rubles), which was extended as part of the measures taken pursuant to federal
laws to support the Russian financial system.

The item Other funds placed with credit institutions (through repo transactions) reflects funds
placed with credit institutions in transactions to purchase securities with an obligation to resell,
amounting to 2,891,194 million rubles (2012: 1,786,558 million rubles), including interest claims
on these transactions of 1,338 million rubles (2012: 1,948 million rubles).

The increase in this item is attributable to the growth of the overall amount of funds provided by the
Bank of Russia in the domestic market in transactions to buy securities with an obligation to resell.

Securities received by the Bank of Russia as collateral in repos with credit institutions are re�
corded to off�balance sheet accounts at their current (fair) value, amounting to 3,228,101 million
rubles (2012: 1,970,173 million rubles) (Note 27).

The amount of other funds placed with credit institutions (through repo transactions) in the
authorised capital of which the government holds a 50%�plus stake totals 1,435,202 million rubles
(2012: 809,833 million rubles), including interest claims of 851 million rubles (2012: 1,155 million
rubles).

The item Other mainly reflects the debt on loans extended to the Deposit Insurance Agency (DIA),
a state�owned corporation, in the amount of 300,364 million rubles (2012: 335,446 million rubles)
and the compensation deposit of 2,259 million rubles (2012: 2,301 million rubles). This was placed
by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution in compliance with Federal Law No. 173�FZ, dated 13
October 2008, ‘On Additional Measures to Support the Financial System of the Russian Federation’,
in order to partially compensate for this credit institution’s losses (expenses) that had been caused by
a default of a borrower whose banking licence had been revoked. The item also lists a foreign cur�
rency deposit placed with the Interstate Bank amounting to 982 million rubles (2012: 911 million
rubles), and a subordinated loan of 1,500 million rubles (2012: 1,500 million rubles) extended to
the Interstate Bank in accordance with a decision by the Bank of Russia Board of Directors.

Additionally, as of 1 January 2014, the Other item also included:
— the Bank of Russia’s claim on the re�established debt owed to the Bank of Russia on unsecured

loans, pursuant to the Moscow Court of Arbitration ruling. In 2013, due to funds transferred to
the Bank of Russia by the receiver when satisfying claims of third�ranking creditors whose claims
were included in the register of creditors’ claims, the above�mentioned claim was reduced by
42 million rubles, and as of 1 January 2014, it totalled 860 million rubles (2012: 902 million
rubles);

— the Bank of Russia’s claim for 2 million rubles (2012: 0 million rubles) arising as a result of its
obligations coming to an end in repo transactions pursuant to clearing rules. This was done in
accordance with Article 4.1 of Federal Law No. 127�FZ, dated 26 October 2002, ‘On Insolvency
(Bankruptcy)’, following the revocation of the banking licence of one credit institution.
The decrease in the Other item was mostly caused by a declining debt on the loans the Bank of

Russia extended to the DIA as part of measures to prevent the bankruptcy of credit institutions.
Securities and gold bars received as loan collateral and accepted for the reduction of required

provisions are valued at market value of the securities and at the value of the gold bars calculated by
the book price of gold set by the Bank of Russia, as of the transfer date of the collateralised property
on Bank of Russia loans, using adjustment ratios established by the Bank of Russia.

The value of collateral on Bank of Russia loans provided against credit institution guarantees is
calculated as the amount of loans increased by the interest to be paid in the period remaining to
maturity, in accordance with the loan agreement signed with the Bank of Russia.

The collateral value, including guarantees, received for the loans extended by the Bank of Russia,
amounts to 1,442,660 million rubles (2012: 692,143 million rubles).

Available collateral accepted by the Bank of Russia to reduce the amount of provisions helped
bring down the amount of provisions for loans made by resident banks (in rubles) by 321,528 million
rubles (2012: by 238,756 million rubles).
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Provisions totalling 173,255 million rubles were made for loans, deposits and other funds placed
in rubles and foreign currency (2012: 176,699 million rubles). Of these:
— provisions for the debt on collateralised ruble�denominated loans extended by the Bank of Russia

to resident banks and deposits placed by the Bank of Russia with Vnesheconombank in rubles
totalled 74,628 million rubles (2012: 70,915 million rubles);

— provisions for the debt on restructured loans, initially extended to credit institutions as unsecured
loans, totalled 30,384 million rubles (2012: 30,384 million rubles);

— provisions for the debt on the unsecured ruble�denominated loan extended to a credit institution
totalled 2,559 million rubles (2012: 2,559 million rubles);

— provisions for the debt on funds provided by the Bank of Russia to finance bankruptcy prevention
measures totalled 60,073 million rubles (2012: 67,089 million rubles);

— provisions for the debt on other loans and deposits and repo transactions totalled 5,611 million
rubles (2012: 5,752 million rubles).

6. SECURITIES

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Russian federal government debt obligations

Federal government bonds (OFZ) 215,638 217,324

Russian government external foreign currency�denominated loan bonds
(Russian eurobonds) 148,425 152,858

Total 364,063 370,182

Shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations
(Bank of Russia stakeholdings) 85,818 85,709

Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations 413 411

Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by the Bank of Russia 23 23

Provisions (11) (11)

Total 450,306 456,314

Debt obligations in the Bank of Russia’s portfolio are categorised as securities available for sale.

Federal government bonds (OFZs)

The OFZ portfolio of the Bank of Russia results from the 2003—2005 restructuring of govern�
ment securities, pursuant to federal budget laws, as well as from the purchase and subsequent sale of
securities in the domestic market in 2007—2009. In addition, in 2013, the Bank of Russia received
OFZs in connection with its obligations under repo transactions coming to an end in accordance with
Article 4.1 of Federal Law No. 127�FZ, dated 26 October 2002, ‘On Insolvency (Bankruptcy)’ (end
of obligations pursuant to clearing rules) following the revocation of a banking licence of one credit
institution. The characteristics of the securities received as a result of the restructuring comply with
federal legal requirements and agreements between the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federa�
tion and the Bank of Russia.
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As of 1 January 2014, the Bank of Russia had in its portfolio OFZ bonds maturing from 2014 to
2036, with coupon income rates of 0% to 10% p.a. Zero�coupon�income bonds were set to mature
from 2019 to 2027 and accounted for 40% in terms of nominal value or 24% at current (fair) value
of the total OFZ portfolio.

As of 1 January 2013, the Bank of Russia had in its portfolio OFZ bonds maturing from 2018 to
2036, with coupon income rates of 0% to 10% p.a. Zero�coupon�income bonds were set to mature
from 2019 to 2027 and accounted for 40% in terms of nominal value or 24% at current (fair) value
of the total OFZ portfolio.

As of 1 January 2014, the current (fair) value of OFZs was 215,638 million rubles (2012:
217,324 million rubles).

The change in this item is due to the revaluation of securities at their current (fair) value and to
the Bank of Russia receiving OFZs as a result of its repo transaction obligations coming to an end.

The current (fair) value of OFZ issues was determined on the basis of market prices provided by
the trade organiser MICEX Stock Exchange or on the basis of a model for the assessment of future
cash flows which were discounted using zero�coupon yield rates on government securities, calculated
by the trade organiser as of the last trading day.

As of 1 January 2014, the current (fair) value of OFZs valued at market prices totalled 132,658 mil�
lion rubles (2012: 134,477 million rubles).

As of 1 January 2014, the current (fair) value of OFZs valued using a model for the valuation of
future cash flows totalled 82,980 million rubles (2012: 82,847 million rubles).

Russian government external foreign currency�denominated loan bonds (Russian eurobonds)

Russian government external foreign currency�denominated loan bonds (Russian eurobonds) are
US dollar�denominated government securities issued by Russia’s Ministry of Finance. As of 1 Janu�
ary 2014 and 1 January 2013, these Russian eurobonds are due between 2018 and 2030, and have a
coupon income of 7.5% to 12.75% p.a.

The current (fair) value of Russian eurobonds as of 1 January 2014 was 148,425 million rubles
(2012: 152,858 million rubles).

The change in the value of Russian government external foreign currency�denominated bonds is
mainly due to the revaluation of Russian eurobonds at current (fair) value and the growth of the US
dollar exchange rate against the ruble.

The current (fair) value of Russian eurobonds is determined using their latest representative
quoted purchase prices, as cited by the financial news and data service Bloomberg.

Shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations (Bank of Russia stakeholdings)

The structure of Bank of Russia investments in the shares of credit institutions and other
organisations is shown in the Statement of Bank of Russia Management of Securities and Stakeholdings
in the Capital of Organisations Constituting Bank of Russia Property.

The increase in the item Shares issued by credit institutions and other organisations (Bank of

Russia stakeholdings) is due to the revaluation of the Bank of Russia’s stake in the authorised capi�
tals of the Bank for International Settlements, Basel, and the Society for Worldwide Interbank Fi�
nancial Telecommunication (S.W.I.F.T.), Belgium, in view of the changing foreign currency inter�
est rates against the ruble.

Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations

Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations as of 1 January 2014 and 1 January 2013 were repre�
sented by ruble�denominated bonds issued by regional governments of the Russian Federation.

As of 1 January 2014, Russian regional government bonds in the Bank of Russia’s portfolio
mature in 2014 or 2015 and have a coupon income of 5.5% to 8% p.a. As of 1 January 2013,
Russian regional government bonds were set to mature in 2014 or 2015 and had a coupon income
of 7% to 8% p.a.
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The current (fair) value of other Russian issuers’ debt obligations as of 1 January 2014 was 413 mil�
lion rubles (2012: 411 million rubles).

To determine the current (fair) value of other Russian issuers’ debt obligations, the Bank of
Russia used the latest market prices quoted by the trade organiser (MICEX Stock Exchange).

Credit institutions’ promissory notes acquired by the Bank of Russia

This item includes debt on a promissory note acquired by the Bank of Russia in 2001 under the
terms and conditions of an Amicable Agreement.

The item Provisions shows provisions made for the promissory note issued by a credit institution
in the amount of 11 million rubles (2012: 11 million rubles).

7. CLAIMS ON THE IMF

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

The Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF 300,680 278,357

— quota with the IMF paid in rubles 213,133 182,137

— position on the IMF reserve tranche 86,826 95,679

— revaluation of the Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF
paid in rubles (positive differences) 721 541

Remuneration on the reserve tranche position 14 10

Funds in the Russian Federation account
with the IMF SDR Department 287,755 266,282

Loans to the IMF extended by the Bank of Russia
under the New Arrangements to Borrow 57,515 48,299

Funds in the Russian Federation provisional administered account
with the IMF 0 818

Provisions 0 (818)

Total 645,964 492,948

The Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF (in SDRs) (5,945.4 million SDRs or 2.5% of all
IMF quotas) did not change in 2013 (the increase in the ruble equivalent of the quota was due to the
growth in the official exchange rate of the SDR against the ruble). The change in the components of
the Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF, increasing the size of its quota paid in rubles and caus�
ing a corresponding fall in its reserve tranche position, was mainly due to the IMF returning funds to
the Bank of Russia, which had previously been received by the IMF in operations carried out within
the limits of the quota.

Due to the Russian Federation’s participation in the IMF credit facility under the New Arrange�
ments to Borrow (the NAB), in 2013 the Bank of Russia issued loans to the IMF totalling 199.4 mil�
lion SDRs (2012: 438.8 million SDRs) and received from the IMF 93.8 million SDRs in repayment
of the debt (2012: 8.5 million SDRs). As of 1 January 2014, claims on the IMF under the NAB
totalled 1,137 million SDRs or 57,505 million rubles (2012: 1,031.5 million SDRs or 48,294 million
rubles), interest claims totalled 10 million rubles (2012: 5 million rubles) and the undrawn balance
of a credit line totalled 7,603.8 million SDRs or 384,549 million rubles (2012: 7,709.3 million SDRs
or 360,942 million rubles) (Note 27).
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In 2012, the Russian Federation received 17.5 million SDRs to the Russian Federation provi�
sional administered account with the IMF. These funds represented a part of the IMF’s general re�
serve generated by windfall gold sales profits that were allocated to member countries in proportion
to their quota shares.

In 2013, the Government of the Russian Federation decided to transfer the funds received in 2012
(17.5 million SDRs) to the Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust (the PRGT), together with ac�
crued investment income and funds received by the Russian Federation from the second allocation of
profits following the windfall gold sales by the IMF (43.7 million SDRs). In October—November
2013, these funds, totalling 61.2 million SDRs, were transferred on a gratuitous basis to the PRGT.
As a result, the funds recorded under the item Funds in the Russian Federation provisional admin�

istered account with the IMF were written off using the provisions previously created in 2012.

8. OTHER ASSETS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Fixed assets (at residual value)

Buildings and other facilities 42,776 42,146

Equipment (including computers, IT and data processing systems,
furniture, transport vehicles, etc.) 33,476 34,130

Subtotal fixed assets 76,252 76,276

Construction projects in progress 14,247 8,928

Settlements with suppliers, contractors and buyers 2,081 3,627

Intangible assets (at residual value) 1,529 1,448

Till cash 211 187

Profit tax advance payments 153 159

Funds transferred by the Bank of Russia to agent banks for payments
to the depositors of bankrupt banks 77 78

Bank of Russia correspondent accounts 3 2

Funds received from the sale of Sberbank shares
and transferred to the federal budget in 2012
according to Article 1 of Federal Law No. 247�FZ,
dated 3 December 2012 0 149,657

Other 6,133 5,998

Provisions (1,218) (1,202)

Subtotal other assets 23,216 168,882

Total 99,468 245,158
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The table below shows the movement of fixed assets:
(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Fixed asset value net of accrued depreciation

Balance as of 1 January 151,840 144,081

Receipt 12,241 12,012

Retirement (4,644) (4,253)

Balance as of end of year 159,437 151,840

Accrued depreciation

Balance as of 1 January 75,564 68,652

Depreciation allowances due to expenses 12,045 10,953

Depreciation allowances due to other sources 3 3

Accrued depreciation of retired fixed assets (4,427) (4,044)

Balance as of end of year 83,185 75,564

Fixed assets residual value as of end of year 76,252 76,276

Fixed asset structure and value net of accrued depreciation:
(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Buildings and other facilities 53,187 51,588

Equipment 47,622 44,989

Computers, office equipment and furniture 29,614 27,911

IT and data processing systems 24,521 23,128

Transport vehicles 3,616 3,375

Other 877 849

Total 159,437 151,840

The increase in Buildings and other facilities is largely due to the construction and reconstruction
of Bank of Russia office buildings.

The increase in Equipment is due to the purchase of technical equipment for the development and
upgrading of the engineering equipment for the Bank of Russia’s IT and telecommunications system.

The increase in Computers, office equipment and furniture is due to the purchases of computer
equipment, hardware systems and devices of various modifications supporting the operation of ac�
counting systems, including equipment supporting the technical framework of Collective Data Pro�
cessing Centres, the development of Bank of Russia information analysis and data storage systems, as
well as additional computer equipment, copiers and printers.

The increase in IT and data processing systems is mostly due to the purchase of telecommunica�
tions equipment, including equipment for the trunk line component of the Unified Banking Telecom�
munications Network, communication facilities, and also the creation and upgrading of local com�
puter networks aimed at the development of Bank of Russia IT and communications systems.
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The increase in Construction projects in progress is mainly due to the expanded construction and
renovation of Bank of Russia administrative buildings, Olympic venues construction pursuant to Fed�
eral Law No. 310�FZ, dated 1 December 2007, ‘On the Organisation and Hosting of the XXII Olympic
Winter Games and XI Paralympic Winter Games 2014 in the City of Sochi, the Development of the
City of Sochi as a Mountain Climate Resort and on Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federa�
tion’, and Russian Government Resolutions No. 991, dated 29 December 2007, ‘Program of Olym�
pic Venues Construction and Development of the City of Sochi as a Mountain Climate Resort’, and
No. 108, dated 25 February 2011, ‘On Amending the Program of Olympic Venues Construction and
Development of the City of Sochi as a Mountain Climate Resort’, the creation and development of
information analysis systems, and also banking information protection tools and security equipment.

The increase in Intangible assets is associated with the purchase of software products to which the
Bank of Russia has exclusive rights.

The item Till cash reflects monetary funds in foreign currencies.
The item Profit tax advance payments reflects profit tax advance payments for 2013.
The item Other mostly reflects expenses related to the purchase and acquisition of software prod�

ucts, licences and certificates, as well as shares of a closed unit investment fund which the Bank of
Russia retained pursuant to an Agreement on an out�of�court foreclosure of received collateral for
partial repayment of debt on a restructured loan in the amount of 837 million rubles (2012: 819 mil�
lion rubles).

The item Provisions reflects provisions totalling 1,218 million rubles (2012: 1,202 million rubles),
consisting of the following:
— 77 million rubles for transfers to the agent banks, for the payment of compensation to the deposi�

tors of bankrupt banks (2012: 78 million rubles);
— 1,141 million rubles for other assets (2012: 1,124 million rubles), of which 837 million rubles

were allocated for investments in shares of the closed unit investment fund (2012: 819 million
rubles).

9. CASH IN CIRCULATION

The increase in ‘Cash in circulation’ is attributable to the increase in cash demand among house�
holds and economic entities.
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10. FUNDS IN ACCOUNTS WITH THE BANK OF RUSSIA

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Federal government funds, 5,848,761 4,941,658
of which:

— Reserve Fund 2,863,574 1,898,645

— National Wealth Fund 2,126,481 2,041,581

Credit institutions’ funds in correspondent accounts, 1,270,381 1,356,621
 of which:

— foreign currency funds in correspondent accounts 18 13

Government and other extra�budgetary funds 895,605 1,026,094

Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia from credit institutions 517,631 403,268

Regional and local budget funds 468,647 555,105

Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia 408,809 425,586

Non�resident banks’ funds raised in repo transactions 136,851 129,003

Other 812,299 595,700

Total 10,358,984 9,433,035

The increase in the balance of the Federal government funds mainly results from the growth of
balances in foreign currencies in the Reserve Fund accounts. In order to comply with the federal
government’s resolutions, the Bank of Russia concluded bank account agreements with the Federal
Treasury, whereby the Bank of Russia opened foreign currency accounts to record Reserve Fund and
National Wealth Fund assets.

The item Credit institutions’ funds in correspondent accounts, of which: foreign currency funds

in correspondent accounts reflects the balances of resident banks’ foreign currency correspondent
accounts opened under bank account agreements.

The fall in Government and other extra�budgetary funds is mostly due to a reduction in the ac�
count balances of the Pension Fund of the Russian Federation.

The item Deposits taken by the Bank of Russia from credit institutions is comprised of balances of
funds raised from resident credit institutions in Russian rubles, including deposits from credit institu�
tions in whose authorised capital the government holds a stake from 50% to 100%, inclusive, total�
ling 103,702 million rubles (2012: 16,270 million rubles), including interest obligations of 2 million
rubles (2012: 4 million rubles).

The reduction in Required reserves deposited with the Bank of Russia is mostly due to the fact
that from 10 December 2013 the Bank of Russia has increased its required reserve averaging ratio
from 0.6 to 0.7 for credit institutions which are not settlement non�bank credit institutions and non�
bank credit institutions which have the right to transmit funds without opening bank accounts and
conduct related banking operations.

Non�resident banks’ funds raised in repo transactions are the funds raised from non�resident
banks in deals to sell foreign securities with an obligation to repurchase them (repo transactions) and
interest obligations on these transactions. The Bank of Russia concludes repos to bridge cash gaps and
to lend securities to a foreign counterparty.
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The lending takes the form of repos and reverse repos that are simultaneously concluded with a
counterparty. Under a repo transaction the counterparty is provided with securities of interest to the
latter, with an obligation of the counterparty to return the securities to the Bank of Russia. Under a
reverse repo transaction, the Bank of Russia places the funds received in a repo transaction at a
higher interest and receives other securities as collateral. The reverse repos and repos are concluded
for the same tenor. The Bank of Russia benefits from the difference between the repo and reverse
repo interest rates. The amount of funds raised in repos and placed in reverse repos opened by the end
of the year totalled 77,036 million rubles (2012: 38,297 million rubles). Foreign securities provided
in these deals have a total current (fair) value of 77,042 million rubles (2012: 38,313 million rubles)
(Note 4). Foreign securities received in these deals as collateral have a total current (fair) value of
77,199 million rubles (2012: 38,313 million rubles) (Note 27).

The interest income received from these repos amounted to 636 million rubles (2012: 175 million
rubles); it is recognised in Interest income from foreign currency loans, deposits and other place�

ments to the amount of 632 million rubles (2012: 166 million rubles), and Other to the amount of
4 million rubles (2012: 9 million rubles) in Note 16 Interest income. The interest expenses amounted
to 559 million rubles (2012: 128 million rubles); they are recognised in Interest expenses on funds

raised against the collateral of foreign currency�denominated securities in international markets in
Note 21 Interest expenses.

The increase in the balance of Non�resident banks’ funds raised in repo transactions is due to an
increase in the value of funds raised by the Bank of Russia in deals to sell securities with an obligation
to repurchase as of the end of the year and growth in foreign currency exchange rates against the
ruble.

Foreign securities provided in repos with a total current (fair) value of 136,842 million rubles
(2012: 128,962 million rubles) are accounted for as foreign securities in Foreign securities in Note 4.

Other includes balances in accounts of government, non�profit, and non�governmental
organisations, and other clients, as well as deposits taken from the DIA, a state�owned corporation,
and funds in correspondent accounts of the National Bank of the Republic of Belarus and the Na�
tional Bank of Kazakhstan which were opened with the Bank of Russia within the framework of the
Customs Union, to the amount of 191 million rubles (2012: 518 million rubles).

The increase in this item is mainly caused by the growth of the funds of non�governmental finan�
cial organisations and state�owned financial organisations, as well as deposits with the Bank of Rus�
sia taken from the DIA.

Pursuant to Article 23 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’, the Bank of Russia conducts operations with federal budget funds, government extra�
budgetary funds, and regional and local government budget funds without charging a commission.

11. FLOAT

The growth of the balance in this item was due to the completion of interregional electronic fund
transfers in operations between Bank of Russia establishments associated with the transfer of pay�
ments by Bank of Russia establishments and customers serviced by these establishments in the final
days of 2013. Interregional electronic fund transfers processed in the final days of 2012 were com�
pleted prior to 1 January 2013.
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12. SECURITIES ISSUED

Given the money market situation and the banking system’s liquidity condition in 2013 and 2012,
the Bank of Russia did not conduct any OBR placement operations. Thus, as of 1 January 2014 and
as of 1 January 2013, the Securities issued item balance equalled zero.

13. OBLIGATIONS TO THE IMF

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Liabilities on the funds provided to the Russian Federation
as a result of the SDR allocation by the IMF 286,893 265,577

Bank of Russia ruble promissory note in favour of the IMF 0 129,736

Balances in IMF Number 1 and Number 2 Accounts
with the Bank of Russia 198,941 52,403

Bank of Russia liabilities arising as a result of the revaluation
by the IMF of its account balances with the Bank of Russia
and the promissory note in favour of the IMF 14,194 0

Total 500,028 447,716

In 2013, the liabilities on the funds provided to the Russian Federation as a result of the SDR
allocation by the IMF did not change in SDR terms, totalling 5,671.8 million SDRs (286,843 million
rubles) (the increase in the ruble value of the liabilities is due to a growth in the official exchange rate
of the SDR against the ruble), and interest obligations amounted to 50 million rubles (2012: 30 mil�
lion rubles).

In 2013, the Bank of Russia changed the form of its obligations to the IMF in the currency of the
Russian Federation by paying off the Bank of Russia’s promissory note in favour of the IMF in rubles.
These funds, totalling 129,736 million rubles, were transferred to the IMF Number 1 Account with
the Bank of Russia.

The item Bank of Russia liabilities arising as a result of the revaluation by the IMF of its account

balances with the Bank of Russia and the promissory note in favour of the IMF reflects the revalua�
tion of the IMF’s Number 1 and Number 2 Accounts with the Bank of Russia, totalling 14,194 mil�
lion rubles, accrued over the period from May to December 2013, which, on 1 January 2014, was
credited to the IMF’s Number 1 and Number 2 Accounts. This revaluation for the period from Janu�
ary to April 2013, totalling 667 million rubles, was recorded to the IMF’s Number 1 and Number 2
Accounts in 2013.
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14. OTHER LIABILITIES

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Supplementary pension provision funds for Bank of Russia employees 96,202 97,605

Other 1,168 1,082

Provisions 11,415 11,415

Total 108,785 110,102

Under the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, the
Bank of Russia has the right to set up a supplementary pension fund for its employees. The Bank of
Russia is implementing a pension plan with defined payments regulated by its own instructions. These
take into account the fact that Bank of Russia employees are not covered by guarantees to which civil
servants are entitled, and that similar pension arrangements are widely used by other central banks.
The volume of funds allocated for supplementary pension payments to Bank of Russia employees is
determined on the basis of the actuarial appraisal, which is made by a certified actuary. As of 1 Janu�
ary 2014, based on the results of the actuary’s appraisal of Bank of Russia pension obligations, no
funds were added to the supplementary pension fund for Bank of Russia employees (2012: 7,143 mil�
lion rubles).

The decrease in this item is due to operations to make supplementary pension payments to former
employees of the Bank of Russia system.

Other mostly reflects the amounts of taxes and duties accrued, payable to the federal budget and
extra�budgetary funds; accrued obligations of the Bank of Russia under intra�bank agreements;
the funds of educational institutions (banking schools/colleges and secondary educational institu�
tions founded by the Bank of Russia), and funds withdrawn by pre�trial inquiry and investigation
authorities.

The item Provisions reflects provisions set up to meet the obligations to the participants in the
Bank of Russia’s Pension Programme, created as per the decision of the Bank of Russia Board of
Directors, in the amount of 11,415 million rubles, on the basis of indicative evaluation of the Bank of
Russia pension obligations as of 1 January 2014, conducted by independent professional actuaries.

15. REPORTING YEAR PROFIT

Reporting year profit is a balance�sheet item recognising the Bank of Russia’s financial result for
the year 2013. It shows the recognition in the accounts of the income received and accrued as defini�
tive, as well as the expenses paid and accrued (where there is no uncertainty with respect to the
performance of contractual obligations).

The Bank of Russia’s 2013 financial result was below 2012 levels due to the deal in 2012 by the
Bank of Russia to sell the 1,712,994,999 ordinary shares that it held in Sberbank, constituting 7.58%
of the authorised capital of Sberbank to implement a decision adopted by the National Banking Coun�
cil, dated 22 March 2011, on reducing the Bank of Russia’s stakeholding in the authorised capital of
Sberbank in 2011—2013. The item Net income from the sale of OJSC Sberbank of Russia shares in
the profit and loss account for 2012 shows the funds received in 2012 by the Bank of Russia from the
sale of the shares it held in Sberbank, defined as the difference between the proceeds from the sale of
the shares and their balance sheet value, net of costs linked to the sale of the shares (Table Capital,

funds and profit allocation in the Statement of Profit and its Allocation).
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Ignoring the impact of the above operations, the Bank of Russia’s financial result for 2013 was
above 2012 levels, mainly on account of:
— an increase in interest income (Note 16);
— an increase in net income from the recovery of provisions (Note 19);
— a decrease in interest expenses with regard to the Reserve Fund and National Wealth Fund, and

with regard to deposits attracted from credit institutions in the domestic market (Note 21);
— a decrease in income from securities operations (Note 17).

16. INTEREST INCOME

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements
with resident banks, 167,664 129,976
of which:

— extended and placed under certain federal laws 19,500 19,500

Interest income from securities 73,774 98,401

Interest income from foreign currency loans, deposits
and other placements 6,090 5,004

Interest income from Bank of Russia claims on the IMF 330 414

Other, 4,089 4,699
of which:

— extended and placed under certain federal laws 3,632 4,297

Total 251,947 238,494

Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements with resident banks reflects
interest income from Bank of Russia loans extended against the collateral of securities from the Bank
of Russia Lombard List, gold, rights of claim under credit institutions’ loan agreements or guaran�
tees; subordinated loans extended in 2008 to Sberbank in the context of measures designed to sup�
port the financial system of the Russian Federation, as prescribed by Russian federal legislation;
ruble deposits placed with Vnesheconombank in 2008—2009 pursuant to the decisions of the Bank
of Russia Board of Directors; and repo transactions.

Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements with resident Banks, of which:

extended and placed under certain federal laws reflects interest income from subordinated loans
extended to Sberbank, totalling 19,500 million rubles (2012: 19,500 million rubles).

The increase in Interest income from ruble loans, deposits and other placements with resident banks

was driven by a high demand among credit institutions for liquidity from the Bank of Russia in 2013.
Interest income from securities consists of 54,189 million rubles in interest income from foreign

issuers’ debt obligations acquired for the purpose of managing foreign exchange reserves (2012:
80,911 million rubles), and of 19,585 million rubles in interest income from Russian issuers’ debt
obligations (2012: 17,490 million rubles).

Interest income from foreign currency loans, deposits and other placements recognises interest
accrued and received from Bank of Russia placements with non�resident banks, and interest on funds
provided in repo transactions with foreign securities and on deposits which were placed with non�
resident banks in foreign currency and precious metals.
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Interest income from Bank of Russia claims on the IMF reflects interest accrued on the funds in
the account with the SDR Department; on loans extended under the New Arrangements to Borrow;
the amounts of remuneration on the reserve tranche position; and investment income from funds
placed in the Russian Federation provisional administered account with the IMF.

Other mostly includes interest income from loans extended to the DIA pursuant to Federal Law
No. 175�FZ, dated 27 October 2008, amounting to 3,632 million rubles (2012: 4,297 million rubles),
from reverse transactions to provide securities to non�resident banks, and also interest income re�
ceived in accounts opened with non�resident banks.

17. INCOME FROM SECURITIES TRADING

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Income from operations with foreign securities, 10,616 18,403
of which:

— income from compensation for previous years’ expenses
relating to securities revaluation 426 405

Income from operations with Russian securities, 1,963 14,938
of which:

— income from compensation for previous years’ expenses
relating to securities revaluation 1,963 14,938

Total 12,579 33,341

Income from operations with foreign securities consists of income from the sale and revaluation,
at current (fair) value, of retired (sold) foreign government securities, as well as securities issued by
non�resident banks and other non�resident debt. This item also includes income from the positive
revaluation of foreign securities, which was used to offset the negative revaluation of the relevant
issues, recorded to expenses in previous years.

The item Income from operations with Russian securities reflects income from the positive re�
valuation, at current (fair) value, of a Russian debt, which was used to offset the negative revalua�
tion, at current (fair) value, of relevant issues, recorded to expenses in previous years.
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18. INCOME FROM STAKEHOLDINGS IN CREDIT INSTITUTIONS AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Income from investments in the shares of subsidiary
and affiliated credit institutions 29,024 27,053

Income from investments in the shares of subsidiary
and affiliated organisations 594 151

Income from investments in the shares of non�resident banks
(excluding subsidiary and affiliated banks) 50 49

Total 29,668 27,253

Income from investments in the shares of subsidiary and affiliated credit institutions reflects
income from the Bank of Russia’s stakeholdings in Sberbank.

Income from investments in the shares of subsidiary and affiliated organisations includes income
from stakeholdings in the capital of Open Joint�Stock Company Moscow Exchange MICEX�RTS (short
name: the Moscow Exchange).

Income from investments in the shares of non�resident banks (excluding subsidiary and affili�

ated banks) reflects income from the Bank of Russia’s stakeholdings in the Bank for International
Settlements (Basel).
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19. NET INCOME (EXPENSES) FROM THE RECOVERY (CREATION) OF PROVISIONS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Decrease in provisions for funds provided to the state�owned corporation 7,016 2,192

Decrease in provisions for claims on the withdrawn compensation deposit
previously placed by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution 43 0

Decrease/(increase) in provisions for other active operations 24 (1,721)

Decrease in provisions for Bank of Russia compensation payments
to the depositors of bankrupt banks 1 1

(Increase) in provisions to secure obligations to participants
in the Bank of Russia’s Pension Programme 0 (2,348)

Decrease in provisions for restructured loans initially provided
as unsecured loans 0 12,588

Decrease in provisions for promissory notes acquired
from credit institutions 0 12

(Increase)/decrease in provisions for credit institutions’ debt
on other operations (50) 1,956

(Increase) in provisions for possible debit of funds
from the Russian Federation provisional administered account
with the IMF (52) (818)

(Increase) in provisions for ruble loans and deposits
with resident banks (3,606) (26,101)

Total 3,376 (14,239)

The decrease in provisions for funds provided to the DIA to prevent the bankruptcy of credit
institutions is a result of the partial repayment of the debt (Note 5).

The decrease in provisions for claims on the withdrawn compensation deposit is due to a partial
repayment of a compensation deposit previously placed by the Bank of Russia with a credit institution
in compliance with Federal Law No. 173�FZ, dated 13 October 2008, ‘On Additional Measures to
Support the Financial System of the Russian Federation’, in order to partially compensate for this
credit institution’s losses (expenses) that had been caused by a default of a borrower whose banking
licence had been revoked.

The decrease in provisions for other active operations results from a partial repayment of debt to the
Bank of Russia for unsecured loans re�established on the basis of a Court of Arbitration ruling, and from an
increase in provisions for a closed unit investment fund’s shares acquired by the Bank of Russia.

Provisions for Bank of Russia compensation payments to the depositors of bankrupt banks are
made pursuant to Federal Law No. 96�FZ, dated 29 July 2004, ‘On Bank of Russia Compensation
Payments for Household Deposits with Bankrupt Banks Uncovered by the Deposit Insurance Sys�
tem’, and Bank of Russia regulations. This decrease in provisions is associated with a decrease in
funds transferred by the Bank of Russia to agent banks for compensation payments to the depositors
of bankrupt banks (Note 8).

The increase in provisions for credit institutions’ debt on other operations results mainly from an
increase in provisions for a foreign currency deposit placed by the Bank of Russia with the Interstate
Bank, due to a change in the US dollar exchange rate to the ruble.
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The increase in provisions for possible debit of funds from the Russian Federation provisional
administered account with the IMF is due to a change in the balance of the provisional administered
account and a change in the official exchange rate of the SDR to the ruble (Note 7).

The increase in provisions for ruble loans and deposits with resident banks is a result of an in�
creased volume of Bank of Russia loans secured by the pledge of credit claims under loan agreements
or guarantees of credit institutions, as stipulated by Bank of Russia Regulation No. 312�P, dated
12 November 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Extending Bank of Russia Loans Covered by Assets or
Guarantees to Credit Institutions’ (Note 5).

20. OTHER INCOME

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Fees for Bank of Russia services provided to customers 8,231 7,640

Net positive realised foreign currency exchange rate differences 5,968 5,912

Income from the sale of coins made from precious metals 1,100 2,226

Fines and penalties received 130 60

Income of previous years (net of interest income)
identified in the reporting year 49 51

Income from technological processing of precious metals
and other income 6 2

Other 3,459 2,169

Total 18,943 18,060

The item Fees for Bank of Russia services provided to customers mostly consists of 8,203 million
rubles received in fees for the settlement services provided by the Bank of Russia (2012: 7,609 mil�
lion rubles) and other fees totalling 28 million rubles (2012: 31 million rubles).

Net positive realised foreign currency exchange rate differences reflect those arising from the
purchase (sale) of foreign currency in the domestic and international markets at exchange rates that
differ from the official rates established by the Bank of Russia.

Income from the sale of coins made from precious metals is income from the sale of Russian coins
made of precious metals in the domestic and international financial markets. The decrease in this
item occurred due to the falling price of gold and silver.

Other mainly reflects income resulting from the allocation of IMF windfall gold sales profits in the
amount of 2,151 million rubles (2012: 834 million rubles).
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21. INTEREST EXPENSES

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Interest expenses on federal budget balances, including 4,345 27,455

— Reserve Fund balances 2,802 12,850

— National Wealth Fund balances 1,543 14,605

Interest expenses on deposits taken from credit institutions
in the domestic market 5,284 5,749

Interest expenses on deposits taken from the state�owned corporation 901 835

Interest expenses on funds raised against the collateral
of foreign currency�denominated securities in international markets 573 141

Interest expenses on Bank of Russia obligations to the IMF 221 284

Other 2 356

Total 11,326 34,820

Pursuant to resolutions of the Government of the Russian Federation, in 2008, the Bank of Rus�
sia concluded bank account agreements with the Federal Treasury, whereby the Bank of Russia opened
accounts in rubles and foreign currencies for the Reserve Fund and National Wealth Fund, to which
the balances of the Stabilisation Fund accounts were transferred on 30 January 2008.

As of 1 January 2014, Interest expenses on federal budget balances reflect the interest accrued
on the balances of the Reserve Fund and National Wealth Fund foreign currency accounts, in accor�
dance with the bank account agreements, for the period of 16 January to 31 December 2013 totalling
6,592 million rubles, inclusive of a downward adjustment for the period of 1 to 15 January 2012
totalling 2,247 million rubles.

Under the bank account agreements, the Bank of Russia pays an interest based on the yields of
indices, each of which is an aggregate of foreign governments’ securities that have specific shares in
that aggregate. The set of foreign governments’ securities that are included in these indices is estab�
lished and regularly revised in compliance with procedures set forth in the bank account agreements
between the Bank of Russia and the Federal Treasury.

A decrease in this item results from decreased yields of securities included in these indices. The
impact of this factor on interest expenses on the Reserve Fund account was largely offset by the
growth in the balances in the Reserve Fund accounts during the reporting period.

Under the bank account agreements, interest was paid to the federal budget revenue for the pe�
riod of 16 January 2012 to 15 January 2013 on 21 January 2013, and for the period of 16 January
2013 to 15 January 2014 on 20 January 2014 (Note 28).

A decrease of the item Interest expenses on deposits taken from credit institutions in the domestic

market is due to a decrease in the volume of monetary funds deposited by credit institutions with the
Bank of Russia in 2013.

Interest expenses on deposits taken from the state�owned corporation include interest expenses
on deposits attracted from the DIA.

Interest expenses on funds raised against the collateral of foreign currency�denominated securities

in international markets include interest expenses on other funds raised from non�resident banks (repo).
Interest expenses on Bank of Russia obligations to the IMF include interest paid and accrued on

the balance of the Russian Federation’s obligations to the IMF with regard to the allocated SDRs.
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22. EXPENSES ON SECURITIES TRADING

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Expenses on operations with foreign securities 8,717 3,525

Other 987 795

Total 9,704 4,320

Expenses on operations with foreign securities consist of expenses from the sale and negative
revaluation, at current (fair) value, of retired (sold) foreign government securities, securities issued
by non�resident banks and other non�resident debt obligations.

Other includes expenses on fee payments to organisations supporting securities trading in the do�
mestic market.

23. CASH TURNOVER MANAGEMENT EXPENSES

This balance sheet item includes expenses involved in the manufacturing, destruction and anti�
counterfeit protection of banknotes and coins, as well as the purchase and delivery of packaging ma�
terials and accessories necessary for cash processing.

A decrease in expenses in this item is due to the decreased volumes of manufacturing of banknotes
and coins in comparison to 2012.

24. EXPENSES ON NEGATIVE REVALUATION OF SECURITIES AVAILABLE FOR SALE

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Expenses on negative revaluation of securities available for sale 7,826 473

Total 7,826 473

At the end of 2013, there was a negative unrealised revaluation of securities available for sale for
certain issues of foreign debt totalling 5,845 million rubles (2012: 473 million rubles) and federal
government debt totalling 1,981 million rubles (2012: 0 million rubles), that was recorded to the
expenses of the Bank of Russia (Note 1 (e).
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25. OTHER OPERATING EXPENSES

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Depreciation allowances 12,406 11,325

Expenses on IT maintenance and logistics 8,290 7,614

Security expenses 4,955 4,985

Expenses on the delivery of bank documents and valuables 4,377 5,378

Expenses on the maintenance of buildings 3,453 2,985

Repair expenses 3,228 3,729

Expenses involved in the use of titles to intellectual property 2,396 2,388

Taxes and duties paid 1,996 1,960

Postage, telegraph and telephone expenses and expenses
on renting communication lines and channels 1,912 1,684

Expenses on operations with precious metals 83 73

Expenses on foreign currency operations 66 32

Net negative realised differences for precious metals 30 624

Expenses on the replenishment of supplementary pension funds 0 7,143

Other 8,043 5,492

Total 51,235 55,412

Expenses on operations with precious metals mainly reflect payment for such services as receiv�
ing and storing precious metals in non�resident banks and for refining precious metals.

Expenses on foreign currency operations are mainly comprised of expenses on commissions paid
under relevant agreements to the administrator of the unified trading session of interbank currency
exchanges and to the credit institution authorised to buy and sell foreign currency on the exchange,
as well as expenses related to the maintenance of Bank of Russia correspondent accounts with non�
resident banks.

The item Net negative realised differences for precious metals reflects net negative realised
differences arising from the purchase (sale) of precious metals in the domestic and international
markets.

Other mainly reflects personnel training expenses; property retirement/sale expenses; business
travel expenses; printing and other expenses for the production, purchase and mailing of blank forms
and data media; expenses related to the purchase of equipment and accessories put into operation/use;
expenses related to the transfer of funds (owed by the Russian Federation upon the general reserve
allocation by the IMF) to the Poverty Reduction and Growth Trust; and the annual charge to com�
pensate the administrative expenses of the IMF SDR Department.

26. PERSONNEL COSTS

For explanation, see the Statement of Bank of Russia Personnel Costs.
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27. OFF�BALANCE SHEET CLAIMS AND OBLIGATIONS ACCOUNTS

Claims and obligations on forward operations recorded to off�balance sheet accounts are as
follows:

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Claims

Claims for the delivery of rubles in spot transactions 285,210 268,341

Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non�residents
in spot transactions 25,764 11,664

Claims for the delivery of foreign currency�denominated securities
from non�residents in spot transactions 14,586 484

Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non�residents
in forward transactions 77,055 27,977

Claims for the delivery of foreign currency�denominated securities
from non�residents in forward transactions 23,189 15,143

Unrealised (negative) exchange rate differences
from the revaluation of foreign currency 511 26

Total claims 426,315 323,635

Obligations

Obligations to deliver foreign currency in spot transactions 285,999 268,338

Obligations to deliver foreign currency from non�residents
in spot transactions 39,196 11,616

Obligations to deliver foreign currency�denominated securities
from non�residents in spot transactions 1,113 484

Obligations to deliver foreign currency from non�residents
in forward transactions 99,230 41,825

Obligations to deliver precious metals from non�residents
in forward transactions 695 1,283

Unrealised (positive) exchange rate differences from the revaluation
of precious metals 82 89

Total obligations 426,315 323,635

An increase in Claims for the delivery of rubles in spot transactions and in Obligations to deliver

foreign currency in spot transactions results from growth, as of the reporting date compared with the
previous reporting date, in the volume of foreign exchange swap transactions and the existence of
conversion deals as of the reporting date in the domestic financial market.

An increase in Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non�residents in spot transac�

tions is attributable to a growth in spot conversion deals and deals to sell securities in international
financial markets as of the reporting date compared with the previous reporting date.

An increase in Claims for the delivery of foreign currency�denominated securities from non�resi�

dents in spot transactions results from an increase in spot deals to buy securities in international
financial markets as of the reporting date compared with the previous reporting date.
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An increase in Claims for the delivery of foreign currency from non�residents in forward transac�

tions results mainly from a growth in the volume of forward conversion deals in the period between
the previous and current reporting dates, as well as the existence of currency swap deals in interna�
tional financial markets.

An increase in Claims for the delivery of foreign currency�denominated securities from non�resi�

dents in forward transactions results from a growth in the volume of deals to buy securities in inter�
national financial markets as of the reporting date compared with the previous reporting date.

An increase in Obligations to deliver foreign currency from non�residents in spot transactions

results from a growth in the volume of spot conversion deals and deals to buy securities in interna�
tional financial markets in the period between the previous and current reporting dates.

An increase in Obligations to deliver foreign currency�denominated securities from non�residents

in spot transactions results from a growth in the volume of spot deals to sell securities in international
financial markets as of the reporting date compared with the previous reporting date.

An increase in Obligations to deliver foreign currency from non�residents in forward transac�

tions as of the reporting date compared with the previous reporting date results from an increase in the
volume of conversion deals and deals to buy securities in international financial markets, as well as the
existence of foreign exchange swap deals in international financial markets as of the reporting date.

A decrease in Obligations to deliver precious metals from non�residents in forward transactions

results from a decrease, as of the reporting date, in put options for precious metals contracted in
international financial markets in the course of placing precious metals in conditional deposits.

Other claims and obligations recorded to the off�balance sheet accounts include:

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Securities accepted as collateral for funds placed 14,619 13,813

Securities received on a repo basis 3,418,216 2,045,257

Guarantees and sureties received 477,722 369,065

Assets accepted as collateral for funds placed,
except securities and precious metals 995,537 366,664

Unused lines of credit facilities 16,968 2,517

Guarantees and sureties issued 351,906 325,780

Unused lines of credit facilities in the form of ‘overdraft’
and ‘against the debt limit’ loans 717,311 360,942

Settlements with the IMF related to servicing funds raised and placed 4,342 4,018

Arrears in interest payments on the principal debt
not written off the balance sheet 2,439 3,820

Securities accepted as collateral for funds placed are securities accepted by the Bank of Russia
from credit institutions as collateral for the loans extended by it (Note 5).

Securities received by the Bank of Russia on a repo basis are mainly securities accepted as collat�
eral in repos with credit institutions in the domestic securities market and with non�residents in
international markets, and foreign securities received by the Bank of Russia as additional collateral
(margin) in repos with non�residents in international markets.

Securities received by the Bank of Russia as collateral in repos with resident credit institutions in
the domestic securities market are accounted for at their current (fair) value, totalling 3,228,101 mil�
lion rubles (2012: 1,970,173 million rubles) (Note 5).
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Securities received by the Bank of Russia as collateral in repos with non�residents are accounted
for at their current (fair) value, totalling 190,076 million rubles (2012: 74,986 million rubles), of
these securities received in reverse repos that match repos have a current (fair) value of 77,199 mil�
lion rubles (2012: 38,313 million rubles) (Notes 4 and 10).

Besides, as of the end of 2013, the Bank of Russia received additional collateral (margin) in the
form of foreign securities in repos with non�residents in international markets, with the total current
(fair) value of 39 million rubles (2012: 98 million rubles). These securities were received due to the
excess of the total volume of Bank of Russia counterparty’s obligations over the total volume of Bank
of Russia obligations in all repos with that counterparty.

The increase in this item results from a growth in the volume of repos concluded in the domestic
market.

Guarantees and sureties received by the Bank of Russia are credit institutions’ guarantees ac�
cepted as collateral on loans extended by it (Note 5).

Assets accepted as collateral for funds placed, except for securities and precious metals, constitute
claims under loan agreements accepted by the Bank of Russia as mostly collateral for loans extended
to credit institutions; these assets total 995,537 million rubles (2012: 366,664 million rubles)
(Note 5).

Unused lines of credit facilities amounting to 16,968 million rubles (2012: 2,517 million rubles)
are deposit transactions conducted in international markets, which had not been placed by 1 January
2014, and which consist of foreign currency deposits totalling 12,446 million rubles (2012: 0 million
rubles) and deposits with precious metals totalling 4,522 million rubles (2012: 2,517 million rubles).

Guarantees and sureties issued are Bank of Russia contingent liabilities to the IMF to pay for the
increase in the Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF in line with the 14th General Review of
Quotas, amounting to 6,958.3 million SDRs or 351,906 million rubles (2012: 6,958.3 million
SDRs or 325,780 million rubles). The decision to increase country quotas with the IMF raises
the new Russian Federation’s quota to 12,903.7 million SDRs or to 2.7% of the total of all IMF
quotas. The payment for the increased quotas will take place after ratification by the majority of
IMF member states.

Unused limits to provide funds in the form of ‘overdrafts’ and ‘against the debt limit’ loans are
mainly unused lines of IMF credit facilities within the framework of the New Arrangements to Bor�
row, amounting to 7,603.8 million SDRs or 384,549 million rubles (2012: 7,709.3 million SDRs or
360,942 million rubles), and an unused line of credit facility lines under a 2013 bilateral credit agree�
ment between the Bank of Russia and the IMF, amounting to $10 million or 327,292 million rubles
(2012: 0 million rubles).

As an IMF member country, the Russian Federation participates in the burden�sharing mecha�
nism relating to debt arrears. Under this mechanism, in order to offset third party defaults on their
debt to the IMF, IMF borrower countries pay a mark�up on the SDR interest rate, while a deduction
on this rate is withheld from creditor countries. Settlements with the IMF related to servicing raised
and placed funds represent amounts of the Russian Federation claims on the IMF for paid interest
rate surcharges and charged interest rate deductions that accrued in 1993—2005 and in 2009—
2013 within the framework of the burden�sharing mechanism, and totalled 85.9 million SDRs or
4,342 million rubles as of 1 January 2014 (2012: 85.8 million SDRs or 4,018 million rubles).

Arrears in interest payments on the principal debt not written off the balance sheet are mainly
comprised of accrued interest on loans and other funds placed, provided by the Bank of Russia to
credit institutions, whose receipt is uncertain.
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28. POST�ACCOUNTING DATE EVENTS

The adjustment of the amount of taxes and duties after the final settlement for the reporting tax
period is recognised in Bank of Russia accounting records in 2014. Taxes and duties after the final
settlement, paid on 26 March 2014, from the Bank of Russia’s 2013 profit, amounted to 7 million
rubles (Statement of Profit and its Allocation and Table Capital, funds and profit allocation).

In accordance with Article 1 of Federal Law No. 40�FZ, dated 2 April 2014, ‘On the Specifics to
Transfer in 2014 the Profit for 2013 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’, funds
totalling 60,000 million rubles were transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Deposit Insurance Agency
on 3 April 2014 as a property contribution and allocated to the compulsory deposit insurance fund
from the actual profit received by the bank for 2013 after the payment of taxes and duties in accor�
dance with the Tax Code of the Russian Federation.

Pursuant to Article 5 of Federal Law No. 245�FZ, dated 30 September 2010, ‘On Amending the
Budget Code and Other Laws of the Russian Federation’ (as amended), Part 1 of Article 26 of the
Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ was suspended until
1 January 2016. The suspended portion relates to the percentage of actual profit received for the year
which remains after the payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation,
which the Bank of Russia is to transfer to the federal budget. Pursuant to Article 2 of Federal Law
No. 40�FZ, dated 2 April 2014, ‘On the Specifics to Transfer in 2014 the Profit for 2013 Received by
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’, once the Annual Financial Statements have been ap�
proved by the Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia transfers 75% of the actual annual profit for
2013 which remains after the payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federa�
tion to the federal budget and after the transfer of funds serving as a property contribution to the DIA
pursuant to Article 1 of the aforementioned law, or 51,826 million rubles (Statement of Profit and its
Allocation and Table Capital, funds and profit allocation).

Of the profits retained by the Bank of Russia, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to
allocate: 16,584 million rubles to the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund and 691 million rubles to the
Bank of Russia Social Fund (Statement of Profit and its Allocation, Statement of Bank of Russia
Reserves and Funds and Table Capital, funds and profit allocation).

In January 2014, the Bank of Russia paid to the federal budget interest on the assets of the Re�
serve Fund and National Wealth Fund for the period of 16 January 2013 to 15 January 2014, total�
ling 8,959 million rubles, with the amount of interest for the period of 16 January to 31 December
2013 amounting to 6,592 million rubles and the amount of interest for the period of 1 to 15 January
2014 amounting to 2,367 million rubles.

At an extraordinary general shareholders meeting of the Moscow Exchange on 14 November 2013,
a decision was made to reduce the authorised capital of the exchange by buying and retiring 99,852,660
the Moscow Exchange shares in order to reduce the total number of shares. The report on the results
of the Moscow Exchange share purchase was approved by the exchange’s Supervisory Board in March
2014.

After the introduction and registration of the respective changes in the Moscow Exchange’s cor�
porate charter, the exchange registrar (the closed joint�stock company Status) retired the Moscow
Exchange shares in March 2014, resulting in the exchange’s authorised capital consisting of
2,278,636,493 shares and the Bank of Russia’s stake in the authorised capital of the Moscow Ex�
change increasing from 22.47% to 23.46% as of 1 April 2014.

On 26 March 2014, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to reduce the previously formed
provisions to cover obligations to Bank of Russia Pension Programme participants by 6,395 million
rubles with this amount being recovered to Bank of Russia’s 2014 income (Note 14).
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* The payment of taxes and duties from the reporting year’s profit pursuant to the Tax Code of the Russian Federa�

tion after the final calculation of profit for the reporting tax period, and the allocation of the reporting year’s actual

profit retained after the payment of taxes and duties are recognised in the Bank of Russia’s balance sheet for the

current year (Note 28).

STATEMENT OF PROFIT AND ITS ALLOCATION

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

1. Actual profit for the year 129,261 247,326
2. Taxes and duties paid from Bank of Russia profit

under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation, total: 160 162
of which:
— advance payments in the reporting year 153 159
— after the final settlement for the reporting year* 7 3

3. Profit after the payment of taxes and duties under
the Tax Code of the Russian Federation 129,101 247,164

4. Funds transferred from 2013 profit to the DIA* 60,000
5. Proceeds received from the sale of Sberbank shares

and transferred to the federal budget in 2012 149,657
6. Funds to be transferred to the federal budget pursuant

to Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’* 51,826 73,130

7. Profit remaining at the Bank of Russia, total*: 17,275 24,377
of which, allocated to:
— Reserve Fund 16,584 23,402
— Social Fund 691 975

In accordance with Article 11 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’, Bank of Russia profit is determined, at the end of the year, as a difference be�
tween total income from banking operations and transactions stipulated by Article 46 of the afore�
mentioned Federal Law and income from the stakeholdings in the capital of credit institutions, and
expenses involved in the Bank of Russia’s fulfilment of the functions assigned to it by Article 4 of this
Federal Law.

The Bank of Russia’s financial result for 2013 was above 2012 levels (excluding the net income
from the partial sale of Sberbank shares owned by the Bank of Russia in 2012). As interest rates
continued to be low in the global financial markets, income from the placement of reserve assets and
the interest expenses on federal budget funds in accounts with the Bank of Russia were lower than in
the previous year. At the same time, the Bank of Russia’s interest income from standard refinancing
operations (primarily, repo operations) grew due to the ever growing demand for liquidity in the
banking sector.

The Bank of Russia’s profit for the year is allocated according to the procedure established by
Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’.
This article stipulates that after the Bank of Russia’s Annual Financial Statements have been ap�
proved by its Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia must transfer 50% of its actual year profit
remaining after the payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation to
the federal budget. The Bank of Russia Board of Directors transfers retained profit to reserves and
various funds.
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Pursuant to Article 5 of Federal Law No. 245�FZ, dated 30 September 2010, ‘On Amending the
Budget Code and Other Laws of the Russian Federation’ (as amended), Part 1 of Article 26 of the
Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ was suspended until
1 January 2016. The suspended portion relates to the percentage of actual profit received for the year
which remains after the payment of taxes and duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation,
which the Bank of Russia must transfer to the federal budget.

In accordance with Federal Law No. 40�FZ, dated 2 April 2014, ‘On the Specifics to Transfer in
2014 the Profit for 2013 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’, on 3 April 2014,
funds totalling 60,000 million rubles were transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Deposit Insur�
ance Agency as a property contribution and allocated to the compulsory deposit insurance fund. Once
the Annual Financial Statements for 2013 were approved by the Board of Directors, the Bank of
Russia transferred 75% of the actual annual profit for 2013 retained after the payment of taxes and
duties under the Tax Code of the Russian Federation to the federal budget and after the transfer of
the funds serving as a property contribution to the DIA.
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STATEMENT OF BANK OF RUSSIA RESERVES AND FUNDS

(millions of rubles)

* The allocation of the actual profit for the reporting year is recognised in the Bank of Russia balance sheet for the current year (Note 28).
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Pursuant to Article 26 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’, once the Annual Financial Statements have been approved by the Board of Directors, the
Bank of Russia allocates a part of its profit, retained after the payment of taxes and duties under the
Tax Code of the Russian Federation, to the federal budget, and to reserves and funds. The procedure
for the allocation of Bank of Russia retained profit is established by the Bank of Russia Regulation
‘On the Procedure for Allocating Profit Retained by the Bank of Russia’.

In accordance with Federal Law No. 40�FZ, dated 2 April 2014, ‘On the Specifics to Transfer in
2014 the Profit for 2013 Received by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’, the Bank of
Russia’s profit for 2013 retained after the payment of taxes and duties pursuant to the Tax Code of
the Russian Federation and prior to its transfer to the federal budget and to Bank of Russia funds and
reserves, totalling 60,000 million rubles, was transferred by the Bank of Russia to the Deposit Insur�
ance Agency on 3 April 2014 and allocated to the compulsory deposit insurance fund as a property
contribution.

Pursuant to the Bank of Russia Regulation ‘On the Bank of Russia Reserve Fund’, the Reserve
Fund was created for the purpose of ensuring stability for the fulfilment by the Bank of Russia of the
functions assigned to it by law. The Bank of Russia Reserve Fund is formed from its profit. According
to a decision of its Board of Directors, the Bank of Russia may also transfer money from other funds
and reserves that are part of Bank of Russia capital to the Reserve Fund.

In accordance with the procedure for allocating the Bank of Russia’s retained profit and a decision
of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors 16,584 million rubles of profit for 2013 were allocated to
the Reserve Fund (2012: 23,402 million rubles).

The Bank of Russia Social Fund was set up to provide financing for the social needs of Bank of
Russia employees and, in some cases, pensioners registered with the Bank of Russia.

Money from the Social Fund is mainly used on one�off social benefits to Bank of Russia employees.
The Social Fund is formed from Bank of Russia retained profit.

The procedure for creating and using the Social Fund is governed by the Bank of Russia Regula�
tion ‘On the Social Fund of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’.

In accordance with the procedure for allocating the Bank of Russia’s retained profit and a decision
of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, 691 million rubles of profit for 2013 were allocated to the
Bank of Russia Social Fund, or 4% (2012: 975 million rubles or 4%) out of the Bank of Russia’s
retained profit.

According to a decision of the Bank of Russia Board of Directors, beginning from 1 January 2007,
precious metals are recognised in the accounting records at their book price and revalued daily. In
2013, the negative unrealised differences exceeded the positive ones by 385,733 million rubles (2012:
2,583 million rubles). This excess was written off on account of the previously accrued revaluation
recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued precious metal revaluation as part of the Bank of
Russia capital.

The accrued foreign currency exchange rate differences result from the revaluation of foreign
currency funds, caused by changes in the official rate of foreign currencies against the ruble. In
2013, the positive unrealised foreign currency exchange rate differences exceeded the negative
ones by 828,707 million rubles. This excess was recorded to the balance sheet account Accrued

foreign currency exchange rate differences as part of the Bank of Russia capital (in 2012, the
negative unrealised foreign currency exchange rate differences exceeded the positive ones by
498,457 million rubles).

In compliance with the Bank of Russia’s accounting rules, beginning from 1 January 2008, secu�
rities available for sale have been evaluated (revalued) at their current (fair) value. In 2013, the
accrued positive revaluation of securities available for sale, totalling 4,025 million rubles was re�
corded to the balance sheet account Positive revaluation of securities available for sale as part of
Bank of Russia capital (2012: 38,341 million rubles). The positive revaluation accrued in previous
years was written off, as the securities of corresponding issues (issuers) were retired (sold) in 2013,
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and also used to settle the negative unrealised revaluation of the securities of corresponding issues
(issuers) accrued in 2013 and totalling 40,620 million rubles (2012: 52,915 million rubles).

The fixed asset revaluation fund is the increase in the value of property due to the revaluation of
fixed assets, made in compliance with the Russian Federation Government Resolutions in 1992, 1994,
1995, 1996 and 1998.
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STATEMENT OF BANK OF RUSSIA MANAGEMENT OF SECURITIES

AND STAKEHOLDINGS IN THE CAPITAL OF ORGANISATIONS

CONSTITUTING BANK OF RUSSIA PROPERTY

BANK OF RUSSIA INVESTMENTS IN DEBT OBLIGATIONS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Foreign issuers’ debt obligations, of which:

US and Canadian issuers’ debt obligations 5,030,034 5,235,903
— denominated in US dollars 4,568,372 4,907,346
— denominated in euros 0 0
— denominated in Canadian dollars 460,041 328,557
— denominated in pounds sterling 1,621 0

EU issuers’ debt obligations 7,451,817 7,151,246
— denominated in US dollars 122,049 151,485
— denominated in euros 6,047,858 5,731,152
— denominated in pounds sterling 1,281,465 1,267,730
— denominated in Australian dollars 445 879

Japanese issuers’ debt obligations 0 134,474
— denominated in Japanese yen 0 134,474

Australian issuers’ debt obligations 116,022 147,193
— denominated in Australian dollars 116,022 147,193

Debt obligations of international organisations 113,767 72,315
— denominated in US dollars 69,153 67,281
— denominated in euros 42,072 3,136
— denominated in pounds sterling 0 1,328
— denominated in Australian dollars 2,542 570

Subtotal 12,771,640 12,741,131

Russian issuers’ debt obligations, of which:

Russian federal government debt obligations 364,063 370,182
— denominated in rubles 215,638 217,324
— denominated in US dollars 148,425 152,858

Other Russian issuers’ debt obligations
(excluding promissory notes) 413 411
— denominated in rubles 413 411

Promissory notes issued by credit institutions 23 23

Subtotal 364,499 370,616

Total 13,076,139 13,111,747
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Foreign issuers’ debt is mostly US Treasuries and government debt of France, Germany, the United
Kingdom, Canada, Australia, Sweden, the Netherlands, Finland, Denmark, and Austria, as well as
debt issued by supranational financial organisations, and non�government debt securities guaranteed
by the governments of the above countries.

Change in this item was mostly due to a decreased Bank of Russia investment in foreign issuers’
securities during the reporting period, which was offset by an increased value of securities following
growth in the official exchange rates of the foreign currencies in which the foreign securities were
denominated.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia did not perform any operations with its own portfolio securities in the
domestic securities market. In 2013, the Bank of Russia’s portfolio recorded federal government
bonds (OFZs) received in relation to its obligations under repo transactions coming to an end in
accordance with Article 4.1 of Federal Law No. 127�FZ, dated 26 October 2002, ‘On Insolvency
(Bankruptcy)’ (end of obligations pursuant to clearing rules), following the revocation of a banking
licence of one credit institution.

The Ruble�denominated Russian government debt is known as OFZ bonds (federal government
bonds). The change in this item is due to revaluation of securities at current (fair) value and the
Bank of Russia receiving OFZs as a result of its repo transaction obligations coming to an end.

The US dollar�denominated Russian government debt is known as external foreign currency bonds.
The decrease in the balance in this item results mainly from revaluation of securities at current (fair)
value and a change in the exchange rate of the US dollar to the ruble.

The debt of other Russian issuers denominated in rubles are securities issued by the regional gov�
ernments of the Russian Federation. The increase in the balance of this item results from the revalu�
ation of securities at current (fair) value.
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BANK OF RUSSIA INVESTMENTS IN AUTHORISED CAPITAL OF BANKS

AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS

(millions of rubles)

20132013201320132013 20122012201220122012

ImvestmentImvestmentImvestmentImvestmentImvestment ShareShareShareShareShare ImvestmentImvestmentImvestmentImvestmentImvestment ShareShareShareShareShare

amountamountamountamountamount in authorisedin authorisedin authorisedin authorisedin authorised amountamountamountamountamount in authorisedin authorisedin authorisedin authorisedin authorised

(at purchase(at purchase(at purchase(at purchase(at purchase capital,capital,capital,capital,capital, (at purchase(at purchase(at purchase(at purchase(at purchase capital,capital,capital,capital,capital,

price)price)price)price)price) percentpercentpercentpercentpercent price)price)price)price)price) percentpercentpercentpercentpercent

TitleTitleTitleTitleTitle (at par)(at par)(at par)(at par)(at par) (at par)(at par)(at par)(at par)(at par)

Investment in resident shares,
of which: 84,362 84,362

Sberbank of Russia, Moscow 72,938 50.00% + 72,938 50.00% +
1 voting 1 voting

share share

Moscow Exchange (MICEX�RTS),
Moscow 11,421 22.47 11,421 24.33

St. Petersburg Currency Exchange
(SPCEX) 3 8.90 3 8.90

Investment in non�resident shares,
of which: 1,456 1,347

Bank for International Settlements,
Basel 1,455 0.57 1,346 0.57

Society for Worldwide Interbank
Financial Telecommunications
(S.W.I.F.T.), Belgium 0.724 0.006 0.648 0.006

Other investment,
of which: 10 10

Interstate Bank, Moscow 10 50.00 10 50.00

The Bank of Russia holds stakes in the capital of credit institutions and other organisations pursuant to
Articles 8 and 9 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia did not perform any operations with Russian Federation resident and
non�resident organisations’ shares (excluding repos with shares of resident organisations in the do�
mestic securities market).

The Bank of Russia’s stake in the authorised capital of the Moscow Exchange decreased from
24.33% to 22.47% due to an increase in the authorised capital of the Moscow Exchange following an
initial public offering of shares, in which the Bank of Russia did not participate.

The change in the items Investment in non�resident shares and Shares issued by credit institu�

tions and other organisations (Bank of Russia stakeholdings) (Note 6) was caused by revaluation of
the Bank of Russia’s investment in the authorised capitals of the Basel�based Bank for International
Settlements and the Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications (S.W.I.F.T.),
Belgium, as a result of a change in the exchange rate of foreign currencies against the ruble.

In addition, the Russian Federation’s quota with the IMF, which amounts to 5,945.4 million
SDRs, has been included on the Bank of Russia’s balance sheet. The Bank of Russia’s stake in the
IMF’s aggregate quotas (capital) did not change in 2013 and amounted to 2.5%, representing 2.39%
of the total number of its member countries’ votes (Note 7).
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* From 2013, due to a change in legislation in the Russian Federation and the liberalisation of the federal govern�

ment securities market, the operations of the Sector for Government Federal Securities Settlements at the Moscow

Exchange were discontinued. In view of the above, in 2013 the Bank of Russia did not conduct any securities

trading at the Moscow Exchange.

STATEMENT OF THE VOLUME OF BANK OF RUSSIA

SECURITIES TRADING ON ORGANISED TRADING VENUES

(millions of rubles)
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372,921,921 112,684,58 849,838 092,39 0 0
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)XECPS(
501 649,6 0 0 0 0

873,921,921 968,342,78 849,838 840,118 0 0

The column Volume of Bank of Russia own securities trading (including repos) shows summary
data on the volumes of securities purchased in the first leg of repos by the Bank of Russia. In 2012 and
2013, the Bank of Russia did not perform any operations with securities from the Bank of Russia’s
portfolio or operations with its bonds in the domestic securities market. The change in the volume of
transactions was mostly caused by a significant increase in repo trading.

The column Volume of Bank of Russia securities trading at the instruction of its customers shows
summary data on the sale of Russian government securities by the Bank of Russia at the instruction of
the Ministry of Finance under agency agreements.

In 2012 and 2013, the Bank of Russia did not sell collateral for Lombard loans and repos.
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STATEMENT OF BANK OF RUSSIA PERSONNEL COSTS

(millions of rubles)

2013 2012

Compensation 80,358 76,265

Compensation charges 15,449 14,153

Total Bank of Russia personnel costs 95,807 90,418

The Bank of Russia’s personnel costs grew by 5,389 million rubles, or 6.0%, against 2012, with
compensation�related expenses up by 4,093 million rubles, or 5.4%, and compensation charges up
by 1,296 million rubles, or 9.2%.

Compensation expenses include: salary payments; seniority bonuses for the length of service with
the Bank of Russia; additional payments for participation in audits and inspections; other increments
and benefits established by Bank of Russia regulations; monthly and year�end bonuses; regular paid
leaves and study leaves; one�off allowances for annual paid leaves; emergency allowances; benefits
for employees living or working in regions affected by the Chernobyl nuclear power plant disaster;
benefits for employees taking leave to care after children under the age of three; allowances for tem�
porary disability due to a disease or injury paid in the first three days of disability; and other benefits.

Bank of Russia employees receive other benefits under applicable legislation of the Russian Fed�
eration and Bank of Russia regulations. These are as follows: hardship bonus payments (regional
premiums and percentage increments) to employees working in the Extreme North and similar re�
gions, compensation for holiday travel expenses to these employees and their non�working family
members for the payment of their round�trip tickets, and for the expenses incurred in moving to a
new place of residence in a different region upon the expiration of their labour contracts or due to
retirement.

The average number of Bank of Russia employees was 63,500 people in 2013, and despite the
formation of the Bank of Russia Financial Markets Service (1,400 people) in September 2013, the
average number of employees decreased by almost 1,000 people compared with 2012 (1.5%). The
decrease resulted from measures to optimise the Bank of Russia’s structure and staff size.

The average monthly income of a Bank of Russia employee in 2013 was 105,458 rubles (2012:
98,572 rubles).

Insurance contributions to government extra�budgetary funds constituted 19.0% of total com�
pensation�related expenses (2012: 18.4%). Charges to the Social Insurance Fund for compulsory
insurance against on�the�job accidents and occupational disease were made at the fixed rate of 0.2%.

Expenses for the remuneration of key management personnel (members of the Bank of Russia
Board of Directors, the Deputy Governors of the Bank of Russia, and the Chief Auditor of the Bank of
Russia — 24 persons) amounted to 294.4 million rubles, or 0.4% of the total Bank of Russia person�
nel costs, including 61.9 million rubles in year�end bonuses for 2012 (2012: 17 persons, 258.1 mil�
lion rubles or 0.3%, including 48.3 million rubles in year�end bonuses for 2011).
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STATEMENT OF CAPITAL INVESTMENT BUDGET PERFORMANCE

(millions of rubles)

Actual Actual
Approved amount amount

Capital investment for 2013 in 2013 in 2012

Capital investment 20,331 16,478 16,185

Capital investment in fixed assets, 18,340 15,849 15,514
of which:

— capital investment in information technology 7,094 6,103 6,354

— capital investment in construction (reconstruction)
and logistics (except cash turnover management) 6,225 5,128 5,394

— capital investment relating to cash turnover
management 3,591 3,220 2,602

— capital investment relating to security
and protection of Bank of Russia facilities 1,430 1,398 1,164

Capital investment in intangible assets 998 629 671

Centralised capital investment reserve 993 0 0

Memo item:

Other capital expenses 2,236 1,941 1,819

Total capital expenses 22,567 18,419 18,004

Capital investment in information technology made up the largest part of Bank of Russia capital
investment (37.0%), followed by construction (reconstruction) and logistics (31.1%). The share
of capital investment in cash turnover management was 19.6%, capital investment in the security
and protection of Bank of Russia facilities made up 8.5%, and capital investment in intangible
assets was 3.8%.

Capital investment in information technology in 2013 fell by 251 million rubles, or by 3.9%, and
was used for the following purposes: to maintain the existing operation of accounting systems; to
develop soft� and hardware infrastructure of the Collective Data Processing Centres in Moscow and
in Nizhny Novgorod with a view of supporting a stable operation of the Bank of Russia payment
system. The funds were also used to develop IT and data analysis systems of the Bank of Russia, the
consolidation framework of computing resources in IT systems, the transport system of electronic
settlements (including transport environment for electronic interaction between Bank of Russia re�
gional branches and their clients), transport systems for information analysis systems and Intranet,
and for systems and facilities ensuring the information security of Bank of Russia IT system; to de�
velop the technical infrastructure (including engineering systems) supporting the operation of Bank
of Russia IT system; and to ensure data security and protection.

The Bank of Russia’s capital investment in construction (reconstruction) and logistics (except for
cash turnover management) decreased by 266 million rubles or by 4.9%, and was used to build (re�
construct) 108 office buildings and other facilities; to set up engineering and technical systems and
installations for building operation and maintenance; to purchase replacement equipment, tools and
furniture; and to additionally equip operating facilities, refurbish facilities, and purchase vehicles.
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Capital investment in cash turnover management grew by 618 million rubles, or by 23.8%. The
funds were used to build (reconstruct) 6 cash depositories and cash centres; to modernise cash pro�
cessing equipment and re�equip the Bank of Russia’s offices with modern and highly efficient sys�
tems, including the continuation of efforts to create modular facilities based on banknote processing
systems; and to develop (modernise) video systems for the surveillance and recording of operations
with valuables.

Capital investment relating to the security and protection of Bank of Russia facilities increased by
234 million rubles, or 20.1%. The funds were used to establish and develop fire�alarm systems, video
security and surveillance systems, control and access systems, as well as to replace expired and obso�
lete facilities.

In 2013, capital investment in intangible assets decreased by 42 million rubles, or 6.3%. It was
used to purchase and develop software products (constituting the intellectual property of the Bank of
Russia) for information technology support and to ensure the security and protection of information.

Other capital expenses include expenses for the purchase of the right to use certain software
products (not categorised as intangible assets), as well as licences, certificates and permits with
validity terms exceeding one year. Compared to 2012, these expenses increased by 122 million
rubles, or 6.7%.
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Auditor’s report

on the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements as of 1 January 2014

To the management of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation:
Audited Entity
Full title of the Bank: The Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia).

Domicile: 12 Neglinnaya Street, Moscow 107016, Russian Federation.

State registration certificate: 77 No. 006996300 issued on 10 January 2003.

The Bank of Russia performs its functions pursuant to the Constitution of the Russian Federation,
Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’ (as amended) and other federal laws.

Auditors
Auditors

1) PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit, a closed joint�stock company (PwC Audit), located at: 10 Butyrsky
Val Street, Moscow 125047, Russian Federation.
The joint�stock company’s state registration certificate No. 008.890 was issued by the Moscow
Registration Chamber on 28 February 1992.

The certificate of registration of a legal entity registered before 1 July 2002, in the Single State
Register of Legal Entities No. 1027700148431, dated 22 August 2002, was issued by Moscow
Interdistrict Inspectorate No. 39 of the Russian Federation Ministry of Taxes and Duties.

PwC Audit is a member of the Russian Audit Chamber (NP APR), a non�profit partnership and
self�regulated organisation of auditors; it has registration number 870 in the NP APR members’
register.

PwC Audit is included in the register of auditors and audit organisations under main registration
entry number (MREN) 10201003683.

2) Financial and Accounting Consultants, a limited liability company (FBK), located at: Bldg. 2AB,
44/1 Myasnitskaya Street, Moscow 101990, Russian Federation.
Certificate of state registration YuZ 3 No. 484.583 was issued by the Moscow Registration Cham�
ber on 15 November 1993.

The certificate of registration in the Single State Register of Legal Entities was issued on 24 July
2002 under main state number 1027700058286.

FBK is a member of the Russian Audit Chamber, a non�profit partnership (NP APR). Its registra�
tion number in the NP APR members’ register is 5353.

FBK’s MREN in the register of auditors and audit organisations is 10201039470.
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Auditor’s report

We have conducted an audit of the attached Annual Financial Statements of the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (hereinafter, the Bank of Russia) for the period from 1 January to 31 December
2013. Pursuant to Article 25 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended), the Bank of Russia Annual Financial
Statements consist of: an annual balance sheet, a profit and loss account (including the statement of
profit and its allocation), the statement of Bank of Russia reserves and funds, a statement of Bank of
Russia management of securities and stakeholdings in the capital of organisations constituting Bank
of Russia property, a statement of Bank of Russia personnel costs, a statement of capital investment
budget performance, and a statement of the volume of Bank of Russia securities trading on organised
trading venues (hereinafter all these statements are collectively referred to as the Annual Financial
Statements). The Annual Financial Statements were drawn on the basis of financial reporting that
was compiled according to the requirements of the legislation of the Russian Federation and regula�
tions of the Bank of Russia. The Annual Financial Statements prepared on that basis differ from
financial reporting prepared according to the International Financial Reporting Standards.

Responsibility of the Audited Entity for the Annual Financial Statements

The management of the Bank of Russia bears responsibility for the compilation and credibility of the
Annual Financial Statements in accordance with the requirements of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated
10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended),
Federal Law No. 402�FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Accounting’ (as amended), and also accord�
ing to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 66�P, dated 1 January 2006, ‘On the Accounting Rules in the
Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended), and bears responsibility
for the internal control system required for preparing Annual Financial Statements that are free of
material distortions which could result from malpractice or errors.

Responsibility of the Auditor

Our duty is to express our opinion, based on the audit we have conducted, with regard to the credibil�
ity of these Annual Financial Statements in every material respect. We have conducted the audit in
compliance with the Russian federal standards that govern auditing activities. These standards man�
date that we comply with all applicable ethical norms, and the audit was planned and conducted in
such a way as to allow us to become reasonably convinced that the Annual Financial Statements
contain no material distortions.

The audit includes auditing procedures which are aimed at obtaining audit evidence confirming the
numerical indicators of the Annual Financial Statements and disclosure of information. The choice of
auditing procedures is subject to our judgement, which is based on our assessment of the risk of
material distortions, which may result from malpractice or errors. In the process of assessing this
risk, we examined the internal control system that ensures the compilation and credibility of the
Annual Financial Statements in order to select relevant auditing procedures and not for the purpose
of expressing an opinion on the efficiency of the internal control system. The audit also includes an
assessment of the Bank of Russia’s compliance with accounting principles, rules used and the validity
of reference indicators obtained by the management, as well as an assessment of the general presen�
tation of the Annual Financial Statements. We believe that the evidence we have obtained in the
course of the audit gives us sufficient grounds to formulate a conclusive opinion on the credibility of
the Annual Financial Statements, given the limited scope of the audit.
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Opinion

In our opinion, the Annual Financial Statements present a reliable reflection, in all material respects,
of the Bank of Russia’s financial situation as of 1 January 2014 and the outcomes of its financial and
economic activity for the period from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013, inclusive, as required by
Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank
of Russia)’ (as amended), Federal Law No. 402�FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Accounting’ (as
amended), and Bank of Russia Regulation No. 66�P, dated 1 January 2006, ‘On the Accounting
Rules in the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended).

Other information

Without changing the opinion about the credibility of the Annual Financial Statements, we would
like to draw attention to the fact that, pursuant to Article 25 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July
2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (as amended), the reliabil�
ity of restricted�access data, in line with the provisions of Federal Law No. 5485�1, dated 21 July
1993, ‘On State Secrecy’ (as amended), which are included in the balance sheet and profit and loss
account items constituting the Bank of Russia’s Annual Financial Statements, has been confirmed by
the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation in its Statement dated 18 April 2014 as a result of the
examination of the accounts and operations of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation, and also
data covered by Federal Law No. 5485�1, dated 21 July 1993, ‘On State Secrecy’ (as amended), as
of 1 January 2014, for the period from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013 inclusive.

Ye.V. Filippova
Auditor qualification certificate
No. 01�000195
General Director
Pricewaterhouse Coopers Audit, CJSC

S.M. Shapiguzov
Auditor qualification certificate
No. 01�001230
President
Financial and Accounting Consultants, LLC

25 April 2014
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STATEMENT

on the Results of the Examination of the Accounts and Operations

of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)

and Data for 2013 Covered by the Federal Law ‘On State Secrecy’

(approved by the decision of the Collegium of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation

of 18 April 2014, protocol No. 20K (966)

T H E  A U D I T  C H A M B E R  O F  T H E  R U S S I A N  F E D E R A T I O N
2 Zubovskaya St., Moscow 119991 Tel.: 986�05�09, fax: 986�09�52

18 April 2014 No. 06�61/06�02

To the Governor of the Central Bank
of the Russian Federation

E.S. NABIULLINA

The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation has examined the accounts and operations of the

Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and data for 2013 covered by the Federal

Law ‘On State Secrecy’ at the Bank of Russia’s structural divisions and regional branches, pursuant

to the provisions of Article 25 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation

(Bank of Russia)’ and in accordance with the Work Plan of the Audit Chamber of the Russian Fed�

eration for 2014.

The management of the Bank of Russia is responsible for assigning information to the category of

data covered by the Federal Law ‘On State Secrecy’, and for delineating the competences of the Audit

Chamber of the Russian Federation and the auditing organisations PricewaterhouseCoopers Audit,

CJSC, and Financial and Accounting Consultants, LLC (the auditors of the Bank of Russia Annual

Financial Statements as of 1 January 2014).

Under applicable legislation, the Audit Chamber’s duty is to present to the Bank of Russia a state�

ment, compiled as a result of the examination of the accounts and operations of the Central Bank of

the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) and data for 2013, covered by the Federal Law ‘On State

Secrecy’, and to express an opinion on the credibility in all material aspects of the Bank of Russia

Annual Financial Statements as of 1 January 2014, and on the compliance of the accounting proce�

dure with Russian federal legislation and Bank of Russia regulations.
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The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation has conducted an examination of Bank of Russia

accounts and operations, and also data for 2013 covered by the Federal Law ‘On State Secrecy’, in

the structural divisions and regional branches of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank

of Russia) in such a way as to become sufficiently convinced that the Bank of Russia’s consolidated

annual balance sheet (with respect to sub�accounts and off�balance sheet accounts) as of 1 January

2014, and its consolidated income statement for 2013, falling within the scope of competence of the

Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation, do not contain any material errors and adequately recognise

in all material aspects the assets and liabilities of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank

of Russia) as of 1 January 2014, and the income and expenses of the Central Bank of the Russian

Federation (Bank of Russia) for 2013, in line with the Bank of Russia’s accounting policy.

Having examined the Bank of Russia’s accounts and operations and data for 2013, covered by the

Federal Law ‘On State Secrecy’, the Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms, within the

scope of its competence, the following data:

The Bank of Russia annual balance sheet as of 1 January 2014 (balance sheet assets totalling

61,259 million rubles and balance sheet liabilities totalling 0 million rubles), the profit and loss ac�

count as of 1 January 2014 (income totalling 0 million rubles and expenses totalling 9,519 million

rubles);

precious metals revaluation for the reporting year and as of 1 January 2014: positive unrealised

differences from the revaluation of precious metals totalling 4,513.8 million rubles;

consolidated annual balance sheet as of 1 January 2014 (with respect to sub�accounts and off�

balance sheet accounts) and the consolidated income statement for 2013;

data on the total number of Bank of Russia notes and coins of 1997 (exclusive of commemorative

coins containing precious metals), which should be in circulation as of 1 January 2014.

According to the accounting data of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation relating to the

accounts and operations covered by the Federal Law ‘On State Secrecy’, a total of 8,315,018.0 mil�

lion rubles in Bank of Russia notes and coins of 1997 should be in circulation as of 1 January 2014

(exclusive of commemorative coins containing precious metals).

Over the period from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2013, the Bank of Russia put into circula�

tion banknotes and coins of 1997 (exclusive of commemorative coins containing precious metals)

totalling 11,781,354.3 million rubles, and withdrew from circulation Bank of Russia banknotes and

coins of 1997 (exclusive of commemorative coins containing precious metals) totalling

11,141,723.3 million rubles.

Consequently, in the period under review, the amount of Bank of Russia notes and coins of 1997

(exclusive of commemorative coins containing precious metals) in circulation increased by

639,631.0 million rubles.

The Audit Chamber of the Russian Federation confirms the credibility, in all material aspects, of

the Bank of Russia Annual Financial Statements as of 1 January 2014, and the compliance of the

accounting procedure with Russian federal legislation and Bank of Russia regulations.

Auditor A.V. Perchyan
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IV.1. PRINCIPAL MEASURES TO IMPLEMENT

THE SINGLE STATE MONETARY POLICY IN 2013

MONETARY POLICY INSTRUMENTS AND MEASURES

INTEREST RATES. In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to maintain the minimum
seven�day repo auction interest rate at 5.50% p.a.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following minimum repo auction interest
rates for other terms:
— One�day: 5.50% p.a.;
— Three�month: 7.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 6.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

6.50% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— Six�month1: 7.50% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.25% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and 7.00% p.a.

from 16 May 2013;
— Twelve�month: 8.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, 7.50% p.a.

from 16 May 2013, and 7.25% p.a. from 11 June 2013.
The Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the minimum interest rate on auctions to provide loans

secured by non�marketable assets or guarantees that were provided pursuant to Bank of Russia Regu�
lation No. 312�P, dated 12 November 2007, at a 12�month floating interest rate, at 5.75% p.a. from
15 July 2013. If there is a change in the Bank of Russia’s key rate, the minimum interest rate on
auctions to provide loans secured by non�marketable assets or guarantees will be adjusted by a corre�
sponding amount.

The Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the minimum interest rate on auctions to provide loans
secured by non�marketable assets that were provided pursuant to Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 312�P, dated 12 November 2007, at a three�month floating interest rate, at 5.75% p.a. from
16 September 2013. If there is a change in the Bank of Russia’s key rate, the minimum interest rate
on auctions to provide loans secured by non�marketable assets or guarantees will be adjusted by a
corresponding amount.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following minimum interest rates on Lombard
loan auctions conducted pursuant to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 236�P, dated 4 August 2003:
— Seven�day: 5.50% p.a.;
— Three�month: 7.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 6.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

6.50% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— Six�month1: 7.50% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.25% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and 7.00% p.a.

from 16 May 2013;
— Twelve�month: 8.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, 7.50% p.a.

from 16 May 2013, and 7.25% p.a. from 11 June 2013.
In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following fixed interest rates on repo

operations:
— One�day and seven�day1: 6.50% p.a.;
— Twelve�month1: 8.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, 7.50% p.a.

from 16 May 2013, and 7.25% p.a. from 11 June 2013.
In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following fixed interest rates on overnight

loans provided under Bank of Russia Regulation No. 236�P, dated 4 August 2003: 8.25% p.a. as of
the beginning of 2013, and 6.50% p.a. from 16 September 2013.

1 These operations were suspended as of the beginning of 2013.
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In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following fixed interest rates on Lombard
loans extended pursuant to Bank of Russia Regulation No. 236�P, dated 4 August 2003:
— One�day, seven�day1 and 30�day1: 6.50% p.a.;

In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following fixed interest rates on loans
secured by non�marketable assets or guarantees, that were provided under Bank of Russia Regula�
tion No. 312�P, dated 12 November 2007:
— One�day: 7.25% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.00% p.a. from 3 April 2013, 6.75% p.a. from

16 May 2013, and 6.50% p.a. from 16 September 2013;
— Two�day to 90�day: 7.25% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.00% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

6.75% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— 91�day to 180�day: 7.75% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.50% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

7.25% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— 181�day to 365�day: 8.25% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 8.00% p.a. from 3 April 2013,

7.75% p.a. from 16 May 2013, and 7.50% p.a. from 11 June 2013.
In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following interest rates on loans secured by

gold provided under Bank of Russia Regulation No. 362�P, dated 30 November 2010:
— One�day: 7.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 6.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and 6.50% p.a.

from 16 May 2013;
— Two�day to 90�day: 7.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 6.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

6.50% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— 91�day to 180�day: 7.50% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.25% p.a. from 3 April 2013, and

7.00% p.a. from 16 May 2013;
— 181�day to 365�day: 8.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, 7.75% p.a. from 3 April 2013,

7.50% p.a. from 16 May 2013, and 7.25% p.a. from 11 June 2013.
In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set US dollar and euro one�day interest rates for

the ruble leg of foreign exchange swaps at 6.50% p.a.
In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following maximum interest rates on de�

posit auctions:
— Seven�day: 5.00% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, and 5.50% p.a. from 16 September 2013;
— One�month1 : 5.75% p.a.;
— Three�month1: 6.75% p.a. as of the beginning of 2013, and 6.50% p.a. from 16 May 2013.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors set the following fixed interest rates on deposit
operations:
— One�day, seven�day1, one�month and call: 4.50% p.a.

In 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors kept the refinancing rate unchanged at 8.25% p.a.
Under the transition to the inflation targeting regime, on 13 September 2013, the Bank of Russia

Board of Directors decided to implement a package of measures to improve the system of monetary
policy instruments:
— the maximum interest rate on seven�day auction�based deposit operations was aligned with the

minimum interest rate on seven�day auction�based liquidity�providing operations. The Bank of
Russia declared the single interest rate on these operations as its key rate, i.e. an indicator of the
monetary policy stance.

— the interest rate on overnight loans and one�day loans secured by non�marketable assets and guar�
antees was decreased to the same level as the interest rate on other one�day standing liquidity�
providing operations. These changes eventually shaped an interest rate corridor. The interest
rates on the Bank of Russia’s one�day liquidity�providing and liquidity�absorbing standing facili�
ties form symmetrical upper and lower borders of the interest rate corridor with respect to the key

1 These operations were suspended as of the beginning of 2013.
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rate. If the Bank of Russia decides to change its key rate, the borders of the corridor will be
automatically shifted in line with the change. The width of the interest rate corridor — two per�
centage points — is optimal to limit the volatility of money market interest rates, while maintain�
ing incentives for the redistribution of funds in the interbank market.

— the role of the refinancing rate in the Bank of Russia’s instruments system was changed: it will be
of secondary importance to the monetary policy and will serve for reference purposes until 1 Ja�
nuary 2016, when it will be brought in line with the key rate.

REFINANCING OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS. 1. Given credit institutions’ growing demand for refinanc�
ing, the uneven distribution of securities included on the Bank of Russia Lombard list in the banking
sector, and the insufficiently active redistribution of liquidity in the Russian money market in 2013,
the Bank of Russia supplemented the set of its instruments with loan auctions at a floating rate under
its Regulation No. 312�P, dated 12 November 2007, ‘On the Procedure for Extending Bank of Rus�
sia Loans Covered by Assets or Guarantees to Credit Institutions’:
— On 12 July 2013, a decision was made to start auctions to provide 12�month loans secured by non�

marketable assets or guarantees at a floating interest rate. The minimum spread relative to the
Bank of Russia’s key rate for these loan auctions was set at 0.25 percentage points;

— On 16 September 2013, regular auctions were introduced to provide three�month loans secured
by non�marketable assets at a floating interest rate. The minimum spread relative to the Bank of
Russia’s key rate for these auctions was set at 0.25 percentage points;

— On 13 December 2013, a decision was made to hold auctions to provide three�month loans se�
cured by non�marketable assets at a floating interest rate on a monthly basis in 2014.
2. From 15 April 2013, the Bank of Russia began to conduct over�the�counter basket repos with

securities included on the Bank of Russia Lombard List with the option of collateral substitution. This
measure was aimed at increasing the abilities of credit institutions to manage securities portfolios
used as collateral in operations with the Bank of Russia. The National Settlement Depository, a non�
bank credit institution and closed joint�stock company, is acting as collateral management agent,
undertaking the duties of selecting and substituting securities in transactions, calculating collateral
value and margining transactions.

3. From 2 May 2013, the Bank of Russia started auction�based repos using a partial bid settle�
ment mechanism, which allowed it to fully satisfy credit institutions’ demand for funds within a set
limit even during the first auction (in case of a sufficient demand).

4. In May 2013, to improve its banking liquidity regulation mechanism, the Bank of Russia de�
cided not to hold the second session (conducted in the afternoon) of its one�day repo auction from
1 July 2013.

5. On 10 April 2013, the Bank of Russia Board of Directors decided to expand the list of financial
instruments included on the Bank of Russia Lombard List by adding the following securities:
— non�resident corporate bonds placed within the Russian Federation;
— Russian depository receipts for the shares of non�resident legal entities.

The aforementioned Bank of Russia Board of Directors’ decision was implemented by Bank of
Russia Ordinance No. 2992�U, dated 10 April 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2861�U, Dated 10 August 2012, ‘On the Securities Included on the Bank of Russia Lombard
List’.

6. In 2013, due to the introduction of the mechanism of releasing (unblocking) securities using
the counter order method, i.e. without making a corresponding application in hard copy to the Bank
of Russia, there was a significant increase in the number of operations carried out by the Bank of
Russia (including within one business day) to release (unblock) and also to add securities under the
‘Blocked by the Bank of Russia’ section of credit institutions’ custody accounts. This highlights the
recent ability of credit institutions to effectively manage securities portfolios, the securities in which
have been blocked in order to obtain Bank of Russia loans (to substitute securities by adding certain
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bonds and releasing others) without affecting intraday lending by the Bank of Russia through the
main account of the credit institution.

By the end of 2013, those credit institutions whose main accounts were opened with Bank of
Russia divisions in the Moscow region had almost entirely switched to releasing securities using the
counter order method from the ‘Blocked by the Bank of Russia’ sections corresponding to the indi�
cated main accounts.

REQUIRED RESERVES. 1. In order to offer equal terms and create a competitive environment for
residents and non�residents of the Russian Federation, from 1 March 2013, the Bank of Russia set a
single required reserve ratio for all categories of credit institution liabilities at 4.25%. Bank of Russia
Ordinance No. 2970�U, dated 12 February 2013, ‘On Setting Bank of Russia Required Reserve Ra�
tios (Reserve Requirements)’ was drawn up (entering into force from 1 March 2013).

2. To expand the ability of credit institutions to regulate and use free liquidity, as of 10 December
2013, the Bank of Russia set the averaging ratio used by credit institutions (excluding settlement
non�bank credit institutions and non�bank credit institutions licensed to transfer funds without open�
ing bank accounts and carry out associated banking operations) at 0.7 to calculate an averaged amount
of required reserves; Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3116�U, dated 18 November 2013, ‘On Setting
Averaging Ratio’, was drawn up.

3. Within the framework of improving the required reserve mechanism, the Bank of Russia pre�
pared the following documents:
— Ordinance No. 2963�U, dated 15 January 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation

No. 342�P, Dated 7 August 2009, ‘On Credit Institutions’ Required Reserves’ (entering into
force from 1 March 2013), specifying the structure of the balance accounts of credit institutions
used for calculating the amount of required reserves, due to the entry into force, from 1 January
2013, of Bank of Russia Regulation No. 385�P, dated 16 July 2012, ‘On Accounting Rules in
Credit Institutions Located in the Russian Federation’;

— Ordinance No. 3115�U, dated 18 November 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 342�P, Dated 7 August 2009, ‘On Credit Institutions’ Required Reserves’, (entering into
force from 1 January 2014, and its certain provisions entering into force from 1 February 2014),
specifying the set of credit institutions’ obligations to create required reserves and outlying certain
provisions concerning the mandate to hold unscheduled examinations of credit institutions’ com�
pliance with required reserve ratios, and, in the event of a stress situation, the possibility for
credit institutions to use required reserve funds deposited in Bank of Russia accounts.

DEPOSIT OPERATIONS. 1. From 10 June 2012, the Bank of Russia Monetary Policy Committee (meet�
ing minutes No. 5, dated 11 March 2013) decided to extend a pilot project to credit institutions in the
Novosibirsk and Sverdlovsk Regions (alongside credit institutions in the Primorsky Territory),
whereby they would have the right to settle deposit dealings concluded using the Moscow Exchange
Electronic Trading System, via the credit institutions’ correspondent accounts opened with the Bank
of Russia, along with opening deposit accounts with Bank of Russia regional branches in the Novosibirsk
and Sverdlovsk Regions, respectively.

2. In order to streamline the Bank of Russia’s regulations governing its procedure of conducting
deposit operations with credit institutions, Bank of Russia Regulation No. 404�P, dated 9 August
2013, ‘On Deposit Operations with Credit Institutions by the Bank of Russia’, was drafted, together
with its other acts prepared in pursuance of the above document.

These Bank of Russia acts entered into force from 1 February 2014. They define types and terms of
Bank of Russia deposit operations, its criteria for credit institutions participating (or potentially partici�
pating) in deposit operations; the possibility for the Bank of Russia to conduct a fixed�rate deposit
auction; the possibility for the Bank of Russia and credit institutions to use electronic document workflow
when conducting deposit operations; and also, they govern other matters related to such operations.
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NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM. In order to streamline the implementation of instructions drawn up by
various Bank of Russia divisions on the subject of its loan and deposit operations (hereinafter, in�
structions) in the Bank of Russia payment system, the regulator issued Order No. OD�1137, dated
31 December 2013, ‘On Arranging Instruction Forwarding by Bank of Russia Divisions on the Initial
Setting of an Intraday Loan and Overnight Loan Limits, on Funds Transfers when the Bank of Russia
Conducts Deposit and Loan Operations and on Funds Transfers into Required Reserves Deposited
with the Bank of Russia’.

This order establishes a detailed sequence of actions for implementing instructions and contains
directions for Bank of Russia structural divisions on how to carry out necessary preparatory mea�
sures to properly implement the above instructions, taking into account the change to the operating
regulations of the Bank of Russia payment system.

EXCHANGE RATE POLICY MEASURES

In 2013, seeking to increase the flexibility of the exchange rate and to ensure a gradual transition to
the inflation targeting regime, the Bank of Russia made the following changes to the parameters of its
exchange rate policy mechanism:
— From 9 September 2013, the cumulative volume of interventions triggering a 5�kopeck shift in the

operational band was reduced from $450 to $400 million;
— From 1 October 2013, the volume of Bank of Russia foreign exchange interventions aimed at

smoothing fluctuations in the ruble exchange rate was defined with account of the value of opera�
tions by the Federal Treasury to replenish or spend sovereign funds in foreign currencies;

— From 7 October 2013, the Bank of Russia widened the range of its floating operational band within
which foreign exchange interventions aimed at smoothing fluctuations in the ruble exchange rate
would not take place, from 1.0 to 3.1 rubles;

— From 21 October 2013, the volume of targeted interventions was reduced from $120 to $60 mil�
lion per day;

— From 10 December 2013, the cumulative volume of interventions triggering a 5�kopeck shift in
the operational band was reduced from $400 to $350 million.

FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGULATION AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROL

Within its mandate established by Federal Law No. 173�FZ, dated 10 December 2003, ‘On Foreign
Exchange Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 173�FZ), in
2013, the Bank of Russia continued to improve foreign exchange control mechanisms in order to
increase its efficiency.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 406�FZ, dated 6 December 2011, ‘On Amending the Federal Law
‘On Foreign Exchange Regulation and Foreign Exchange Control’ to Simplify Foreign Exchange Con�
trol Procedures’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 406�FZ), the Bank of Russia drafted and issued
Regulation No. 402�P, dated 21 June 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Transferring Operation Identifi�
cations in Electronic Form to Tax Authorities to Enable them to Carry out Foreign Exchange Control
Agent Functions’. This document sets out the procedure for transferring information about operation
identifications on foreign trade agreements (contracts) and credit agreements (loan agreements) in
electronic form to the Russian Federal Tax Service. In order to reduce the burden on credit institu�
tions, provisions were made for authorised banks to draw up and send information about operation
identifications on foreign trade agreements (contracts) to several foreign exchange control agents on
a non�recurrent basis.

In accordance with Clause 17c of the Action Plan (Roadmap) ‘On Improving Customs Adminis�
tration’, approved by Directive of the Government of the Russian Federation No. 1125�r, dated
29 June 2012, and pursuant to Federal Law No. 406�FZ, the Bank of Russia drafted and issued
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Directive No. 3016�U, dated 14 June 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Instruction No. 138�I,
Dated 4 June 2012, ‘On the Procedure for Submitting Documents and Information Related to For�
eign Exchange Transactions to Authorised Banks by Residents and Non�Residents; the Procedure for
Executing Operation Specification and the Procedure for Registering and Monitoring Foreign Ex�
change Transactions by Authorised Banks’. This removed the requirement that residents provide
authorised banks with hard copies of goods declarations, and set out the procedure for the inclusion of
information on goods declarations received in an electronic form by authorised banks from customs
authorities, automatically in bank control records, to record foreign trade contract liabilities and
monitor the repatriation of foreign currency earnings.

To increase the efficiency of foreign exchange control by authorised banks over residents’ opera�
tions, the Bank of Russia drafted and distributed the following documents for the attention of credit
institutions:
— Letter No. 36�T, dated 4 March 2013, ‘On Authorised Banks’ Use of Information Received from

Customs Authorities on the Goods Declarations Registered by Them’, which sets out recommen�
dations on authorised banks’ use of information received from customs authorities on registered
goods declarations, as well as on the steps authorised banks should take if they identify any dis�
crepancy between the information received from customs authorities and the information received
from residents;

— Letter No. 266�T, dated 31 December 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Closing Operation Specifica�
tions’, which recommends that authorised banks, when closing operation identifications on grounds
stipulated by law, where there exists a non�resident’s debt to a resident (and provided that the
resident has not closed current accounts at the authorised bank), are advised to request from the
resident documents relating to the non�resident’s obligations under the agreement according to
which the operation identification was closed, and include information on documents received in
the banking control sheet when closing such operation identification.
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IV.2. PRINCIPAL MEASURES TO UPGRADE BANKING REGULATION

AND SUPERVISION IN 2013

LICENSING OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS’ ACTIVITIES

In 2013, the Bank of Russia continued its efforts to improve the regulatory framework for the licens�
ing, state registration and financial rehabilitation of credit institutions.

With the adoption of Federal Law No. 146�FZ, dated 2 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws
of the Russian Federation’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 146�FZ), a package of regulatory acts on
licensing activity and the financial rehabilitation of credit institutions were approved. These include:
— Bank of Russia Instruction No. 146�I, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Obtaining

the Bank of Russia’s Approval to Purchase the Shares (Stakes) of a Credit Institution’, which
provides for:
● a reduction in the threshold value to be approved by the Bank of Russia for purchasing shares

(stakes) of a credit institution from 20% to 10% of its authorised capital;
● the introduction of a procedure for the Bank of Russia to give its approval not only to purchase

the shares (stakes) of a credit institution, but also to set up controls on shareholders (stake�
holders) of the credit institution holding more than 10% of the credit institution’s shares
(stakes). In this regard, the Instruction specifies that the controls must be determined in ac�
cordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS);

● the introduction of a procedure for the Bank of Russia to give subsequent approvals;
● the introduction of a procedure for the Bank of Russia to draw up and send out instructions on

eliminating violations committed during the purchase of shares (stakes) of a credit institution
and (or) the establishment of controls on shareholders (stakeholders) of the credit institution;

● a refusal to give preliminary or subsequent Bank of Russia approval, including in case an un�
satisfactory business reputation has been identified.

— Bank of Russia Regulation No. 408�P, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On the Procedure of Assessing
the Compliance with Qualifying Requirements and Requirements to the Business Reputation of
Entities Listed in Article 11.1 of the Federal Law ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’ and in Ar�
ticle 60 of the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’,
and on the Procedure of Maintaining Databases Stipulated by Article 75 of the Federal Law ‘On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’:
● sets out the procedure for assessing business reputation of credit institution (branch) execu�

tives (or applicants for such roles), members of a credit institution’s board of directors (super�
visory board), as well as buyers (owners) of more than 10% of a credit institution’s shares
(stakes), entities establishing (carrying out) controls over credit institution shareholders (stake�
holders) owning more than 10% of shares (stakes), and credit institutions’ sole executive
bodies;

● specifies the procedure for issuing Bank of Russia instructions regarding the replacement of a
credit institution’s (branch) executives (or applicants for such roles) and members of a credit
institution’s board of directors (supervisory board) whose business reputation does not meet
the statutory requirements, as well as regarding the elimination of identified violations, where
it has been established that buyers (owners) of more than 10% of a credit institution’s shares
(stakes), entities establishing (carrying out) controls on credit institution shareholders (stake�
holders) owning more than 10% of shares (stakes), and credit institutions’ sole executive
bodies do not have a satisfactory business reputation;

● specifies the procedure for maintaining databases.
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— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3126�U, dated 27 November 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 345�P, Dated 27 October 2009, ‘On the Procedure for Disclosing Information on
the Bank of Russia Official Internet Site about Persons Exerting Material (Direct or Indirect)
Influence on the Decisions Taken by the Management of Banks Participating in the Compulsory
Household Deposit Insurance System’, made changes replacing the notion of a ‘person exerting
material (direct or indirect) influence on the decisions taken by the management of a bank’ with
the notion of a ‘person with control or a significant influence over a bank’, in line with Article 44
of Federal Law No. 177�FZ, dated 23 December 2003, ‘On the Insurance of Household Deposits
in Russian Banks’, which establishes the compliance requirements specified by the Bank of Russia
for disclosing information on such persons to the general public.
In 2013, the following documents were also drafted:

— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3028�U, dated 22 July 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Opening (Clos�
ing) and Managing a Mobile Cash Office of a Bank (Branch)’ (the new version of Bank of Russia
Ordinance No. 1548�U, dated 7 February 2005), which expands the list of locations where bank�
ing services can be provided to consumers using mobile cash offices by moving to geographically
isolated districts of towns and cities with underdeveloped banking infrastructure, new districts,
venues of national and regional public events and official national and international sporting com�
petitions, emergency zones, and locations where people who have been evacuated from such zones
have been moved to. It also made it possible to open a mobile cash office in the immediate vicinity
of a bank’s registered office and its divisions to reduce peak periods in operations, as well as during
repair works;

— Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3029�U, dated 22 July 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia In�
struction No. 135�I, Dated 2 April 2010, ‘On the Bank of Russia’s Decision�Making Procedure
for the State Registration and Licensing of Credit Institutions’, which:
● makes it possible to set up additional offices in pre�fabricated buildings (modular facilities)

which are not part of real estate;
● excludes the requirement to obtain approval from the Russian Ministry of Finance of banks’

applications to obtain a licence from the Bank of Russia to deposit and place precious metals;
● establishes a procedure for inspecting the validity of paying up a credit institution’s authorised

capital when a credit institution provides a notice of the outcome of the additional issue of
equities instead of a report on the outcome of the additional issue of equities;

● cancels the requirement that an inspection be conducted on the origin of funds used to pay for
a credit institution’s shares (stakes), when increasing the authorised capital using the credit
institution’s assets alone;

● establishes a requirement providing for an independent inquiry of the Bank of Russia addressed
to the Federal Tax Service on the state registration of the founders of a credit institution to be
created and on their possible debt towards the budget (if such information has not been pro�
vided by the founders of the credit institution).

MEASURES TO UPGRADE BANKING RISK ASSESSMENT,

MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION METHODOLOGIES

In order to implement Basel III, with respect to calculating the capital of credit institutions and the
adequacy of their capital components from 1 March 2013, the Bank of Russia issued Regulation
No. 395�P, dated 29 December 2012, ‘On the Methodology for Calculating the Amount and Assess�
ing the Adequacy of Credit Institutions’ Capital (Basel III)’ (hereinafter, Regulation No. 395�P).

Regulation No. 395�P establishes a methodology for determining the amount and assessing the
adequacy of credit institutions’ equity capital in accordance with the requirements of Basel III, and
in particular:
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● identifying the so�called Common Equity Tier 1 capital within Tier 1 capital;
● establishing a single mandatory criterion for each capital instrument (which is not part of Com�

mon Equity Tier 1 capital) requiring that the instrument be bound by a mandatory condition
under which it should be written off or converted into common stock of a credit institution if any
signs (conditions) threatening the credit institution’s viability, as determined in advance by a
supervisory body, should arise;

● establishing mandatory conditions allowing the instrument to be qualified as a certain capital tier;
● establishing requirements on gradual (during 10 years) de�recognition of capital instruments within

the capital which do not satisfy the list of mandatory requirements;
● determining features reducing the total value of capital sources.

In accordance with Regulation No. 395�P, banks are to disclose capital components and capital
adequacy ratios within their statements submitted to the Bank of Russia for monitoring purposes,
with effect to statements starting from 1 April 2013.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3096�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 395�P, Dated 28 December 2012, ‘On the Methodology for Calculating the Amount
and Assessing the Adequacy of Credit Institutions’ Capital (Basel III)’ (hereinafter, Ordinance
No. 3096�U), set 1 January 2014 as the start date for using the Basel III capital standards calcula�
tion to calculate banks’ equity capital for prudential purposes.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3093�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Regulation No. 215�P, Dated 10 February 2003, ‘On the Methodology for Calculating the Equity
Capital of Credit Institutions’ (hereinafter, Regulation No. 215�P), makes changes to the provisions
of Regulation No. 215�P, in view of its application from 1 January 2014 solely for the purposes of
Article 20 of Federal Law No. 395�1, dated 2 December 1990, ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’,
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2005�U, dated 30 April 2008, ‘On the Assessment of the Economic
Situation of Banks’, and Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 1379�U, dated 16 January 2004, ‘On the
Assessment of Financial Soundness of a Bank for the Purpose of Ascertaining its Adequacy for Partici�
pating in the Deposit Insurance System’.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3097�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Instruction No. 139�I, Dated 3 December 2012, ‘On Banks’ Required Ratios’ (hereinafter, Ordi�
nance No. 3097�U), introduces the following principal changes:
● the introduction of three varying levels of capital adequacy ratios of banks for risk weighted assets

(Common Equity Tier 1 capital, Tier 1 capital and overall Tier 1 capital adequacy ratios have
been set at minimum allowable levels of 5.0%, 5.5% (6.0% for Tier 1 capital adequacy ratio from
1 January 2015) and 10.0%, respectively, excluding capital buffers);

● the application of higher risk requirements to calculate banks’ capital adequacy ratios (1000% for
substantial bank investments in common shares (stakes) of non�financial organisation and 250%
for substantial bank investments in common shares (stakes) of financial organisations and de�
ferred tax liabilities not dependent on the bank’s future profitability and not taken into account in
Common Equity Tier 1 capital deductions);

● the introduction of credit valuation adjustment associated with a deterioration in the creditwor�
thiness of a counterparty in OTC derivative transactions concluded without the involvement of
qualifying central counterparties (for analytical purposes with effect for reporting from 1 Februa�
ry 2014 and for prudential purposes — with effect from 1 October 2014);

● the establishment of a procedure to assess credit risk and accrued (accumulated) interest risk on
counterparties across transactions where the fulfilment of obligations towards a bank (excluding
obligations on syndicated loans, letters of credit, mortgage securities and securitisation transactions)
is dependent on the fulfilment of obligations towards a third party — the end recipient of funds;

● clarifications of the methodology used for calculating the risk on syndicated loans (the risk is as�
sessed independently of the structure of transactions in relation to a person considered to be the
source of risk under the loan);
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● the disclosure of the concept of ‘bank insiders’;
● a change of the methodology to calculate the credit risk of derivatives in forward transactions;
● the introduction of increased requirements to capital coverage ratios for large�value consumer

loans extended after 1 January 2014;
For prudential purposes, the new regulation has been in force from 1 January 2014, while credit

institutions started to submit reporting as of 1 February 2014.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3094�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia

Instruction No. 129�I, Dated 26 April 2006, ‘On Banking Operations and Other Transactions of
Non�bank Settlement Credit Institutions, Required Ratios for Non�bank Settlement Credit Institu�
tions and the Specifics of Bank of Russia Oversight of Compliance with These Requirements’, and
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3095�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia In�
struction No. 137�I, Dated 15 September 2011, ‘On Required Ratios of Non�bank Credit Institutions
with the Right to Transfer Funds without Opening Bank Accounts and Carry Out Associated Bank�
ing Operations, and the Specifics of Bank of Russia Supervision of Compliance with such Require�
ments’, set out changes aimed at bringing the provisions of the instructions in line with the amend�
ments stipulated by Ordinances No. 3096�U and No. 3097�U.

To tighten requirements relating to the quality of risk assessment (including risks arising in the
unsecured consumer lending market) and to suppress the practice of concealing outstanding problem
loans and non�core assets, amendments have been made to regulatory documents on the loss provi�
sioning procedure:

in Bank of Russia Regulation No. 254�P, dated 26 March 2004, ‘On the Procedure for Making
Loss Provisions by Credit Institutions for Loans, Loan and Similar Debts’:

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2993�U, dated 15 April 2013:
● established the requirement that credit institutions include in their internal documents methods

allowing them to verify the existence of corporate borrowers’ activities;
● for loans extended to corporate borrowers not engaged in any real activity, set out requirements

that they should not be classified higher than Quality Category III (doubtful loans — significant
credit risk) with an estimated provisioning of at least 50% (the provisioning amount can be re�
duced by the amount of a highly liquid collateral);

● granted credit institutions the right to make other decisions in relation to the classification of the
aforementioned loans subject to a subsequent notification of the Bank of Russia on the decision
taken so that the supervisory body can assess its compliance with Bank of Russia requirements;

● increased the size of loans which can be included in a portfolio of homogenous loans, extended to
small� and medium�sized businesses, whose financial standing is assessed as average, as well as the
size of loans which may remain in a portfolio of homogenous loans in case the financial standing of
such small� and medium�sized businesses deteriorates (to poor), to five million rubles;

● cut back the requirements whereby credit institutions cannot accept collateral to reduce the size
of provisions, i.e. if the procedures set out in insolvency (bankruptcy) legislation are undertaken
in relation to a pledger, and also in cases, when as a result of collateral being rightfully transferred
to a third party by the bank, the pledger may initiate procedures prescribed by insolvency (bank�
ruptcy) legislation;

● expanded the rights of credit institutions to classify loans, used by borrowers directly or indirectly
(through third parties) to pay off other borrowers’ liabilities to this credit institution or to other
credit institutions, i.e.: they can decide to classify such loans higher than Quality Category III
(doubtful loans — significant credit risk) when assessing the financial standing of a borrower as
average or good, subject to further informing the relevant Bank of Russia regional branch;

● replaced the requirement to use quarterly accounting (financial) statements of a legal entity (not
prescribed by law) to analyse the financial standing of borrowers with an analysis of the informa�
tion submitted to Rosstat on a quarterly basis within federal statistical supervision forms (for the
purposes of assessing the financial standing of a corporate borrower);
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● set the regularity of preparing professional opinions on loans on quarterly dates, depending on
deadlines by which legal entities are to submit their income tax declarations to the tax authorities;

● set the minimum size of provisions for loans classified as non�performing for more than one year,
depending on how long payments have not been made (after the first year — at least 5% of the
amount outstanding; after the second year — at least 10% of the amount outstanding; after the
third year — at least 25% of the amount outstanding; after the fourth year — at least 50% of the
amount outstanding; and after the fifth year — at least 75% of the amount outstanding);

● for loans exceeding 0.1% of the equity capital of a credit institution and extended under non�
market conditions, required that such loans are not be classified higher than Quality Category II
(non�standard loans — moderate credit risk);
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3058�U, dated 6 September 2013, made it possible for credit insti�

tutions indebted by borrowers affected by an emergency to preserve the provisions actually formed
for the loans extended to such borrowers, should the financial standing of the borrowers or the qual�
ity of debt servicing deteriorate, or should the quality of collateral on the loans provided deteriorate.

Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3098�U, dated 25 October 2013:
● expanded the list of other significant factors which may influence decisions taken by credit institu�

tions on downgrading Quality Category of loans, with a country risk assessment factor;
● increased the minimum loss provisions on unsecured consumer loans extended to households and

grouped together into a portfolio of homogenous loans without any overdue payments from 2% to
3%, and loans with payments that are overdue by one to 30 calendar days from 6% to 8% (for a
combined portfolio of homogenous loans without overdue payments and with payments in over�
due by one to 30 calendar days — from 3% to 5%);
Bank of Russia Regulation No. 283�P, dated 20 March 2006, ‘On the Procedure for Making Loan

Loss Provisions by Credit Institutions’, was amended by Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3130�U,
dated 3 December 2013, which:
● cancelled the requirement to make loss provisions for forward transactions;
● specified that any securities whose current (fair) value cannot be reliably determined shall be

subject to the requirement to make loss provisions;
● specified that investments in unit investment funds shall be subject to inclusion in the calculation

of loss provisions if the number of units acquired allows the holder to exercise control over the
management of the funds or to exert a significant influence on the activities thereof;

● increased the threshold of loss provision calculation elements which cannot be excluded (included)
from a portfolio (in a portfolio) of homogenous claims (contingent credit obligations) when there
are individual signs of their depreciation from 100,000 to 1 million rubles.
Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3092�U, dated 25 October 2013, made amendments to the calcu�

lation used for credit institutions’ equity capital and capital adequacy ratios in Bank of Russia Regu�
lation No. 387�P, dated 28 September 2012, ‘On the Procedure for Calculating Market Risk by Credit
Institutions’ (hereinafter, Regulation No. 387�P). Besides amending the methodology to calculate
the market risk conditioned by Basel III, Regulation No. 387�P introduced certain changes to the
procedure for calculating stock market risks and interest rate risks, including the following changes:
establishing a requirement to calculate a specific stock market risk on derivatives (the underlying
assets for which are stock indices); specifying the procedure for offsetting balance sheet securities
positions and opposite derivatives positions; cancelling the requirement to calculate specific stock
market risk on deposit receipts in relation to the issuer of shares serving as the underlying basis for
such receipts; specifying the procedure for including positions resulting from repo transactions in the
market risk calculation; and defining the list of agreements (transactions) affected by the require�
ment to calculate the market risk, in relation to a change in the procedure for the accounting of
forward transactions.

Pursuant to the mandate granted by Federal Law No. 146�FZ, within the framework of its efforts
to improve the regulation of credit institutions and increase the effectiveness of banking supervision,
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including on a consolidated basis, in 2013, the Bank of Russia issued the following ordinances setting
out, from 1 January 2014:
— standards for the regulation of credit institutions’ activities on a consolidated basis, the procedure

for parent credit institutions in banking groups to disclose information on their activities to a wide
range of users, as well as the procedure for the Bank of Russia to supervise the activities of bank�
ing groups, including:
● No. 3090�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Calculating Banking Groups’ Equity Capital, Re�

quired Ratios and the Values (Limits) of Open Foreign Exchange Positions’, setting out the
scope of prudential consolidation for banking groups using control and material influence crite�
ria established by the IFRS, as well as a procedure for calculating equity capital and required
ratios on a consolidated basis (until 1 October 2014, the procedure will operate in a monitor�
ing mode only, with no enforcement action being taken);

● No. 3080�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On the Forms, Procedure and Timeframes for Parent
Credit Institutions of Banking Groups to Disclose Information on Risks Assumed, Risk Assess�
ment Procedures, and Risk and Capital Management Procedures’, setting out a procedure for
parent credit institutions of banking groups to disclose annual and interim (half�year) infor�
mation on the risks assumed, risk assessment procedures, risk and capital management, in
accordance with the provisions set out in Pillar 3 Market Discipline of Basel II;

● No. 3084�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2923�U,
Dated 3 December 2012, ‘On Publishing and Submitting Consolidated Financial Statements
by Credit Institutions’, setting out a procedure for a mandatory disclosure by credit institu�
tions of their interim consolidated financial statements, compiled in accordance with the IFRS,
to a wide range of users;

● No. 3089�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On the Supervision Procedure of Banking Groups’,
establishing a procedure for the Bank of Russia to supervise the activities of banking groups,
including a procedure for setting up and organising the work of supervision groups, a proce�
dure for quarterly appraisals of the compliance with required ratios by banking groups (mem�
bers of banking groups), compliance with open currency position limits and due claims, and a
procedure for collecting and storing information on the activities of banking groups and major
members of banking groups;

— a procedure to regulate the activities of bank holding companies, including:
● No. 3086�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On the Methodology for Determining the Assets and

Income of Credit Institutions — Members of a Bank Holding Company and Bank Holding Com�
pany’, setting out a methodology to determine the amount of assets and income of credit insti�
tutions, which are members of bank holding companies, and of the bank holding company to
determine whether to qualify associations of legal entities with at least one credit institution as
a bank holding company;

● No. 3087�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Disclosing and Submitting Consolidated Financial
Statements by Bank Holding Companies’, setting out a procedure and timeframe for parent
organisations (management companies) of bank holding companies to disclose their consoli�
dated financial statements and to submit them to the Bank of Russia;

● No. 3083�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Compiling and Submitting Information on Bank
Holding Company Risks to the Bank of Russia’, setting out a procedure and compilation tem�
plate for the information required to assess the risks of bank holding companies and supervise
credit institutions which are members of bank holding companies, and subsequent provision of
such information to the Bank of Russia.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 184�FZ, dated 2 July 2013, ‘On Amending Articles 13 and 76 of the
Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (hereinafter, Fed�
eral Law No. 184�FZ), in 2013, the Bank of Russia issued the following ordinances governing the
activities of Bank of Russia authorised representatives:
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— No. 3057�U, dated 6 September 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Appointing Bank of Russia Authorised
Representatives in Cases Stipulated for by Clause 7, Part 1 of Article 76 of the Federal Law ‘On
the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’, and Conducting and Terminating
their Activities’, setting out a procedure for appointing Bank of Russia authorised representatives
at credit institutions, conducting and terminating their activities in cases stipulated by Clause 7,
Part 1 of Article 76 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, dated 10 July 2002, ‘On the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ (hereinafter, Federal Law No. 86�FZ);

— No. 3123�U, dated 25 November 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2182�U,
Dated 9 February 2009, ‘On the Procedure for Appointing Bank of Russia Authorised Repre�
sentatives, the Conducting and Terminating their Activities’, specifying the procedure for ap�
pointing Bank of Russia authorised representatives at credit institutions in cases stipulated by
Clauses 1—6, Part 1 of Article 76 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ;

— No. 3122�U, dated 25 November 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2181�U,
Dated 9 February 2009, ‘On the Procedure for Presenting Information and Documents by Credit
Institutions to Bank of Russia Authorised Representatives’, extending the procedure to present
information by credit institutions to Bank of Russia authorised representatives onto Bank of Rus�
sia authorised representatives appointed at credit institutions in accordance with Clause 7, Part 1
of Article 76 of Federal Law No. 86�FZ, as well as excluding requirements for credit institutions
to present information regarding their plans to carry out transactions (operations) to a Bank of
Russia authorised representative before carrying out transactions (operations), while preserving
Bank of Russia authorised representatives’ right to obtain such information on request.
To bring the contents of credit institutions’ annual and interim accounting (financial) statements

disclosed to a wide range of users in line with the provisions of Federal Law No. 402�FZ, dated 6 De�
cember 2011, ‘On Accounting’, and in relation to the entry into force of Federal Law No. 146�FZ
setting out the requirement that credit institutions disclose information on risks assumed, risk assess�
ment procedures and risk and capital management, the Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 3081�U,
dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Disclosing Information on Activities by Credit Institutions’, which:
— brought the contents of information disclosed by credit institutions in their annual and interim

accounting (financial) statements in line with IFRS provisions, Pillar 3 Market Discipline of Basel II
and Basel III;

— granted credit institutions the right to disclose information on their activities through the mass
media and (or) on their official Internet sites.
To improve the assessment of credit institutions’ activities, the Bank of Russia published the follow�

ing ordinances: No. 3085�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2005�U, Dated 30 April 2008, ‘On the Assessment of the Economic Situation of Banks’ (hereinaf�
ter, Ordinance No. 3085�U) and No. 3091�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia
Ordinance No. 1379�U, Dated 16 January 2004, ‘On the Assessment of Financial Soundness of a Bank
for the Purpose of Ascertaining its Adequacy for Participating in the Deposit Insurance System’, which:
— tightened requirements for the supervisory assessment of banks. Provisions have been made so

that the economic situation (financial soundness) of a bank cannot be recognised as satisfactory,
if the bank’s internal control rules designed to counter the legalisation (laundering) of criminally
obtained incomes and the financing of terrorism (hereinafter, AML/CFT) do not meet the Bank
of Russia’s requirements or if these rules, according to the Bank of Russia, are not observed, or an
internal AML/CFT control system does not make it possible to devote enhanced attention to the
operations of customers with a heightened degree (level) of risk;

— brought a methodology to assess transparency indicators of ownership structure in line with the
provisions of Federal Law No. 146�FZ;

— brought a procedure for calculating capital�related indicators in line with Bank of Russia Regula�
tion No. 395�P and Bank of Russia Instruction No. 139�I, dated 3 December 2012, ‘On Statu�
tory Requirements for Banks’;
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— changed the threshold values used when assigning a numerical score to the capital adequacy ratio
(‘PK1’ or N1.0).
In addition, Ordinance No. 3085�U allows Bank of Russia regional branches (Systemically Im�

portant Banks Supervision Department) to decide to classify banks under sub�group 2.2 even if there
are grounds for qualifying them under a lower classification group if there is documentary evidence
that banks are implementing measures to eliminate violations.

These ordinances entered into force on 1 January 2014.
In Q4 2013, the Bank of Russia drafted approaches to defining systemically important credit insti�

tutions and put them forward for discussion with the banking community; these approaches were
developed taking into account the specifics of the Russian banking services market, the recommenda�
tions of the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and the recommendations of the Financial Sta�
bility Board. Corresponding approaches were incorporated into Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3174�U,
dated 16 January 2014, ‘On Defining the List of Systemically Important Credit Institutions’.

It is assumed that the first list of systemically important credit institutions will be compiled by the
Bank of Russia in 2014.

MEASURES TO IMPROVE ON�SITE INSPECTS

In 2013, efforts continued to improve the regulatory and methodological framework underpinning
the Bank of Russia’s on�site inspections.

In relation to the completion of the Bank of Russia’s inspection activities phased centralisation,
the Bank of Russia issued Instruction No. 147�I, dated 5 December 2013, ‘On the Procedure for
Authorised Representatives of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation (Bank of Russia) to Carry
out Inspections of Credit Institutions (their Branches)’, setting out powers to organise inspections of
banks which are members of banking groups and bank holding companies and inspections of cross�
border credit institutions.

To improve the procedure for organising and carrying out inspections of credit institutions (their
branches), the Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 2978�U, dated 14 March 2013, ‘On Amending
Clause 1 of Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 2493�U, Dated 3 September 2010, ‘On Organising the
Phased Centralisation of the Bank of Russia’s Inspections’, as well as Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2979�U, dated 14 March 2013, ‘On Amending Clause 3.3 of Bank of Russia Instruction No. 108�I,
Dated 1 December 2003, ‘On Organising Inspections by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
(Bank of Russia)’, specifying the mandates of Bank of Russia regional branch heads and inspectors
general of interregional inspectorates when deciding to change the inspection start month set out in a
Consolidated Plan.

To improve the effectiveness of inspections, the Bank of Russia issued Ordinance No. 3017�U,
dated 18 June 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Interaction among Bank of Russia Divisions when Pre�
paring Proposals and Making Decisions to Apply Corrective Measures Against Credit Institutions when
Conducting Inspections and Examining Results Thereof’. In December 2013, changes were made to
the ordinance, providing for a reduction in the maximum timeframe for supervisory measures applied
by regional branches and Bank of Russia divisions.

To improve the methodological framework underpinning its inspection activities, the Bank of Russia
issued letters explaining the specifics of inspections of authorised banks’ (their branches’) internal
structural divisions carrying out operations to buy and sell foreign cash, as well as inspections of
credit institutions’ compliance with the procedure on cash operations and rules for storing, trans�
porting and collecting cash money and foreign cash:
— No. 10�T, dated 30 January 2013, ‘On the Specifics of Organising and Carrying out Inspections of

Internal Structural Divisions of Authorised Banks (Branches of Authorised Banks) in Relation to
Certain Types of Banking Operations with Households Involving Foreign Cash and Cheques (In�
cluding Traveller’s Cheques) Whose Face Value is Indicated in Foreign Currency’;
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— No. 235�T, dated 9 December 2013, ‘On Methodological Recommendations for Inspecting Credit
Institutions’ (their Branches’) Compliance with the Procedure for Cash�Desk Operations and
Rules on the Storage, Transportation and Collection of Cash Money and Foreign Cash’.

COUNTERING THE LEGALISATION (LAUNDERING) OF CRIMINALLY OBTAINED INCOMES

AND THE FINANCING OF TERRORISM

In 2013, the Bank of Russia took further steps to implement its mandate envisaged by Federal Law
No. 115�FZ, dated 7 August 2001, ‘On Countering the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Ob�
tained Incomes and the Financing of Terrorism’. As part of its efforts, the Bank of Russia issued the
following documents:

— Ordinance No. 3041�U, dated 23 August 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to
Provide Authorised Bodies with Information on Instances Where They Refuse to Enter into a Bank
Account (Deposit) Agreement with a Customer, Refuse to Execute a Customer’s Order to Carry Out
an Operation and on Instances Where They Terminate a Bank Account (Deposit) Agreement with a
Customer at the Initiative of the Credit Institution’, setting out a procedure for credit institutions to
keep formal records and submit them to the Federal Financial Monitoring Service (hereinafter,
Rosfinmonitoring) on all instances where they refuse to enter into agreements with customers and
(or) refuse to execute customers’ orders to carry out operations, as well as instances where they
terminate agreements with customers;
— Regulation No. 407�P, dated 2 September 2013, ‘On Submitting Information in Electronic For�

mat on Customer Operations, Beneficial Owners of Customers and Cash Flows Across Customer
Accounts (Deposits) by Credit Institutions at the Request of the Federal Financial Monitoring
Service’, setting out requirements approved by Rosfinmonitoring regarding the forms of informa�
tion in electronic format submitted by a credit institution to Rosfinmonitoring, at the latter’s
request, on customer operations of a credit institution, beneficial owners of customers and cash
flows across credit institutions’ customer accounts (deposits), as well as requirements regarding
the procedure for credit institutions to provide Rosfinmonitoring, at the latter’s request, with
information on cash flows across credit institution customers’ accounts (deposits);

— Ordinance No. 3063�U, dated 19 September 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Credit Institutions to
Inform an Authorised Body of Measures Taken to Freeze (Block) Funds or Other Assets of
Organisations or Households and of the Results of Inspections to Ascertain Whether There are
any Organisations and Households Which Have Had or Should Have Their Funds or Other Assets
Frozen (Blocked) among Their Customers’, setting out requirements regarding the procedure for
credit institutions to inform an authorised body of measures taken to freeze (block) funds or other
assets of organisations and households, as well as the results of inspections to ascertain whether
there are any organisations and households which have had or should have their funds or other
assets frozen (blocked) among their customers;

— Ordinance No. 3148�U, dated 23 December 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 375�P, Dated 2 March 2012, ‘On Requirements for a Credit Institution’s Internal Control
Rules Designed to Prevent the Legalisation (Laundering) of Criminally Obtained Incomes and
the Financing of Terrorism’, setting out requirements for internal AML/CFT control rules in terms
of defining the procedure for credit institutions to follow, should their customers transfer funds to
the accounts of persons, which are not residents of the Republic of Belarus or the Republic of
Kazakhstan, and act on their own behalf or on the instruction of third parties (hereinafter, non�
resident counterparties) under foreign trade agreements (contracts) concluded with such non�
resident counterparties;

— Letter No. 32�T, dated 28 February 2013, ‘On Informing the Federal Tax Service of Russia of
Legal Entities Which Cannot be Contacted at the Address (Registered Office Location) Indicated
by them and Recorded in the Unified State Register of Legal Entities’, containing recommenda�
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tions for credit institutions to use information from the Internet data resource set up online by the
Bank of Russia;

— Letters No. 73�T, dated 17 April 2013; No. 104�T, dated 10 June 2013; No. 110�T, dated 19 June
2013; and, No. 150�T, dated 7 August 2013, on enhancing attention of credit institutions towards
certain customer operations, setting out recommendations for credit institutions regarding certain
operations by their customers, aimed at identifying such operations and mitigating related risks.

UPGRADING THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK OF CREDIT INSTITUTIONS’ OPERATIONS

In 2013, the following federal laws were adopted with the involvement of the Bank of Russia:
— Federal Law No. 29�FZ, dated 14 March 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federa�

tion’ (with respect to banning foreign banks from opening branches in the Russian Federation);
— Federal Law No. 146�FZ (with respect, among other things, to consolidated supervision, specify�

ing Bank of Russia mandates to apply measures to credit institutions, to set requirements for
credit institutions’ risk and capital management systems, to monitor large�value purchases of credit
institutions’ shares (stakes), and to specify requirements for credit institution officials and
founders);

— Federal Law No. 184�FZ (with respect to the appointment and activities of Bank of Russia
authorised representatives at credit institutions);

— Federal Law No. 251�FZ, dated 23 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Fed�
eration due to the Delegation to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation of the Authority to
Regulate, Control and Supervise Financial Markets’;

— Federal Law No. 266�FZ, dated 30 September 2013, ‘On Amending Article 18 of the Federal
Law ‘On Banks and Banking Activities’ (with respect to the reciprocity provision not being ap�
plied to foreign states with which the Russian Federation has signed international agreements
(including member states of the World Trade Organisation and Organisation for Economic Coop�
eration and Development);

— Federal Law No. 335�FZ, dated 2 December 2013, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Insur�
ance of Household Deposits in Russian Banks’, the Federal Law ‘On the Central Bank of the
Russian Federation (Bank of Russia)’ and on Invalidating Certain Provisions of Russian Laws’
(with respect to the unification of supervisory requirements to assess the financial soundness of
credit institutions and requirements for the participation in the deposit insurance system (herein�
after, DIS) according to international supervision principles and the application of corrective
measures, and cancelling the prohibition against bank founders’ leaving their positions within
first three years from the date of the state registration of such bank);

— Federal Law No. 353�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Consumer Loans’ (setting out proce�
dure for extending household consumer loans for purposes not connected with entrepreneurial
activities);

— Federal Law No. 363�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian
Federation and on Invalidating Certain Provisions of Russian Laws due to the Adoption of the
Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’;

— Federal Law No. 379�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian
Federation’ (with respect to registering movable property pledge notices);

— Federal Law No. 410�FZ, dated 28 December 2013, ‘On Amending the Federal Law ‘On Non�
governmental Pension Funds’ and Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ (with respect to the
extension of the household DIS to individual entrepreneurs’ accounts);

— Federal Law No. 422�FZ, dated 28 December 2013, ‘On Guaranteeing the Rights of Insured Per�
sons in the Compulsory Pension Insurance System of the Russian Federation When Forming and
Investing Pension Accumulations, and Determining and Making Payments Using Pension Accu�
mulations’.
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IV.3. PRINCIPAL MEASURES TO IMPROVE REGULATION

IN THE NATIONAL PAYMENT SYSTEM IN 2013

To improve the regulation of the national payment system, the Bank of Russia issued the following
regulatory documents:
— Regulation No. 406�P, dated 29 August 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Administering Certain Types

of Budget Revenues by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’;
— Ordinance No. 2962�U, dated 11 January 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation

No. 320�P, Dated 27 August 2008, ‘On the Procedure for Administering Certain Types of Budget
Revenues by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’;

— Ordinance No. 2980�U, dated 15 March 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Sending to a Bank an Elec�
tronic Order by an Agency Monitoring the Payment of Insurance Contributions’;

— Ordinance No. 2981�U, dated 15 March 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 384�P, Dated 29 June 2012, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’;

— Ordinance No. 2999�U, dated 13 May 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2390�U, Dated 29 January 2010, ‘On the Procedure for Transferring Unused Balances of
Federal Budget Funds’;

— Ordinance No. 3005�U, dated 31 May 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 320�P,
Dated 27 August 2008, ‘On the Procedure for Administering Certain Types of Budget Revenues
by the Central Bank of the Russian Federation’;

— Ordinance No. 3007�U, dated 5 June 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 382�P,
Dated 9 June 2012, ‘On Requirements to Protect Information Related to Funds Transfers and on
the Procedures of Bank of Russia Control over the Compliance with the Requirements to Protect
Information Related to Funds Transfers’;

— Ordinance No. 3009�U, dated 7 June 2013, ‘On Amending Clause 1.2 of Bank of Russia Ordi�
nance No. 2815�U, Dated 2 May 2012, ‘On Setting Criteria Values for Qualifying Payment Sys�
tems as Important’ (registered with the Russian Ministry of Justice under No. 28852 on 20 June
2013), with respect to specifying the criteria values for the importance of payment systems;

— Ordinance No. 3025�U, dated 15 July 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation No. 383�P,
Dated 19 June 2012, ‘On Funds Transfer Rules’;

— Ordinance No. 3026�U, dated 15 July 2013, ‘On Special Account at the Bank of Russia’;
— Ordinance No. 3031�U, dated 26 July 2013, ‘On Invalidating Certain Regulatory Acts of the Bank

of Russia’;
— Ordinance No. 3035�U, dated 14 August 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance

No. 2548�U, Dated 27 December 2010, ‘On the Procedure for Making Decisions on Refunding
Interest for Late Refunds of Overpayments (Collections) to the Budget, Administered by the Cen�
tral Bank of the Russian Federation, and Interest Accrued on the Overpaid Sums’;

— Ordinance No. 3040�U, dated 20 August 2013, ‘On Amending Clause 3.2 of Bank of Russia Or�
dinance No. 2958�U, Dated 28 December 2012, ‘On the Procedure for the Bank of Russia to
Implement Various Requirements Set Out in Federal Law No. 161�FZ, Dated 27 June 2011, ‘On
the National Payment System’;

— Ordinance No. 3064�U, dated 23 September 2013, ‘On Numbering Customer Accounts to Record
Funds Received for Temporary Use’;

— Ordinance No. 3079�U, dated 25 October 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Regulation
No. 384�P, Dated 29 June 2012, ‘On the Bank of Russia Payment System’;

— Ordinance No. 3120�U, dated 21 November 2013, ‘On Numbering Customer Accounts Opened
for Federal Treasury Regional Branches to Record Funds of the Pension Fund of the Russian
Federation’;
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— Ordinance No. 3150�U, dated 23 December 2013, ‘On the Bank of Russia’s Activities as a Pay�
ment Infrastructure Service Operator’;

— Ordinance No. 3154�U, dated 23 December 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2485�U, Dated 2 August 2010, ‘On the Correspondence Directory of Bank Identification Codes
of Credit Institutions (Branches) Making Payments Via the Settlement System of the Bank of
Russia and International SWIFT BIC Bank Identification Codes’;

— Ordinance No. 3155�U, dated 24 December 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Including (Excluding)
Bank of Russia Divisions in (from) the VER system, MER System and BESP System’;

— Order No. 3156�U, dated 24 December 2013, ‘On Amending Regulation of the Ministry of
Finance of the Russian Federation and of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation
No. 127n/328�P, Dated 12 November 2008, ‘On the Procedure for Completing Operations on
Federal Budget Accounts, Opened with Divisions of the Bank of Russia’s and Credit Institutions’
(Branches’) Settlement System in the Current Fiscal Year’;

— Ordinance No. 3160�U, dated 27 December 2013, ‘On Amending Bank of Russia Ordinance
No. 2980�U, Dated 15 March 2013, ‘On the Procedure for Sending to a Bank an Electronic Or�
der by an Agency Monitoring the Payment of Insurance Contributions’;

— Ordinance No. 3165�U, dated 30 December 2013, ‘’On the Procedure for Making Decisions on
Refunding Interest for Late Refunds of Overpayments of State Duties’.
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IV.4. PRINCIPAL MEASURES TO PERFORM THE MAIN FUNCTIONS

OF THE BANK OF RUSSIA FINANCIAL MARKETS SERVICE IN 2013

In accordance with Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 645, dated 25 July 2013,
from 1 September 2013 the mandate of the Federal Financial Markets Service to regulate, control
and supervise financial markets was transferred to the Bank of Russia.

Pursuant to Federal Law No. 251�FZ, dated 23 July 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the
Russian Federation due to the Delegation to the Central Bank of the Russian Federation of the Au�
thority to Regulate, Control and Supervise Financial Markets’, which entered into force on 1 Sep�
tember 2013, the Bank of Russia became a single body regulating, controlling and supervising the
activities of credit institutions, as well as non�bank financial institutions. To guarantee stability in
the regulation, control and supervision of non�bank financial institutions and the performance of
other functions previously carried out by the FFMS of Russia, the Financial Markets Service (FMS)
of the Bank of Russia was set up within the Bank of Russia with the following main objectives:
— to assist in the development of the financial market in the Russian Federation and its infra�

structure;
— to create a competitive environment in the financial market of the Russian Federation;
— to regulate, control and supervise non�bank financial institutions;
— to protect the rights and legal interests of shareholders and investors in the financial markets,

insurers, insured persons and beneficiaries recognised as such in accordance with insurance laws,
as well as insured persons under compulsory pension insurance system, and depositors and par�
ticipants in non�governmental pension funds for non�governmental pension provision;

— to ensure compliance with the Russian legislation to counter the illegal use of insider information
and market manipulation.
To further develop the regulation of the financial markets, in 2013, Russia’s FFMS and the

FMS assisted in the preparation and revision of draft federal laws and other regulatory documents,
the approval of such acts, as well as the implementation and analysis of practices to enforce adopted
laws and regulatory documents governing all segments of the financial market, excluding banking
and audit activities. Significant changes were introduced to legislation on the pension system and
insurance. The key aspect of the FMS activities related to controlling pension accumulations in�
vestments and supervising the activities of non�governmental pension funds was participation in
the drafting of regulatory and legislative acts designed to lay the foundations for converting non�
governmental pension funds into joint�stock companies and launching the system of guaranteed
pension accumulations.

The mandate to carry out insurance supervision was expanded by insurance legislative acts. As a
result, the Bank of Russia received the right to revoke a licence without suspending its validity if an
insurer fails to comply with requirements on the amount of authorised capital or repeatedly fails to
submit statements during one year or repeatedly violates reporting submission deadlines during one
year by more than 15 working days. The Bank of Russia was also granted the right to set out mini�
mum (standard) requirements in its regulatory documents in relation to the conditions and proce�
dure for certain types of voluntary insurance. Changes were made to increase the transparency of
activities and the quality of insurance companies’ risk management, the opportunities for using elec�
tronic document workflow were expanded during insurance companies’ licensing, and other changes
were introduced, aimed at improving the regulation of the insurance market1. Amendments were also

1 Amendments to Federal Law No. 4015�1, dated 27 November 1992, ‘On the Organisation of Insurance Business

in the Russian Federation’, were introduced by Federal Law No. 134�FZ, dated 28 June 2013, and No. 234�FZ,

dated 23 July 2013.
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made to insurance legislation1 to unambiguously identify the insurer bound to take liability for in�
sured events occurring during one year after an insured person is dismissed from military service, as
well as to change the procedure for calculating the insurance tariff for this type of insurance. The
FMS played an active role in drafting Federal Law No. 293�FZ, dated 2 November 2013, ‘On Actu�
arial Activities in the Russian Federation’, which establishes legal foundations for the institute of
actuaries required to assess the sufficiency of insurance and pension reserves.

Insurers were allowed to submit all forms of reports to the Bank of Russia in electronic format,
signed by an enhanced qualified electronic signature, without the use of paper documents.

The Bank of Russia’s Financial Markets Service played an active role in the drafting of federal
laws aimed at improving consumer lending and microfinance institutions’ activities2. The FMS’ ef�
forts to establish the legal foundations for improving the securitisation of financial assets were en�
shrined in Federal Law No. 379�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the
Russian Federation’.

In 2013, the FMS and the Bank of Russia Statistics Department carried out work to exclude
duplication in reporting forms submitted by credit institutions — professional securities market par�
ticipants to the Bank of Russia. To decrease the administrative and regulatory impact, as well as the
burden on professional participants, proposals were drafted to amend regulatory acts, seeking to
reduce the number of reports being submitted, simplify the form of reports submitted by professional
participants, and establish a new procedure for submitting thereof only in electronic format.

In terms of regulating professional activities in the securities market, equity capital adequacy ra�
tios were set at 5 million rubles for professional securities market participants engaged in brokerage
solely to conclude agreements constituting derivatives with goods serving the underlying asset3. A set
of Uniform Requirements were adopted, establishing rules for broker activities when carrying out
certain transactions for their customers4. To a large extent, these rules link the further regulation of
financial market participants with modern settlement systems and the migration of certain key goods
at the Moscow Exchange to the T + 2 settlement mode.

In the course of FMS efforts to combat unfair practices in the open market, three particularly
significant cases of manipulation (i.e. market manipulation) were identified. Administrative correc�
tive measures were applied to the persons involved in market manipulation.

1 Amendments to Federal Law No. 52�FZ, dated 28 March 1998, ‘On Obligatory State Life and Health Insurance

for Military Personnel, Citizens Called up for Military Reservist Training, Enlisted Men and Commanding Officers

in Russian Internal Affairs Bodies, State Fire�Control Service, Drugs and Psychotropic Substance Control Bodies,

and Staff of Criminal Correctional System Institutions and Bodies’. were introduced by Federal Law No. 165�FZ,

dated 2 July 2013.
2 Federal Law No. 353�FZ, dated 21 December 2013, ‘On Consumer Loans’; Federal Law No. 363�FZ, dated

21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation and on Invalidating Certain Provisions

of Russian Laws due to the Adoption of the Federal Law ‘On Consumer Loans’; Federal Law No. 375�FZ, dated

21 December 2013, ‘On Amending Certain Laws of the Russian Federation’ (with respect to improving the mecha�

nism to protect the rights of consumers of microfinance services and increase the effectiveness of state control over

credit cooperation and microfinance activities).
3 Bank of Russia Ordinance No. 3132�U, dated 3 December 2013, ‘On Setting Equity Capital Adequacy Ratios for

Professional Securities Market Participants Engaged in Brokerage Solely to Conclude Agreements Constituting

Derivatives with Goods Being the Underlying Asset’.
4 FFMS Order No. 13�71/pz�n ‘On the Uniform Requirements for the Rules of Broker Activities When Carrying Out

Certain Transactions for Their Customers, as well as on Invalidating Certain Regulatory Acts of the Federal Finan�

cial Markets Service’.
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Table 1

IV.5. STATISTICAL TABLES

1 Bank of Russia data.

Notes. Possible minor discrepancies between the total and the sum of components in tables are due to the rounding

of data.

Tables 1 and 2 are based on Rosstat data as of 2 April 2014.

Table 3 is based on Rosstat data as of 2 April 2014 and Bank of Russia calculations (data for 2012 have been

specified due to changes in the calculation methodology).
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Table 2

Table 3
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Table 4

1 The table is based on Rosstat data as of 28 February 2014.
2 Savings include increase (decrease) in deposits, purchase of securities, change in accounts of individual entre�

preneurs, change in debt on loans, purchase of real estate and cattle and poultry.
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Table 5

Table 6

1 Exclusive of repo transactions.
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stnemurtsnitbeD
citsemodnihtiwlatoT

tbedtnemnrevog
citsemodnodedart,esehtfO

tekramseitiruces

sdnobtnemnrevoglaredefemocni�nopuoctnenamreP
)DP�ZFO( 9.886,2 9.886,2

)DA�ZFO(sdnobtnemnrevoglaredefnoitaicerpedtbeD 0.640,1 1.249

)OSG(sdnobsgnivastnemnrevoG 6.706 —

)ZOVO(sdnobniFniM 0.09 —

ycnerruclanoitanniseetnaraugtnemnrevognaissuR 9.982,1 —

latoT 2.227,5 0.136,3

)selburfosnoillim(4102YRAUNAJ1FOSAAISSURFOKNABEHTOTTBEDYRTSINIMECNANIF )selburfosnoillim(4102YRAUNAJ1FOSAAISSURFOKNABEHTOTTBEDYRTSINIMECNANIF )selburfosnoillim(4102YRAUNAJ1FOSAAISSURFOKNABEHTOTTBEDYRTSINIMECNANIF )selburfosnoillim(4102YRAUNAJ1FOSAAISSURFOKNABEHTOTTBEDYRTSINIMECNANIF )selburfosnoillim(4102YRAUNAJ1FOSAAISSURFOKNABEHTOTTBEDYRTSINIMECNANIF 11111

eulavecaftA

snoitagilbotbedtnemnrevognaissuR 141,263

:hcihwfo

ycnerruclanoitanni,elasrofelbaliavasnoitagilbotbedtnemnrevognaissuR— 379,852

ycnerrucngierofni,elasrofelbaliavasnoitagilbotbedtnemnrevognaissuR— 761,301
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Table 7

Note. Tables 7, 9 to 17, and 22 are based on data as of 3 April 2014, while Table 23 is based on data as of 7 April 2014.

LLESDNAYUBOTSTNEDISER�NONHTIWSNOITAREPOTNEDISERFO)REVONRUT(EMULOV LLESDNAYUBOTSTNEDISER�NONHTIWSNOITAREPOTNEDISERFO)REVONRUT(EMULOV LLESDNAYUBOTSTNEDISER�NONHTIWSNOITAREPOTNEDISERFO)REVONRUT(EMULOV LLESDNAYUBOTSTNEDISER�NONHTIWSNOITAREPOTNEDISERFO)REVONRUT(EMULOV LLESDNAYUBOTSTNEDISER�NONHTIWSNOITAREPOTNEDISERFO)REVONRUT(EMULOV

TEKRAMYRADNOCESNISNOITAGILBOTBEDYCNERRUCNGIEROFGNIDNATSTUOTNEMNREVOGNAISSUR TEKRAMYRADNOCESNISNOITAGILBOTBEDYCNERRUCNGIEROFGNIDNATSTUOTNEMNREVOGNAISSUR TEKRAMYRADNOCESNISNOITAGILBOTBEDYCNERRUCNGIEROFGNIDNATSTUOTNEMNREVOGNAISSUR TEKRAMYRADNOCESNISNOITAGILBOTBEDYCNERRUCNGIEROFGNIDNATSTUOTNEMNREVOGNAISSUR TEKRAMYRADNOCESNISNOITAGILBOTBEDYCNERRUCNGIEROFGNIDNATSTUOTNEMNREVOGNAISSUR

)srallodSUfosnoillib,secirptekramta( )srallodSUfosnoillib,secirptekramta( )srallodSUfosnoillib,secirptekramta( )srallodSUfosnoillib,secirptekramta( )srallodSUfosnoillib,secirptekramta(

ycnerruC 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102

5102nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 70.0 52.0 21.0 52.0 96.0

7102nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 50.0 82.0 61.0 60.0 55.0

)sOKGgnirutcurtserfoesruocehtnideussi(8102nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 40.0 10.0 00.0 30.0 80.0

9102nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU — — 02.0 53.0 45.0

0202nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 01.0 20.0 30.0 80.0 22.0

0202nieudsdnoboruE orue — — 72.0 32.0 05.0

2202nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 30.0 32.0 30.0 01.0 93.0

3202nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU — — 03.0 55.0 58.0

8202nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 51.0 13.0 70.0 80.0 16.0

tbedfognirutcurtserdnocesehtfoesruocehtnideussi(0302nieudsdnoboruE
)srotidercknablaicremmocfobulCnodnoLehtot rallodSU 11.1 12.3 89.3 84.4 97.21

2402nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU 74.0 79.0 74.0 44.0 43.2

3402nieudsdnoboruE rallodSU — — 21.0 01.0 12.0
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Table 8

)stinu(SEIRAIDEMRETNILAICNANIFDESILANOITUTITSNI )stinu(SEIRAIDEMRETNILAICNANIFDESILANOITUTITSNI )stinu(SEIRAIDEMRETNILAICNANIFDESILANOITUTITSNI )stinu(SEIRAIDEMRETNILAICNANIFDESILANOITUTITSNI )stinu(SEIRAIDEMRETNILAICNANIFDESILANOITUTITSNI 11111

3102.10.1 4102.10.1

latot,snoiatrepogniknabtcudnocotthgirehthtiwsnoitutitsnitiderC 659 329

:hcihwfo

sknab— 798 958

snoitutitsnitidercknab�non— 95 46

latipacdesirohtuanisekatsngierofhtiwsnoitutitsnitiderC 442 152

aissuRnignitareposnoitutitsnitidercfosehcnarB 943,2 500,2

snoitutitsnitidercnaissuRgnitarepofoseciffoevitatneserpeR 514 443

seititnetekramecnarusnI 146 795

:hcihwfo

seinapmocecnarusni— 854 024

seinapmocecnarusnilautum— 11 21

srekorbecnarusni— 271 561

tekramseitiruceslanoisseforpsadesnecilsnoitutitsnitiderc�nondnatiderC
latot,stnapicitrap 132,1 941,1

:hcihwfo

srekorb— 659 588

srelaed— 959 788

sreganamtsurt— 458 287

seirotisoped— 936 516

sredlohretsiger— 04 73

snoitasinagrogniraelC 6 6

segnahcxE 2 0 8

sdnufnoisneplatnemnrevog�noN 431 021

sdnuftnemtsevnitinU 3 latot, 745,1 175,1

:hcihwfo

dne�nepo— 054 664

lavretni— 37 85

dne�desolc— 420,1 740,1

sdnuftnemtsevnikcots�tnioJ 7 7

sdnuftnemtsevnitinu,sdnuftnemtsevnifoseinapmoctnemeganaM
sdnufnoisneplatnemnrevog�nondna 904 104

sdnuftnemtsevnitinu,sdnuftnemtsevnifoseirotisopeddesilaicepS
sdnufnoisneplatnemnrevog�nondna 34 44

snoitasinagroecnaniforciM

snoitasinagroecnaniforciM 405,2 068,3

snoitasinagroecnaniforcimfosnoitasinagroyrotaluger�fleS 0 2

sevitarepoocsgnivasgnisuoH 49 88

sevitarepoocremusnoctiderC

sevitarepoocremusnoctiderC 522,3 206,3

sevitarepoocremusnoctidercfosnoitasinagroyrotaluger�fleS 01 01

suaerubyrotsihtiderC 52 52

seicnegagnitaR 8 9

1 According to reporting data submitted to the Bank of Russia (to the Bank of Russia Financial Markets Service).
2 In compliance with Article 29 of Federal Law No. 325�FZ, dated 21 November 2011, ‘On Organised Trading’,

organisations having as of 1 January 2013 licences of securities market trade organisers, including stock exchange

licences, should receive a licence stipulated by this law or terminate the trade organiser activity before 1 January 2014.
3 Funds registered in the register of unit investment funds net of terminated funds.
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Table 9

NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOSTNEMYAPFOECNALAB NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOSTNEMYAPFOECNALAB NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOSTNEMYAPFOECNALAB NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOSTNEMYAPFOECNALAB NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOSTNEMYAPFOECNALAB 11111 )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana( )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana( )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana( )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana( )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

tnuoccatnerruC 203,42 080,1 405,1– 388,8 167,23 282,17

sdooG 210,84 572,24 418,24 412,74 413,081 366,191

tropxE 051,521 192,721 250,131 108,931 492,325 434,725

lio 342,34 247,04 799,34 886,54 076,371 039,081

stcudorplio 525,52 033,92 760,72 414,72 533,901 426,301

saglarutan 701,81 529,31 804,61 297,81 232,76 352,26

rehto 672,83 492,34 975,34 809,74 750,371 726,081

tropmI 831,77– 610,58– 832,88– 885,29– 089,243– 177,533–

secivreS 125,01– 877,31– 758,91– 664,41– 226,85– 785,64–

tropxE 781,51 287,71 833,81 855,81 568,96 043,26

noitatropsnart 505,4 823,5 285,5 133,5 747,02 161,91

levart 535,2 660,3 756,3 137,2 889,11 957,01

secivresrehto 741,8 983,9 990,9 694,01 031,73 124,23

tropmI 807,52– 065,13– 591,83– 320,33– 784,821– 729,801–

noitatropsnart 486,3– 424,4– 217,4– 586,4– 505,71– 344,61–

levart 524,9– 035,31– 739,81– 065,11– 354,35– 897,24–

secivresrehto 006,21– 606,31– 645,41– 877,61– 035,75– 686,94–

seeyolpmefonoitasnepmoC 298,2– 358,2– 255,3– 378,3– 071,31– 138,11–

emocnitnemtsevnI 018,8– 313,32– 576,71– 378,61– 276,66– 838,65–

elbavieceR 188,01 730,8 137,9 110,9 066,73 108,24

elbayaP 196,91– 153,13– 604,72– 588,52– 233,401– 936,99–

tnemnrevoglareneG 973– 608– 256– 548– 286,2– 534,1–

elbavieceR 894 431 822 001 169 041,1

elbayaP 778– 049– 088– 649– 346,3– 575,2–

)elbayap(tnemnrevoglacoL 8– 8– 6– 43– 65– 95–

knablartneC 445 274 344 714 578,1 227,2

elbavieceR 645 374 444 914 288,1 237,2

elbayaP 2– 2– 2– 2– 7– 01–
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Cont.

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

sknaB 089,1– 838,1– 001,2– 604,1– 523,7– 192,3–

elbavieceR 294,2 959,2 094,2 742,3 881,11 562,11

elbayaP 274,4– 797,4– 095,4– 356,4– 215,81– 555,41–

srotcesrehtO 2 789,6– 331,12– 063,51– 500,51– 484,85– 577,45–

elbavieceR 543,7 174,4 965,6 542,5 036,32 466,72

elbayaP 233,41– 406,52– 829,12– 052,02– 311,28– 934,28–

tneR 21 33 01 52 18 800,1

emocniyradnoceS 994,1– 482,1– 442,3– 441,3– 171,9– 331,6–

tnuoccalatipaC 3– 43– 232– 541– 514– 812,5–

tnuoccalatipacdnatnerrucmorfecnalaB 992,42 540,1 637,1– 837,8 643,23 560,66

)stessaevresergnidulcxe(tnuoccalaicnaniF 916,21– 345,6– 901,4– 442,91– 415,24– 776,52–

)esaerced—’–‘,esaercni—’+‘(seitilibailfoecnerrucniteN 856,68 897,72 188,7 690,01 234,231 534,29

tnemnrevoglaredeF 485,3 973 700,6 474– 694,9 120,61

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 407,3 295 971,6 963– 601,01 590,71

eussI 0 0 305,6 0 305,6 046,6

noitpmedeR 367,1– 936– 177,1– 706– 087,4– 676,3–

lapicnirp 726– 0 445– 5– 671,1– 531,1–

snopuoc 531,1– 936– 722,1– 306– 406,3– 145,2–

tnemtsevniertseretnI 368 229 078 239 685,3 984,2

tekramyradnoceS 406,4 013 875 496– 797,4 346,11

snaoL 581– 581– 871– 131– 976– 420,1–

seitilibailrehtO 56 82– 6 62 07 05–

tnemnrevoglacoL 83 37– 77– 73– 051– 132–

knablartneC 383,4 494– 867,1– 616,1– 605 806,3

sknaB 523,7 571,9 924,4– 783,8 854,02 872,33

tnemtsevnitceriD 455,3 656,1 749,1 620,2 381,9 687,7

stisopeddnasnaoL 373,4 814,7 203,3– 876,8 761,71 512,92

seitilibailrehtO 306– 101 470,3– 713,2– 398,5– 327,3–
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End

1 The balance of payments is compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International Investment Position Manual

(BPM6). The use of signs corresponds to the 5th edition of the Balance of Payments Manual (BPM5).
2 Other sectors include other financial corporations (except banks), non�financial corporations, households, and non�profit institutions servicing households.
3 Fictitious transactions include fictitious operations related to trade in goods and services, securities trading, lending to non�residents and fictitious transactions with money

transfers to residents’ accounts abroad aimed at keeping cross�border cash flow.

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

srotcesrehtO 2 823,17 118,81 741,8 638,3 321,201 957,93

tnemtsevnitceriD 660,73 103,41 891,21 415,6 970,07 108,24

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 802,1– 846– 781,3– 944,6– 294,11– 821,8–

snaoL 838,53 754,1 306,1 743,5 542,44 256,6

seitilibailrehtO 863– 207,3 764,2– 675,1– 907– 665,1–

stessaevresergnidulcxe,stessalaicnaniffonoitisiuqcateN
)esaercni—’–‘,esaerced—’+‘( 772,99– 043,43– 099,11– 043,92– 749,471– 111,811–

tnemnrevoglareneG 436– 432,1– 754 157,2– 361,4– 814

snaoL 932– 922– 35 87 733– 552

stessarehtO 693– 500,1– 304 928,2– 628,3– 361

knablartneC 503 74 411 861 436 64–

sknaB 986,42– 155,31– 992,51 141,5– 180,82– 967,41–

tnemtsevnitceriD 113– 164– 854– 85– 882,1– 442,6–

stisopeddnasnaoL 496,12– 288,11– 541,51 651,7– 685,52– 404,91–

stessarehtO 486,2– 902,1– 216 370,2 702,1– 878,01

srotcesrehtO 2 952,47– 206,91– 068,72– 616,12– 733,341– 417,301–

tnemtsevnitceriD 904,56– 997,5– 558,9– 745,21– 016,39– 645,24–

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 082 732– 938– 553,1– 151,2– 687,1–

ycnerrucngierofhsaC 409,1 299,1 656– 479,2– 662 073,1–

secnavdadnastidercedarT 295– 633,4– 308,3– 580,1 646,7– 649,7–

stnemeergalatnemnrevogretnirednuseilppusnossendetbednI 974 026 857– 214,1– 070,1– 829,1–

snoitcasnartsuoititciF 3 442,9– 120,8– 366,5– 261,3– 980,62– 618,83–

stessarehtO 876,1– 128,3– 782,6– 052,1– 730,31– 123,9–

snoissimodnasrorreteN 437,6– 350,1 725,1– 207,4– 909,11– 173,01–

)esaercni—’–‘,esaerced—’+‘(stessaevreserniegnahC 649,4– 444,4 273,7 702,51 770,22 710,03–
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Table 10

1 Excluding debt for goods supplied under intergovernmental agreements.
2 Net errors and omissions item fully relates to other sectors’ operations. It is assumed that accounting for financial operations of these sectors is most complicated for balance

of payments compilation.

Note: ‘–’ signifies capital outflow, ‘+’ signifies capital inflow.

)WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP )WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP )WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP )WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP )WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP
)srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca(

rotcesetavirP
wolfnilatipacten

,)wolftuo(
latot

)wolftuo(wolfnilatipactenrotcesgniknaB )wolftuo(wolfnilatipacten’srotcesrehtO

latot
hcihwfo

latot
hcihwfo

ngierof
stessa

ngierof
seitilibail

ngierof
stessa 1

ngierof
seitilibail

stnemyapfoecnalab
snoissimodnasrorreten 2

5002 3.0– 9.5 4.31– 2.91 2.6– 4.65– 2.55 0.5–

6002 7.34 5.72 5.32– 1.15 1.61 3.65– 2.16 2.11

7002 8.78 8.54 1.52– 9.07 0.24 6.39– 4.541 7.9–

8002 6.331– 2.55– 3.36– 1.8 3.87– 2.471– 9.89 1.3–

9002 5.75– 2.23– 0.01 1.24– 3.52– 3.35– 3.43 4.6–

0102 8.03– 9.51 7.1– 6.71 7.64– 9.26– 4.52 1.9–

1102 4.18– 9.32– 8.13– 8.7 4.75– 7.701– 9.85 7.8–

2102 9.35– 5.81 8.41– 3.33 4.27– 8.101– 8.93 4.01–

1Q 6.33– 7.9– 2.01– 4.0 9.32– 0.82– 4.01 3.6–

2Q 6.4– 6.11 7.4 9.6 2.61– 9.91– 0.6 3.2–

3Q 6.7– 7.7 5.7– 3.51 3.51– 2.22– 0.7 1.0–

4Q 1.8– 9.8 8.1– 7.01 0.71– 8.13– 4.61 6.1–

3102 7.95– 6.7– 1.82– 5.02 1.25– 3.241– 1.201 9.11–

1Q 5.72– 4.71– 7.42– 3.7 1.01– 7.47– 3.17 7.6–

2Q 7.4– 4.4– 6.31– 2.9 4.0– 2.02– 8.81 1.1

3Q 6.9– 9.01 3.51 4.4– 5.02– 1.72– 1.8 5.1–

4Q 8.71– 2.3 1.5– 4.8 1.12– 2.02– 8.3 7.4–
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Table 11

1 Excluding debt for goods supplied under intergovernmental agreements.

Note: ‘–’ signifies capital outflow, ‘+’ signifies capital inflow.

TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB)WOLFTUO(WOLFNILATIPACTENROTCESETAVIRP

)srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca(

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

tnemtsevnitceriD 1.52– 7.9 8.3 1.4– 6.51– 8.1

seitilibaiL 6.04 0.61 1.41 5.8 3.97 6.05

sknaB 6.3 7.1 9.1 0.2 2.9 8.7

srotcesrehtO 1.73 3.41 2.21 5.6 1.07 8.24

stessA 7.56– 3.6– 3.01– 6.21– 9.49– 8.84–

sknaB 3.0– 5.0– 5.0– 1.0– 3.1– 2.6–

srotcesrehtO 4.56– 8.5– 9.9– 5.21– 6.39– 5.24–

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 0.5– 3.0– 1.5– 3.8– 6.81– 1.0

seitilibaiL 7.0– 5.1 8.3– 7.6– 6.9– 4.2

sknaB 5.0 2.2 6.0– 2.0– 9.1 6.01

srotcesrehtO 2.1– 6.0– 2.3– 4.6– 5.11– 1.8–

stessA 3.4– 8.1– 3.1– 6.1– 0.9– 3.2–

sknaB 5.4– 6.1– 4.0– 3.0– 8.6– 5.0–

srotcesrehtO 3.0 2.0– 8.0– 4.1– 2.2– 8.1–

sevitavireD 1.0– 3.0– 2.0– 3.0 3.0– 4.1–

seitilibaiL 3.2– 5.2– 1.2– 0.2– 8.8– 1.81–

sknaB 9.1– 1.2– 9.1– 8.1– 7.7– 1.61–

srotcesrehtO 3.0– 4.0– 3.0– 2.0– 2.1– 0.2–

stessA 1.2 2.2 0.2 3.2 5.8 7.61

sknaB 9.1 9.1 8.1 1.2 7.7 2.51

srotcesrehtO 3.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 8.0 5.1

tnemtsevnirehtO 4.9 9.41– 7.6– 1.1– 2.31– 1.44–

seitilibaiL 0.14 0.31 5.4– 3.21 8.16 1.83

sknaB 2.5 5.7 9.3– 3.8 1.71 0.13

srotcesrehtO 8.53 5.5 6.0– 0.4 7.44 0.7

stessA 6.13– 9.72– 2.2– 4.31– 0.57– 2.28–

sknaB 7.12– 4.31– 4.41 9.6– 7.72– 2.32–

srotcesrehtO 1 9.9– 4.41– 6.61– 4.6– 3.74– 0.95–

srorretenstnemyapfoecnalaB
snoissimodna 7.6– 1.1 5.1– 7.4– 9.11– 4.01–

wolfnilatipactenrotcesetavirP
latot,)wolftuo( 5.72– 7.4– 6.9– 8.71– 7.95– 9.35–
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Table 12

1 Money transfers to Russia for the benefit of resident and non�resident individuals and money transfers from Rus�

sia of resident and non�resident individuals made via credit institutions (with or without opening an account),

including remittances via money transfer systems.
2 Negative balance reflects excess in the amount of remittances from the Russian Federation over the amount of

remittances to the Russian Federation.

)STNEDISER�NONDNASTNEDISER(SLAUDIVIDNIFOSNOITCASNARTREDROB�SSORC )STNEDISER�NONDNASTNEDISER(SLAUDIVIDNIFOSNOITCASNARTREDROB�SSORC )STNEDISER�NONDNASTNEDISER(SLAUDIVIDNIFOSNOITCASNARTREDROB�SSORC )STNEDISER�NONDNASTNEDISER(SLAUDIVIDNIFOSNOITCASNARTREDROB�SSORC )STNEDISER�NONDNASTNEDISER(SLAUDIVIDNIFOSNOITCASNARTREDROB�SSORC 11111

1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

srallodSUfosnoillim,latoT

srefsnartyenoM
noitaredeFnaissuRehtmorf

slaudividniyb 896,11 498,31 782,51 211,81 199,85 885,84

seirtnuocSIC�nonot 639,7 395,8 755,8 081,21 462,73 483,92

seirtnuocSICot 267,3 103,5 137,6 239,5 627,12 502,91

srefsnartyenoM
noitaredeFnaissuRehtot

slaudividnifotifenebehtrof 827,5 146,4 607,4 227,4 897,91 650,41

seirtnuocSIC�nonmorf 658,4 836,3 455,3 594,3 345,51 537,01

seirtnuocSICmorf 278 300,1 251,1 722,1 552,4 123,3

ecnalaB 2 079,5– 252,9– 185,01– 093,31– 391,93– 235,43–

seirtnuocSIC�nonhtiw 970,3– 559,4– 300,5– 486,8– 127,12– 946,81–

seirtnuocSIChtiw 098,2– 892,4– 875,5– 507,4– 174,71– 488,51–

srallodSU,noitcasnartfotnuomaegarevA

srefsnartyenoM
noitaredeFnaissuRehtmorf

slaudividniyb 678 308 067 607 177 738

seirtnuocSIC�nonot 498,4 723,5 750,5 892,1 406,2 778,3

seirtnuocSICot 123 833 563 463 053 083

srefsnartyenoM
noitaredeFnaissuRehtot

slaudividnifotifenebehtrof 690,4 002,3 364,3 503,2 361,3 206,2

seirtnuocSIC�nonmorf 804,7 083,5 167,5 501,3 350,5 901,4

seirtnuocSICmorf 471,1 692,1 355,1 923,1 633,1 191,1
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Table 14

Table 13

Note: ‘–’ signifies decrease in residents’ foreign liabilities.

Note: ‘–’ signifies decrease in residents’ foreign assets.

TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYBSTNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSEITILIBAILFOECNERRUCNITEN TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYBSTNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSEITILIBAILFOECNERRUCNITEN TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYBSTNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSEITILIBAILFOECNERRUCNITEN TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYBSTNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSEITILIBAILFOECNERRUCNITEN TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYBSTNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSEITILIBAILFOECNERRUCNITEN

)srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca(

tnemtsevnifoepyT 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

tceriD 6.04 0.61 1.41 5.8 3.97 6.05

oiloftroP 0.3 0.2 3.2 0.7– 4.0 3.91

sevitavireD 3.2– 5.2– 1.2– 0.2– 8.8– 1.81–

rehtO 3.54 3.21 5.6– 6.01 6.16 6.04

latoT 7.68 8.72 9.7 1.01 4.231 4.29

,STNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSTESSALAICNANIFFONOITISIUQCATEN ,STNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSTESSALAICNANIFFONOITISIUQCATEN ,STNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSTESSALAICNANIFFONOITISIUQCATEN ,STNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSTESSALAICNANIFFONOITISIUQCATEN ,STNEDISERNOITAREDEFNAISSURYBSTESSALAICNANIFFONOITISIUQCATEN

TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB,STESSAEVRESERGNIDULCXE TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB,STESSAEVRESERGNIDULCXE TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB,STESSAEVRESERGNIDULCXE TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB,STESSAEVRESERGNIDULCXE TNEMTSEVNIFOEPYTYB,STESSAEVRESERGNIDULCXE

)srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca( )srallodSUfosnoillib,atadstnemyapfoecnalabotgnidrocca(

tnemtsevnifoepyT 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 3102
:metiomeM

2102

tceriD 7.56 3.6 3.01 6.21 9.49 8.84

oiloftroP 3.4 8.1 3.1 6.4 9.11 3.2

sevitavireD 1.2– 2.2– 0.2– 3.2– 5.8– 7.61–

rehtO 4.13 4.82 3.2 4.41 6.67 7.38

latoT 3.99 3.43 0.21 3.92 9.471 1.811
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Table 15

TNEMETATSNOITISOPTNEMTSEVNILANOITANRETNIROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR TNEMETATSNOITISOPTNEMTSEVNILANOITANRETNIROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR TNEMETATSNOITISOPTNEMTSEVNILANOITANRETNIROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR TNEMETATSNOITISOPTNEMTSEVNILANOITANRETNIROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR TNEMETATSNOITISOPTNEMTSEVNILANOITANRETNIROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR

)srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim(

fosaecnalaB
3102.10.1

snoitcasnarT
noitaulaV
segnahc

rehtO
stnemtsujda

latoT
segnahc

fosaecnalaB
4102.10.1

1 2 3 4 5 6

stessA 748,642 180,82 496 435,1– 142,72 980,472

tnemtsevnitceriD 528,11 882,1 374– 75 378 796,21

)sgninraefotnemtsevniergnidulcni(ytiuqE 460,01 383,1 424– 821 780,1 151,11

stnemurtsnitbeD 167,1 59– 94– 17– 512– 645,1

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 888,43 518,6 253,4– 342– 912,2 701,73

ytiuqE 289,3 456– 407– 61– 473,1– 806,2

seitirucestbeD 509,03 964,7 846,3– 722– 395,3 894,43

mret�trohS 772,1 248– 88– 01 029– 753

mret�gnoL 826,92 113,8 065,3– 832– 315,4 141,43

sevitavireD 384,5 776,7– 221,8 0 544 829,5

snoitpO 021,1 18 672 0 853 774,1

stcartnocepyt�drawroF 463,4 857,7– 648,7 0 88 154,4

tnemtsevnirehtO 256,491 556,72 306,2– 843,1– 507,32 653,812

ycnerrucngieroF 940,6 992– 231 65– 322– 628,5

stisopeddnastnuoccatnerruC 261,511 251,71 697,1– 251,1– 402,41 663,921

mret�trohS 801,18 844,7 835,1– 269– 849,4 550,68

mret�gnoL 450,43 507,9 852– 091– 752,9 113,34

snaoL 591,56 434,8 281,1– 744 007,7 598,27

mret�trohS 851,81 467,2– 133– 89 699,2– 161,51

mret�gnoL 730,74 891,11 058– 943 696,01 437,75

elbaviecerstnuoccarehtO 642,8 863,2 242 785– 320,2 072,01

mret�trohS 444,3 742,1 714 964– 691,1 046,4

mret�gnoL 208,4 121,1 571– 811– 828 036,5
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End

1 Liabilities to non�residents which are not banks on reverse transactions, including securities repurchase agreements.

Notes.

1. The banking sector international investment position statement is compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and

International Investment Position Manual (BPM6).

2. The table covers data compiled by credit institutions, excluding non�bank credit institutions, and Vnesheconombank.

3. Forward�type contracts include forwards, swaps and futures.

4. ‘+’ in columns 2 to 5 denotes net growth in assets and liabilities, ‘–’ denotes their net decrease.

5. Column 4 shows, inter alia, assets and liabilities of credit institutions that had their banking licences revoked in the period under review.

fosaecnalaB
3102.10.1

snoitcasnarT
noitaulaV
segnahc

rehtO
stnemtsujda

latoT
segnahc

fosaecnalaB
4102.10.1

1 2 3 4 5 6

seitilibaiL 152,172 854,02 518,4– 378,1– 967,31 120,582

tnemtsevnitceriD 388,53 381,9 192,9– 673 862 051,63

)sgninraefotnemtsevniergnidulcni(ytiuqE 088,33 023,7 242,9– 713– 042,2– 046,13

stnemurtsnitbeD 300,2 368,1 84– 396 705,2 015,4

tnemtsevnioiloftroP 146,04 768,1 69– 05– 127,1 263,24

ytiuqE 045,13 332,3 171– 23 490,3 336,43

seitirucestbeD 201,9 663,1– 57 28– 373,1– 927,7

mret�trohS 662,4 266,1– 3– 0 566,1– 106,2

mret�gnoL 638,4 692 87 28– 292 821,5

sevitavireD 562,4 856,7– 747,7 0 98 453,4

snoitpO 28 962 3– 0 562 743

stcartnocepyt�drawroF 381,4 729,7– 057,7 0 771– 600,4

tnemtsevnirehtO 264,091 660,71 571,3– 891,2– 296,11 451,202

stisopeddnastnuoccatnerruC 673,581 241,61 560,3– 100,2– 570,11 154,691

mret�trohS 719,74 154,4 083,1– 005,1– 075,1 784,94

mret�gnoL 954,731 196,11 586,1– 105– 605,9 469,641

snaoL 1 739 620,1 5 76– 369 109,1

mret�trohS 739 620,1 5 76– 369 109,1

elbayapstnuoccarehtO 941,4 201– 511– 031– 743– 308,3

mret�trohS 023,3 214– 86– 48– 465– 657,2

mret�gnoL 038 013 74– 64– 712 740,1

ten,noitisoptnemtsevnilanoitanretnI 404,42– 326,7 015,5 933 274,31 239,01–
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Table 16

)tnecrep(SEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSURFOERUTCURTSYCNERRUC )tnecrep(SEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSURFOERUTCURTSYCNERRUC )tnecrep(SEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSURFOERUTCURTSYCNERRUC )tnecrep(SEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSURFOERUTCURTSYCNERRUC )tnecrep(SEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSURFOERUTCURTSYCNERRUC

stessangieroF seitilibailngieroF

rallodSU orue elbur seicnerrucrehto latot rallodSU orue elbur seicnerrucrehto latot

2002.10.1 6.08 6.6 5.4 3.8 0.001 5.57 1.5 7.71 7.1 0.001

3002.10.1 2.87 3.01 9.4 6.6 0.001 7.97 2.8 0.11 1.1 0.001

4002.10.1 0.67 4.11 0.6 6.6 0.001 5.08 5.5 7.21 3.1 0.001

5002.10.1 8.07 7.51 2.5 3.8 0.001 9.08 0.7 0.11 1.1 0.001

6002.10.1 2.67 1.41 9.3 8.5 0.001 0.58 0.7 0.7 0.1 0.001

7002.10.1 2.96 6.51 5.01 7.4 0.001 9.27 2.9 0.71 9.0 0.001

8002.10.1 5.66 2.71 7.11 6.4 0.001 5.76 2.01 9.02 4.1 0.001

8002.40.1 0.46 9.81 5.21 6.4 0.001 3.66 3.01 9.12 5.1 0.001

8002.70.1 0.36 1.91 1.31 8.4 0.001 3.46 5.11 6.22 6.1 0.001

8002.01.1 9.36 8.81 9.21 4.4 0.001 3.46 2.11 7.22 8.1 0.001

9002.10.1 6.26 1.02 7.31 6.3 0.001 0.76 5.31 4.71 1.2 0.001

9002.40.1 6.65 6.22 8.61 0.4 0.001 5.96 0.31 5.51 0.2 0.001

9002.70.1 2.55 6.22 6.71 6.4 0.001 9.66 6.31 5.71 0.2 0.001

9002.01.1 0.45 1.62 8.51 1.4 0.001 1.46 6.41 9.81 4.2 0.001

0102.10.1 2.65 3.32 4.61 1.4 0.001 3.26 1.51 0.02 6.2 0.001

0102.40.1 6.35 7.42 2.71 5.4 0.001 4.16 8.31 9.22 9.1 0.001

0102.70.1 9.06 1.81 9.51 1.5 0.001 5.26 5.21 8.22 2.2 0.001

0102.01.1 1.56 4.71 0.31 5.4 0.001 4.46 1.21 7.02 8.2 0.001

1102.10.1 8.36 4.61 0.51 8.4 0.001 5.56 6.01 9.02 0.3 0.001

1102.40.1 0.06 0.81 0.71 0.5 0.001 0.56 9.9 9.12 2.3 0.001

1102.70.1 8.06 6.81 6.61 0.4 0.001 5.46 4.9 8.22 4.3 0.001

1102.01.1 4.06 9.71 0.71 7.4 0.001 9.76 6.9 8.91 8.2 0.001

2102.10.1 9.95 9.61 7.81 5.4 0.001 1.66 0.11 1.02 8.2 0.001

2102.40.1 5.65 6.91 5.81 4.5 0.001 2.76 0.8 8.12 0.3 0.001

2102.70.1 6.95 5.71 9.71 1.5 0.001 3.07 3.7 9.91 5.2 0.001

2102.01.1 7.75 6.61 6.81 1.7 0.001 8.86 7.6 9.02 5.3 0.001
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Note. Excluding data for derivatives.

End

stessangieroF seitilibailngieroF

rallodSU orue elbur seicnerrucrehto latot rallodSU orue elbur seicnerrucrehto latot

3102.10.1 1.95 0.41 4.02 5.6 0.001 1.66 0.7 2.02 7.6 0.001

3102.40.1 3.26 4.41 5.71 8.5 0.001 3.66 9.7 3.91 5.6 0.001

3102.70.1 0.76 4.11 0.61 6.5 0.001 0.76 1.8 5.81 4.6 0.001

3102.01.1 2.56 0.21 2.61 5.6 0.001 9.76 6.8 7.71 9.5 0.001

4102.10.1 6.56 2.11 0.71 2.6 0.001 0.86 7.8 3.71 1.6 0.001
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Table 17

4102YRAUNAJ1FOSASEIRTNUOCFOPUORGYBSEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR 4102YRAUNAJ1FOSASEIRTNUOCFOPUORGYBSEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR 4102YRAUNAJ1FOSASEIRTNUOCFOPUORGYBSEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR 4102YRAUNAJ1FOSASEIRTNUOCFOPUORGYBSEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR 4102YRAUNAJ1FOSASEIRTNUOCFOPUORGYBSEITILIBAILDNASTESSANGIEROFROTCESGNIKNABNAISSUR

)srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim( )srallodSUfosnoillim(

stessangieroF seitilibailngieroF ecnalaB
stessangieroffo

seitilibaildna
knabretnino

snoitarepo
snoitareporehtono latot

knabretnino
snoitarepo

snoitareporehtono latot

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

�trohs
mret

�gnol
mret

latoT 383,79 180,75 991,12 524,89 385,811 605,551 194,53 831,69 922,92 361,421 027,46 103,022 368,35 597,46–

:hcihwfo

seirtnuocSIC 320,5 873,01 703,1 587,5 033,6 361,61 644,2 254,1 786,1 442,1 331,4 696,2 791,2 764,31

:hcihwfo

seirtnuocCEsAruE 970,3 177,3 699 795,2 570,4 863,6 773,1 475 297 526 961,2 991,1 609,1 961,5

:hcihwfo

seirtnuocnoinUsmotsuC 210,3 077,3 658 355,2 868,3 423,6 270,1 345 705 334 975,1 679 982,2 743,5

seirtnuocrehtO 449,1 706,6 113 881,3 552,2 597,9 960,1 878 698 916 569,1 794,1 192 992,8

seirtnuocSIC�noN 163,29 307,64 587,91 333,19 541,211 630,831 540,33 686,49 875,62 695,021 326,95 282,512 225,25 542,77–

:hcihwfo

seirtnuocUE 778,65 045,04 853,61 519,67 432,37 654,711 105,22 124,06 644,71 345,011 749,93 569,071 882,33 905,35–

seirtnuocCEPA 310,92 041,1 533,1 345,2 943,03 486,3 764,3 147,92 918,1 576,6 782,5 614,63 260,52 337,23–

seirtnuocrehtO 074,6 220,5 290,2 478,11 265,8 798,61 770,7 425,4 313,7 773,3 093,41 009,7 728,5– 699,8

snoitasinagrolanoitanretnI — — 701 703,1 701 703,1 — — 369 323,2 369 323,2 658– 710,1–

metiomeM

seirtnuocDCEO 041,08 777,44 810,5 629,74 851,58 307,29 559,42 692,88 837,11 849,301 396,63 442,291 564,84 245,99–
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Table 18

)srallodSUfosnoillib(SEVRESERLANOITANRETNIS’AISSUR )srallodSUfosnoillib(SEVRESERLANOITANRETNIS’AISSUR )srallodSUfosnoillib(SEVRESERLANOITANRETNIS’AISSUR )srallodSUfosnoillib(SEVRESERLANOITANRETNIS’AISSUR )srallodSUfosnoillib(SEVRESERLANOITANRETNIS’AISSUR

3102 4102

10.1 20.1 30.1 40.1 50.1 60.1 70.1 80.1 90.1 01.1 11.1 21.1 10.1

stessaevreseR 6.735 2.235 2.625 7.725 2.335 4.815 8.315 8.215 7.905 6.225 3.425 6.515 6.905

stessaycnerrucngieroF 6.684 2.084 6.574 3.774 3.684 4.374 2.574 2.074 2.464 5.974 2.084 9.474 6.964

dlogyratenoM 0.15 0.25 5.05 4.05 9.64 0.54 5.83 6.24 5.54 1.34 0.44 6.04 0.04
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Table 19

1 Percentage change in the value of the portfolio during one business day.

The daily portfolio rate of return is calculated according to this formula:

MV
1 
– MV

0 
+ CF

R = 
______________

, where
 MV

0

R is the daily portfolio rate of return;

MV
0
 is the market value of the portfolio as of the end of the previous day;

MV
1
 is the market value of the portfolio as of the end of the day;

СF is the cash flows in or out of the portfolio during the day.
2 Cumulative portfolio rate of return is calculated on the basis of the chained indices method. The rate of return over

period is calculated according to this formula:

R = (1 + R
1
) * (1 + R

2
) * … * (1 + R

n
) – 1, where

R
i
 is the portfolio rate of return over day i.

3 The foreign exchange reserve portfolio denominated in Australian dollars was created in the middle of 2010 and

its rate of return is not representative.

NRUTER NRUTER NRUTER NRUTER NRUTER 11111 3102NISEVRESEREGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNABNO 3102NISEVRESEREGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNABNO 3102NISEVRESEREGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNABNO 3102NISEVRESEREGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNABNO 3102NISEVRESEREGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNABNO 22222 ).a.ptnecrep( ).a.ptnecrep( ).a.ptnecrep( ).a.ptnecrep( ).a.ptnecrep(

lautcA dradnatS

rallodSU 52.0 62.0

oruE 40.0 30.0

gnilretsdnuoP 02.0 81.0

neY 80.0 60.0

rallodnaidanaC 02.1 02.1

rallodnailartsuA 3 58.2 28.2
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Table 20

3102NISNOITNEVRETNIEGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNAB 3102NISNOITNEVRETNIEGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNAB 3102NISNOITNEVRETNIEGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNAB 3102NISNOITNEVRETNIEGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNAB 3102NISNOITNEVRETNIEGNAHCXENGIEROFAISSURFOKNAB

doirepgnitropeR

,snoitareporallodSUaissuRfoknaB
srallodSUfosnoillim

,snoitarepoorueaissuRfoknaB
soruefosnoillim

sesahcrup selas sesahcrup selas

latot tegrat latot tegrat latot tegrat latot tegrat

yraunaJ 69.595 69.595 00.0 00.0 98.74 98.74 00.0 00.0

yraurbeF 69.811 69.811 00.0 00.0 86.42 86.42 00.0 00.0

hcraM 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0 00.0

lirpA 00.0 00.0 60.366 60.366 00.0 00.0 50.54 50.54

yaM 00.0 00.0 18.632 18.632 00.0 00.0 56.81 56.81

enuJ 00.0 00.0 36.707,2 98.521,2 00.0 00.0 37.542 95.991

yluJ 00.0 00.0 15.281,4 66.470,3 00.0 00.0 74.673 07.682

tsuguA 00.0 00.0 29.554,5 75.450,3 00.0 00.0 36.574 74.692

rebmetpeS 00.0 00.0 04.871,3 59.091,2 00.0 00.0 69.412 67.741

rebotcO 24.552 00.0 03.909,1 36.082,1 84.83 00.0 48.171 15.311

rebmevoN 00.0 00.0 31.823,3 66.320,1 00.0 00.0 60.482 98.68

rebmeceD 00.0 00.0 39.965,3 43.711,1 00.0 00.0 44.623 21.401
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Table 21

3102NISETAREGNAHCXES’ELBURFOSROTACIDNICISAB 3102NISETAREGNAHCXES’ELBURFOSROTACIDNICISAB 3102NISETAREGNAHCXES’ELBURFOSROTACIDNICISAB 3102NISETAREGNAHCXES’ELBURFOSROTACIDNICISAB 3102NISETAREGNAHCXES’ELBURFOSROTACIDNICISAB

yraunaJ yraurbeF hcraM lirpA yaM enuJ yluJ tsuguA rebmetpeS rebotcO rebmevoN rebmeceD

,elburtsniagarallodSUfoetaregnahcxelanimoN
doirepfodne 30.03 26.03 80.13 62.13 95.13 17.23 98.23 52.33 53.23 60.23 91.33 37.23

,elburtsniagarallodSUfoetaregnahcxelanimoN
segarevadoirep 62.03 61.03 08.03 33.13 42.13 82.23 47.23 20.33 36.23 60.23 46.23 98.23

,elburtsniagarallodSUfoetaregnahcxelanimoN
raeyehtfotratsehtmorfsegarevadoirep 62.03 12.03 04.03 36.03 57.03 00.13 42.13 64.13 95.13 46.13 37.13 28.13

,elburtsniagaoruefoetaregnahcxelanimoN
doirepfodne 15.04 40.04 08.93 48.04 79.04 27.24 16.34 10.44 56.34 60.44 91.54 79.44

,elburtsniagaoruefoetaregnahcxelanimoN
segarevadoirep 62.04 93.04 59.93 57.04 75.04 85.24 28.24 69.34 25.34 37.34 60.44 30.54

,elburtsniagaoruefoetaregnahcxelanimoN
raeyehtfotratsehtmorfsegarevadoirep 62.04 23.04 02.04 33.04 83.04 47.04 30.14 93.14 26.14 28.14 20.24 72.24

2102rebmeceDrevoegnahctnecreP 1

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
rallodSU 6.1 9.1 2.0– 9.1– 6.1– 8.4– 1.6– 9.6– 8.5– 1.4– 8.5– 5.6–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
orue 1.0 2.0– 9.0 1.1– 7.0– 4.5– 9.5– 3.8– 4.7– 9.7– 6.8– 5.01–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelanimonfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 1.1 5.1 3.1 4.0– 1.0 6.3– 2.4– 9.5– 7.4– 4.4– 3.5– 4.6–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI
rallodSU 3.2 4.2 3.0 8.0– 0.0 0.3– 7.3– 5.4– 3.3– 7.0– 7.1– 0.2–

oruetsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI 3.1 2.1 9.1 5.0 5.1 9.2– 0.3– 4.5– 3.4– 1.4– 1.4– 9.5–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelaerfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 8.1 3.2 2.2 8.0 9.1 5.1– 5.1– 2.3– 1.2– 5.1– 8.1– 8.2–
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1 ‘+’ denotes appreciation of the Russian ruble vis�a�vis foreign currencies, ‘–’ denotes depreciation of the Russian ruble vis�a�vis foreign currencies.

End
yraunaJ yraurbeF hcraM lirpA yaM enuJ yluJ tsuguA rebmetpeS rebotcO rebmevoN rebmeceD

doirepsuoiverprevoegnahctnecreP 1

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
rallodSU 6.1 3.0 1.2– 7.1– 3.0 2.3– 4.1– 8.0– 2.1 8.1 8.1– 8.0–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
orue 1.0 3.0– 1.1 0.2– 4.0 7.4– 6.0– 6.2– 0.1 5.0– 8.0– 2.2–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelanimonfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 1.1 4.0 1.0– 7.1– 5.0 6.3– 6.0– 8.1– 2.1 3.0 9.0– 2.1–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI
rallodSU 3.2 1.0 0.2– 1.1– 8.0 1.3– 7.0– 9.0– 3.1 6.2 0.1– 3.0–

oruetsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI 3.1 1.0– 8.0 4.1– 0.1 4.4– 0.0 5.2– 2.1 3.0 0.0 9.1–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelaerfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 8.1 5.0 1.0– 4.1– 1.1 3.3– 0.0 8.1– 1.1 7.0 3.0– 1.1–

2102fodoirepgnidnopserrocrevoegnahctnecreP 1

yraunaJ
—yraunaJ
yraurbeF

—yraunaJ
hcraM

—yraunaJ
lirpA

—yraunaJ
yaM

—yraunaJ
enuJ

—yraunaJ
yluJ

—yraunaJ
tsuguA

—yraunaJ
rebmetpeS

—yraunaJ
rebotcO

—yraunaJ
rebmevoN

—yraunaJ
rebmeceD

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
rallodSU 1.4 6.1 5.0– 9.1– 9.1– 3.1– 2.1– 4.1– 7.1– 8.1– 0.2– 4.2–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelanimonfoxednI
orue 2.1 5.0– 3.1– 2.2– 3.2– 5.2– 1.3– 0.4– 3.4– 7.4– 0.5– 5.5–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelanimonfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 6.2 0.1 2.0– 1.1– 2.1– 9.0– 1.1– 6.1– 8.1– 0.2– 2.2– 6.2–

tsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI
rallodSU 8.9 0.7 8.4 5.3 6.3 2.4 1.4 8.3 5.3 4.3 2.3 7.2

oruetsniagaelburfoetaregnahcxelaerfoxednI 1.6 4.4 6.3 8.2 7.2 5.2 8.1 8.0 4.0 0.0 3.0– 8.0–

elburfoetaregnahcxeevitceffelaerfoxednI
seicnerrucngierofsiv�a�siv 4.6 9.4 7.3 8.2 9.2 1.3 8.2 2.2 0.2 7.1 5.1 2.1
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Table 22

)srallodSUfosnoillim(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE

3102.10.1 3102.40.1 3102.70.1 3102.01.1 4102.10.1

latoT 534,636 655,196 555,707 049,517 260,727

tnemnrevoglareneG 624,45 594,75 059,55 596,26 167,16

tnemnrevoglaredeF 584,35 155,65 380,55 788,16 089,06

tbednaissuRweN 433,15 024,45 710,35 208,95 449,85

srotiderclaretalitluM 720,2 088,1 177,1 136,1 665,1

DRBI 116,1 374,1 283,1 152,1 602,1

rehtO 514 704 983 083 063

stidercrehtO 123 942 322 971 751

sdnobycnerrucngieroF 166,42 498,32 706,32 678,82 128,72

3402dna2402,8202,3202,2202,0202,9102,8102,7102,5102nieudsdnoboruE 641,11 359,01 453,01 450,61 404,51

tbedfognirutcurtserdnocesehtfoesruocehtnideussi(0302nieudsdnoboruE

)srotidercknablaicremmocfobulCnodnoLehtot 415,31 149,21 452,31 228,21 714,21

sdnobdetanimoned�elbuR 810,42 820,82 470,72 467,82 320,92

ZFO 285,12 196,52 320,52 068,62 523,72

8102nieudsdnoboruE 634,2 733,2 150,2 409,1 996,1

rehtO 703 963 243 053 773

RSSUremroffotbeD 151,2 131,2 660,2 580,2 630,2

seirtnuocrebmembulCsiraP 6 6 5 5 —

seirtnuoctsilaicosremrofotdewotbeD 400,1 389 459 379 469

srotiderclaicifforehtO 690,1 690,1 160,1 160,1 620,1

rehtO 64 64 64 64 64

tnemnrevoglacoL 149 549 768 808 187

snaoL 465 645 755 475 955

sdnobdetanimoned�elbuR 773 893 113 332 222
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End

Notes.

1. Included is the external debt in both domestic and foreign currencies.

2. Government securities are accounted for in the part of the debt owed to non�residents at face value.

3. The external debt data are compiled on the basis of the methodology set out in the 6th edition of the IMF’s Balance of Payments and International Investment Position

Manual (BPM6).

4. Data on the banking sector include Vnesheconombank data.

3102.10.1 3102.40.1 3102.70.1 3102.01.1 4102.10.1

knablartneC 936,51 545,91 869,81 195,71 850,61

snaoL 689,2 159,6 269,5 848,3 728,1

stisopeddnaycnerruC 539,3 090,4 574,4 140,5 494,5

)snoitacollaRDSevitalumuc(rehtO 817,8 405,8 135,8 207,8 637,8

sknaB 765,102 468,502 329,112 480,702 493,412

sesirpretnetnemtsevnitceridotdnasrotsevnitceridotseitilibailtbeD 300,2 232,3 029,4 195,4 015,4

snaoL 739 794 649 429 109,1

stisopedmretdnadnameD 673,581 093,881 348,291 984,981 154,691

seitirucestbeD 201,9 248,8 624,8 809,7 927,7

rehtO 941,4 209,4 887,4 371,4 308,3

srotcesrehtO 308,463 156,804 417,024 075,824 948,434

sesirpretnetnemtsevnitceridotdnasrotsevnitceridotseitilibailtbeD 322,811 920,921 379,931 585,741 323,151

snaoL 215,032 321,362 423,162 592,462 890,862

seitirucestbeD 506,9 180,01 000,9 585,8 657,8

snaollaicremmoC 239,2 988,2 448,2 330,3 511,3

sesaellaicnaniF 832,2 822,2 332,2 771,2 501,2

rehtO 392,1 103,1 043,5 498,2 354,1
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Table 23

1 Public sector external debt covers liabilities of the general government, central bank, and banks and non�bank corporations in which the government and the central bank

hold, directly or indirectly, 50% or more of shares or control them through other means. Liabilities to non�residents owed by other residents, which do not fall under this

definition, are classified as private sector external debt.

Note. Included is the external debt in both domestic and foreign currencies.

)srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE )srallodSUfosnoillim,noitatneserplacitylana(NOITAREDEFNAISSUREHTFOTBEDLANRETXE

3102.10.1 3102.40.1 3102.70.1 3102.01.1 4102.10.1

noitaredeFnaissuRehtfotbedlanretxE 534,636 655,196 555,707 049,517 260,727

mret�trohS 394,18 777,48 023,19 390,28 169,38

mret�gnoL 249,455 977,606 532,616 748,336 101,346

tbedlanretxerotcescilbuP 1 539,892 460,553 278,563 726,173 230,673

mret�trohS 359,82 145,63 974,93 647,33 049,43

mret�gnoL 289,962 325,813 393,623 288,733 290,143

tnemnrevoglareneG 624,45 594,75 059,55 596,26 167,16

mret�trohS 003 163 433 343 073

mret�gnoL 621,45 431,75 616,55 253,26 193,16

knablartneC 936,51 545,91 869,81 195,71 850,61

mret�trohS 129,6 140,11 734,01 988,8 223,7

mret�gnoL 817,8 405,8 135,8 207,8 637,8

sknaB 273,511 967,421 755,921 666,721 730,331

mret�trohS 540,12 715,42 445,62 526,32 065,62

mret�gnoL 823,49 252,001 310,301 140,401 874,601

srotcesrehtO 794,311 452,351 793,161 676,361 571,561

mret�trohS 886 126 461,2 988 986

mret�gnoL 018,211 336,251 332,951 787,261 784,461

tbedlanretxerotcesetavirP 1 005,733 294,633 486,143 213,443 030,153

mret�trohS 045,25 632,84 248,15 743,84 120,94

mret�gnoL 069,482 552,882 248,982 569,592 900,203

sknaB 491,68 590,18 763,28 814,97 653,18

mret�trohS 693,53 649,92 870,13 139,72 581,03

mret�gnoL 997,05 051,15 982,15 884,15 171,15

srotcesrehtO 603,152 693,552 713,952 498,462 476,962

mret�trohS 441,71 192,81 467,02 714,02 638,81

mret�gnoL 261,432 601,732 355,832 774,442 838,052
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Table 24

Table 25

1 Excluding cash in Bank of Russia establishments’ cash vaults as well as coins made of precious metals in circula�

tion.
2 Balances of ruble�denominated accounts, including the average amount of required reserves.
3 Balances of required reserve accounts deposited by credit institutions with the Bank of Russia on funds attracted

in rubles and foreign currency.

1 Cash in circulation outside the banking system.
2 Except credit institutions.

ERUTCURTSSTIDNA)NOITINIFEDLANOITAN(YLPPUSYENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNA)NOITINIFEDLANOITAN(YLPPUSYENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNA)NOITINIFEDLANOITAN(YLPPUSYENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNA)NOITINIFEDLANOITAN(YLPPUSYENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNA)NOITINIFEDLANOITAN(YLPPUSYENOM

3102.10.1fosA 4102.10.1fosA 4102.10.1
egatnecrepasa

3102.10.1fo
snoillib
selburfo

tnecrep
snoillib
selburfo

tnecrep

latot,)2M(ylppusyenoM 4.504,72 0.001 7.404,13 0.001 6.411

:hcihwfo

)0M(noitalucricnihsac— 1 1.034,6 5.32 6.589,6 2.22 6.801

sdnufsselhsac— 3.579,02 5.67 1.914,42 8.77 4.611

:hcihwfo

laicnanif�nonfosdnuf—
snoitasinagrolaicnanifdna 2 0.052,9 8.33 6.465,01 6.33 2.411

stisopeddlohesuoh— 3.527,11 8.24 5.458,31 1.44 2.811

ERUTCURTSSTIDNAESABYRATENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNAESABYRATENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNAESABYRATENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNAESABYRATENOM ERUTCURTSSTIDNAESABYRATENOM

3102.10.1fosA 4102.10.1fosA 4102.10.1
egatnecrepasa

3102.10.1fo
snoillib
selburfo

tnecrep
snoillib
selburfo

tnecrep

)noitinifeddaorb(esabyratenoM 8.258,9 0.001 9.305,01 0.001 6.601

:hcihwfo

secnalabgnidulcni,noitalucricnihsac—
stluavhsac’snoitutitsnitidercni 1 7.766,7 8.77 5.703,8 1.97 3.801

stnuoccatnednopserroc’snoitutitsnitiderc—
aissuRfoknaBehthtiw 2 3.653,1 8.31 0.072,1 1.21 6.39

sevreserderiuqer— 3 6.524 3.4 8.804 9.3 1.69

stisoped’snoitutitsnitiderc—
aissuRfoknaBehthtiw 3.304 1.4 6.715 9.4 4.821
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Table 26

).a.ptnecrep(3102NISETARTSERETNIAISSURFOKNAB ).a.ptnecrep(3102NISETARTSERETNIAISSURFOKNAB ).a.ptnecrep(3102NISETARTSERETNIAISSURFOKNAB ).a.ptnecrep(3102NISETARTSERETNIAISSURFOKNAB ).a.ptnecrep(3102NISETARTSERETNIAISSURFOKNAB

esopruP tnemurtsnifoepyT tnemurtsnI ytirutaM
fosA

3102.10.1
:morfetaR

3102.40.3 3102.50.61 3102.60.11 3102.90.61

ytidiuqiL
noisivorp

seitilicafgnidnatS
)setardexif(

snaolthginrevO yad1 52.8 52.8 52.8 52.8 05.6

)etarelbur(pawsXF yad1 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

OPER,snaoldrabmoL keew1,yad1 1 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

snaoldrabmoL syad03 1 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

OPER shtnom21 1 00.8 57.7 05.7 52.7 52.7

dloghtiwderucessnaoL

syad09otpU 00.7 57.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

syad081ot19morF 05.7 52.7 00.7 00.7 00.7

syad563ot181morF 00.8 57.7 05.7 52.7 52.7

derucessnaoL
stessaelbatekram�nonhtiw

seetnaraugro

yad1 52.7 00.7 57.6 57.6 05.6

syad09ot2morF 52.7 00.7 57.6 57.6 57.6

syad081ot19morF 57.7 05.7 52.7 52.7 52.7

syad563ot181morF 52.8 00.8 57.7 05.7 05.7

snoitarepotekramnepO
)setartseretnimuminim(

snoitcuaOPER yad1 05.5 05.5 05.5 05.5 05.5

derucessnaoledivorpotsnoitcuA
stessaelbatekram�nonhtiw 2 shtnom3 — — — — 57.5

derucessnaoledivorpotsnoitcuA
stessaelbatekram�nonhtiw

seetnaraugro 2

shtnom21 — — — 57.5 3 57.5

snoitcuaOPERdnadrabmoL

keew1 05.5 05.5 05.5 05.5 05.5

shtnom3 00.7 57.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

shtnom6 1 05.7 52.7 00.7 00.7 00.7

shtnom21 00.8 57.7 05.7 52.7 52.7
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1 Operations were suspended.
2 Loans provided at a floating interest rate pegged to the Bank of Russia key rate.
3 The interest rate was set from 15 July 2013.

End

esopruP tnemurtsnifoepyT tnemurtsnI ytirutaM
fosA

3102.10.1
:morfetaR

3102.40.3 3102.50.61 3102.60.11 3102.90.61

ytidiuqiL
noitprosba

snoitarepotekramnepO
)setartseretnimumixam(

snoitcuatisopeD

keew1 00.5 00.5 00.5 00.5 05.5

htnom1 1 57.5 57.5 57.5 57.5 57.5

shtnom3 1 57.6 57.6 05.6 05.6 05.6

seitilicafgnidnatS
)setardexif(

snoitarepotisopeD
keew1,yad1 1,

llacdnahtnom1
05.4 05.4 05.4 05.4 05.4

metiomeM

etargnicnanifeR 52.8 52.8 52.8 52.8 52.8
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1 Placement at market value.

Table 27

)selburfosnoillib(MEHTNOTBEDNIEGNAHCDNAYTIDIUQILBROSBADNAEDIVORPOTSNOITAREPOAISSURFOKNAB )selburfosnoillib(MEHTNOTBEDNIEGNAHCDNAYTIDIUQILBROSBADNAEDIVORPOTSNOITAREPOAISSURFOKNAB )selburfosnoillib(MEHTNOTBEDNIEGNAHCDNAYTIDIUQILBROSBADNAEDIVORPOTSNOITAREPOAISSURFOKNAB )selburfosnoillib(MEHTNOTBEDNIEGNAHCDNAYTIDIUQILBROSBADNAEDIVORPOTSNOITAREPOAISSURFOKNAB )selburfosnoillib(MEHTNOTBEDNIEGNAHCDNAYTIDIUQILBROSBADNAEDIVORPOTSNOITAREPOAISSURFOKNAB

esopruP tnemurtsnifoepyT tnemurtsnI
nisnoitarepO nitbedniegnahC

2102 3102 2102 3102

ytidiuqiL
noisivorp

)setardexif(seitilicafgnidnatS

snaolyadartnI 7.376,25 1.377,75 — —

snaolthginrevO 3.271 5.641 4.2– 0.0

OPER 5.618,1 7.675 5.1 6.21

snaoldrabmoL 7.25 2.51 1.1– 8.0

spawsXF 4.706,2 0.908,21 8.762 3.01

seetnaraugrostessaelbatekram�nonhtiwderucessnaoL 4.025,1 3.790,1 0.862 1.25

dloghtiwderucessnaoL 2.2 1.2 5.0 1.0–

snoitarepotekramnepO

snoitcuaOPER 4.920,88 2.535,541 4.962,1 8.980,1

snoitcuadrabmoL 6.851 7.902 4.0– 0.0

seetnaraugrostessaelbatekram�nonhtiwderucessnaoL — 8.608 — 2.095

aissuRfoknaBehtybseitirucestnemnrevogyubotsnoitarepO — — — —

ytidiuqiL
noitprosba

)setardexif(seitilicafgnidnatS stisopedetar�dexiF 0.609,52 5.555,02 1.23 3.411

snoitarepotekramnepO

snoitcuatisopeD 9.98 0.0 2.71– 0.0

sdnobaissuRfoknaBhtiwsnoitarepO 1 — — — —

oiloftropaissuRfoknaBmorfseitirucestnemnrevogllesotsnoitarepO — — — —
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Table 28

Note. In Tables 28 and 29 data as of 1 January 2013 are provided as of 7 October 2013.

)selburfosnoillib(YEVRUSROTCESGNIKNAB )selburfosnoillib(YEVRUSROTCESGNIKNAB )selburfosnoillib(YEVRUSROTCESGNIKNAB )selburfosnoillib(YEVRUSROTCESGNIKNAB )selburfosnoillib(YEVRUSROTCESGNIKNAB

3102.10.1 4102.10.1
4102.10.1

egatnecrepasa
3102.10.1fo

stessangierofteN 4.413,71 0.081,81 0.501

stnediser�nonnosmialC 4.227,32 7.725,52 6.701

stnediser�nonotsnoitagilbO 0.804,6 7.743,7 7.411

smialccitsemoD 4.975,62 1.432,23 3.121

tnemnrevognosmialcteN 6.102,5– 7.600,5– —

tnemnrevognosmialC 7.922,3 9.888,3 4.021

tnemnrevogotsnoitagilbO 2.134,8 6.598,8 5.501

srotcesrehtonosmialC 0.187,13 8.042,73 2.711

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 9.884,1 8.647,1 3.711

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 2.583 9.244 0.511

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 9.394,12 0.652,42 9.211

sdlohesuoH 0.314,8 2.597,01 3.821

yenomdaorbnidedulcnisnoitagilbO 4.622,23 9.172,73 7.511

metsysgniknabedistuohsaC 1.034,6 6.589,6 6.801

stisopedrefsnarT 5.323,7 0.155,8 8.611

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 5.273 6.935 9.441

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 5.245 4.196 4.721

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 2.328,3 3.403,4 6.211

sdlohesuoH 3.585,2 7.510,3 6.611

stisopedrehtO 8.274,81 3.537,12 7.711

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 8.932,1 4.893,1 8.211

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 8.902 3.471 1.38

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 8.274,5 3.774,6 4.811

sdlohesuoH 4.055,11 3.586,31 5.811

yenomdaorbnidedulcnitonstisopeD 1.375 8.358 0.941

yenomdaorbnidedulcnitonserahsnahtrehtoseitiruceS 0.021,1 2.114,1 0.621

latipacnisgnidlohekatsrehtodnaserahS 0.357,8 2.619,9 3.311

)ten(smetirehtO 4.122,1 0.169 7.87

seitilibailrehtO 0.350,5 0.008,5 8.411

stessarehtO 2.284,3 2.053,4 9.421

noitcerrocgnitadilosnoC 4.943– 8.884– —
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Table 29

)selburfosnoillib(SNOITUTITSNITIDERCFOYEVRUS )selburfosnoillib(SNOITUTITSNITIDERCFOYEVRUS )selburfosnoillib(SNOITUTITSNITIDERCFOYEVRUS )selburfosnoillib(SNOITUTITSNITIDERCFOYEVRUS )selburfosnoillib(SNOITUTITSNITIDERCFOYEVRUS

3102.10.1 4102.10.1
4102.10.1

egatnecrepasa
3102.10.1fo

stessangierofteN 1.812,1 2.967,1 2.541

stnediser�nonnosmialC 9.862,7 7.967,8 6.021

ycnerrucngieroF 9.381 0.291 4.401

stisopeD 7.735,3 9.193,4 1.421

serahsnahtrehtoseitiruceS 3.329 3.971,1 7.721

snaoL 4.650,2 8.074,2 2.021

rehtO 6.765 7.535 4.49

stnediser�nonotsnoitagilbO 8.050,6 5.000,7 7.511

stisopeD 3.347,5 9.717,6 0.711

serahsnahtrehtoseitiruceS 1.732 1.012 6.88

snaoL 8.33 3.07 0.802

rehtO 6.63 3.2 3.6

knablartnecehtnosmialC 0.324,3 4.615,3 7.201

ycnerrucngierofhsaC 6.732,1 9.123,1 8.601

stisopeD 4.581,2 5.491,2 4.001

serahsnahtrehtoseitiruceS 0.0 0.0 —

tnemnrevognosmialcteN 1.892,1 4.442,2 9.271

tnemnrevognosmialC 0.958,2 3.425,3 3.321

seitiruceS 6.603,2 0.586,2 4.611

smialcrehtO 4.255 2.938 9.151

tnemnrevogotsnoitagilbO 8.065,1 9.972,1 0.28

stisopeD 8.335,1 0.252,1 6.18

snoitagilborehtO 0.72 9.72 3.301

srotcesrehtonosmialC 3.234,13 3.729,63 5.711

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 0.241,1 0.534,1 7.521

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 2.583 9.244 0.511

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 1.294,12 3.452,42 9.211

sdlohesuoH 0.314,8 2.597,01 3.821

knablartnecehtotsnoitagilbO 2.600,3 6.447,4 8.751

yenomdaorbnidedulcnistisopeD 2.457,52 8.771,03 2.711

stisopedrefsnarT 4.182,7 4.244,8 9.511

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 4.153 8.164 4.131

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 0.225 2.166 7.621

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 7.228,3 6.303,4 6.211

sdlohesuoH 3.585,2 7.510,3 6.611

stisopedrehtO 8.274,81 3.537,12 7.711

snoitasinagrolaicnanifrehtO 8.932,1 4.893,1 8.211

snoitasinagrotnemnrevoglaicnanif�noN 8.902 3.471 1.38

snoitasinagrolaicnanif�nonrehtO 8.274,5 3.774,6 4.811

sdlohesuoH 4.055,11 3.586,31 5.811
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End

3102.10.1 4102.10.1
4102.10.1

egatnecrepasa
3102.10.1fo

yenomdaorbnidedulcnitonstisopeD 1.375 8.358 0.941

yenomdaorbnidedulcnitonserahsnahtrehtoseitiruceS 0.021,1 2.114,1 0.621

latipacnisgnidlohekatsrehtodnaserahS 5.820,6 3.467,6 2.211

)ten(smetirehtO 5.988 6.505 8.65

seitilibailrehtO 8.063,4 4.879,4 2.411

stessarehtO 5.381,3 8.250,4 3.721

noitcerrocgnitadilosnoC 7.782– 0.024– —
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Table 30

1 The number of credit institutions indicated under points 4 to 7 differs from the sub�points total, as in some cases

banks have been subjected to several corrective actions and placed under several sub�points.
2 In 2013, the Deposit Insurance Agency state corporation was vested with the powers of provisional administration

at two banks.

As of 1 January 2014, a ban on carrying out settlements on behalf of corporate entities, such as transferring funds to

budgets of all levels and government extra�budgetary funds, was in effect with regard to three credit institutions.

As of 1 January 2014, there were no credit institutions with a backlog of non�executed settlement documents on

payments to budgets of all levels.

3102NISNOITUTITSNITIDERCTSNIAGANEKATSERUSAEMEVITCERROC 3102NISNOITUTITSNITIDERCTSNIAGANEKATSERUSAEMEVITCERROC 3102NISNOITUTITSNITIDERCTSNIAGANEKATSERUSAEMEVITCERROC 3102NISNOITUTITSNITIDERCTSNIAGANEKATSERUSAEMEVITCERROC 3102NISNOITUTITSNITIDERCTSNIAGANEKATSERUSAEMEVITCERROC

.oN serusaemfonoitpircseD
rebmuN
tidercfo

snoitutitsni

serusaemevitneverP

1 )draobyrosivrepus(srotceridfodraobro/dnatnemeganamgnitirwnigniyfitoN
noitcalaidemergnidnemmocerdna,krowstinisgnimoctrohsnonoitutitsnitidercafo 698

2 gniteemagnillaC 425

3 ,gnitroperrevolortnocnethgit,snoitcalaidemerfonalpapuwardotsnoitadnemmocer(rehtO
).cte,stropernistnemetatssimdiova,sksirtidercfotnemssessacitsilaeraekam 083

serusaemevitinuP

4 seniF 1 171

:hcihwfo

4 1. stnemeriuqerevreserhtiwecnailpmoc�nonrof 13

4 2. ecnausrupnideussisnoitalugerdnaseluraissuRfoknaBdnaswallaredeffosehcaerbrof
gnitropereslafro,gnitroper�rednu,gnitroper�nonrofdnaswalesehtfo 541

5 snoitutitsnitidercybdetcudnocsnoitarepogniknablaudividninosnoitcirtseR 1 491

:hcihwfo

5 1. osdnufdlohesuohgnikat n tisoped 29

5 2. slevelllafostegdubotsdnufforefsnartotgnitalerseititneetaroprocfoflahebnostnemelttes
sdnufyrategdub�artxetnemnrevogdna 8

3.5 sdlohesuohdnaseititneetaroprocotstnuoccaknabgninepo 08

4.5 doirepnoitcirtserehtni)detagnolorp(dedulcnocstnemeergatisopedknabnoetartseretni 61

6 snoitarepogniknabniatrecgnitcudnocmorfsnoitutitsnitidercgnitibihorP 1 54

:hcihwfo

6 1. osdnufdlohesuohgnikat n tisoped 52

6.2 stnuoccalatemdetacollanugnidulcni,sdlohesuohotstnuoccaknabgninepo
)stnuoccaemitdnadnamed( 12

6.3 rehto 14

:metiomeM stnuoccaknabgninepodnatisopednosdnufdlohesuohgnikatnosnaB
,ZF�771.oNwaLlaredeFfo84elcitrAottnausrupsnoitutitsnitidercnodesopmisdlohesuohot

3002rebmeceD32detad 2

7 sredroevitpircserP 1 475

:hcihwfo

1.7 soitarderiuqeraissuRfoknaBhtiwylpmocotsredro 6

2.7 ,ZF�68.oNwaLlaredeFfo06elcitrAnidetacidnierasnoitisopesohwsnosrepecalperotsredro
2002yluJ01detad 3

3.7 selbavieceryfissalcerotsredro 443

4.7 snoisivorpssolnaolpudliubotsredro 873

8 sehcnarbgninepomorfsnoitutitsnitidercgnitibihorP 15

9 secnecilriehtgnikovertuohtiwsnoitutitsnitidercotsnoitartsinimdalanoisivorpgnitnioppA —2

01 noitacoverecnecilgniknaB 23
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Table 31

Table 32

NOITALUCRICNISETONKNABAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISETONKNABAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISETONKNABAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISETONKNABAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISETONKNABAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS

,noitanimoneD
selbur

,noitalucricnilatoT
selburfosnoillim fotnecreP

3102.10.1

,erahS
tnecrep

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

000,5 6.626,097,4 7.395,325,5 3.511 9.26 0.76

000,1 3.225,032,2 2.417,361,2 0.79 3.92 2.62

005 4.653,144 7.142,304 4.19 8.5 9.4

001 7.851,511 8.384,811 9.201 5.1 4.1

05 2.963,23 5.013,23 8.99 4.0 4.0

01 5.541,6 9.202,5 7.48 1.0 1.0

5 6.53 6.53 0.001 0.0 0.0

rebmunteehsecnalablatoT
7991fosetonknabfo 3.412,616,7 4.285,642,8 3.801 0.001 0.001

NOITALUCRICNISNIOCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISNIOCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISNIOCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISNIOCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS NOITALUCRICNISNIOCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS 11111

noitanimoneD

,noitalucricnilatoT
selburfosnoillim fotnecreP

3102.10.1

,erahS
tnecrep

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

kcepok1 7.27 7.27 0.001 1.0 1.0

skcepok5 3.882 2.882 0.001 5.0 4.0

skcepok01 7.671,2 1.892,2 6.501 7.3 4.3

skcepok05 7.897,2 1.370,3 8.901 7.4 5.4

elbur1 6.278,5 7.042,6 3.601 9.9 1.9

selbur2 8.650,5 0.614,5 1.701 5.8 9.7

selbur5 0.143,01 1.187,01 3.401 5.71 8.51

selbur01 5.103,23 0.371,93 3.121 6.45 2.75

selbur52 4.462 7.290,1 3.314 5.0 6.1

rebmunteehsecnalablatoT
7991fosniocfo 7.271,95 6.534,86 6.511 0.001 0.001

1 .slatemsuoicerpfoedamsniocgnidulcxE
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Table 33

SROTACIDNIYEKMETSYSTNEMYAPLANOITAN SROTACIDNIYEKMETSYSTNEMYAPLANOITAN SROTACIDNIYEKMETSYSTNEMYAPLANOITAN SROTACIDNIYEKMETSYSTNEMYAPLANOITAN SROTACIDNIYEKMETSYSTNEMYAPLANOITAN

2102 3102

stnapicitrapmetsystnemyaplanoitaN 1

srotareporefsnartyenomforebmuN 459 229

:hcihwfo

aissuRfoknaB— 1 1

knabmonocehsenV— 1 1

snoitutitsnitiderc— 259 029

srotarepometsystnemyapforebmuN 02 03

:hcihwfo

aissuRfoknaB— 1 1

snoitutitsnitiderc— 21 91

snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosnoitasinagro— 7 01

secivreserutcurtsarfnitnemyapfosrotarepoforebmuN

sertnecgnitarepo— 32 43

sertnecgniraelctnemyap— 12 13

sertnectnemelttes— 22 62

srotarepoyenom�eforebmuN 83 28

tsoPnaissuREUSF 1 1

metiomeM

stnemhsilbatseaissuRfoknaBforebmuN 505 934

snoitutitsnitidercfosehcnarbforebmuN 943,2 500,2

)sehcnarb(snoitutitsnitidercfosnoisividlanretniforebmuN 146,24 132,34

:hcihwfo

seciffolanoitidda— 743,32 684,42

seciffosnoitarepo— 744,7 634,8

tsoPnaissuREUSFfoseciffotsopforebmuN 2 655,14 024,14

noitaredeFnaissuRehtnignitareposmetsystnemyapforebmuN 02 13

:hcihwfo

metsystnemyapaissuRfoknaB— 1 1

aissuRfoknaBehtybderetsigersmetsystnemyap— 91 03

metsystnemyaplanoitanybdetceffestnemyaP 3

stnemyapforebmuN 4 noillim, 3.177,3 4.002,4

selburfosnoillirt,stnemyapfoemuloV 0.195,1 5.929,1

snoitutitsnitiderc—srotareporefsnartyenoM

snoitutitsnitidercybstnemurtsnitnemyapsselhsacgnisudetceffestnemyapforebmuN
snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsucriehtdna 5 noillim, 8.650,4 2.634,4

:hcihwfo

srefsnarttiderc— 6 2.615,2 9.936,2

stibedtcerid— 7 1.28 8.48

stnemurtsnitnemyaprehto— 8 5.854,1 5.117,1

snoitutitsnitidercybstnemurtsnitnemyapsselhsacgnisudetceffestnemyapfoemuloV
snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsucriehtdna 5 selburfosnoillirt, 5.104 9.264

:hcihwfo

srefsnarttiderc— 6 2.593 1.054

stibedtcerid— 7 3.1 4.7

stnemurtsnitnemyaprehto— 8 0.5 4.5
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End

1 As of end of year.
2 According to data of FSUE Russian Post.
3 Including ruble payments from accounts of customers of the Bank of Russia and credit institutions (individuals,

credit institutions and corporate entities other than credit institutions, including FSUE Russian Post); own pay�

ments of the Bank of Russia and credit institutions; and remittances without opening an account of an individual

payer. Excluding payments using payment cards and operations in fiancial markets by customers of credit insti�

tutions.
4 Orders of customers of credit institutions are accounted for in cumulative orders of credit institutions.
5 In compliance with the methodological recommendations of the Bank for International Settlements.
6 Including payments effected using payment orders and letters of credit as well as remittances without opening a

bank account.
7 Including payments effected using payment requests and collection orders.
8 Including payments effected using cheques and bank orders.
9 Including operations to withdraw cash, pay for goods and services, customs payments and other operations (for

example, payments from one bank account to another) using payment cards issued by Russian credit institutions.

Note. Certain indicators are updated as compared with those published in the Bank of Russia Annual Report for

2012.

2102 3102

snoitutitsnitidercnaissuRybdeussisdractnemyapforebmuN 1 noillim, 5.191 5.712

:hcihwfo

sdractibed— 0.961 3.881

sdractiderc— 5.22 2.92

daorbadnaaissuRnisnoitarepodractnemyapforebmuN 9 noillim, 6.817,5 7.447,7

:hcihwfo

sdractibed— 9.204,5 9.181,7

sdractiderc— 7.513 8.265

daorbadnaaissuRnisnoitarepodractnemyapfoemuloV 9 selburfosnoillirt, 4.32 6.92

:hcihwfo

sdractibed— 5.22 3.82

sdractiderc— 9.0 3.1

srotareporefsnartyenom�E

,raeyfotratsecnisdesuyenom�erefsnartotstnemurtsnitnemyapcinortceleforebmuN
noillim — 1.403

,yenom�erefsnartotstnemurtsnitnemyapcinortcelegnisusnoitarepoforebmuN
noillim — 2.833

,yenom�erefsnartotstnemurtsnitnemyapcinortcelegnisusnoitarepofoemuloV
selburfosnoillib — 6.824

tsoPnaissuREUSF 2

tsoPnaissuREUSFybdetpeccastnemyapdlohesuohdnasredroyenomforebmuN
noillim,tnegatnemyapasa 8.117 0.156

tsoPnaissuREUSFybdetpeccastnemyapdlohesuohdnasredroyenomfoemuloV
selburfosnoillib,tnegatnemyapasa 7.626 2.285

stnegatnemyapknabdnastnegatnemyaP

knabdnastnegatnemyaprofsnoitutitsnitiderchtiwdenepostnuoccaforebmuN
stnegatnemyap 1 dnasuoht, — 1.23

:hcihwfo —

stnegatnemyap— — 6.92

stnegatnemyapknab— — 5.2

,stnegatnemyapknabdnastnegatnemyaphguorhtdetceffesnoitarepofoemuloV
selburfosnoillib 6.479 6.302,1

:hcihwfo

stnegatnemyap— 2.278 1.260,1

stnegatnemyapknab— 4.201 5.141
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Table 34

1 As of end of year.

Note. Certain indicators are updated as compared with those published in the Bank of Russia Annual Report for

2012.

METSYSTNEMYAPAISSURFOKNAB METSYSTNEMYAPAISSURFOKNAB METSYSTNEMYAPAISSURFOKNAB METSYSTNEMYAPAISSURFOKNAB METSYSTNEMYAPAISSURFOKNAB

2102 3102

devressremotsucforebmuN 1 788,8 594,6

:hcihwfo

snoitutitsnitiderc— 369 139

snoitutitsnitidercfosehcnarb— 359,1 067,1

snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsuc— 179,5 408,3

noillim,detceffesecnattimerforebmuN 0.952,1 2.143,1

:hcihwfo

)sehcnarb(snoitutitsnitidercyb— 0.860,1 0.741,1

snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsucyb— 2.091 5.391

snoisividaissuRfoknaByb— 8.0 7.0

:smetsystnemelttesaivgnidulcni

metsystnemeltteslanoigerartniehtaiv— 4.329 6.439

metsystnemeltteslanoigerretniehtaiv— 9.333 3.404

metsysPSEBehtaiv— 2.1 1.2

ecivdafosrettelgnisurepapnodetceffestnemelttes— 5.0 2.0

selburfosnoillirt,detceffesecnattimerfoemuloV 5.051,1 9.422,1

:hcihwfo

)sehcnarb(snoitutitsnitidercyb— 7.978 4.559

snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsucyb— 1.49 4.701

snoisividaissuRfoknaByb— 7.671 1.261

:smetsystnemelttesaivgnidulcni

metsystnemeltteslanoigerartniehtaiv— 2.995 4.406

metsystnemeltteslanoigerretniehtaiv— 5.301 3.611

metsysPSEBehtaiv— 3.744 1.405

ecivdafosrettelgnisurepapnodetceffestnemelttes— 5.0 1.0

segassemcinortcelegnignahcxesremotsucforebmunlatoT 1 578,4 500,4

:hcihwfo

)sehcnarb(snoitutitsnitiderc— 958,2 356,2

seidobyrusaerTlaredeF— 422 291

snoitutitsnitidercnahtrehtosremotsuc— 297,1 061,1
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Table 35

)dnasuoht(MEHTROFDENEPOSTNUOCCAFOREBMUNDNASNOITUTITSNITIDERCNAHTREHTOSREMOTSUCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS )dnasuoht(MEHTROFDENEPOSTNUOCCAFOREBMUNDNASNOITUTITSNITIDERCNAHTREHTOSREMOTSUCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS )dnasuoht(MEHTROFDENEPOSTNUOCCAFOREBMUNDNASNOITUTITSNITIDERCNAHTREHTOSREMOTSUCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS )dnasuoht(MEHTROFDENEPOSTNUOCCAFOREBMUNDNASNOITUTITSNITIDERCNAHTREHTOSREMOTSUCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS )dnasuoht(MEHTROFDENEPOSTNUOCCAFOREBMUNDNASNOITUTITSNITIDERCNAHTREHTOSREMOTSUCAISSURFOKNABFOERUTCURTS

sremotsucforebmuN stnuoccaforebmuN

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

revoegnahc
3102

fosa
3102.10.1

fosa
4102.10.1

revoegnahc
3102

latoT 0.6 8.3 2.2– 8.16 5.65 3.5–

yrusaerTlaredeF 5.0 4.0 1.0– 1.05 8.84 3.1–

seidobtnemeganamtegdublacoldnalanoigeR 3.1 0.1 3.0– 1.5 3.4 8.0–
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